
Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

SEP 1 4 2001

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY

THROUGH: KYLE MCSLARROW
CHIEF OF STAFF

FROM: VICKY A. BAILEY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY
OFFICE OF POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

SUBJECT: ACTION: Attendance by Senior DOE Officials at Proposed Indo-U.S. Conference
on Natural Gas in New Delhi, India on November 7-8, 2001

ISSUE: What senior DOE officials will attend the proposed conference.
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2001-016239
Department of Energy

Washington, DC 20585

September 14, 2001

Paul and Nancy Vigyikan

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Vigyikan:

Thank you for your letter to President Bush regarding the National Energy Plan (NEP) and your
interest in energy conservation. The NEP, released on May 16, 2001, contained
105 recommendations to improve our energy future. Of those, 54 dealt with energy efficiency
and renewable energy. This Administration strongly supports energy efficiency as one of the
building blocks to a strong energy policy while recognizing the need to increase supply. Adding
additional fuel supplies will reduce our dependence on foreign sources and increase our energy
independence. An entire chapter of the Plan discusses the importance of savings gained by
energy efficiency and outlines a broad scope of activities to improve efficiency throughout the
federal government and beyond.

We are moving ahead in our efforts to implement many of the NEP recommendations. The
Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) is in the process of performing a
strategic program review that will carefully evaluate ongoing programs to ensure that they
provide maximum benefits to U.S. taxpayers. Once the review is completed, we will correct
program inadequacies or refocus our efforts to higher performing activities.

Additionally, EERE held a series of public meetings across the country in June to receive public
comments on the objectives of the current energy efficiency and renewable energy research,
development, demonstration and deployment programs and whether these Federal programs are
achieving intended objectives. In response to the public comment period, we received input from
approximately 5,000 people and organizations. Completion of the above efforts will ensure that
our federally-funded energy efficiency and renewable energy programs will continue to be an
integral part of our nation's energy future.

I believe that the Plan presents a balanced blueprint for our nation's energy future. Again, thank
you for your interest in energy conservation.

Sincerely,

David K. Garman
Assistant Secretary
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
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2001-018572 '
Department of Energy 2001-

Washington, DC 20585

September 18, 2001

Mr. Charles L. Campbell

Dear Mr. Campbell:

YourTax to President Bush regarding U.S. energy and environmental issues has
been forwarded to the Department of Energy, Office of Nuclear Energy, Science
and Technology, for response.

Thank you for your support of the National Energy Policy and for sharing your
ideas and concerns. The Department is pursuing full implementation of the
National Energy Policy and is also working on a comprehensive and practical
response to climate change concerns. We agree with your assessment that nuclear
energy, renewables, and other resources must be applied to address our energy
and environmental challenges.

As you anticipate, we expect a vigorous debate on energy policy in the weeks and
months ahead. We welcome your ideas and comments as we engage this
important issue and set a course that assures the long-term energy security of the
United States.

Once again, thank you for your letter and for sharing your concerns.

Sincerely,

William D. Magwood, IV, Director
Office of Nuclear Energy, Science

and Technology

cc: Ms. Trudy Roddick
Director, Mail Analysis
The White House
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Susan S. Kwak - {

September 20, 2001

Dear President Bush,

Your energy policy is insufficient action to address the issue of global warming.

The focus of your plan as announced in March of this year, is to increase domestic
fossil fuel supply. With this focus of supply, you have walked away from your campaign
pledge to regulate carbon dioxide emissions from U.S. power plants and refused to ratify
the Kyoto Protocol. Instead, the actions planned include a $2 billion subsidy program for
the coal industry, continual building of new power plants with a renewed commitment to
nuclear power, rollbacks of key clean air rules, opposing caps on carbon dioxide
emissions, and drilling for oil in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, as well as other
sensitive areas.

The justification for pursuing this strategy has been that implementing the Kyoto
Protocol and regulating carbon dioxide emissions from power plants will harm the U.S.
economy. The pitch has been that we are in need of energy right now, and that big oil,
electric, and coal companies need our help to provide it. You have stated that carbon
dioxide is not considered a pollutant under the Clean Air Act, and yourself and members
of your administration have indicated repeatedly that other industrialized countries share
the U.S. position in not supporting the Kyoto protocol.

The claim that CO2 would be too costly to regulate is based upon a Department of
Energy report, (the Mclntosh-EIA report), provided by the Energy Information
Administration I was surprised to find that such a significanfclaim would be based upon
a single report, one that has been criticized for failing to consider how energy efficiency
may be significant in reducing greenhouse pollution, and whose conclusions have not
been substantiated by analysis on the part of your administration. If reports are to be
believed in such a manner, the National Resource Defense Council notes two other
comprehensive government studies which have shown that it is possible to reduce

-greenhouse pollution to levels called for in the Kyoto agreement without harming the
economy.

The claim that carbon dioxide is not considered a pollutant under the Clean Air
Act is simply not true. Carbon dioxide undeniably fits the definition of an air pollutant
under the Clean Air Act. By any standard, it is an air pollutant, but it can be seen in
section 103(g) of the act, when Congress included emissions of carbon dioxide from
fossil fuel power plants on a list of air pollutants to be included in pollution prevention
programs directed by the EPA. Carbon dioxide has not been regulated by the EPA yet,
but this does not mean it is a nonpollutant.
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And the results of this summer's international meetings in Genoa are clear
evidence that industrialized countries do support the protocol. Why are there 80
countries who have signed the Protocol? Why did other countries continue to settle
country-by-country limits on emissions of greenhouse gases, even without U S
participation? Because everyone has accepted the basic science of global warming, that
the global temperature is rising due to the collection of greenhouse gases; chief among
these gases is carbon dioxide. While it is true that the consequences of risihg
temperatures are uncertain, there is no debate that this is an international problem

Sir: if you take the issue of global warming seriously, you must change your
energy policy and take leadership in solving the problem of climate change. Specifically,
I urge you to:

-REDUCE GLOBAL WARMING POLLUTION. Electric power plants are
the country's largest source of global warming pollutants. There must be
controls on all four pollutants that are generated by power plants, including
carbon dioxide, the main cause of global warming.

INCREASE ENERGY EFFICIENCY. Offer tax incentives and set higher
standards for energy efficiency in our homes, offices, and factories. The
current energy policy does not include rewards for energy efficiency, even
opposes appliance efficiency standards. Yet a November 2000 Department of
Energy report found that energy efficiency and renewable power sources
could meet 60 percent of the nation's needs for new power plants.

- INCREASE FUEL EFFICIENCY. Raise the fuel efficiency standard for new
passenger vehicles to 40 mpg. Cars, trucks, and buses are responsible for 20%
of the U.S. greenhouse gas emissions and your administration has given no
commitment to raise fuel economy standards. The new standard would cut
carbon dioxide pollution by 600 million metric tons and save consumers at
least $45 billion a year at the gas pump. The amount of oil we would save is
more than we would get from all our Persian Gulf imports, the Arctic wildlife
refuge, and California offshore oil drilling combined (Sierra Club).

- INCREASE RELIANCE ON RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES. Increase
the amount of electricity produced from renewable sources to 20 percent by
2020. We must decrease U.S. reliance on coal and oil. There are no other
options.

- DEMONSTRATE INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP. Please do not
abandon the Kyoto protocol. The U.S. should not only participate, but lead,
for the world to successfully stop global warming.

As a consumer of energy, as on who believes public and environmental health
should be protected and strived for, and as a proud American, I urge you to make
the world different and change your energy policy. Thank you.
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0 4 2001-021847 9/25 A 10:55
Secretary, The

From: C (276
Sent: Sunday, September 23, 2001 2:35 PM -
To: Secretary, The
Subject: Fossil Energy

FROM a t 02 1 841 :Zrn ?rP25 A I@ 55
NAME: Harriet Cheney
SUBJECTL osil Energy

ck, ,
PARM.1 TO-the.secretary@hq.doe.gov
STATE& )
TOPIC: National mobilization
SUBMIT: Send Comments
CONTACT: email
COUNTRY: USA
MESSAGE: Secretary Abraham: What I'd like to see is government
officials rise from being political operatives to real leaders.
What I'd like to see is a national energy policy whereby we rid
ourselves of'our onerous addiction to fossil fuel. This would
free our country to make foreign policy decisions based on ethics
and good sense. Why can't we float 'energy bonds' to fuel a
national effort to convert to renewable sources of energy? This
would not only buoy up the economy - but would also help protect
our endangered environment (which probably poses a greater threat
to our future than terrorists). Why haven't we done this before?

remember the gas lines of 1973. We need our leaders to help us
je the best we can be. As 4% of the world population, we should
not be using 44% of the world's resources. God Bless America,
Harriet Cheney ,
MALADDP( A,2 9
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2001-020617

Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20585

October 25, 2001

Mr. W.E. Gene Claudin

L ! -
Dear Mr. Claudin:

-- I am responding to your letter to President Bush which commented on several
aspects of the Administration's National Energy Policy released in May. You can
obtain more information by visiting the White House website at:
www.whitehouse.gov/energv.

Let me assure you the National Energy Policy is being implemented in a manner
that will assure accountability. By Federal law, performance objectives are
established for all major programs implemented by the Department of Energy and
other Federal agencies, and progress toward achievement of these objectives is
regularly tracked and reported.

Your recommendations concerning expanded use of nuclear energy and release of
information on development of the National Energy Policy have been conveyed to
key decision makers within the Department.

Thank you for writing.

Regards,

Vicky A. Bailey
Assistant Secretary
Office of Policy and International Affairs

PWd -NM fin cm P29995
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2001-018617

Hebron, Estelle

From: Mollot, Darren J
Sent Monday. November 26.2001 1:53 PM
To: () C6)
Subject: Correspondence - National Energy Policy

Mr. Murray Duffin
This is in response to your email to Secretary Abraham dated August 7, 2001 regarding the National Energy
Policy. Your obvious interest and desire to get involved in the formulation of energy policies that will effect
our Nation's future is admirable and critically important. It is the efforts of people like your self, who educate
themselves and take the time to participate in national as well as grass roots efforts, that ultimately shape energy
policy.
Though many of the points you make are legislative and need to be addressed to your Congressman and

Senators, I never the less thought you might be interested in what your Department of Energy is doing in the
areas you seem to be interested in. There is a general consensus that we will have to reduce our reliance on
fossil fuels over the long term. What "long term" means is a widely debated question and will depend largely
on how fast cost effective and reliable alternative technologies can be developed. As you might imagine, the
Department of Energy, in cooperation with private industry, has committed significant resources toward
developing cost effective and reliable renewable technology. There has been a lot of progress. Over the past
few decades many of these power systems have developed to the point that they are commercially viable in
niche applications. But, as you are aware, a lot of work is still needed. I urge you to visit the energy efficiency
index page of the DOE web site at <http://www.energy.gov/efficiencv/index.html> for more information.
Similarly, there is a lot of work being done to improve the efficiency of fossil power generation technology. In
addition to improving efficiency and reducing regulated pollutants, continued advances in technologies that will
allow C02 to be permanently sequestered from the atmosphere should allow us to build a coal or natural gas
electric power plant in 2020 that will produce near zero harmful emissions (including C02). For more
information on fossil energy programs you may want to visit the Fossil Energy web site at

http://www.fe.doe.gov>.
in addition, there are numerous projects and planning efforts underway which address hydrogen production

and transmission, building, appliance, and transportation efficiency, safe nuclear fission and fusion
technologies, super conductors to improve the performance of the electric transmission, technologies to improve
yields from existing and previously inaccessible oil and natural gas reservoirs and on and on. Information on
most of these can be found on the previously cited web pages as well. Another excellent source of information
on bow much, and what types of energy we use here in the U.S. and internationally, is the Energy Information
Administration. The EIA is a quasi-independent organization within DOE that is tasked with providing
unbiased energy data and forecasts. Their web address is http://www.eia.doe.gov <http://www.>.
Hope that this information is of value. Once again, thank you for your interest in energy issues.

Darren Mollot

Darren J. Mollot, PhD
Technical Advisor
Office of Fossil Energy, FE26
U.S. Department of Energy
1000 Independence Ave. SW
Washington, DC 20585

tel: 202 586-0429
fax: 202 586-1188
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Carter, Douglas

From: Porter, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2001 9:21 AM
To: Rudins, George; DeHoratiis, Guido; Braitsch, Jay, Carter, Douglas
Subject: FW: Outlines: regional information

Please see the note below -- and especially look at the 2nd page of the attachment on Increased Production of Traditional
Energy Resources.

Is there anything we want to add or correct -- in the next 45 minutes!

Bob Porter

-- Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Senb -Tuesday, February 13, 2001 8:26 AM
To: Porter, Robert; PETTIS, LARRY; Breed, William; Conti, John
Subjet FW: Outlines: regional information

L 7
P.S. Use WORD. Software of choice!

Margot

-----Original Message-----
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2001 10:09 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: Outlines: regional information S

L I
E2

touotegi .oc /
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Interim Report of the Federal Trade Commission Midwest Gasoline Price InvestigationJuly 28 Page 1 of 6

Interim Report of the Federal Trade Commission
Midwest Gasoline Price Investigation

July 28, 2000

I. Introduction

The Federal Trade Commission is investigating the causes of the sharp rises in gasoline
prices in certain Midwest markets in the spring and early summer of this year. A principal
purpose of the investigation is to determine whether those price rises were caused in
whole or in part by antitrust violations. This interim report to Congress sets forth the
reasons the Commission launched this investigation and provides a status report on the
ongoing investigation, including progress to date and a description of the work
remaining. In testimony before the House Committees on the Judiciary, Commerce, and
Government Reform on June 28, 2000, and the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources on July 13, 2000, Chairman Robert Pitofsky and Bureau of Competition
Director Richard G. Parker confirmed the promise made to several members to deliver an
interim report to Congress before the end of July.

In the spring and early summer of 2000, gasoline prices increased in markets all over the
country. Gasoline prices have long been seasonally cyclical, rising in late spring and early
summer as consumer demand increases with the onset of the summer driving season.
However, the increases this year in some local markets, particularly in the Midwest,
eclipsed those experienced in past years, and were much greater than those experienced
in other U.S. markets. Consumers in markets such as Chicago and Milwaukee saw
significant price spikes at the retail level, both for the Phase II reformulated gasoline (
("RFG"), required under the Clean Air Act for those markets, and for conventional 5 /
gasoline, which is used in other local markets in the Midwest.

The national average retail price of RFG increased from $1.29 to $1.67 per gallon from /
November 1999 to June 12, 2000, before declining to $1.61 on July 17, 2000.() In
Chicago, however, the average RFG price rose from $1.85 per gallon on May 30 to $2.13
on June 20, before falling to $1.57 on July 24, 2000.t2) From May 30 to June 20 in /
Milwaukee the average RFG price increased from $1.74 to $2.02, but by July 24 had
fallen to $1.48.( 3 )

Conventional gasoline prices in the Midwest also have risen substantially from late 1999
levels, although they also have receded significantly since the highs in mid-June.
National average retail prices increased from $1.25 to $1.61 per gallon for conventional
gasoline between November 1999 and June 12, 2000, and then eased to $1.51 on July 17,
2000. 4 ) Average conventional gasoline retail prices in the Midwest rose from $1.55 to
$1.85 per gallon from May 29 to June 19, 2000, but had decreased to $1.48 by July 17,
2000. ( :5 The price runup was intense, but brief, with prices peaking during the week of
June 18-24.

The sheer magnitude of the price increases, their particular intensity in one section of the
country, and their occurrence in conventional gasoline as well as in RFG, prompted the
Commission's Bureau of Competition to consider the reasons for the price increases and,
specifically, whether price fixing or other illegal activity might have occurred. A
bipartisan group of Senators and Representatives strongly urged the Commission to
investigate these matters.

http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/07/gasprice.htm 299 '01
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Interim Report of the Federal Trade Commission Midwest Gasoline Price InvestigationJuly 28 Page 2 o

In early June 2000, Commission staff began a preliminary investigation, relying initially
on publicly available data and consumer complaints. Staff interviewed persons
knowledgeable about factors that may have contributed to these price spikes, industry
structure, and the regulatory environment. Staff also met with representatives of the
Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Energy. A principal focus of
that preliminary investigation, and of the ensuing formal investigation, has been to
determine whether there is sufficient evidence to conclude that the antitrust laws have
been violated and that such violations caused all or part of the price spikes in the
Midwest. Commission staff also have sought information on other potential causes of the
price spikes.

The staffs initial inquiry suggested several factors as potential contributors to Midwest
gasoline price spikes. The first is the reduced global supply of crude oil. In the second
half of 1999, OPEC countries, joined by several non-OPEC oil exporting countries,
curtaied the global supply of crude oil During the same period, worldwide demand for
petroleum products increased significantly, as economies in Asia and Europe recovered
and economic growth in the United States continued. As a result, worldwide
consumption of crude oil has exceeded production, and world and U.S. inventories have

been drawn down.6) Refiners responded to the price increases caused by the crude
shortage in the same way they had responded to past supply reductions -- by cutting
gasoline production and using inventories of gasoline to meet demand, in the expectation
that inventories could be replenished when crude oil prices drop as some OPEC members
exceed their quotas. 7 ) This series of events contributed to exceptionally tight supply
situations in many countries, particularly in the United States.8)

In the last two months, the OPEC countries,(9 ! and Saudi Arabia individually, -10} agreed
to increase production in an effort to moderate the price of crude petroleum. It remains to
be seen whether, when, and to what extent OPEC's and Saudi Arabia's announcements of
crude supply increases will reduce prices in the medium to long run. In the short run,
crude oil prices have moderated slightly, from $33.55 per barrel on June 23 to $31.31 on
July 14.(' 1 OPEC actions likely cannot fully explain the exceptional price spikes that
occurred in the Midwest, because such actions would be expected to affect prices in all
sections of the United States in a broadly similar way.

A factor specific to the Midwest markets that may have contributed to the price increases
was the introduction of EPA Phase II regulations for summer-blend reformulated
gasoline in high ozone urban areas. These regulations went into effect on May 1, 2000 at
the wholesale level in both Chicago and Milwaukee. The new, more-stringent regulations
may have contributed to abnormally low inventories for several reasons. They required
that winter-blend gas be drained from storage tanks before the summer-blend supply
could be added, which led to lower inventories than usual. According to some reports,
summer-blend Phase II RFG is proving more difficult to refine than anticipated, causing
refinery yields to be less than expected. The ethanol-based RFG used in Chicago and
Milwaukee is reportedly even more difficult to produce. Further, St. Louis entered the
RFG program for the first time this year, adding additional demand to an already tight
Midwest RFG supply situation.@ ) Moreover, the recent federal court of appeals decision
upholding Unocal's patent for some formulations of RFG may have caused some
refineries to change RFG blends to avoid-infringement or high royalty payments, leading
to production delays and decreased refinery throughput.Pl RFG-related issues seem

http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/07/gasprice.htm 2/13/0
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Interim Report of the Federal Trade Commission Midwest Gasoline Price InvestigationJuly 28 Page 3 of 6

unlikely, however, to provide a complete explanation for recent Midwestern gas price
increases, because in the Midwest as a whole, conventional gasoline prices rose more

dramatically than RFG prices from May to the end of June.1)

Another possible contributor to the Midwest price increases was the break in the Explorer
pipeline in March. Explorer moves refined petroleum products from the Gulf of Mexico

through St. Louis to Chicago and other parts of the Midwest. 15 The pipeline break
caused a disruption in the supply of gasoline to the already tight Midwest markets. That
could have contributed to tight supply and rising prices throughout the region.

Although it is likely that each of these supply factors contributed to the dramatic recent
price spikes in the Midwest, no single factor appears from staffs preliminary
investigation to be likely to provide a full explanation, and staff does not yet have
sufficient information to assess the impact of these factors in combination. Accordingly,
it is prudent to investigate the possibility of collusion or tacit coordination, conduct that
could be illegal under section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. In order to
investigate this and other possible causes of the price spikes in the Midwest, on June 21,
2000, the Commission initiated a formal investigation. ® Because of the multiplicity of
potential interrelated causes, this investigation is likely to consume, at a minimum,
another three or four months.

II. The Commission's Investigation

This investigation is being conducted pursuant to the Commission's authority under the
Federal Trade Commission Act.(!7) The Bureau of Competition is treating it as a top
priority matter and has assigned experienced attorneys, economists, investigators and
paralegals to the investigation. The Commission chose its Midwest Regional Office,
located in Chicago, to spearhead the investigation because they are well-situated to work
with local refiners and witnesses and with other law enforcement agencies in the region.
Attorneys and economists from the West Coast Regional Office in San Francisco and our
headquarters in Washington, D.C. with particular expertise in the oil industry are
assisting the Midwest Office. In all, 12 to 14 Commission attorneys, economists, and
paralegals are working on the investigation. We are also coordinating our efforts with the
Attorneys General of Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Missouri, Iowa,
Minnesota, Kentucky, South Dakota and West Virginia. The Commission has approved
the use of compulsory process in this investigation, permitting the issuance of both
subpoenas and Civil Investigative Demands, and the taking of depositions under oath.

The objective of the investigation is to consider the causes of the price increases, and
determine whether there was any illegal contact, communication, signaling, or
understandings among competitors. With regard to proving illegal conduct, the
Commission must show more than parallel behavior among market participants. Standing
alone, proof that all companies raise prices at the same time is not sufficient evidence of
collusion. The courts have held that some "plus factor" must be present to demonstrate
that an agreement was reached. Behavior that would be unprofitable "but for" collusion
may be evidence that such an agreement exists.

Consistent with the necessity of protecting the confidentiality of information from
participants in the investigation, as well as protecting the legal staffs work product, we
can report the following information about the investigation to date.) -

http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/07/gasprice.htm 32-16 3
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Interim Report of the Federal Trade Commission Midwest Gasoline Price InvestigationJuly 28 Page 4 of 6

Staff is using process to take testimony and gather evidence from the various entities that
refine, transport and distribute gasoline in the Midwest, as well as suppliers and
customers and other knowledgeable or affected persons. The Commission issued a first
round of subpoenas to nine refiners that supply Midwest markets on June 29. A
substantial number of documents have already been produced. In less than a month, staff
has received approximately 200 boxes of documents. The bulk of the documents from the
first round of subpoenas should be in our hands by the middle of August. Staff is
carefully reviewing these documents. The Commission issued a second round of
subpoenas to other refiners last week. We have also recently issued CIDs to the refiners,
requesting compilations of data and answers to written questions.

We issued another set of subpoenas, this time to the entities that own or control the
pipelines serving the Midwest markets, on July 25. We expect responsive documents to
begin arriving shortly. Staff also has conducted approximately 15 interviews with market
participants, consumers, corporate users of gasoline, and others with knowledge of
relevant facts, and is in the process of obtaining industry-wide data from the Oil Price
Information Service (OPIS). Staff also conducted a site visit at a refinery on July 20.
Once the documentary material has been analyzed, staff will take depositions under oath
of key decision-making personnel throughout the gasoline distribution chain in the
Midwest. The Commission has retained, and is working with, an outside economic
consultant with expertise in this industry.

Our investigation is comprehensive. Prices spiked in the Midwest for one or more
reasons. Staff is attempting-to identify those reasons. Staff is investigating any and all
aspects of the distribution chain in which firms could have colluded to increase prices
directly or colluded to reduce capacity or supply, or otherwise to take advantage of a tight
supply situation and rising prices. For example, staff is examining supply and inventory
evidence from integrated oil companies and independent refineries serving the Midwest
to determine if supply was manipulated by agreement or understanding such that
insufficient product was available to meet increased summer demand in the Midwest and
prices spiked as a result. Staff is also considering whether pipeline capacity constraints
and allocation decisions were the result of accidental and market-driven factors or, in
whole or in part, the product of a collusive agreement designed to restrict supply in local
markets. These are but examples of the kinds of inquiries staff is pursuing. At this point,
no conclusions, however tentative, have been reached.

III. Conclusion

Much work remains to be done in order to complete this investigation. The scope of the
investigation, the volume of the information that has been or will be produced, and the
complexity of the issues under investigation suggest that the investigation likely will
consume at least three or four more months. The Commission is treating this
investigation as a matter of top priority, but answers in antitrust investigations do not
typically come quickly or easily. If staff uncovers reason to believe that an antitrust
violation has occurred, however, the Commission will act promptly.

I. Energy Information Administration. Office of Oil and Gas Daily Price Report (June 12, 2000: July 3,
2000; July 24. 2000). In comparing average RFG prices at different times and different places, it should be
noted that RFG requirements may differ between summer and winter and also among localities.

http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/07/gasprice.htm 3023/
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2. EPA Data, RFG-CG Price Information, based on Oil Price Information Service data (June 14, 2000, June
23,2000).

3. Id. During the week of June 19. RFG prices at some Chicago gas stations apparently rose as high as
$2.50, although they have since receded. See R. Kemper & K. Mellen, "As Pressure Builds, Price of Gas
Falls," Chicago Tribune (June 23, 2000).

4. EPA Data, RFG-CG Price Information (June 14, 2000, July 10, 2000, July 24, 2000).

5. Energy Information Administration, Motor Gasoline Watch (June 21, 2000, July 10, 2000, July 24,
2000) at 2.

6. Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development ("OECD"), International Energy Agency,
Monthly Oil Market Report (July 11, 2000) at 5, www.iea.org.

7. Id. ("Refiners do not really believe today's prices are sustainable, and hesitate to run crude for product
restocking.D.

8. Id. Gasoline stocks in the United States for the fourth quarter of 2000 are estimated to be 37 percent
below the level of the fourth quarter of 1999, while Europe's stocks dropped 27 percent in the same period.

9. "OPEC Agrees to Increase Oil Production," Wall Street Journal (June 22, 2000) at A3.

10. "Saudi Plan to Raise Oil Output Stirs Up Debate," Wall Street Journal (July 5, 2000) at A2.

I . Energy Information Administration, Weekly Petroleum Status Report, Table 13 (July 20, 2000) (WTI-
Cushing spot prices).

12. St. Louis received EPA waivers to delay implementation of Phase II RFG until early June, because of a
break in the Explorer pipeline which serves the region. St. Louis uses primarily MTBE-based RFG, which
many observers believe to be less costly than ethanol-based RFG. St. Louis did not experience price
increases as great as those in Chicago and Milwaukee.

13. Union Oil Co. v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 208 F.3d 989 (Fed. Cir. March 29, 2000).

14. According to Energy Information Administration figures, average retail prices throughout PADD I1 (the
Midwestern Petroleum Administration for Defense District) rose 18.9 cents for RFG and 29.4 cents for
conventional gasoline from May 29 to June 19. See Energy Information Administration, Motor Gasoline
Watch (June 21, 2000) at 2.

15. Environment News Service, "Gasoline Spill Threatens Dallas Water Supply" (March 13, 2000).

16. Midwest Gasoline Price Investigation, FTC File No. 001 0174.

17. 15 U.S.C. § 41 et seq. The Commission does not have criminal enforcement authority. The Antitrust
Division of-the Department of Justice has exclusive responsibility for criminal enforcement of the antitrust
laws, pursuant to authority granted under the Sherman Act. 15 U.S.C. § I et seq. If staff were to uncover
evidence of criminal activity, such as hard-core price fixing, staff would forward the matter to the Antitrust
Division.

18. The Commission is statutorily obligated to protect confidential information it receives in a law
enforcement investigation. See Sections 6(f) and 21 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 46
(f), 57b-2. In addition, the Commission protects information that reveals the agency's deliberative process,
its attorney work product and information whose disclosure could interfere with a law enforcement
proceeding. See Exemptions 5 and 7 of the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), (7);
Commission Rule 4.10, 16 C.F.R. 4.10. See also Commission Operating Manual § 3.3.3.1 (investigations
are ordinarily nonpublic unless the Commission orders otherwise). The Commission may release certain
deliberative or investigational information, consistent with the needs of the investigation, and has voted to

http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/07/gasprice.htm 33/01
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do so with this report.

http://www.ftc.gov/os/2000/07/gasprice.htm - 33
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The Clinton administration said on Wednesday it has not ruled out possible Talk Back
collusion among oil companies as the reason behind a sharp rise in retail gasoline Let us know what you think about this story
prices in the Midwest. in ENN's F.orum. iscussion Area

A rapid run-up in overall U.S. gasoline and crude oil prices has also caught the
attention of the- Federal Reserve, which is also closely watching for any impact on
inflation or economic growth.

Federal officials are investigating whether soaring prices in Chicago, Milwaukee
and other Midwest locations are due to free market forces, strict new
requirements for cleaner-burning gasoline, or unfair action by U.S. oil refiners,
according to Energy Secretary Bill Richardson.

"They're much too high. They're unacceptably high," Richardson said, referring to
gasoline prices in the Midwest which have topped $2 a gallon in Chicago and
Milwaukee.

"We're trying to determine whether it's market forces or collusion or some
glitches with the Environmental Protection Agency's RFG gasoline," Richardson
told reporters following a speech at the National Press Club.

The Environmental Protection Agency and the Energy Department met with the
region's oil refiners earlier this week to find out why gasoline prices - especially
for the new cleaner-burning reformulated gasoline (RFG) - have soared when
supplies seem adequate.

Midwest drivers are now paying about 20 cents a gallon more than the U.S.
nationwide average price for conventional gasoline, according to the Energy
Department.

Illinois Gov. George Ryan, a Republican, asked the state attorney general
Wednesday to launch an investigation into gasoline price fraud.

Ryan also said governors in Indiana, Nebraska and Kansas backed his plan to
have the federal government temporarily suspend new anti-smog regulations,
which have contributed to tight supplies of cleaner-burning gasoline.

Oil companies claim that the new reformulated gasoline, which the EPA required
be sold in polluted areas beginning this month, is too expensive and difficult to
produce. They say that this has resulted in supply problems and higher prices.

The government is not buying those arguments, pointing out that RFG in cities
)utside the Midwest is not as expensive.

"The refiners can't explain and others can't explain why gasoline prices are so
hiQh in the Midwest and in other Darts of the country they're lower." Richardson

http://www.enn.con/news/wire-stories/2000/06/06152000/reu_midwest_ 1-391 O.asp -/0
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said. "We're trying to get those answers."

he Federal Reserve is also paying attention to the rapid increase in oil prices
during the past month.

Alan Greenspan, chairman of the Fed, is concerned about the risk of inflation
posed by steep price increases for oil and low inventories, said Argentine
Economy Minister Luis Machinea. He described Greenspan's views to reporters
after meeting with the U.S. central banker on Wednesday.

Thomas Hoenig, president of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, said late
Wednesday that the Fed is tracking the rise in gasoline prices and its effect on
the economy.

The unexpected climb in U.S. gasoline prices is blamed by many industry experts
as a key reason for the run-up in global crude oil prices during the past month.
The Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries is scheduled to meet next
week to decide-whether worldwide oil supplies are too tight, and more production
is needed.

U.S. benchmark gasoline futures contracts trading on the New York Mercantile
Exchange finished the day at just over $1.08 a gallon, rising 1.83 cents. During
the trading day gasoline reached $1.096 a gallon, the highest since the Gulf War
of a decade ago.

The chairman of the House Judiciary Committee asked the Federal Trade
Commission last week to investigate if oil companies are gouging Midwest
consumers at the pump.

"Even aside from the impact of state and local (fuel) taxes, these prices raise
questions as to whether illegal price gouging is occurring," said Republican Rep.
Henry Hyde of Illinois.

Copyright 2000, Reuters
All Rights Reserved
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Clinton Administration Looking for Gas-Price
Scapegoat

June 21. 2000

Related Links A Congressional Research Service (CRS) report identified high crude oil
A Trade Expansion

Contraca with America prices, the use of ethanol in reformulated gas, and gas pipeline problems
Gore Kept Energy Plan among the reasons gas prices are higher in the Midwest than in other parts
Secret for Eigh! Years of the country.

We are Being Gored by
High Gas p.ces But Vice President Gore, facing growing political

Crnton Adnmistraion fallout from current gas prices, cited a different
1Ok.i..atj.Gas- pre cause. The vice president suggested yesterday

FreTad Cl e a- that "big oil is gouging American consumers."
Free Trade Could Mean

the End lor China _
Dictatorship The Clinton administration's Federal Trade f at e pump

Commission is investigating the cause of higher
gas prices.

"The vice president has a growing political problem because his
administration has been asleep at the wheel when it comes to dealing with
OPEC," said House Majority Leader Dick Armey. "Instead of acknowledging
that his administration has no energy policy, which leaves our nation overly
dependent on foreign oil, the vice president is looking for a scapegoat.

"When the going gets tough, Al Gore points fingers," said Armey.

According to the CRS report, several factors contribute to higher Midwest
gas prices, including:

* Higher crude oil prices. According to the report, "crude acquisition
costs have risen by the equivalent of 48 cents per gallon during the
past year and a half."

* Use of Ethanol in Reformulated Gas (RFG). Reformulated gas,
required in certain areas of the country to comply with emission
standards, is mixed with ethanol in the Chicago and Milwaukee areas.
New RFG requirements that went into effect June 1, "have made it
more difficult and costly to make RFG with ethanol."

* Pipeline Problems. "Two oil pipelines serving the upper Midwest have
been experiencing operational difficulties," reducing gasoline deliveries
-to the region. "In a tight regional market, supply reductions of this
magnitude can be extremely disruptive, and lead to significant price
increases."

Read the CQngressional Research Service._ port "Midwest Gasoline Price
Increases." (2mb, PDF format)

http://freedom.house.gov/library/foreignaffairs/pr00062 .asp 2/13/0]
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Carter, Douglas

From: Fredrichs, Mark
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2001 9:56 AM
To: Carter, Douglas; Braitsch, Jay, KYDES, ANDY; 'JkstierObpa.gov; Zimmerman, MaryBeth;

Terry, Tracy
Subject: FW: Commerce Recommendations for NEP

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

DRAFR Commerce

Recs doc

----- Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2001 3:36 PM
To: Conti, John; Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea;
Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter, Douglas;
Braitsch, Jay; Melchert, Elena; Cook, Trevor; Breed, William;

'jkstier@bpa.gov'; York, Michael; Freitas, Christopher; Friedrichs,
Mark; Pumphrey, David; Kolevar, Kevin
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: FW: Commerce Recommendations for NEP

All,

This is Commerce's wish list of Policy Options for the NEP. Mark F. -
can you coordinate a DOE response so we can get to Joe Kelliher? By
Wednesday COB? Thanks.

Margot

----- Original Message-----
From: Charles_M._Smith@ovp.eop.gov%internet
Imailto:CharlesM._Smith@ovp.eop.gov)
Sent: Monday, March 26; 2001 3:03 PM
'o: Kelliher, Joseph; Kolevar, Kevin; Anderson, Margot;
Juleanna_R._Glover@ovp.eop.gov%internet; Kmurphy@osec.doc.gov%internet;

W7 1, _3P081
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Sue_Ellen_Wooldridge@IOS.DOI.gov%internet;

Joel_D._Kaplangwho.eop.gov%internet; Keith.Collins@USDA.gov%internet;

Joseph.Glauber@USDA.gov%internet; Galloglysj@State.gov%internet;

McManusmteState.gov%internet; Michelle.Poche@OST.DOT.Gov%internet;
Patricia.Stahlschmidt@FEMA.gov%internet; Brenner.Rob@EPA.gov%internet;

Symons.Jeremy@EPA.gov%internet; Beale.John@EPA.gov%internet;

MPeacock@omb.eop.gov%internet; Mark_A._WeatherlyQomb.eop-gov%internet;

Robert_C._McNally@opd.eop.gov%internet; Jhowardj@ceq.eop.gov%internet;

William_bettenberg@IOS.DOI.gov%internet;

Tom_fulton@IOS.DOI.gov%internet; Kjersten_drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet;

Mleblanc@ceq.eop.gov%internet; Bruce.Baughman@FEMA.gov%internet;

Charles.m.Hess@USACE.army.mil%internet; akeeler@cea.eop.gov%internet;

commcoll@aol.com%internet; Karen_E._Keller@omb.eop.gov%internet;

Carol_J._Thompson@who.eop.gov%internet;
Sandra_L. _Via@omb.eop.gov%internet; Megan_D._Moran@ovp.eop.gov%internet;

Janet_P._Walker@opd.eop.gov%internet;

Ronald_L._Silberman@omb.eop.gov%internet;
Lori_A._Krauss@omb.eop.gov%internet; WheeierE@State.gov%internet;

Mark_J._Sullivan@ovp.eop.gov%internet
Cc: Andrew_D._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet;
Karen_Y._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%internet; John_Fenzel@ovp.eop.gov%internet

Subject: Commerce Recommendations

Attached are Commerce's draft recommendations for your review

(See attached file: DRAFT Commerce Recs.doc)
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Carter, Douglas

From: Carter, Douglas
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 5:03 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Braitsch, Jay; Kripowicz, Robert
Subject: RE: NEP news

Margot -

One more from FE (sorry).

f

Doug

-- Original Message----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 7:35 PM
To: Cook, Trevor; Scalingi, Paula; PETTIS, LARRY; KENDELL, JAMES; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Sullivan, John; 'jksber@bpa.gov';

Kripowic, Robert; Haspel, Abe; Magwood, William; 'jkiser@bpa.gov; Whatley, Michael; Braitsch, Jay; Conti, John; Carter,
Douglas; KYDES, ANDY; Pumphrey, David; Hart, James

Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: NEP news

All,

Joe has now received hard copies of chapters 4, 5, and 10 for our review (the ones we didn't do). Sorry but I only had
e-copies of 10, rest are hard, so you have to stop by to collect. I'll out them on the PO 7C-034 open area credenza for
pick up. Need your comments by Thursday COB - please e-mail me a comments page. I'll compile for Joe. Joe
delivered our DOE-led chapters 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and we will await comments. I'm working on collecting figures and
charts. By my calculations, we are still missing chapter 9 (DOT).

The revised outline:

r-

Margot
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Carter, Douglas

From: Braitsch, Jay
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 4:26 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Carter, Douglas
Subject: RE: NEP news

Margot -- More FE Comments x (

i. i
1

7



Second paragraph under Electricity Imports -

1- 1-

-Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 3:33 PM
To: Braitsch, Jay
Subject: RE: NEP news

Yes, got Doug's stuff. Sorry for not checking. I think you are right.

-Origina Message-
From: Braitsch, ay
Sent Thursday, February 22, 2001 3:33 PM
To: Anderson, Margot (
Subject: RE: NEP news

I think Doug Carter sent you something, and I will be sendina some more comments shortly[

riginl Meage--- Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 3:15 PM
To: Cook, Trevor; Scalingi, Paula; PETTIS, LARRY; KENDELL JAMES; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Sullivan, John; 'jkstier@bpa.gov;

Kripowicz, Robert; Haspel, Abe; Magwood, William; ')kstier@bpa.gov; Whatley, Michael; Braitsch, Jay; Contj, John;
Carter, Douglas; KYDES, ANDY; Pumphrey, David; Hart, James

Cc Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: NEP news

Can I get a sense of who is going to provide comments by the end of the day on these three chapters? I have
NE's (thanks, Trevor) and know EE will comment. Anyone else?

-Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2001 7:35 PM
To: Cook Trevor; Scalingi, Paula; PETTIS, LARRY; KENDEL, JAMES; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Sullivan, John;

'jkster@bpa.gov; Kripowia, Robert; Haspel, Abe; Magwood, william; jkster@bpa.gov; Whatley, Michael;
Braitch, lay; Conti, ohn; Carter, Douglas; KYDES, ANDY; Pumphrey, David; Hart, James

Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: NEP news

All,

Joe has now received hard copies of chapters 4, 5, and 10 for our review (the ones we didn't do). Sorry
but I only had e-copies of 10, rest are hard, so you have to stop by to collect. Ill out them on the PO 7C-
034 open area credenza for pick up. Need your comments by Thursday COB - please e-mail me a
comments page. Ill compile for Joe. Joe delivered our DOE-led chapters 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and we will await
comments. I'm working on collecting figures and charts. By my calculations, we are still missing chapter 9
(DOT).

t \^ ^ The revised outline:

__23002 30012
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Carter, Douglas

From: Braitsch, Jay
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2001 9.55 AM
To: Rudins, George; Carter, Douglas; McKee, Barbara; DeHoratiis, Guido; Johnson, Nancy;

Juckett, Donald; Pyrdol, John; Freitas, Christopher; Porter, Robert
Cc: Kripowicz, Robert
Subject: National Energy Policy (NEP) Recommended Actions

_econmmenaoron -

Pecommendi - ^Is)
Sumnory wit.
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Carter, Douglas

From: SITZER, SCOTT
Sent: Friday, February 16, 2001 6:06 PM
To: Carter, Douglas
Subject: RE: NEP Coal

NEPCOAL.DOC

Thanks for the comments.

~version, ,31~fJI have attached thatversion,
which has already gone to Larry Pettis for transmittal to Margot
Anderson-

If

there are any further opportunities for revisions, I will certainly
consider
what you sent me.

Scott

----- Original Message-----
From: Douglas Carter_at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Sent: Friday, February 16, 2001 1:17 PM
So: Sitzer, Scott
Cc: Rcbert Kripowicz_at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO; George Rudins_at_HQ-EXCH at
X400PO; Robert Porter_at_HQ-EXCH at X400PO
Subject: FW: NEP Coal

Scott -

I wanted to offer you something more concrete than our earlier
discussion.
I have marked-up the coal language you drafted for Section 1. and the
markup
is attached. Please consider this in your future drafts.

Doug Carter, FE-26, x69684

----- Original Message-----
From: SITZER, SCOTT
Sent: Friday, February 16, 2001 1:34 PM
To: Carter. Douglas
Subject: NEP Coal

Doug,

Attached is a slightly "polished" version of what I sent you yesterday,
plus

he
.ssociated graphs.

I am supposed to turn this in at noon today, so I would appreciate any
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RE: BPA DSI information Page 1 of 2

From: Carrier, Paul

Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 3:57 PM

To: Anderson, Margot; caball@bpa.gov

Cc: 'Stier, Jeffrey K - KN-DC'; Seifert, Roger

Subject: RE: BPA DSI information

Importance: High

Margot, ;\

Paul

-Original Message-
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 12:46 PM
To: 'Ball, Crystal A - KN-DC'; Carrier, Paul
Cc: 'Stier, Jeffrey K - KN-DC'; 'Seifert, Roger - KN-DC'
Subject: RE: BPA DSI information

Crystal,

r M

Margot

-Original Message-
From: Ball, Crystal A - KN-DC [mailto:caball~bpa -------
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 12:35 PM
To: Anderson, Margot; Carrier, Paul
Cc: Stier, Jeffrey K - KN-DC; Seifert, Roger - KN-DC
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RE: BPA DSI information Page 2 of 2

Subject: RE: BPA DSI information
Importance: High

> <<DSI paul info.doc>> <McCook pr final.doc>>
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Kelliher, Joseph

iwn: Stephen Sayle Issayle@dutkogroup.comJ
cent: Thursday, March 22,2001 4:58 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: to mr. commissioner

A multipollutant regulatory strategy should be established for the
power generation sector including:
- Gradually phased in reductions.
- Reform/replacement of NSR
- Use of market-based/emission trading programs
- Inclusion of both existing and new plants and equal treatment for
both

The last bullet is the critical one to ensure that: a) we
encourage the new generation that is required b) we ensure that
the new technologies developed through DOE programs can come
into the market.]

I will follow up with a short statement on above tomorrow. Call me with
questions

1
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warming trend may be underway, and that greenhouse gases emissions from human sources
may increase the potential impact of global warming. The IPCC recommended that an
international agreement be negotiated setting forth a pathway to limit man-made greenhouse
gas emissions, especially energy-related carbon dioxide emissions. In 1992, 160 nations
heeded this advise and signed the Rio Agreement on Climate Change, formerly known as the
' United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change' (FCCC).

The United States was among the nations to ratify this agreement, which has as its
objective stabilizing the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases at a level that pre-
vents dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system. In ratifying the FCCC.
the United States, Europe, Japan and other industrialized countries agreed to take the lead
in modifying longer-term trends in anthropogenic emissions, to make best efforts to reduce
emissions to 1990 levels by 2000 and to provide technology a nd funds to developing countries
to ensure that emission levels would remain as low as possible-without jeopardizing
economic development.

In the months that followed, many U.S. companies, and even entire industry sectors,
began to develop programs to increase operating efficiencies, put new technologies in place,
and implement business practices aimed at lowering greenhouse gas emissions-while, at the
same time, maintaining a growing U.S. economy. These voluntary programs, often in
conjunction with government partners, have paid off. Recently, the Department of Energy
released a report showing that U.S. greenhouse gas emissions are more than two hundred
million tons per year lower than they would be had industry and business not taken these
voluntary actions.

A sound long-term climate change policy that complements a sound long-term energy
policy must be developed to ensure that the greenhouse gas emissions growth line continues
to bend downward while the economic growth curve continues to move upward. Sound
climate change policies can make this happen, particularly if these policies:

· Emphasize voluntary action;

· Are cost effective. flexible and focus on long-term solutions that recognize that our
economy is built on the availability of reasonably priced energy of all forms;

· Address both cost-effective mitigation actions-such as avoiding emissions through
enhanced energy or operating practices-and adaptation to changes that occur for
whatever reason;

* Expand research programs that address science, economics and technology
development;

_ Remove barriers to the deployment of new technologies and encourage rapid
deployment through incentives;

. Address the needs of developing nations, including their desire to build their
domestic capabilities and grow their economies; and,

* Encourage local action and actions by governments as well as by industry.

Unfortunately, as we enter the 21st Century U.S. climate policy is not based on a long-
term strategy. Over the last three years, the US Administration's strategy has been short
term and directed at ratifying and implementing the 1997 Kyoto Protocol. This agreement,
concluded in December 1997, would require the U.S. and other developed countries to meet
mandatory emission reduction targets by 2008-2012. For the United States, the Kyoto
Protocol would mean a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions to a level that is seven percent
below 1990 levels with additional, but as yet unidentified reductions, after 2012. To meet the 13
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initial target the U.S. would have to cut its emissions by 30-35 percent below projected levels.
Doing so would be very costly. Most analyses show that reaching this target in such a short
time period would reduce the U.S. GDP by several percentage points.

To date, the Kyoto Protocol has not been submitted to the U.S. Senate. If it were, it
likely would not be ratified, which is a requirement for the United States to be bound by that
agreement. The United States in not alone in its concerns about the impact of the Kyoto
Protocol. As of January 2001. no developed country has ratified the agreement. Most nations
realize that the Protocol would require significant changes in energy, economic and trade
policies and would seriously affect the lives of every citizen. Moreover, the European Union
has strenuously resisted elements in the Protocol that theoretically could reduce the cost of
compliance. These elements include a proposed emissions trading program, the Clean
Development Mechanism (directed toward emissions abatement in developing countries)
and land use and forestry programs. Such elements are key to offsetting costly short-term
mandatory emission reduction targets. To date, nations are looking for reasonable and cost
effective approaches to deal with the climate issue. Increasingly, it is appears likely that most
nations will concentrate on new technology development, deployment and transfer to limit
greenhouse gas emissions.

In the decade ahead, the federal government should seek to meet the commitment
expressed in the FCCC by devoting sufficient scientific resources to determine the maximum
atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gases that would 'prevent dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system' (From Article 2 of the FCCC). Additionally, the U.S.
should work with other nations, including developing countries, to establish an equitable
long-range plan to prevent the exceeding of this unacceptable concentration. This plan should
include all market-based measures that contribute to the ultimate goal, including making
maximum use of cost-reducing implementation measures. Moreover, governments should
work with industry to develop a broad suite of technology options from which energy users
could select in order to meet climate change policy goals in 2050, 2075 and 2100.
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Testimony of

Frank K. Turner, President

American Short Line and Regional

Railroad Association

Railroad Infrastructure Policy

House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure
Subcommittee on Railroads

April 25, 2001

Chairman Quinn and'members of the Subcommittee, I am Frank K. Turner, President of the
A.mencan Short Line and Regional Railroad Association headquarered in Washington. D. C. I
appreciate this opportunity to testify about the infrastructure needs of rmall railroads on behalf of
ASLRRA's more than 400 short line and regional railroad members.

I know that in this room, I'm probably preaching to the choir when it comes to pointing out all
the good reasons there are for keeping freight on the rails. Railroads help to address this Nation's
growing congestion problems by keeping freight off the highways, and wuben it comes to moving freight.
railroads are cost effective, burn less fossil fuel and emit less air pollution per ton-mile than trucks.

Small railroads are doing a big job of relieving highway congestion. More than one-quarter of
the carloads of rail freight in this country originate or terminate on a short line or regional railroad. if
these small railroads weren't there, this freight would move in trucks - - many of them on rural roads
that are not equipped to handle this influx of freight. Public money, and lots of it. will be used to repair
the damage all that extra truck traffic creates. Transportation rates in these areas of the country.
particularly for bulk commodities such as grain, stone and forest products, will increase because it is
more expensive to move these commodities by truckload than by trainload.

Today, the contribution that small railroads make to our national transportation system is
threatened by the condition of their infrastructure. In one sense this problem has always been with us.
These are light density lines that don't generate enough revenue to make up for the years of deferred
maintenance they inherited from their Class I owners. Because of their lower cost structure and their
ability to deal with individual shippers in a more flexible way than the Class I's. they have been able to
turn money losing lines into marginally profitable lines. They have made enough money to get by. but
not enough to make the kind of one-time capital expenditures needed to remain an efficient feeder
system for the national rail network.

Today, this problem is coming to a head because of a-new element that is completely outside the
control of the short line industry - that is the introduction of the, heavier 26Qih-4b. freight cars that
have become the standard for the Class I industry: These cars.cause significantly more stress and wear
and tear on rail track and bridges. To handle these cars efficiently, light density lines can no longer put
off major capital expenditures. If they don't find the money for that investment their lines and thevr
shippers will be effectively disconnected from the nation's main line railroad svsiem.

Hov Large Is the problem and How Should Congress Confront It?

A recent study by ZETA-TECH Associates concluded that investment in track and structures
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needed to handle 286,000-pound cars will approach $7 billion on small railroads. ASLRRA and the
Federal Railroad Administration funded the ZETA-TECH study jointly under a cooperative agreement.
It validated the scope of the "286" problem that had been established in an earlier survey of short lines
by the Standing Committee on Rail Transportation of AASHTO (the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials).

How should Congress confront this pressing issue? There are two solutions that I would like to
discuss today. One involves loans, and the other involves grants. Both are desperately needed. The first
is the Railroad Rehabilitation and Improvement Financing Program, commonly referred to as "the RRIF
Loan Program." The RRIF Loan Program already exists, but steps need to be taken as soon as possible
to make this program work the way Congress intended. The second is H.R. 1020, which would
authorize grants of $350 million per year for three years for small railroad infr-,tructure projects.

1. Implementation of the RRIF Loan Program

Congress enacted the RRIF Loan Program as Section 7203 of the Transportation Equity Act for
the 21 st Century (TEA-21). The program authorizes the Secretary of Transportation to provide up to
53.5 billion in direct loans and loan guarantees for railroads projects. Of this amount, at least $1 billion.
is reserved for small railroad projects.

The loan program has been on the books since June of 1998. It took the Administration more
than two years to produce implementing regulations. Since the regulations took effect in September ofi
2000, over a dozen railroad applications have been presented to the Federal Railroad Administration.
Not a single one has been approved. This innovative infrastructure financing tool has not yet begun to'
perform in the way Congress intended.

You have heard from the FRA on this subject and I do not question their good intentions with
regard to this program. But the fact is that somehow and somewhere this program is stuck. Somebody
in the Department of Transportation needs to get it unstuck.

2. Enactment of H.R. 1020

On March 14th of this year, Congressmen Jack Quinn (R-NY), Bob Clement (D-TN) and
Spencer Bachus (R-AL) introduced H.R. 1020, the Railroad Track Modernization Act of 2001. In
addition to this strong support from the leadership of this Subcommittee, for which we are grateful; the
bill has been sponsored by full Committee Chairman Don Young, by four of the six Subcommittee
Chairman and by three of the six Subcomminee ranking Democratic Members.

The bill authorizes General Fund appropriations of $350 million per year for three years for
capital grants to rehabilitate, preserve or improve track (including roadbed and bridges) of Class II and
Class III railroads. The grants are intended for projects to allow safe and efficient rail operations,
particularly when handling 286,000-lb. freight cars. In addition, H.R.. 1020 specifically allows grants to
be used to supplement the RRIF loan program, to pay credit risk premiums, lower interest rates, or
provide a "holiday" on principal payments.

Enactment of H.R. 1020 is a "Win-Win" for Railroads. Employees. Shippers and States.

Certainly the large railroads will benefit from passage of the bill and stabilization of light density
rail infrastructure. One way to think of the more than 500 short line and regional railroads in this
country is as a very big customer to the mega-carriers. We market business, gather traffic from remote
locations and tender it to the AAR member Class I railroads. Our share of the revenues of the traffic we
generate and terminate each year is about $3 billion. Theirs is much greater. If we fail, that traffic will
be lost to the highways and waterways. At the very least it will move great distances over rural and
secondary road systems at great cost tothe taxpayers.

This bill is supported by the largest rail union, the UTU. As you have heard, it is opposed by the
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Transportation Trades Departuent of the AFL-CIO, on behalf of its other rail union members. As I
understand that-opposition, it is based on the fact that many of today's short line railroads began
operation as non-union companies and as such the over 25,000 people we employ today do not merit the
attention of the federal government. I want to address that issue head on.

First, I served as President of one of the very first spin-off railroads, the MidSouth, during the
1990's. It was fully unionized. I inherited some of the most dilapidated railroad track in the State of
Mississippi, track that was well on its way to abandonment. Fortunately we had some profitable
segments and we invested every dollar we could from those segments into upgrading those poor
segments. We saved the line and we saved the jobs.

Second, while one may argue about why or how short line railroads were originally formed, the
fact of the matter is they are increasingly unionized. I have attached to my testimony a copy of the facts
as they relate to that matter. Today, 66 percent of small railroad employees are represented by a union.
Eight two percent of small railroads with 50 or more employees have a union on the property. One
hundred percent of all Class II railroads have at least one union on the property. The trend is clear. As
small railroads grow their employees tend to unionize. This legislation will help small railroads grow
and prosper and it seems counterproductive to oppose that opportunity in the name of a perceived
inequity that occurred twenty years ago.

Third, the railroad unions told you today that preserving the financial stability of Railroad
Retirement is one of their most important priorities. Every small railroad worker, whether they are
unionized or not, pays into the Railroad Retirement System. Together small railroad employees
contribute approximately $206 million annually to the Tier II system. That is not an insignificant
amount of money, and everyone that is interested in preserving Railroad Retirement should be interested
in preserving and growing this financial contribution to the system.

Fourth, and finally, the Short Line Association has spent considerable time working with the
unions, including the TTD in trying to accommodate rail labor's concerns. The sections in the
legislation concerning labor prot:ction, Davis-Bacon requirements and disallowing the use of the money
for new spin-offs were all included in the bill at the request of rail labor. Not all my members are
supportive of these provisions, particularly taking away this funding opportunities for yet to be created
short line railroads. But we want to work with rail labor on this legislation and we have tried hard to do
so.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, our shippers and the communities in which they are located are
beneficiaries of this legislation. Without small railroads our shippers lose their connection to the
national railroad system. Our communities lose an important economic development tool. Our states
are faced with increasing highway congestion and repair costs.

Meeting the Challenge of Infrastructure

The purpose of the infrastructure program ASLRRA is advocating is to provide a one-time fix
for light density railroads so they can meet the new requirements of the 21st Century. The need exceeds
S7 billion over the next decade. Our railroads can raise part of the money needed, but they are not big
enough or wealthy enough to raise it all for the major rehabilitation that is required to meet the heavy car
challenge.

There will be many projects with low returns that will not be suitable for loan financing under
the RRIF program. H.R. 1020 provides the missing piece of the puzzle. We believe the
Quinn-Clement-Bachus grant program leveraging federal loan funds and state assistance, together with
private capital, will help to fix the problem.

If this problem is not fixed, then these railroads will gradually lose their business as their
shippers are forced to move to truck or relocate. Once that occurs, these lines will deteriorate and
ultimately be abandoned and no amount of federal funding will be able to bring them back. Thousands
of current rail shippers will close their doors or put their goods on the highway.
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Enactment of H.R. 1020 will be a "win-win" for railroads, employees, shippers and communities
across America. I urge your support and prompt passage of this important legislation.

Thank you.

* ASLRRA is a non-profit trade association incorporated in the District of Columbia. ASLRRA represents the
interests of its more than 400 short line and regional railroad members in legislative and regulatory matters. Short
line and regional railroads are an important and growing component of the railroad industry. Today, they operate
and maintain 29 percent of the American railroad industry's route mileage (approximately 50,000 miles of track),
and account for ten percent of the rail industry's freight revenue and twelve percent of railroad employment (based
on statistics for calendar year 1999).
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

TESTIMONY ON THE U.S. NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY:

NUCLEAR ENERGY

Introduction

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased to submit this testimony on behalf

of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regarding the NRC's perspective on how

nuclear energy fits into the U.S. National Energy Policy. As the Subcommittee knows, the

Commission's mission is to ensure the adequate protection of public health and safety, the

common defense and security, and the environment in the application of nuclear technology for

civilian use. The Commission does not have a promotional role - - the agency's role is to ensure

the safe application of nuclear technology if society elects to pursue the nuclear energy option.

The Commission recognizes, however, that its regulatory system should not establish

inappropriate impediments to the application of nuclear technology. Many of the Commission's

initiatives over the past several years have sought to maintain or enhance safety while

simultaneously improving the efficiency and effectiveness of our regulatory system. The

Commission also recognizes that its decisions and actions as a regulator influence the public's

perception of the NRC and ultimately the public's perception of the safety of nuclear technology.

For this reason, the Commission's primary performance goals also include increasing public

confidence.

The Commission's primary focus is on safety. The Commission nonetheless recognizes that

the quality, predictability, and timeliness of its regulatory actions bear on licensee decisions

related to construction and operation of nuclear power plants.
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Background

Currently there are 104 nuclear power plants licensed by the Commission to operate in the

United States in 31 different states. As a group, they are operating at high levels of safety and

reliability.

NRC Perormance indicalors; Amnual Industry Avesages. 1987-1999'
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'Calendar year values used for 1986 through 1995. Fiscal year values are used
beginning in 1996.

"The hatched areas represent additional data that resulted from reclassification of safety
system failures.
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These plants have produced approximately 20% of our nation's electricity for the past severa.

years and are operated by about 40 different companies. In 2000, these nuclear power plants

produced a record 755-thousand gigawatt-hours of electricity.
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Improved Licensee Efficiencies (Increased Capacitv Factors)

The nation's nuclear electricity generators have worked over the past 10 years to improve

nuclear power plant performance, reliability, and efficiency. According to the Nuclear Energy

Institute, the improved performance of the U.S. nuclear power plants since 1990 is equivalent to

placing 23 new 1000-MWe power plants on line. The average capacity factor' for U.S. light

water reactors was 86 percent in 1999, up from 63 percent just 10 years ago. Thc-e irinn/

ehaslezaed -ensunrn that)afety has not been compromised as a result of tneerac nd yl

efforts. Thbmmissinion willsontift'oca'ryos ts-regulatory responsibilities in an effective

and efficient manner so as not to impede industry initiatives inaDDroDriately.

:Capacity factor is the ratio of electricity generated, for the period of time considered, to
the amount of energy that could have been generated at continuous full-power operation during
the same period.
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U.S. Commercial Nuclear Power Reactor Average Capacity Factor and Net Generation

Net Generation of Electricity

Year Number of Average Annual Thousands of Percent of Total

Reactors Capacity Factor Gigawatthours U.S.

Licensed to (Percent)
Operate

1989 109 63 528 19.0

1990 .111 i 68 576 20.5

1991 .m111 71 613 21.7

1992 110 .71 620 . 22.2

1993 109 73 611 212

1994 .109 75 640 22.1

1995 109 79 674 22.5

1996 110 77 670 21.9

1997 104 74 628 20.1

1998 104 . 78 673 22.6

1999 ;104 :86 727 19.8

Electric Industry Restructuring

As the Subcommittee is aware, the nuclear industry has undergone a period of remarkable

change. The industry is in a period of transition in several dimensions, probably experiencing

more rapid change than in any other period in the history of civilian nuclear power. As

deregulation of electricity generation proceeds, the Commission is seeing significant

restructuring among the licensees and the start of the consolidation of nuclear generating

capacity among a smaller group of operating companies. In part, this change is due to an

industry that has achieved gains in both economic and safety performance over the past decade

and thus has been able to take advantage of the opportunities presented by industry

restructuring. The Commission has established a regulatory system that is technically sound,

that is fair, predictable, and reaches decisions with reasonable dispatch.

4
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Initiatives in the Area of Current Reactor Regulation

License Transfers

One of the more immediate results of the economic deregulation of the electric power industry

has been the development of a market for nuclear power plants as capital assets themselves.

As a result, the Commission has seen a significant increase in the number of requests for

approval of license transfers. These requests increased from a historical average of about two

or three per year, to 20 - 25 in the past two years.

The Commission has assured that our reviews of license transfer applications, which focus on

adequate protection of public health and safety, are conducted efficiently. These reviews

sometimes require a significant expenditure of talent and energy by our staff to ensure a high

quality and timely result. Our legislative proposal to eliminate foreign ownership review could

help to further streamline the process. To date, the Commission believes that it has been timely

in these transfers. For example, in CY 2000, the staff has reviewed and approved transfers in

periods ranging from four to eight months, depending on the complexity of the applications. The

Commission will strive to continue to perform at this level of proficiency even in the face of

continued demand.

License Renewals

Another result of the new economic conditions is an increasing interest in license renewal that

would allow plants to operate. beyond the original 40-year term. That term, which was

established in the Atomic Energy Act (AEA), did not reflect a limitation that was determined by

engineering or scientific considerations, but rather was based on financial and antitrust

concerns. The Commission now has the technical bases and experience on which to base

judgments about the potential useful life and safe operation of facilities and is addressing the

question of extensions beyond the original 40-year term.

~5~1912
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The focus of the Commission's review of applications is on maintaining plant safety, with the

primary concern directed at the effects of aging on important systems, structures, and

components. Applicants must demonstrate that they have identified and can manage the

effects of aging so as to maintain an acceptable level of safety during the period of extended

operation.

The Commission has now renewed the licenses of plants at two sites for an additional 20 years:

Calvert Cliffs in Maryland, and Oconee in South Carolina, comprising a total of five units. The

thorough reviews of these applications were completed ahead of schedule, which is indicative of

the care exercised by licensees in the preparation of the applications and the planning and

dedication of the Commission staff. Applications for units from three additional sites - Hatch in

Georgia, ANO-1 in Arkansas, and Turkey Point in Florida - are currently under review. As

indicated by our licensees, many more applications for renewal are anticipated in the coming

years.

Although the Commission has met the projected schedules for the first reviews, it would like the

renewal process to become as effective and efficient as possible. The extent to which the

Commission is able to sustain or improve on our performance depends on the rate at which

applications are actually received, the quality of the applications, and the ability to staff the review

effort. The Commission recognizes the importance of license renewal and is committed to

providing high-priority attention to this effort. As you know, the Commission encourages early

notification by licensees, in advance of their intentions to seek renewals, in order to allow adequate

planning so as

not to create

£ 2 12"r ' Iunmanageable
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Reactor Plant Power UDrates

In recent years, the Commission has approved numerous license amendments that permit its

licensees to make relatively small power uprates (approximately 2-7 percent increases in the

output of a facility). Collectively, these uprates supplied the electricity equivalent to that from two

large power plants (approximately 2,000 MWe). The Commission has received applications for

several substantial uprates, and anticipates more within the near term. In addition, some nuclear

generators have requested Commission safety review of increasing fuel bumup, thereby extending

the operating cycle between refueling outages and thus increasing nuclear plant capacity factors.

Such approvals are granted only after a thorough evaluation by Commission staff to ensure that

safe operation and shutdown can be achieved at the higher power and increased fuel bumup.

High Level Waste Storage/Disposal (Spent Fuel Storage)

In the past several years, the Commission has responded to numerous requests to approve spent

fuel cask designs and independent spent fuel storage installations for onsite dry storage of spent

fuel. These actions have provided an interim approach pending implementation of a program for

the long-term disposition of spent fuel. The ability of the Commission to review and approve these

requests has provided the needed additional onsite storage of spent nuclear fuel, thereby avoiding

plant shutdowns as spent fuel pools reach their capacity. The Commission anticipates that the

current lack of a final disposal site will result in a large increase in on-site dry storage capacity

during this decade.

The Commission is currently reviewing an application for an Independent Spent Fuel Storage

Installation on the reservation of the Skull Valley Band of Goshute Indians in Utah.

Certain matters also need to be resolved in order to make progress on a deep geologic repository

for disposal of spent nuclear fuel. The Energy Policy Act of 1992 requires the Environmental
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Protection Agency (EPA) to promulgate general standards to govern the site, while the

Commission has the obligation to implement those standards through its licensing and regulatory

process. The Commission has concerns about certain aspects of EPA's proposed approach and

is working with EPA to resolve these issues.

Risk-lnforming the Commission's Reoulatory Framework

The Commission also is in a period of dynamic change as the Agency moves from a prescriptive,

deterministic approach towards a more risk-informed and performance-based regulatory

paradigm. Improved probabilistic risk assessment techniques combined with over four decades

of accumulated experience with operating nuclear power reactors have led the Commission to

recognize that some regulations may not serve their intended safety purpose and may not be

necessary to provide adequate protection of public health and safety. Where that is the case, the

Commission has determined it should revise or eliminate the requirements. On the other hand,

the Commission is prepared to strengthen our regulatory system where risk considerations reveal

the need.

Perhaps the most visible aspect of the Commission's efforts to risk-inform its regulatory

framework is the new reactor oversight process. The process was initiated on a pilot basis in

1999 and fully implemented in April 2000. The new process was developed to focus inspection

effort on those areas involving greater risk to the plant and thus to workers and the public, while

simultaneously providing a more objective and transparent process. While the Commission

continues to work with its stakeholders to assess the effectiveness of the revised oversight

process, the feedback received from industry and the public is favorable.

Future Activities

Scheduling and Organizational Assumptions Associated with New Reactor Designs

While improved performance of operating nuclear power plants has resulted in significant

increases in electrical output, significant increased demands for electricity will need to be

addressed by construction of new generating capacity of some type. Serious industry interest in

8
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npw rnnstnirtion of n Irl-r nn;.npt .,n ttiR II ' hs nly recntly emerged- Asyou know,

thp crnmmissinn has alreadv cenrted tnree new reactordesigns pursuant to 10 CFR Part 52.

These cesinn. inrJltire (4pnrwri tn-iPrnr c =nunr-an nnriinn wnipr rfparnr Westinnhouse's AP-600

and Combustion Enninnprinn'c uvctm Rn_,Because the Commission has certinea these

aesigns, a new plant order may include one of these approved designs. However, the staff is also

conducting a preliminary review associated with other new designs.

In addition to the three already certified advanced reactor designs, there are new nuciear power

.plant technologies, such as the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor, which some believe can provide

enhanced safety, improved efficiency, lower costs, as well as other benefits. To ensure that the

Commission staff is prepared to evaluate any applications to introduce these advanced nuclear

reactors, the Commission recently directed the staff to assess the technical, licensing, and

inspection capabilities that would be necessary to review an application for an early site permit, a

license application, or construction permit for a new reactor unit. This will include the capability to

review the designs for generation II+ or generation IV light water reactors including the

Westinghouse AP-1000, the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor, and the International Reactor Innovative

and Secure (IRIS) designs. In addition to assessing its capability to review the new designs, the

Commission will also examine its'regulations relating to license applications, such as

10 CFR Parts 50 and 52, in order to identify whether any enhancements are necessary.

In order to confirm the safety of new reactor designs and technology, the Commission believes

that a strong nuclear research program should be maintained. A comprehensive evaluation of the

Commission's research program is underway with assistance from a group of outside experts

and from the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. With the benefit of these insights; the

Commission expects to undertake measures to strengthen our research program over the coming

months.

Human Capital

Linked to these technical and regulatory assessments, the Commission is reviewing its human

capital to assure that the appropriate professional staff is available for the Commission to fulfill its

9
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traditional safety mission, as well as any new regulatory responsibilities in the area of licensing

new reactor designs.

In some important offices within the Commission, nearly 25 percent of the staff are eligible to retire

today. In fact, the Commission has six times as many staff over the age of 60 as it has staff under

30.

And, as with many Federal agencies, it is becoming increasingly difficult for the Commission to

hire personnel with the knowledge, skills, and abilities to conduct the safety reviews, licensing,

research, and oversight actions that are essential to our safety mission. Moreover, the number of

individuals with the technicli skills critical to the achievement of the Commission's safety mission

is rapidly declining in the Nation and the educational system is not replacing them. The

Commission's staff has taken steps to address this situation, and as a result, is now seeking

systematically to identify future staffing needs and to develop strategies to address the gaps. It is

apparent, however, that the maintenance of a technically competent staff will require substantial

effort for an extended time.

As the Commission is currently challenged to meet its existing workload with available resources,

additional resources would be necessary to respond to increased workload.which could result

from some of the initiatives discussed in this testimony.
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NRC Age Demographics by Category
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Implications of a National Energy Policy

The Commission has a stake in a national energy policy and has identified areas where,new

legislation would be helpful to eliminate artificial restrictions and to reduce the uncertainty in the

licensing process. These changes would maintain safety while increasing flexibility in

decision-making. Although those changes would have little or no immediate impact on electrical

supply, they would help establish the context for consideration of nuclear power by the private

sector without any compromise of public health and safety or protection of the environment.

Legislation will be needed to extend the Price-Anderson Act. The Act, which expires on

August 1, 2002, establishes a framework that provides assurance that adequate funds are

available in the event of a nuclear accident and sets out the process for consideration of

nuclear claims. Without the framework provided by the Act, private-sector participation in

nuclear power would be discouraged by the risk of large liabilities.

Several other legislative changes would be helpful. For example, Reorganization Plan No.

3 of 1970 could be revised to provide the Commission with the sole responsibility to

establish all generally applicable standards related to Atomic Energy Act (AEA) materials,

thereby avoiding dual regulation of such matters by other agencies. Along these same

lines, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 could be amended to provide the Commission

with the sole authority to establish standards for high-level radioactive waste disposal.

These changes would serve to provide full protection of public health and safety, provide

consistency, and avoid needless and duplicative regulatory burden.

Commission antitrust reviews could also be eliminated. As a result of the growth of

Federal antitrust law since the passage of the AEA, the Commission's antitrust reviews are

redundant of the reviews of other agencies. The requirement for Commission review of

such matters, which are distant from the Commission's central expertise, should be

eliminated.

Elimination of the ban on foreign ownership of U.S. nuclear plants would be an

enhancement since many of the entities that are involved in electrical generation have
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foreign participants, thereby making the ban on foreign ownership increasingly

anachronistic. The Commission has authority to deny a license that would be inimical to

the common defense and security, and thus an outright ban on all foreign ownership is

unnecessary.

With the strong Congressional interest in examining energy policy, the Commission is optimistic

that there will be a legislative vehicle for making these changes and thereby for updating the AEA.

Summary

The Commission has long been, and will continue to be, active in concentrating its staffs' efforts

on ensuring the adequate protection of public health and safety, the common defense and

security, and the environment in the application of nuclear technology for civilian use. Those

statutory mandates notwithstanding, the Commission is mindful of the need to: 1) reduce

unnecessary burdens, so as not to inappropriately inhibit any renewed interest in nuclear power;

(2) maintain open communications with all its stakeholders, in order to seek to ensure the full, fair,

and timely consideration of issues that are brought to our attention; and (3) continue to encourage

its highly qualified staff to strive for increased efficiency and effectiveness, both in our dealings

with all the Commission's stakeholders and internally within the agency.

I look forward to working with the Committee, and I welcome your comments and questions.
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PURPOSE

The Subcommittee will conduct a hearing on the infrastructure policies affecting the nation's railroads on Wednesday, April-
25, 2001, at 10:00 a.m. in Room 2167, Raybum House Office Building. The Subcommittee will hear testimony both on the
implementation of the direct and guaranteed rail and rail-intermodal infrastructure loan program enacted in the 1998
Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA 21) and on H.R. 1020, legislation to address smaller railroads'
infrastructure needs.

BACKGROUND

Smaller railroads are generally labeled Class II or Class III rail carriers, using Surface Transportation Board (formerly
Interstate Commerce Commission) size thresholds based on total annual revenues. Class III carriers each have $20.8 million
or less in annual revenues, while the limit for Class II carriers is S259.4 million. Although some smaller railroads have
existed for decades, hundreds of new short-line and regional railroads were created following the enactment of the Staggers
Rail Act of 1980.

Prior to the Staggers Act reforms that permntted large (Class I) railroads to abandon unproductive lines more easily,
deterioration of the rail network, especially on light-density lines serving smaller towns and rural areas, was widespread. The
generally higher operating costs of the Class I carriers, combined with low traffic levels, made most light-density lines
money-losing enterprises for the large railroads. Prior to 1980, most such lines were shed.by Class I carriers (when the ICC
regulatory process permitted) through outright abandonment-removing the lines permanently from the rail network.

After 1980, ICC policies and regulations were revised to permit easier sale or lease of marginal lines by Class I railroads to
star-up operations. This led to a boom in the formation of Class II and Class III railroads, which include both.union and
non-union carriers. Some have succeeded financially, while others have not. In the vast majority of cases, the track, roadbed.
and other infrastructure acquired by the new smaller operators was already severely deteriorated by Class I standards, but still
sufficiently sound to allow low-density (and often low-speed) freight operations. Besides attracting sufficient revenue, a
secondary struggle by the smaller freight railroads involved acquiring sufficient capital to maintain and possibly upgrade the
quality of the infrastructure inherited from the former owners of these lines. In the early 1990s, an FRA study of smaller
railroads' infrastructure needs showed a severe shortfall in the capital resources of these earners relative to the state of their
infrastructure.

In the last several years, a new burden to the marginal infrastructure of smaller railroads has appeared. Class I railroads have
begun to add large numbers of more efficient, but far heavier, 286,000-pound cars to their fleets. This increases the operating
stresses and wear and tear on smaller railroads' track systems, and depending on the level of deterioration, could entirely
prevent operation of "286" cars on certain light-density lines. If such physical embargos were to become widespread. it could
result in a non-interoperable rail network, i.e., a rail system where the same fleet of cars cannot operate in all locations on the
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system. Smaller railroads provide approximately 10 per cent of the freight traffic of the major Class I carners. A recent
study, conducted by Zeta-Tech Associates, Inc., under contract to the American Short Line and Regional Railroad
Association, concluded that the entire Class II/Class III rail network will require about S6.R billion in infrastructure upgrades
to deal with the heavier rail cars.

H.R. 1020, Railroad Track Modernization Act of 2001

On March 14, 2001,1 introduced this bill, with the original cosponsorship of Subcommin'te' Raning MprTnmh,~.ipl r i and
Mr. Bachus, a Subcommiee Mmber. Chairman Young has since alsocosonsored this legislatin which has been referred
to he Transportation and -IaStnlctlre Commirttee and this Subconnmiitte

The bill establishes a program of direct grants to smaller (Class II and Class III) railroads for rehabilitation and improvement
of tracks and related structures, to bring the infrastructure up to a level permitting safe and efficient operation. icluding
traffic containing the new heavier 286,000-pound rail cars being adopted as an industry standard bv t-:c large ;.ailroads. The
general fund authorization level is S350 million per year for FY 2002-2004.

Matching contributions are required under an 80/20 federal/non-federal formula. The nonfederal contribtiuon can be from
any non-federal source, and may be cash, equipment, supplies, or other in-kind contribution. Generally, a project must have a
1.0 or higher cost-benefit ratio, with DOT Secretary empowered to waive this standard based on public interest. Track te- be
rehabilitated or improved must have been operated as a Class II or Class III rail property on date of enactment.

Grant funds must be contractually obligated within 3 full fiscal years after the award of grant. Besides direct funding of track
rehabilitation and improvement, grants may also be used to supplement TEA 21 rail loans, including paying credit risk
premium for loans, lowering rate of interest, or providing principal payment holidays.

Davis-Bacon standards applicable to Amtrak'and transit apply to construction work financed by grants. Any rail employee
adversely affected by a grant-funded project will receive standard New York Dock labor protection benefits. under current
Surface Transportation Board standards.

DOT is required to conduct a study of future needs of light-density rail lines for federal infrastructure funding, and report to
Congress by March 31, 2003.

TEA 21 Rail Infrastructure Loan Program

This proeram was based on a proposal submitted by the American Short Line and Regional Railroad Association at a 1997
Subcommittee on Railroads hearing (and introduced by Conresswoman Molinarias H.R. .939). It was enacted as Secnor
7203 of the TEA 21 (Pub. L. 105-178', and is now codified as Title V of the Railroad Revitahzation and Reoulatorv Reform

- (4R") Act, as amended [45 U.S.C. 821-823, 836].

Tne new program expanded a predecessor loan program established by Section 511 of the "4R" Act. The TEA 21 program
created a permanent, revolving authorization for S3.5 billion (face amount) in direct and guaranteed loans for virtually any
form of rail or rail-intermodal equipment or infrastructure. This includes freight rail-port connections, commuter and
passenger rail facilines, and rail-truck transloading facilities. Of this S3.5 billion revolving authorization, $I billion was
dedicated to the primary benefit of Class II and Class III railroads. The amended TEA 21 loan program retained the labor
protection .requirements of the 1976 statute.

The TEA 21 program also created two alternative procedures for obtaining a loan. Prior. to TEA 21 and after enactment of
the Credit Reform Act of 1990, loans under the predecessor program could be obtained only if the credit risk premium
(security deposit) for the loan was appropriated as federal funds. The new program permits either an appropriated credit nsk
premium or one furnished by public or private non-appropriated sources. Thus the second option created the possibiliht of
loans being made on an off-budget basis without any need to become involved in the appropriations process.

Initial Proposals by the Previous Administration

Since TEA 21 was enacted in the summer of 1998, implementation of the loan program by the Federal Railroad
Adrmnistration has proceeded very slowly. The Administration's first official statement regarding implementation came in
the President's FY 2000 Budget (Appendix, p. 767) where the Administration stated its intention (1) to require market rates
of interest on all loans made under the program and (2) to require a prior showing that the DOT loan represented a "loan of
last resort" following private sector rejections.

The Transportation Committee leadership (Messrs. Shuster. Oberstar. PemiajndR hall) wrote to Secretary Slater and OMB
DirectorL April 15, 1999, pointing out that neither of these requirements had any legal basisTa'h'that they would
cripple the loan program. The letter also complained of the extremely slow implementation of the program to that point.
(Unlike entirely new programs like TIFIA, new railroad loan regulations required only a revision of the rules applicable to
the predecessor program.)

FRA Proposed Regulations

Notwithstanding these concerns, no rules were proposed until the summer of 1999 [64 Fed. Reg. 27488 (May 20, 1999)].
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The proposed regulations deleted the universal market interest rate requirement, which directly contravened statutory
language governing interest rates. Nevertheless, the proposed regulations continued to require a showing of "lender of last
resort" status through at least two prior rejections of financing from commercial lenders (proposed 49 C.F.R. 260.23(o), 64
Fed. Reg. 27495).

The Commitne again responded, this time with a joint comment in the FRA rulemaking docket, dated June 14, 1999,
pointing our this and several other deficiencies. When 1999 ended without any final regulations in place, the Committee
leadership again wrote to Secretary Slater, pointing out the urgency of having final regulations, so that loan applications
could be processed. The leadership's letter of January 3, 2000, pointed out the immediate need for infrastructure funds to
address transportation "choke points" such as intermodal port facilities, as well as the urgent need of smaller railroads for
upgraded infrastructure to address the "286" car weight problem. Nevertheless, another half-year elapsed without the
issuance of regulations.

Final FRA Regulations

FRA issued its final regulations last summer [65 Fed. Reg. 41838 (July 6, 2000)]. Responding to the Comrmittee leadership's
repeated comments pointing out the lack of any legal basis for the proposed "lender of last resort" requirement, FRA stated:

While FRA need not be a lender of last resort, it does not intend to replace private funding sources already available to the-
rail industry. Therefore, in order to establish that private funding on terms necessary to the viability of the applicant's project
is not available, FRA will require that railroad applicants provide a letter from a commercial lender denying funding for the
project [emphasis added].

This relabeled version of "lender of last resort" is codified at 49 C.F.R. 260.23(o) [65 Fed. Reg. 41844]:

Railroad applicants must also submit a copy of application [sic] for financing for the project in the private sector, including
the terms requested, from at least one commercial lender, and its response refusing to provide such financing.

Administration delay in promulgating final rules has prevented any loans from being made (including loans that require no
appropriation whatever) for more than two and one-half years since enactment of TEA 21.

DOT-OMB Memorandum of Understanding

At a Ground Transportation Subcommintee hearing on July 25, 2000, a memorandum of understanding dated June 23, 2000,
between DOT and OMB was made part of the record. In the memorandum, a number of additional requirements were
imposed on the loan program. These included (1) not approving any loan over 10 per cent of the annual "cohon" of loans.
i.e., holding an early-month application until the entire annual cohort is defined at the end of the year; (2) capping any loan at
no more than 6 per cent of the unused authorization, i.e., a constantly declining amount; (3) requiring collateral with a
recovery value of 100 per cent of principal and interest, i.e., the equivalent of requiring the collateral for a $100,000 home
loan to cover not only the 5100,000 loan principal, but the entire 30-year interest stream as well. All of these requirements
lack statutory basis, were never subjected to public notice and comment as part of the FRA rulemaking proceeding, and make
implementation of the program more difficult. Mr. Rahall has introduced corrective legislation, H.R. 517, to expunge the
lender-of-last-resort requirement in the published regulations and the full-recovery collateral requirement m the DOT-OMB
memorandum.

On April 6, 2001, Chairman Young, Ranking Member Oberstar, Ranking Subcommittee Member Clement and I wrote to
Secretary Mineta, expressing our concern.about the complete stagnation of the rail loan program. We urged the Secretary to
begin immediately the process of conforming the DOT regulations to the statutory requirements of TEA 21. Not a single loan
has been approved under this program since the enactment of TEA 21. The Bush Administration's FY2002 budget proposal
(as with all prior Presidential budgets since enactment of TEA 21) includes no funds for appropriated federally provided
credit risk premiums to support loans under this program.
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Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. / Alaska Highway Gas Pipeline
Project

My name is John Ellwood. I am Vice President, Engineering and
Operations at Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd. ("Foothills"). We appreciate your
invitation to discuss the transportation of Alaska North Slope natural gas to
markets in the lower-48 states through the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation System ("Alaska Highway Project"). I understand that your
committee wishes to explore with us the current status of our pipeline
project with a particular focus on our permits.

Let me begin by telling you about Foothills. Our company is jointly owned
by Westcoast Energy Ltd. ("Westcoast") and TransCanada PipeLines
Limited. ("TransCanada"), the two major players in the Canadian gas
pipeline business. Our corporate mission is very specific: to build and
operate the Alaska Highway Pipeline Project. We were leaders in the
project that was conceived twenty-five years ago, and we are just as
committed today.

Between Westcoast and TransCanada, we have nearly 100 years of
experience in developing, building and operating gas pipeline projects. We
have been involved with every major Canadian gas pipeline project built in
the last fifteen years.

Our existing pipeline systems provide access to five of North America's
largest natural gas markets. Together, these systems have the capability to
move fifteen billion cubic feet per day of gas from Western Canada to the
consuming markets. Canadian gas accounts for almost 20% of all gas
consumed in the United States and all of that gas currently moves through
pipelines owned in whole or in part by TransCanada and Westcoast.

This map shows the existing and planned pipeline network of Westcoast and
TransCanada.

TransCanada, Westcoast and Foothills have developed leading edge gas
pipeline design, construction and operating technology, including expertise
in dense phase designs. We are also well known for our development of
environmentally sound design, construction and operation practices. We
believe that our expertise in northern, remote and difficult terrain gas
pipeline construction and operations is second to none.
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Building and operating pipelines is our core business.

The Alaska Highway Project is the Alaskan gas pipeline project approved in
accordance with the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of 1976
("ANGTA") in the U.S., the 1978 Northern Pipeline Act in Canada, and the
1977 Agreement Applicable to a Northern Natural Gas Pipeline between the
two countries ("U.S./Canada Agreement"). The project is shown in black
and green on this map. As approved, the Alaska Highway Project is a 4,800-
mile international pipeline project commencing at Prudhoe Bay and
terminating in the Midwest and California market areas. It is important to
note that the southern part of this pipeline has been constructed and is in full
operation. The route for this system parallels the Trans Alaska Pipeline
System ("TAPS") to Fairbanks, where it angles southeast, following the
Alcan Highway to the Alaska-Yukon border with Canada, down through the
Yukon Territory and northern British Columbia, and into Alberta. In
Alberta, the pipeline splits into two legs. The Eastern Leg proceeds
southwest, crossing the U.S.-Canada border at Monchy, Saskatchewan and
terminating near Chicago. The Western Leg proceeds southwest, crossing
the U.S.-Canada border near Kingsgate, British Columbia and terminating at
a point near San Francisco, California.

Foothills and TransCanada are the two remaining partners of the Alaska
Northwest Natural Gas Transportation Company (Alaska Northwest), a
partnership formed to construct and operate the Alaska portion of the Alaska
Highway Project. In addition, Foothills is the Canadian sponsor of the
Alaska Highway Project, and the majority owner and operator of the
Canadian portions of the Eastern and Western Legs of the Alaska Highway
Project.

Foothills has continuously championed the Alaska Highway Pipeline Project
from the very beginning.

The Project is back "on the list" of possible solutions to the current North
American concerns about high energy prices and the adequacy of natural gas
supplies.
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At the outset, there are some basic points that we should delineate:

* It is important to remember that this pipeline crosses the territory of two
countries with different regulatory and political regimes.

* The Project has a long history, which adds unique attributes. The permits
which have been issued are a product of this history and to understand
the former requires an appreciation of the latter. Significantly, ANGTA
in the U.S. and the Northern Pipeline Act in Canada create expedited
procedures for completing the chosen system, the Alaska Highway
Project.

* The pipeline permitting process can be very time consuming. In addition
to the substantial work already completed on both the Alaskan and
Canadian portions of the Alaska Highway Project, the special legislative
and regulatory procedures in place in the U.S. and Canada will assist in
expediting the construction and initial operation of the Project and
keeping unnecessary delays to a minimum.

Historical Background

As I indicated, there are important historical dimensions associated with this
project. We might focus on the time frame 1976-1982. Originally there were
three competing Alaskan natural gas pipelines proposed. As shown on this
map two of the projects were overland pipelines through Alaska and Canada.
The third project would have transported gas by pipeline to tidewater,
following the route of the"TAPS" pipeline, where the gas would be liquefied
and transported to California by liquefied natural gas ("LNG") tankers.

The U.S Congress enacted the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation Act of
1976 with a purpose to provide an expedited process with respect to the
selection of a single transportation system for the delivery of Alaska natural
gas to the lower forty-eight states and to expedite construction and initial
oDeration of the chosen transportation system.

With respect to me transportation of Alaska North Slope gas to markets in
the lower 48 states, ANGTA superseded the usual Natural Gas Act ("NGA")
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process for granting Federal regulatory authorization to construct and
operate a pipeline. ANGTA assigned the responsibility for the overall
Alaska pipeline agenda to the President and Congress. Much the same
approach was followed in Canada, where the Government took an active
role in the decision regarding the Alaska natural gas pipeline. The reason
for the creation of this extraordinary authority was that the governments
wanted to expedite a cumbersome regulatory approval process in order to
move more quickly to a solution.

Prior to 1978, a Canadian Board of Inquiry (The Berger Inquiry) examined a
proposal to move Alaska gas across the North Slope and along the
Mackenzie Valley. At the same time the National Energy Board ("NEB")
held a hearing to determine which of the two overland pipeline routes was
acceptable to Canada. Both processes rejected the North Slope route
(primarily for environmental reasons) and the NEB recommended the
Alaska Highway (Alaska Highway Project) option, being promoted by
Foothills. The Berger Inquiry recommended that no pipeline should be built
along the Mackenzie Valley for at least a decade and that a pipeline across
the northern Yukon should never be built.

During this same period of time the Federal Power Commission (later to
become the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission ("FERC") came to a
split decision on the question of which route should be selected.

Following the enactment of the ANGTA, the President selected the Alaska
Highway route and the Alaska Highway Project with his Decision and
Report to Congress on the Alaska Natural Gas Transportation System
("President's Decision" or "Decision").

In 1977 just prior to the President issuing his Decision, the U.S. and Canada
signed the U.S./Canada Agreement. This agreement or treaty, established
the route, chose the companies who would build and operate the system,
established tolling principles, and set the terms and principles to be followed
in facilitating the construction and operation of the Alaska Highway Project
pipeline. The President's Decision reflected the U.S./Canada Agreement.
The Decision and the Agreement were subsequently approved by the U.S.
Congress.
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In 1978 Canadian Parliament enacted the Northern Pipeline Act. The Act:

1) incorporated all of the terms of the U.S./Canada Agreement

2) issued statutory certificates of public convenience and necessity to
the respective subsidiaries of Foothills Pipe Lines Ltd.,

3) created the Northern Pipeline Agency to "facilitate the efficient and
expeditious planning and construction of the pipeline

4) established the methodology and rules for setting the Canadian tolls
and tariffs for the pipeline

5) selected the route for the pipeline across Canada and

6) established Terms and Conditions respecting the socio-economic,
environmental, construction and operations matters.

The complete Alaska Highway Project is shown on the attached map.

The President's Decision designated Alcan Pipeline, a subsidiary of
Northwest Pipeline Company (Northwest), as the party who would construct
and operate the Alaska pipeline segment of the Alaska Highway Project.
This authority was later assigned to Alaska Northwest, a partnership
assembled by Northwest. At one time Alaska Northwest consisted of eleven
(11 ) partners, all subsidiaries of U.S. or Canadian pipeline companies.

Given the magnitude of the pipeline undertaking Alaska Northwest sought to
recruit the North Slope Producers to join the project and assist the financing
of the pipeline. The Producers expressed a willingness to join but were
restricted by the President's Decision that disallowed the producers taking
an equity position in the pipeline. In 1981, President Reagan submitted and
Congress approved a Waiver of Law package allowing producer
participation and including in the project, the North Slope gas conditioning
facility.

In 1980, before the Waiver of Law was passed, Alaska Northwest and the
Alaska Producers entered into a Cooperation Agreement providing for joint
funding of the design and engineering of the Alaska Highway pipeline and
the gas conditioning facility. Following the approval of the Waiver of Law,
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the scope of the Cooperation Agreement was expanded to encompass efforts
to achieve the remaining regulatory approvals and to jointly pursue
financing arrangements The two sides anticipated that affiliates of the
Producers would join the Alaska Northwest Partnership.

Design, engineering, environmental, financing and regulatory work
proceeded along parallel tracks in Alaska and in Canada during this period
of timer

As world wide energy supply and demand came back into balance and the
"energy crisis" eased, the focus of the pipeline shifted to the pre-building of
the southern portions of the Alaska Highway Project. There was a
disagreement between-Canada and the United States over this issue,
primarily as it related to the export of Canadian natural gas to the U.S.
market.

The Canadian Government was unwilling to authorize the Pre-build or the
gas exports without further assurance from the United States that the entire
Alaska Highway Project, including the Alaska segment, would eventually be
completed. This assurance was forthcoming in a letter from President Carter
to Prime Minister Trudeau, along with a Congressional resolution. As a
result the southern Pre-build pipeline section was completed by 1982. This
involved constructing 650 miles of 36 and 42 inch pipeline from Caroline,
Alberta to Monchy and Kingsgate on the US border. The Pre-build and
subsequent expansions were constructed pursuant to the Northern Pipeline
Act and it's regulatory regime managed by the Northern Pipeline Agency.

When the Pre-build construction began it was widely anticipated that North
American natural gas demand would quickly resume its upward trend.
However the market did not recover as anticipated and demobilization of the
Alaska Highway Project soon began.

In order to remobilize, we will be required to make modifications and
enhancements to various elements of the Alaska Highway Project regime.
Pipeline designs will have to be modified so that that.the Project can respond
to capacity and gas quality requirements of the shippers. We will have to
incorporate the latest technology and techniques necessary to ensure that the
maximum environmental protection measures are in place. We do not expect
any difficulty in introducing these revisions which are so obviously of
benefit to all parties.
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Recently other parties have raised issues related to payments that might be
due to withdrawn partners pursuant to the Alaska Northwest Partnership
Agreement. We are confident that if any return of the withdrawn partners'
original investment is required it can be resolved within the context of an
economically viable project.

Clearly there is a lot of work still to be done. It is very important to
understand is that the advantages that come with the unique ANGTA and
NPA regulatory regimes far outweigh the alternative of starting from
scratch. Using the existing statutes and treaty we can assist in having Alaska
natural gas into the U.S. market sooner, with competitive transportation
costs and at the same time reducing project risks for all stakeholders.

In our capacity as the managing partner of Alaska Northwest we have
maintained the Alaska Highway Project in good standing. We have kept the
project alive to ensure that the advantages and benefits of the Project could
be used in remobilization plans to expedite construction of the pipeline. We
particularly wished to preserve what we see as the "special and unique fast
track" regulatory regime.

Foothills and its shareholders have expended time and effort to keep the
permits current and to optimize the project design. We do not intend to quit
the field now that success is within sight.

The Alaska Permits - Federal

A substantial amount of work has been completed by the Alaska Highway
Project sponsors to date. Before discussing the specific permits held by
Alaska Northwest it is important to better understand the unique regulatory
and legislative framework under which these permits were issued, namely
ANGTA.

ANGTA and the President's Decision remain in effect and can be terminated
only by another act of Congress. ANGTA does not create a perpetual
priority for the Alaska Highway Project. Rather, it establishes a priority
designed to ensure that the Alaska Highway Project will be completed and
begin initial operation in accordance with the decision of the President and
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Congress. Once the Alaska Highway Project is in operation additional
projects may be considered under the Natural Gas Act.

In implementing this priority, ANGTA requires that Federal agencies and
officers expedite and issue "at the earliest practicable date" all permits and
authorizations required by the Alaska Highway Project. In addition,
ANGTA provides that applications and requests with respect to permits and
authorizations required by the approved system "shall take precedence" over
any similar applications and requests. Furthermore, ANGTA limits the
discretion of Federal agencies and officers to include in certificates and
permits for the Alaska Highway Project any conditions that would obstruct
the system's expeditious construction and initial operation.

As required by ANGTA, the FERC in 1977 expeditiously issued a
conditional certificate of public convenience and necessity for the Alaska
Highway Project. That certificate contains no expiration date and is still in
effect today.

In addition, Alaska Northwest holds a federal right-of-way grant issued in
1980 by the Department of Interior's Bureau of Land Management. That
grant does not expire until December 2010, and may be renewed at the
request of Alaska Northwest.

Furthermore, Alaska Northwest holds two recently extended Clean Water
Act wetlands permits issued by the Army Corps of Engineers in coordination
with many other agencies. Those permits were extended through September
of2007.

While these various federal permits were issued some time ago, they all are
valid today. Indeed, nothing in ANGTA or in the certificates and
authorizations issued for the Alaska Highway Project thereunder provides
for the expiration of the chosen system's priority because completion of the
Alaska segment was postponed until the U.S. domestic market could support
it. Rather, the Alaska portion of the Alaska Highway Project has been held
in reserve until the need for additional natural gas arises in the Lower 48
states is such that this section can be completed. As sponsors we have
actively protected the preserved Alaska segment by maintaining all
necessary certificates and permits and actively overseeing the rights-of-way.
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We recognize that these certificates and permits need to be "updated" to
capture changes in technology, markets and environmental requirements.
We will do such updating, and it can be done within the ANGTA
framework. To that end, a couple of additional points need to be
emphasized before I move on-to the State permits.

* First, ANGTA clearly envisions and provides for the ability to condition
and to amend these permits. These powers are subject only to the
limitation prohibiting changes in the "basic nature and general route" and
actions that will "otherwise" prevent or impair in any significant respect
the expeditious construction and initial operation of the Alaska Highway
Project.

* Second, the Alaska Highway Project sponsors' requests for both new
permits and amendments to existing permits must be given priority under
ANGTA. This priority translates into a timing advantage for the Alaska
Highway Project.

* Third, the authority of the Office of Federal Inspector, as transferred to
the Secretary of Energy, also continues in effect today to expedite and
coordinate federal permitting, enforcement of permit conditions, and
facilitation and oversight of the construction and initial operation of the
U.S. portion of the Alaska Highway Project.

* Fourth, ANGTA also provides for expedited and limited judicial review
of actions taken by Federal agencies and officers.

* Finally, the Alaska Northwest Partnership is well along in permitting the
Alaska Highway Project.

The Alaska Permits - State of Alaska

On the state side, Alaska Northwest has a pending State of Alaska right-of-
way lease application. Recently, we have initiated discussions with the State
officials regarding perfecting and processing the pending application. Also
at the state level, Alaska Northwest holds certificates of reasonable
assurances issued pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act and a
determination of consistency with the Coastal Zone Management Act.
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Additional Alaska Permits

While Foothills already holds the major permits necessary to construct the
remainder of the Alaska Highway Project, there are additional permits and
authorizations that will need to. be obtained. For example, the Alaska
Highway Project sponsors will need to acquire a permit under the Clean Air
Act. However, these additional permits will be procured as the Project
proceeds, and such procurement will not cause a delay in the expeditious
construction of the Alaska Highway Project.

The Canadian Permits

On the Canadian side, Foothills holds two unique certificates or permits:

* Certificate of public convenience and necessity.
Yukon right-of-way.

Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity

The certificate of public convenience and necessity ("certificate") is the
Order issued following a successful hearing before the National Energy
Board (NEB) of a pipeline application. The information that is required to
be filed for hearing purposes is delineated in regulation and includes details
about supply and markets, environmental impact assessment, engineering,
construction and operations plans and details about connecting pipeline
facilities.

The preparation of the required hearing information generally takes one to
two years to complete and the length of the hearing will be proportional to
the level of controversy surrounding the issues.

Foothills has completed this phase of the process. We have the "certificates"
that entitle us to build a pipeline, subject only to terms and conditions set out
in the Alaska Highway Project regime.
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The "certificates" are statutory. They were issued by the Parliament of
Canada when it enacted the Northern Pipeline Act and are in keeping with
the principles and intent of the U.S./Canada Agreement.

We acknowledge that the "certificates" were legislated 20 years ago and that
some have raised questions about their scope and validity. Others suggest
that the certificates are dated and accordingly must be reissued. The
"certificates" are valid. We are on solid legal ground in this regard.

Changes to the pipeline design to accommodate new technical issues and
improvements have previously have been granted by the Northern Pipeline
Agency both at the time of the construction of the original Pre-build
facilities and later during the facility expansion.

However, fundamental changes to the Canadian "certificates" would require
changes to both the legislation and the treaty. For example another project
could not be approved under the Alaska Highway Project regime. Further
the Northern Pipeline Act (incorporating the U.S. /Canada Agreement)
provides that the route for Alaska natural gas will be along the route set forth
in Annex 1 to the U.S. /Canada Agreement i.e. the Alaska Highway route. In
the face of the provision of the Northern Pipeline Act and the U.S. /Canada
Agreement, a treaty with the force of law, it is difficult to see how the
National Energy Board could entertain applications either for alternative
pipeline routes for delivery of Alaska gas through Canada or applications by
companies other than Foothills following the Foothills highway route for
delivery of Alaska gas through Canada.

Given the above we may well ask what remains to be done before the project
can proceed?

First of all, we do not have a commercial arrangement negotiated with the
Alaska North Slope producers or other shippers. Achieving this commercial
arrangement is our number one priority. We are confident that the mutual
interests of all sides will ultimately lead to satisfactory arrangements.

Following the successful completion of such a commercial agreement, there
are a number of terms and conditions that must be satisfied. These are set
out in the Northern Pipeline Socio-economic and Environmental Terms and
Conditions. It is our view that the terms and conditions are broad enough to
accommodate modem environmental, engineering and construction
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practices. In fact, we addressed this issue when we pre-built the southern
portion of the Alaska Highway Project pipeline.

Detailed design and engineering work also must be completed and approvals
must be obtained from the Northern Pipeline Agency. It is this mechanism
that I referred to when I indicated that we had a "fast track" regulatory
process.

The Yukon Right-of-Way

I will take a few minutes to describe the status of our right-of-way through
the Yukon. Foothills has been granted an easement in the Yukon. The
current term of the easement is September 2012 and provisions are in place
to renew the easement for a further term of 24 years. It is important to note
that the easement is protected under the Encumbering Rights provisions of
the Umbrella Final agreement which has been signed by the Government of
Canada, the Government of the Yukon and the Yukon First Nations. The
Final Settlement Agreements that have been negotiated with the Yukon First
Nations contain specific provisions relating to the easement. In addition, the
compressor stations locations and permanent access to the proposed stations
are protected.

What does this mean? From our perspective this translates into certainty of
land tenure and a significant timing advantage. Foothills has developed an
excellent working relationship with the Yukon First Nations over the years
and we are building on that relationship. Like the Canadian "certificates" the
easements also constitutes an important asset. An asset not easily replicated.

Conclusion

Let me summarize and focus on some of the key points.

Foothills is a company with real pipelines and real customers.

When combined with our shareholders TransCanada and Westcoast, we
transport 20% of all the natural gas consumed in the United States. And we
have the know-how and the where-with-all to build the Alaska Highway
Pipeline.

We have been involved in this project for 25 years.

13
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We and our former partners have invested heavily to achieve the permits,
certificates, rights-of-way and much of the engineering on the Alaska
Highway pipeline.

A basic message that I want to leave with you is this, we have a...very
unique and solid regulatory framework, it is a very valuable framework in
terms of saving money and avoiding costly delays when building a pipeline.
It is more than a collection of permits. It is a package, designed specifically
to expedite building the Alaska Highway pipeline.

This framework can neither be duplicated nor terminated easily. It is a one-
of-a-kind regime. I urge all Alaskans to take full advantage of it.

Finally let me raise one other issue and that is the matter of the pipeline
route decision. Before we can move from discussion to action this must be
resolved. Anything this committee can do to bring clarity to the routing
debate will be a positive development.

Ultimately all stakeholders must find some common ground and go forward.

So where do we go from here?

A commercial agreement between pipelines and producers is the next major
mile post for the Project.

Once a satisfactory commercial arrangement is achieved ... the flag drops;
from that point on we believe that our regulatory framework will allow
"shovels to be in the ground" within 24 months.

This is a very large project. It will involve many companies. It will cost a lot
of money and there will be lots of issues to address and benefits to share.

Foothills and its shareholders intend to be major players in the development
and operation of this important pipeline and we believe that we bring value
to the Project and value to Alaska.

Thank you, and I am now prepared for questions.

14
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Kelliher, Joseph -V'_A

From: Charles Ingebretson [cingebretson@bracepatt.com]
Sent: Wednesday, April 25, 2001 5:25 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Michael Pate; kcullen@wte.org%intemet
Subject: Waste-to-energy credit

Joe, here's what I've got on your question yesterday asking how many
additional megawatts would be subject to the waste-to-energy tax credit
in the year 2011.

As you know, we estimate that the tax credit would stimulate 200
megawatts of additional electricity. However, we estimate that it would
be five years before any of this electricity is available. Furthermore,
the full 200 megawatts would not be available immediately in the fifth
year; additional production would grow to 200 megawatts over a period of
time.

For purposes of a rough calculation, we assume that the credit becomes
effective in FY 2002 and that no electricity eligible for the credit is
generated for 5 years, i.e., until FY 2006. We further assume that for
the next 4 years, from FY 2007-2010, the amount of electricity eligible
for the credit increases incrementally, by 50 megawatts per year. As a
result, the full 200 megawatts of electricity is being produced in FY
2010 through 2012.

If you accept our estimate that the cost of the credit is $27 million
per year (assuming 200 megawatts/yr), then the cumulative cost of the
credit through the year FY 2012 is something around $121.5 million
(which is the sum of $6.75m + $13.5m + $20.25m + $27m + $27m +$27m).
Of course, this number will vary if assumptions are different concerning
how quickly the tax credit stimulates new production.

On the question of equivalent barrels of oil, Katie advises that IWSA
has done an estimate showing that 200 megawatts of electricity
displaces, on a Btu basis, 2.8 million barrels of oil per year. She
says she'g got the mathematical proofs if you want 'em!

I think I mentioned to you in an earlier phone message that Mike Pate
from my office took IWSA in to visit with Treasury Department folks
yesterday afternoon. Katie was in that meeting if you have questions.
Hope this is helpful.
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Keliher, Joseph- ,¢

From: Howard Geller fhgeller@aceee.org]
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2001 1:29 PM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: Re: national energy policy

Joe,

I'm glad to hear that. Please remind me--did I send you the full
set of policy recommendations (about 12) that we put together, or
just a few selected ones? If only a few, I will send you the
complete set. Also, did I send you our new report on "Using
Targeted Energy Efficiency Programs to Reduce Peak Electrical
Demand" by-Nadel et al?

Please let me if you would like to meet to go over any of this,
and last but not least (as I mentioned over the phone), I really
hope the Administration does not proceed in proposing a major cut
in energy efficiency and renewable energy R&D and deployment
programs for FY02. This is not only a bad idea, but it would be
severely criticized by folks like us and I believe it would
tarnish the overall effort to advance a broad, balanced set of
energy policy initiatives.

Howard

Reply Separator

Subject: national energy policy
Author: "Kelliher Joseph ,<Joseph-Kelliher@hq.doe.gov> at
internet-mail
Date: 02/27/2001 1:39 PM

Howard, thanks for the information you sent me. I just wanted to
restate
our interest in your specific recommendations on energy efficiency
elements
for incorporation in the Administration's national energy policy.



KCiffihr, Joseph

From: Slaughter, Bob [BobSlaughter@npradc.org]
lent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 3:52 PM
ro: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Anthony, Betty; Stemfels, Urvan
Subject: NPRA Recommendations on National Energy Policy

natenergypol2.doc

Joe Kelliher: Attached is a short document which includes NPRA's current
thinking as to what changes in national energy policy are needed to help
the
refining sector.

I would like specifically to highlight three:

One. We believe that the Administration is missing an important
opportunity
to improve energy policy by not addressing the onroad diesel sulfur
rule.
This rule will have a greater adverse supply impact than any other in
the
next five years and should be reviewed. Instead of requiring
essentially
100% of onroad diesel output to be reduced from 500 ppm to 15 ppm sulfur
by
mid-2006, at a cost of $8 billion, the Administration could move the
-equired supply date back to 2008-9 and provide a reduction in the
esel

,xcise tax for 15ppm sulfur diesel sold in advance of the 2008 date.
This
could provide all the necessary supply for new trucks which need the
diesei
in 2006-7 (probably only 5% of demand). There are no environmental
benefits
from using the new diesel in old truck engines, so the program in its
current form constitutes massive waste, since those trucks aren't a
sufficient force in the market until 2008 at the earliest. This change
will help prevent loss of diesel supply and refinery closures which will
lake place under the rule in its current form. The overall benefits of
the
program are not reduced. We would like to talk with you more on this.

Two. The EPA's enforcement campaign against U.S. refineries should be
hailed and reexamined. As you know, it is impossible to build new
refineries, so the industry has had to add capacity at existing sites in
an
attempt to maintain an adequate supply of products for consumers in the
past
twenty years. Even at'that, the industry has been able to keep U.S.
capacity only flat over the past decade, so new demand has been met by
increased imports of refined products. The Browner EPA launched an
extensive
and coordinated campaign against the industry, alleging that capacity
additions diring the past twenty years were not appropriately permitted.
This despite the fact that refinery improvements were made with the
knowledge of both state and federal environmental agencies and in

eping
:h permitting requirements as they were understood at that time. The
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aserit- - section 114 requests, in effect blanket subpoenas, to most
refiners, and many are now facing notices of violation and legal action.
A
few have settled because they believe that it is easier to pay a fine,
sign
a consent decree and move forward than resist. All this comes at a time
when federal and state authorities have urged the industry to continue
its
herculean efforts to produce product all-out to avoid shortages. EPA's
actions are really nothing more than an attempt to discredit the
industry
and collect tribute in the form of fines in order to allow refiners to
get
on with their business. We believe that everyone in the industry should
obey the law, and we believe that they do, often under difficult
circumstances. But this activity goes far beyond the pale of reasonable
enforcement activity and should cease.

Three. The Unocal patents, recently upheld by a federal court of
appeals in
a decision that the Supreme Court let stand, provide no real benefit to
the
industry or consumers. The huge royalties granted by a California
District
Court-- 5.3/4 cents/gallon--are far in excess of the cost of even the
reformulated gasoline program and may well cost consumers over $200
million
per year when implemented. The existence of the payents will increase
the
cost of gasoline, reduce supply, and eliminate all of the incentive for
overcompliance with environmental regulations. The patent will also
make it
even harder to use ethanol in gasoline where ozone problems exist during

e
Lmmmer months (e.g. Chicago and Milwaukee). The Administration should

study
this issue and take steps to put any royalty collections on hold.
Otherwise, this situation will affect Midwestern and East Coast gasoline
supplies adversely this summer, as it did last year.

The rest of our thinking is attached. Thank you for your call
yesterday.
i'm available to discuss these matters with you at any time.

sob Slaughter
KP?-. 202.457.0480 x 152; home (b)(C)

<<nazenergypol2.doc>>
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National tnergy Policy: Themes

-Stable, reliable and affordable supplies of energy and more efficient energy use
are essential to maintaining living standards and supporting economic growth.

Greater emphasis should be placed on diversifying the sources of US energy
supplies. Domestic supplies can be enhanced through incentives for improved
recovery from existing fields and through improved access to promising acreage.

Energy policy cannot just focus on the "upstream" sector, i.e. exploration and
production. There needs to be a clear understanding that local/regional
bottlenecks can occur in producing and distributing feedstocks and products.
Further, refineries have been operating near maximum capacity and it has been
almost twenty years since a new refinery has been built.

Petroleum product pipelines are increasingly challenged by the proliferation of
"boutique" (area-specific fuels) due to limits on their ability to handle segregated _
shipments and availability of adequate storage tank capacity. And, additional
constraints may arise from the need to gain regulatory approvals for new facilities
or pipelines, e.g., the Longhorn pipeline recently agreed not to carry MTBE
products in order to gain approval.

Siting and permitting challenges can seriously delay needed
modifications/expansions of existing manufacturing (refining and petrochemical)
capacity and constrain additions to downstream infrastructure (e.g. pipelines).

No single action or single fuel can resolve all energy concerns. The nation needs
a balanced mix of policies - which fosters a mix of fuels and balances
environmental goals and energy supply concerns.

-A balanced approach to energy policy should examine both demand and supply.
Incentives for greater energy efficiency (e.g. through the use of lighter weight
materials in vehicles) can play an important role.

Regulatory programs that distort markets can divert energy supplies from essential
(i.e., where there are limited, if any, substitutes) and/or highest valued markets.
For example, environmental programs are increasingly drawing natural gas to use
in electric generation, thus depriving petrochemical manufacturers of feedstocks or
making them so costly that the US petrochemical industry is placed at a
competitive disadvantage in global markets.

Both energy and environmental policy should be based on sound science and the
best and most current data available. Cost-benefit analyses and reasonable risk
assessment are key tools for choosing the most-effective policies to achieve
national goals. Regulations should:

* take into account the cumulative effect of regulations in that sector;
* set performance goals and avoid mandating specific technologies or setting

product specifications;
* provide adequate leadtime and avoid overlapping requirements wherever

possible;
* provide flexibility through the use of market-based incentives; explicitly

evaluate their impact on energy supplies; and
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- be fairly and consistently enforced, without retroactive reinterpretation of -
regulations through enforcement programs.

Potential Energy Policy Improvements

Process

-Require annual study by Secretary of Energy of refining and product
distribution infrastructure including assessment of cumulative impact of
regulations and specific recommendations for improvements.

- Periodic OMB-led review of supply impact of environmental regulations.
Could be included as part of National Energy Policy Plan.

-Require Energy Impact Analysis for new regulations.

Enhance regulatory certainty, e.g., avoid retroactive reinterpretation of
regulations such as in recent EPA NSR enforcement actions.

Incentives

Accelerated depreciation for clean fuels upgrades.

Accelerated depreciation for pollution control equipment on stationary
sources.

-Tax credits for energy efficiency improvements.

-Investment tax credit for clean fuel capital investments.

-Relief from Alternative Minimum Tax to ensure any incentives offered are not
automatically recaptured.

-Excise tax incentives for early introduction of clean fuels, e.g. for low sulfur
gasoline and diesel.

Streamlininq/Flexibility

-Reasonable guidance on BACT and LAER for Tier 2 gasoline and diesel
sulfur programs. Guidance on the emissions level and cost used to
determine BACT/LAER requirements. [NOTE: Current draft guidance is not
reasonable on this point].

- Allow for trading of credits from mobile source emission reductions with
stationary sources.

-Expedited permitting review. Provision of greater certainty that once permits
are approved, they will not have to be reopened/renegotiated due to third
party intervention.
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-Linkage between regulatory implementation deadlines and permitting -
process, e.g., if delay in permitting despite good-faith efforts to comply, the
regulatory deadline is adjusted.

Fuels

- Reassess the sequencing of major fuel regulatory programs. Eliminate the
overlap in timing between the gasoline sulfur and diesel sulfur requirements.

- Eliminate 1.5% minimum oxygen requirement for RFG.

- No additional product specifications (such as aromatics caps) that will further
constrict gasoline supplies. Focus on performance goals not product specs.

-Reassess mobile source air toxics program to allow greater flexibility through
trading among refineries. Reevaluate baseline calculation to remove penalty
on refiners who are cleaner than average. Reevaluate standard in light of
state programs that limit MTBE use (e.g., Connecticut, New York) which could
make regulatory requirement unattainable or very expensive.

-National Academy of Sciences study of MTBE to provide a science-based
assessment of impact on groundwater and effectiveness of remediation
technologies and including assessment of role of MTBE in meeting gasoline
demand.

-Determine appropriate sequencing for any future off-road diesel
requirements. Avoid overlap with other regulations, set a reasonable
standard for sulfur content.
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50% more energy efficient homes!

Pulte Homes southwest division has utilized technical assistance from DOE's Building America
program to create what one residential expert calls "the best production house in the world,"
which won the 2001 National Association of Home -Builders Energy Value Award. In Tucson,
Phoenix and Las Vegas, Pulte Homes has worked with DOE to redesign the energy features of its
basic models. Using advanced insulation techniques, highly efficient equipment and windows,
and right-sized heating and cooling systems, the homes look the same but perform so well they
use half the energy for heating and cooling at virtually no increase in construction costs. The
whole building, systems engineering approach used in Building America allows the builder to
add more insulation and more efficient windows while reducing the size of the heating and
cooling equipment. The trade-offmeans no added cost to the builder, better value for the buyer,
reduced electric load for the utility, and improved affordability.

For more information, you may contact Randy Foltz or Dave Beck at Pulte Homes (702 256-
7900).
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Martin, Adrienne b
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2001 11:57 AMTo: Cook, Trevor
Subject: as we discussed

secS.doc

Helpful to use redline method if you can/
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CORE PRINCIPLES FOR RELIABILITY LEGISLATION

Accreditation of a single North American SRRO
· FERC to approve a single SRRO.
* Procedures for an applicant to apply for SRRO status, and the procedures and

requirements for FERC to approve such an application.
* Requires that all system operators be members of the SRRO.
* Provides procedures for the SRRO to modify its procedural, governance and funding

rules.

Authority for that SRRO to set and enforce standards
* Specifies the procedures for the SRRO to file with FERC for approval of reliability

standards.
* Provides that such proposed standards are to be approved unless FERC finds that

they are unjust, unreasonable, unduly discriminatory or preferential, or otherwise not
in the public interest.

* Provides that FERC is to give due weight to the technical expertise of the SRRO.
* Gives the SRRO the authority to enforce its standards, subject to FERC review.

Allowance for the SRRO to delegate authority for implementation of standards and
enforcement of compliance to regional organizations
* Permits the SRRO to delegate certain authority to regional entities by agreement.
* Such agreements would be filed with FERC for approval.

Funding authority
* Provides for the assessment and allocation of SRRO and regional entity costs to

system operators, to be recovered from system users, through a non-bypassable
charge.

International arrangements
* Governs international agreements and recognition of the SRRO.

Anti-trust protections
* Provides for a rebuttable presumption that activities undertaken under the Act are in

compliance with the antitrust laws.

Transition mechanism
· Provides for the optional filing with FERC of existing standards by NERC and

regional councils prior to approval of an SRRO, which FERC could approve and
enforce.

March 1, 2001
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Kefliher, Joseph

From: Dana Contratto [dcontratto@msn.com]
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2001 12:04 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: national energy policy

Importance: High

Joe,

Of course, if I were King we would already have a national energy policy
that would have kept California out of the mess in which it now finds
itself. Also, I was pleased to see that the Secretary is now saying
that

OPEC pricing is the action of a cartel and not market forces -- he is
certainly on the right track.

Now, to the point of your question, what to do about pipeline
certification

and pricing. Frankly, I do nor recall much of the gas title that was
basically dropped from the 92 EPAct. I do recall that much of what the
pipelines wanted was on the pricing side, and not just market pricing,
but

"cost of service" at such, in my view, ridiculous things as replacement
pricing, which is basically "profiteering" of the worst kind because it
is
with the government as "regulator," and market pricing for existing
systems
rresoective of the pipeline's market power. Anyway, enough bemoaning
:hat

he pipelines will seek.

.s to certification or licensing, the process is both mature and
daunting.

There seems to be little that can be done in terms of reducing
intervencrs
rights Isuch as restricting intervention from competing fuels, like oil
cboers -- by the way, this notion once "had legs", but I would not

it for the simple reason that, while one could theorectically restrict
tre

cs cf such intervenors, the EIS process still requires the
-.nsideration

cf alternatives and that, perforce, brings in the alternative fuel
issues
anyway). . here are some things around the edges that could be done,
suc as
what FERC just proposed for California service -- that is, raisinc the
collar level for facilities built under blanket certificates, which
hes1Ds in
terms of adding compression. In short, I do think that the certificate
process is seriously process constrained, but, absent suggestions that
woul
be highly controversial, I do not see much procedurally that can be done

n
ter-s of really expediting it. (Remember the ill-fated Optional

xopeditied
Certificate procedure -- basically saying that if the pipeline agrees to
"take the economic risk" of the project, it could proceed much more
aapidly.
-f-rtunately, pipeline certificates come with rights of eminent Comain

ano
llowino such on an expedited basis is truly prcblenmati, -f r.t a-t he
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"mePFtificate stage itself, then when the pipeline goes to court to
condemn
property and is challenged on public benefit grounds.)

So, having said that, what can be done. Here are some ideas: First,
while
the process itself is constrained with environmental assessments and
EISs,
it seems to me that the government could do something to make sure that
the
process is not resource constrained. In other words, my guess is that
more
resources at FERC for some period of time -- perhaps outside contractors
so
as not to commit to higher staffing for the next century -- could
expedite
pipeline certificates substantially. Presently, my recollection is that
FERC costs the government nothing -- that is, the fees and charges
generated
by FERC are sufficient to cover its costs of operations. Nonetheless,
the
idea is that if it takes two FERC staff people two weeks to review an
application, four staff people should be able to do so in less time.
Granted that this increase in FERC resources might cost the surplus some
few
tens of millions of dollars, it probably could have a significantly
beneficial impact on the time it takes to complete a certificate
application
review.

Second, and in a similar vein, I do not think that FERC has the power to
control other agencies that are necessary to process a pipeline
certificate
-- for example, the Corps of Engineers for water crossings or dredge and
-ill permits or DOI's Fish and Wildlife for endangered species
deter:inations. I believe that one idea floated in the past was for
FERC to
be-the central clearing agency. The problem is, what do you do when the
agencies do not comply with FERC deadlines -- it is politically
unacceptable
to say, well, if you do not meet the deadline, whatever you are looking

wll be deemed done and acceptable. So, again, this is another kind of
process constraint that in my view can also be viewed as a resource
constraint -- that is, if more money could be put into the process to

(acain, perhaps contracting out is the real answer) qualified people to
-r

the job done in a more time manner, it could in fact be done in a more
-Lmeyv manner. So, again, increase the resources as necessary to move
pipeline certificate applications and related requirements of other
agencies
in a faster manner. Do not compromise the substance, just get it done
q-ik-er with more resources.

rinally, the norm for gas transmission operating pressures in the U.S.
is
around 1000 psi. In other parts of the world, pipelines are operating
at
higher pressures -- the Bolivia-Brazil line is 1400 psi. With higher
pressures, more gas moves. Obviously, some pipelines could not handle
such
higher pressures, but new pipelines could be built to move more gas a-
uch
aher pressures. This is an idea I would take up with INGAA., also wit-

he
obvious first order being safety.

2
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AsTmentioned above, rates, that is money and returns on equity,.are
central
to incentives. To my mind, rolled in pricing is problematic from the
outset
unless there are truly system benefits that are fairly evenly spread in
terms of better service or lower rates. Incremental pricing in my mind
should, however, be the order of the day -- that is, those who use the
incremental capacity created by the project or system enhancement pay
for
it. The good thing about this is that it quells complaints by existing
customer, which can kill projects. Another interesting pricing idea is
to
allow market rates on new projects where there are more than one
competing
pipeline for the customers and where the pipeline does not possess
market
power -- obviously, it is quite difficult for a pipeline to possess
market
power when it is trying to enter a new market. The downside to this
from an
existing coustomer perspective is, how do we know that the pipeline will
really be able to operate at such prices -- that is, what happens when
it
fails and tries to put the cost on other customers or tries to increase
rates to cover its higher cost of capital for having a large failed
project.
Having said this, I still believe that negotiated, market rates on new
projects would greatly enhance the pipelines' incentives to build new
projects. The customers are usually large and sophisticated and do not
need
government protection from the hands of market power because the
Xipeline
%ust does not have market power in these circumstances where it is

.ryinc to
ouild new facilities to serve new customers. The key, to me, is to
require
zhe pipeline to bear the risk of failure on such projects.

So, there you have it. The best of my quick thinking at the moment
recognizing that I am also on vacation in St. Lucia at the moment. i

be _ac. next week and be able to discuss this or other items further

yc_ i'f you want. By the way, as to ANGTS, I have not reviewed it for

il;e. However, anything done in 1976 probably should be revisited to
see

s seill viable. Sorry I do not have more at this time to offer on

Good luck.

Dana

----- Original Message-----
Fror: Kelliher, Joseph [mailto:Joseoh.Kelliher@ho.doe.gov]
Sent: Sunday, March 1E, 2001 5:44 PM
To: 'Dana Contratto'
Subject: national energy policy

i ou were King, or II Duce, what would you include in a national ,
Lenergy
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policy, especially with respect to natural gas issues? Should I look at
, an - "-'
of the gas pipeline provisions in the House EPAct bill that were dropped
in
conference? I am just looking for your immediate thoughts, please do
not
put a lot of time into this. I am working up the policy elements, and.-
am .
less confident of my judgement on gas pipeline issues than other areas,
and
thought I would pick your brain. With respect to the Alaska Natural Gas
Transportation Act cf 1976, I am operating a suspicion that law would
have
to be substantially amended to serve as a basis for licensing an Alaskan
gas

:pipeline. Do.you agree?
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_Braitsch, Jay,

From: Como, Aithony
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2001 11:18 AMTo: Braitsch, Jay

Per George's request, I've attached some comments on the National Energy Policy paper he gave me this morning.

commens to
jay.wpd

l~~5984
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The White House

Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Release September 27, 1993

Fact Sheet
Nonproliferation And Export Control Policy

The President today established a framework for U.S. efforts to prevent the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction and the missiles that deliver them. He outlined three major principles to guide our
nonproliferation and export control policy:

- Our national security requires us to accord higher priority to nonproliferation, and to make it
an integral element of our relations with other countries.

- To strengthen U.S. economic growth, democratization abroad and international stability, we
actively seek expanded trade and technology exchange with nations, including former
adversaries, that abide by global nonproliferation norms.

- We need to build a new consensus - embracing the Executive and Legislative branches,
industry and public, and friends abroad - to promote effective nonproliferation efforts and
integrate our nonproliferation and economic goals.

The President reaffirmed U.S. support for a strong, effective nonproliferation regime that enjoys broad
-muiilateral support and employs all of the means at our disposal to advance our objectives.

Key elements of the policy follow.

Fissile Material

The U.S. will undertake a comprehensive approach to the growing accumulation of fissile material from
dismantled nuclear weapons and within civil nuclear programs. Under this approach, the U.S. will:

- Seek to eliminate where possible the accumulation of stockpiles of highly-enriched uranium
or plutonium, and to ensure that where these materials-alreadyexist they-are subject to the
highest standards of safety, security, and international accountability.

- Propose a multilateral convention prohibiting the production of highly-enriched uranium or
plutonium for nuclear explosives purposes or outside of international safeguards.

- Encourage more restrictive regional arrangements to constrain fissile material production in
regions of instability and high proliferation risk.

- Submit U.S. fissile material no longer needed for our deterrent to inspection by the
International Atomic Energy Agency.
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- Pursue the purchase of highly-enriched uranium from the former Soviet Union and other
countries and its conversion to peaceful use as reactor fuel.

- Explore means to limit the stockpiling of plutonium from civil nuclear programs, and seek to
minimize the civil use of highly-enriched uranium.

- initiate a comprehensive review of long-term options for plutonium disposition, taking into
account technical, nonproliferation, environmental, budgetary and economic considerations.
Russia and other nations with relevant interests and experience will be invited to participate in
this study.

The United States does not encourage the civil use of plutonium and, accordingly, does not itself engage in
plutonium reprocessing for either nuclear power or nuclear explosive purposes. The United States,
however, will maintain its existing commitments regarding the use of plutonium in civil nuclear programs
in Western Europe and Japan.

Export Controls

To be truly effective, export controls should be applied uniformly by all suppliers. The United States will
harmonize domestic and multilateral controls to the greatest extent possible. At the same time, the need to
lead the International policy interests may justify unilateral export controls in specific cases. We will -
review our unilateral dual-use export controls and policies, and eliminate them unless such controls are
essential to national security and foreign policy interests.

We will streamline the implementation of U.S. nonproliferation export controls. Our system must be more
responsive and efficient, and not inhibit legitimate exports that play a key role in American economic
strength while preventing exports that would make a material contribution to the proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction and the missiles that deliver them.

Nuclear Proliferation

The U.S. will make every effort to secure the indefinite extension of the Non-Proliferation Treaty in J 995.
We will seek to ensure that the International Atomic Energy Agency has the resources needed to
implement its vital safeguards responsibilities, and will work to strengthen the laea's ability to detect
clandestine nuclear activities.

Missile Proliferation

W'e will maintain our strong support for the Missile Technology Control Regime. We will promote Lhe
principles of the Mtcr Guidelines as a global missile nonproliferation norm and seek to use the Mtcr as a
mechanism for taking joint action to combat missile proliferation. We will support prudent expansiorn of
the Mtcr's membership to include additional countries that-subscribe to international nonproliferation
standards, enforce effective export controls and abandon offensive ballistic missile programs. The United
States will also promote regional efforts to reduce the demand for missile capabilities.

The United States will continue to oppose missile programs of proliferation concern, and will exercise
particular restraint in missile-related cooperation. We will continue to retain a strong presumption of denial
against exports to any country of complete space launch vehicles or major components.
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The United States will not support the development or acquisition of space-launch vehicles in counes
The United States will not support the development or acquisition of space-launch vehicles in countries
outside the Mtcr.

For Mtcr member countries, we will not encourage new space launch vehicle programs, which raise
questions on both nonproliferation and economic viability grounds. TheUnited States will, however,
consider exports of Mtcr-controlled items to Mtcr member countries for peaceful space launch programs
on a case-by-case basis. We will review whether additional constraints or safeguards could reduce the risk
of misuse of space launch technoiogy. We will seek adoption by all Mtcr partners of policies as vigilant as
our own.

Chemical and Biological Weapons

To help deter violations of the Biological Weapons Convention, we will promote new measures to provide
increased transparency of activities and facilities that could have biological weapons applications. We call
on all nations - including our own -- to ratiiy the Chemical Weapons Convention quickly so that it may
enter into force by January 13, 1995. We will work with others to support the international Organization
for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons created by the Convention.

Regional Nonproiiferation Initiatives

Nonproliferation will receive greater priority in our diplomacy, and will be taken into account in our
relations with countries around the world. We will make special efforts to address the proliferation threat-
in regions of tension such as the Korean peninsula, the Middle East and South Asia, including efforts to
address the underlying motivations for weapons acquisition and to promote regional confidence-building
steps.

In Korea, our goal remains a non-nuclear peninsula. We will make every effort to secure North Korea's full
compliance with its nonproliferation commitments and effective implementation of the North-South
denuclearization agreement.

In parallel with our efforts to obtain a secure, just, and lasting peace in the Middle East, we will promote
dialogue and confidence-building steps to create the basis for a Middle East free of weapons of mass
destruction. In the Persian Gulf, we will work with other suppliers to contain Iran's nuclear, missile, and
Cbw ambitions, while preventing reconstruction of Iraq's activities in these areas. In South Asia, we will
encourage india and Pakistan to proceed with multilateral discussions of nonproliferation and security
issues, with the goal of capping and eventually rolling back their nuclear and missile capabilities.

In developing our overall approach to Latin America and South.Afzira, we will take account of the
significant nonproliferation progress made in these regions in recent years. We will intensify efforts to
ensure that the former Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and China do not contribute to the spread of weapons
of mass destruction and missiles.

Military Planning and Doctrine

We will give proliferation a higher profile in our intelligence collection and analysis and defense planning.
and ensure that our own force structure and military planning address the potential threat from weapons of
mass destruction and missiles around the world.

Conventional Arms Transfers
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We will actively seek greater transparency in the area of conventional arms transfers and promote regional
confidence- building measures to encourage restraint on such transfers to regions of instability. The U.S.
will undertake a comprehensive review of conventional arms transfer policy, taking into account national
security, arms control, trade, budgetary and economic competitiveness considerations.

###
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The White House -

Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Release September 27, 1993

Fact Sheet
Nonproliferation And Export Control Policy

The President today established a framework for U.S. efforts to prevent the proliferat< jn of weapons of
mass destruction and the missiles that deliver them. He'outlined three major principles to guid' :'.-:
nonproliferation and export control policy:

- Our national security requires us to accord higher priority to nonproliferation, and to make it
an integral element of our relations with other countries.

- To strengthen U.S. economic growth, democratization abroad and international stability, we
actively seek expanded trade and technology exchange with nations, including former
adversaries, that abide by global nonproliferation norms.

- We need to build a new consensus - embracing the Executive and Legislative branches,
industry and public, and friends abroad - to promote effective nonproliferation efforts and
integrate our nonproliferation and economic goals.

The President reaffirmed U.S. support for a strong, effective nonproliferation regime that enjoys broad
multilateral support and employs all of the means at our disposal to advance our objectives.

Key elements of the policy follow.

Fissile Material

The U.S. will undertake a comprehensive approach to the growing accumulation of fissile material from
dismantled nuclear weapons and within civil nuclear programs. Under this approach, the U.S. will:

- Seek to eliminate where possible the accumulation of stockpiles of highly-enriched uranium
or plutonium, and to ensure that where these materials already exist they are subject to the
highest standards of safety, security, and international aeGountabiliry.

- Propose a multilateral convention prohibiting the production of highly-enriched uranium or
plutonium for nuclear explosives purposes or outside of international safeguards.

- Encourage more restrictive regional arrangements to constrain fissile material production, in
regions of instability and high proliferation risk.

- Submit U.S. fissile material no longer needed for our deterrent to inspection by the
International Atomic-Energy Agency.

1 of4 3'2.80I 12.54 P,
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rauonal tnergy Policy: 1 hemes

-Stable, reliable and affordable supplies of energy and more efficient energy use
are essential to maintaining living standards and supporting economic growth.

-Greater emphasis should be placed on diversifying the sources of US energy
supplies. Domestic supplies can be enhanced through incentives for improved
recovery from existing fields and through improved access to promising acreage.

Energy policy cannot just focus on the "upstream" sector, i.e. exploration and
production. There needs to be a clear understanding that local/regional
bottlenecks can occur in producing and distributing feedstocks and products.
Further, refineries have been operating near maximum capacity and it has been
almost twenty years since a new refinery has been built.

Petroleum product pipelines are increasingly challenged by the proliferation of
'boutique" (area-specific fuels) due to limits on their ability to handle segregated _
shipments and availability of adequate storage tank capacity. And, additional
constraints may arise from the need to gain regulatory approvals for new facilities
or pipelines, e.g., the Longhom pipeline recently agreed not to carry MTBE
products in order to gain approval.

-Siting and permitting challenges can seriously delay needed
modifications/expansions of existing manufacturing (refining and petrochemical)
capacity and constrain additions to downstream infrastructure (e.g. pipelines).

No single action or single fuel can resolve all energy concerns. The nation needs
a balanced mix of policies - which fosters a mix of fuels and balances
environmental goals and energy supply concerns.

A balanced approach to energy policy should examine both demand and supply.
Incentives for greater energy efficiency (e.g. through the use of lighter weight
materials in vehicles) can play an important role.

Regulatory programs that distort markets can divert energy supplies from essential
(i.e., where there are limited, if any, substitutes) and/or highest valued markets.
For example, environmental programs are increasingly drawing natural gas to use
in electric generation, thus depriving petrochemical manufacturers of feedstocks or
making them so costly that the US petrochemical industry is placed at a
competitive disadvantage in global markets.

Both energy and environmental policy should be based on sound science and the
best and most current data available. Cost-benefit analyses and reasonable risk

:assessment are key tools for choosing the most effective policies to achieve
national goals. Regulations should:

* take into account the cumulative effect of regulations in that sector;
* set performance goals and avoid mandating specific technologies or setting

product specifications;
* provide adequate leadtime and avoid overlapping requirements wherever

possible;
* provide flexibility through the use of market-based incentives; explicitly

evaluate their impact on energy supplies; and
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. be fairly and consistently enforced, without retroactive reinterpretation of
regulations through enforcement programs.

Potential Energy Policy Improvements

Process

-Require annual study by Secretary of Energy of refining and product
distribution infrastructure including assessment of cumulative impact of
regulations and specific recommendations for improvements.

-Periodic OMB-led review of supply impact of environmental regulations.
Could be included as part of National Energy Policy Plan.

-Require Energy Impact Analysis for new regulations.

-Enhance regulatory certainty, e.g., avoid retroactive reinterpretation of
regulations such as in recent EPA NSR enforcement actions.

Incentives

-Accelerated depreciation for clean fuels upgrades.

-Accelerated depreciation-for pollution control equipment on stationary
sources.

-Tax credits for energy efficiency improvements.

Investment tax credit for clean fuel capital investments.

Relief from Alternative Minimum Tax to ensure any incentives offered are not
automatically recaptured.

Excise tax incentives for early introduction of clean fuels, e.g. for low sulfur
gasoline and diesel.

Streamlininq/Flexibility

-Reasonable guidance on BACT and LAER for Tier 2 gasoline and diesel
sulfur programs. Guidance on the emissions level and cost used to
determine BACT/LAER requirements. fNOTE: Current draft guidance is not
reasonable on this point].

Allow for trading of credits from mobile source emission reductions with
stationary sources.

Expedited permitting review. Provision of greater certainty that once permits
are approved, they will not have to be reopened/renegotiated due to third
party intervention.
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-Linkage between regulatory implementation deadlines and permitting
process, e.g., if delay in permitting despite good-faith efforts to comply, the
regulatory deadline is adjusted.

Fuels

-Reassess the sequencing of major fuel regulatory programs. Eliminate the
overlap in timing between the gasoline sulfur and diesel sulfur requirements.

-Eliminate 1.5% minimum oxygen requirement for RFG.

-No additional product specifications (such as aromatics caps) that will further
constrict gasoline supplies. Focus on performance goals not product specs.

-Reassess mobile source air toxics program to allow greater flexibility through
trading among refineries. Reevaluate baseline calculation to remove penalty
on refiners who are cleaner than average. Reevaluate standard in light of
state programs that limit MTBE use (e.g., Connecticut, New York) which could
make regulatory requirement unattainable or very expensive.

-National Academy of Sciences study of MTBE to provide a science-based
assessment of impact on groundwater and effectiveness of remediation
technologies and including assessment of role of MTBE in meeting gasoline
demand.

-Determine appropriate sequencing for any future off-road diesel
requirements. Avoid overap with other regulations, set a reasonable
standard for sulfur content.
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Saturday, March 24, 2001 11:04 AM
To: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: FW: NPRA Recommendations on National Energy Policy

Did I send this to you? PO guys took a look at the NPRA recommendations.

,L))

.----Original Message----
-ron: Breed, William

Sen-: Friday, March 23, 20C1 5:05 PM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc:c McNut-, Sarry
Subject: RE: NPRA Recommendations on National Energy Policy

.fe _al.-ingc with Barry, here are some comments:

^mmen,_r s. N-R-. enercvy Diycv ibeas (23 MAP 01
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William Breed
Acting Director, Office of Energy Efficiency,
Alternative Fuels, and Oil Analysis (PO-22)
202-586-4763

----- Original Message-----
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2001 1':58 AM
To: Breed, William
Subject: FW: NPRA Recommendations on National Energy Policy

Bill,

Can you ask your crack staff if any of these policy recommendations from
NPRA have merit?

'argot

----- Original Message ----- '
From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Friday, March 23, 200i 9:04 AM
Tc: PAnderson, Margot
Subject: NFRA Recommendations on National Energy Policy

Do any of these have merit? Many of the recs are so general is it hard
to figure out exactly what the action is.

-----. ricinal Message-----
From: Sacghtrer, Bob fmailro:Bob Slauchter@npradc.org]
Sen : Thursday, March 22, 2002.3:52 PM
Tc: Kellher, Joseph
Cc: .nt..n.y, Betty; Sternfels, Urvan
Subject: NPRA ecommendations on National Energy Policy

Joe Kelliher: Attached is a short document which includes NPRA's current
h-inking as ts what chances in national energy policy are needed to help

the
refining sector.

would 1 Ke specifca'ly to highlight three:

One. We believe that the Administration is missing an important
opportunity
to improve energy policy by not addressing the onroac diesel sulfur
uie.

.15 rule will have a greater adverse supply impact than any other in
-ne
ne:-: five years and should be reviewed. Instead of requirlng
essentially
1:00 of onroad diesel ou-:put to be reduced from 500 ppm to 15 pnm sulfur
by
m cid-2006, at a cost of 38 billion, the Administration cculd mrve the
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required supply date back to 2008-9 and provide a reduction in the

diesel

excise tax for 15ppm sulfur diesel sold in advance of the 2008 date.

This
could provide all the necessary supply for new trucks which need the

diesel

in 2006-7 (probably only 5% of demand). There are no environmental

benefits

from using the new diesel in old truck engines, so the program in its

current form constitutes massive waste, since those trucks aren't a
sufficient force in the market until 2008 at the earliest. This change
will help prevent loss of diesel supply and refinery closures which will

take place under the rule in its current form. The overall benefits of
the

program are not reduced. We would like to talk with you more on this.

Two. The EPA's enforcement campaign against U.S. refineries should be

halted and reexamined. As you know, it is impossible to build new
refineries, so the industry has had to add capacity at existing sites in
an

attempt to maintain an adequate supply of products for consumers in the

past

twenty years. Even at that, the industry has been able to keep U.S.
capacity only flat over the past decade, so new demand has been met by
increased imports of refined products. The Browner EPA launched an
extensive
and coordinated campaign against the industry, alleging that capacity
additions diring the past twenty years were not appropriately permitted.
This despite the fact that refinery improvements were made with the
knowledge of both state and federal environmental agencies and in
keeping

with permitting requirements as thev were understood'at that time. The
EPA

has sent section 114 requests, in effect blanket subpoenas, to most
refiners, and many are now facing notices of violation and legal action.

few have settled because they believe that it is easier to pay a fine,
sign
a consent decree and move forward than resist. All this comes at a time
when federal and state autnorities have urged the industry to continue
its

herculean efforts to produce product all-out ,o avoid shortages. EPA's
acticns are really nothing more than an attempt to discredit the
industry
ant collec tribute in the form of fines in order to allow refiners to
Oe: -
cn w'ih their business. We believe that everyone in the industry should
obey the law, and we believe that they do, often under difficult
circumstances. But this activity goes far beyond the pale of reasonable
enforzemenz activity and should cease.

Three. The Unocal patents, recently upheld by a federal court of
aeal.5s in
a decision that the Supreme Court let stand, provide no real benefit to
-he
incustry cr -onsum.ers. The huge royalties granted by a California

Oist r:c
Cor---- 5.3/4 cents/cgalon--are far in excess of the cost of even the
refcrmulated cascline program and may well cost consumers over S200

er year when implemented. The existence of the payents will increase
-ne
cost of gasoline, reduce supply, and eliminate all of the incentive fr
cvercsmoliance with environmental regulations. The patent will also

make it
even rarder to use ethanol in cascln-e where czcne prc--ems exis: cur-nc
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summer months (e.g. Chicago and Milwaukee). The Administration should /
study
this issue and take steps to put any royalty collections on hold.
Otherwise, this situation will affect Midwestern and East Coast gasoline
supplies adversely this summer, as it did last year.

The rest of our thinking is attached. Thank you for your call
yesterday.
I'm available to discuss these matters with you at any time.

Bcb Slaughter
NPRA 202.457.0480 x 152; home b L

<<natenergypol2.doc>>
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RECOMMENDATION TO ENHANCE US NUCLEAR ENERGY
RD&D

The Need for Long-term R&D

The Nuclear Energy Research Advisory Committee (NERAC), formed in compliance with the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA), has recommended that DOE pursue nuclear energy
RD&D programs to:

* revitalize U.S. nuclear energy supply,
* re-instate effective radio-isotope production for medicine and industry,
* increase basic nuclear research, and
* re-build the physical and human infrastructure needed for these purposes -

Roadmap for Expanded Nuclear Power Capability

NERAC has also been charged to oversee DOE's development of a Roadmap defining:
* the goals of both a long- and short-term nuclear energy R&D program,
* the technology gaps that need to be closed to reach those goals,
* advanced nuclear power plant candidates with potential for short term (by 2020) and

long term (by 2050) deployment, _
* appropriate resource requirements and time frames, andI * criteria to measure progress toward the goals.

Goals for Future Nuclear Power Plants

The three primary, and their subsidiary, goals for new nuclear power plants are:
* Sustainabiiity, providing

- -free energy with essentially no air pollution or greenhouse gas emissions
- a stable and abundant fuel supply
- minimum amounts of radioactive waste
- a reduced long-term stewardship burden
- route to weapons proliferation.

* Improved safety and reliability, assuring
- equal or better plant availability factors (>90%) than today
- reduced chance of accidental fuel damage
- need for emergency response.

* Economic competitiveness against other energy sources, including
- a full life-cycle cost advantage
- a comparable level of financial risk.--

Tnese criteria will allow screening down to a small number of candidates on which to place
primary focus and resources. Safety, environmental, and non-proliferation goals and crteria.
along with cost competitiveness, are of key importance in assuring successful deployment Of
these, NERAC has recommended that internationally accepted methods of assessment and
standards for proliferation resistance should be more fully developed, building on the existing
international non-proliferation regime. This need is of particular importance for development of
acceptable advanced plant candidates slated for long-term deployment that recycle to maximize
the use of nuclear fuel.

Industrial and International Cooperation

Two common themes in the NERAC recommendations are:
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* industry and DOE, with its national labs, should enter into cost-share partnering,
especially for the nuclear power plants slated for near term deployment, and

* international cooperation should be fostered to assure global development consistent
with U. S. policies on-safety, the environment, and proliferation resistance.

Doe has engaged U.S. industry, and those of its overseas allies with on-going nuclear energy _
programs, in the development of the Roadmap.

Recommendations to Strengthen Nuclear Energy RD&D ~
Strengthen the NERI program to foster innovative nuclear power concepts.
Strengthen the NEPO program, cost-shared with industry, to assure the continued

effective operation of present plants
* Strengthen the university program to develop a new generation of nuclear engineers

and scientists.
* Expand long-term R&D by an additional $280 million annually by 2005
* Implement the roadmap by developing a vigorous program to demonstrate the most

promising of these technologies. This will require substantial additional funding and
L will involve a concerted interaction with industry

Re-building the Nuclear Energy Infrastructure

NERAC has advised that to achieve the goals and meet the needs outlined above will require re-
building the U.S. nuclear energy infrastructure, both in human skills and facilities. Re-building is
required also for national security and the long-term stewardship of defense nuclear materials and
facilities as well as the effective management of radioactive wastes and spent fuels from both
civilian and defense sectors. A fundamental starting point is the training of qualified personnel in
our universities.

This re-building, coupled with the implementation of the RD&D programs recommended above,
will entail substantial funding increases and enhanced priority within the federal government and
industry, without which the nation's energy needs and national security will not be achieved.
Contact:
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AG'X
American Gas Association

March 1, 2001

Natural Gas Utilities
Recommendations for National Energy Policy

Overview

It is in the nation's best interest to cultivate andd _ = , that

makes the most of each fuel's unique attributes and advantages. Natural gas is making a significant

contribution to meeting Americans' energy needs for an affordable, reliable energy resource. In order

to provide Americans an energy future that is free of oil embargoes and rolling power blackouts, we

must now adopt a imnational energy policy that recognizes the vita l l Su ch a

policy provides the energy to ensure the prosperity of American families and businesses.

Future of Natural Gas in the United States

The United States relies on - Natural gas burnsm

than any other fossil fuel, is almost rth American and provides efficient, responsive

heat and energy for consumers. Because of the many advantages that natural gas offers Americans;'

demand for natural gas could .ercercent in the decades of the 21s'

century, according to projections by the Department of Energy and the American Gas Foundation --

but only if recommended policy changes are made.

Results of Greater Use of Natural Gas

The mcreasediuseoianraztml would provide numerous benefits for all Americans:

· l5,iC.- ~_~ ~'~.t-~.S~~. ion barrels per day, providing national security.

· Provide Americans an extremely efficient use of energy, especially in its is

such as furnaces, water heaters, microturbines, desiccant dehumidifiers and nbined heat and

power.

* Supply needed relief to the over-burdened electric grid, along with grf reliabilint to businesses

and home offices, through new technologies which generate both heat and electricity and can be

sited closer to the consumer.

* Te.15,:'ihe air by lowering carbon dioxide emissions by 930 million tons per year.

(Over for AGA's specific policy recommendations)

400 North Capitol St . NW, Washington. DC 20001 * Telephone 202-824-7000. Fax 202-824-7115 * Weo Site hTp-:,www aga org
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American Gas Association
March 1, 2001

AGA's Recommendations for a National Energy Policy

Pr'f-ii'on ; "row-inome- cDi-merse Expand current Low Income Home Energy Assistance

'-" '~'' -a' '":~m' '<^ "S'fiail. J
-j[nsian'o f natural g-a.Jffgis''turi Change the current schedule for "?

natural gas utility expenses to an ai. :ischedul. This will free up capital for natural

gas utilities to invest in new pipelines, storage facilities and upgrading the exist ifrastructure;

ensuring continued reliable service for all natural gas consumers. Also i'K.

' / ri. gas' ii ctuire reliabijjty-and s.fey pfi- a new as cMM nsContr/butions in

Aid of Construction.

spevelopment of new natural gas technologies: Provide ^W chnologies to

produce, deliver and use natural gas in a highly-efficient and safe manner; provide favorable tax -,

treatment for highly efficient end-use technologies; reduce or eliminate barriers to market entry.

Increased energy efficiency: Provide funding to improve thv _rg'i e-r-oemne rn

facilitiesTad si ol's; RD&D-and-tax-incctives for highly efficient technologies;-policy

recognition of taI. nergyefficiency. -

Adequate supplies of natural gas: North America has abundant supplies of natural gas.Mo-rf

supply bfi'iatr'al gas means lower pricesfor consumers: AGA supports the recommendations by

natural gas producers for ei i -'2i e ,to ' ' ifu · and production; tax

provisions to stimulzetndaaitfc protodtien; si.rjie.a,,cyviiFie and permiuing process

AGA-

Anmencan Gas Association (202) 824-7000
400 N. Capitol St., N.W., Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20001
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American Gas Association

Federal Energy Legislation
Comparison of AGA Recommended Provisions

And Provisions Contained in Senator Murkowski's
National Energy Security Act of 2001 (S. 389)

Summary: The bill introduced by Senator Murkowski contains almost every provision
recommended by AGA. It would:
* Encourage increased production of natural gas
* Allow seven-year depreciation of all new natural gas distribution, transmission, and

storage facilities (representing potential tax savings to AGA gas distribution members
yt&j i of approximately $8 billion over ten years) r (

* Repeal CIAC and PUHCA
* Remove barriers to infrastructure expansion
* Create incentives for distributed generation and
* Increase LIHEAP authorizations.

On November 30, 2000, the Government Relations Policy Committee and the Executive
Committee of the Board of Directors created the AGA Energy Legislative Steering Committee
under the leadership of Dick Reiten of NW Natural. During the months if December and
Januarv, the steering committee worked closely with AGA Staff to craft a set of core principles
essential to any legislation as well as specific legislative proposals embodying the advocacy
priorities of AGA member companies. The result of these efforts was circulated on January 16,
2001. and was approved by the GRPC and the AGA Board of Directors on Februar' 26, 2001.
AGA Staff has also been working with other associations and Congressional Staff to ensure that
these principles and proposals are incorporated in the comprehensive, bipartisan legislation that
will soon be a topic of Congressional attention.

On Februan, 26. 2001, Senator Frank Murkowski, Chairman'of the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, introduced the National Energy Security Act of 2001 (S. 3S9.). This bill
addresses a broad spectrum of energy issues and incorporates most of the principles and
proposals that AGA has advocated throughout this effort. This memorandum highlights the
natural gas provisions of interest to AGA members in the bill as well as some of the other more
important energy issues it addresses.

Although much effort has already been invested, introduction of the Markowski bill is only the
starting point in the legislative process. AGA Staff will work closely with Senator Murkowski,
his staff, other Senators, Members of the House of Representatives, and the Bush Administration
in the weeks ahead to advance the AGA legislative proposals approved by the GRPC.

Following is a brief summary of what is included in the bill, organized to follow the order of the
legislative proposals as recommended and ultimately approved by the AGA Legislative Steenne
Committee and GRPC.
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Federal E&P Studies
The bill calls for reports on all federal actions affecting energy supply or delivery and annual
reports on progress toward energy independence, which would be produced by DOE rather than
the National Academy of Sciences. (Sections 101, 102.)

Renewal and Expansion of Infrastructure
Senator Murkowski has decided not to mandate a White House Office of National Energy Policy
in light of President Bush's creation of a Cabinet-level "National Energy Policy Development
Group" led by Vice President Cheney. The staff director of this group is Andrew Lundquist, until
recently the staff director of the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee. However,
codifying such an effort in the Executive Office of the President is still desirable.

The bill requires federal studies of rights of way over federal lands to determine which of these
can support additional energy infrastructure. (Section 104.)

It requires FERC and other pertinent agencies to vi the pipeline certification process to
determine where time and cost can be saved. (Section 109.)

The bill requires DOE, FERC and other agencies having a role in the pipeline certification
process to enter into an interagency agreement regarding environmental review of interstate
pipeline certificate applications with deadlines for completion of required review. (Section 1 13.)

It requires [O to implement an accelerated cooperative program of R&D regarding pipeline
safety. (Section 114.)

The bill contains several significant tax incentives to expand infrastructure that are described
under Tax Provisions in this memorandum.

Equitable Energy Efficiency Regulations
The bill does not address the need to give fair and equitable treatment to natural gas in energy-
efficiency standards and related administrative proceedings before DOE and other federal
agencies. AGA expects to continue to pursue this issue as this bill and others move forward
through Congress.

iC)\./ - L1HEAP
The bill increases LIHEAP authorization to 53 billion annually for the years 2000-2010 and S1 billion
in emergency funds annually. It does not call for indexing authorizations to rising costs. (Section 60'.)

Building Efficiency
The bill extends authority regarding federal energy-savings performance contracts. (Section 605.)

The bill creates in DOE an energy-efficient schools program, with authorizations in excess of
5200 million. (Section 602.)

Natural Gas Provisions of S. 389 2 0 13 01
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Tax Provisions
The bill provides for seven-year tax depreciation for new natural gas pipe, storage facilities,
equipment and appurtenances. (Section 921.) It also allows the expensing of storage facilities.
(Section 922.)

It provides for a tax credit for distributed power facilities used in nonresidential real or rental
residential property used in trade or business (in excess of I kW) and used in manufacturing or
plant activities (in excess of 500 kW). A credit is also extended to combined heat and power
systems. (Section 971.)

The bill provides for the repeal of the tax on contributions in aid of construction (CIAC). (Section
959.)

The bill provides tax incentives for NGVs and other alternative-fuel vehicles. (Sections 981-985.)

New Natural Gas Technologies
DOE is required to conduct a five-year RD&D program to increase the reliability, efficiency,
safety, and integrity of the natural gas delivery infrastructure and for distributed energy resources
with such funds authorized as are necessary. (Section 115.)

Each federal agency is required to carry out periodic review of its regulations to ensure that they
do not inhibit market entry of new energy-efficient technologies. (Section 112.)

Production Incentives
* Tax credit for nonconventional fuels (Section 29) '
* Expensing geological and geophysical costs and shut-in royalties
* Tax credits for marginal oil and gas wells
* Royalty relief when the Henry Hub price is less than 52.30 per MMBtu
* Deepwater royalty relief

Other significant gas-related provisions included in the Murkowski bill include:
* PUHCA repeal
* Improvements to federal oil and gas leasing management, including the ability of states to

assume responsibility for leasing on federal lands
* ANWR leasing program
* FERC jurisdiction over wholesale electric reliability
* Prospective PURPA repeal
* Tax credits for energy-efficient appliances and homes

A copy of the complete bill can be downloaded at:
httpl:thomas.loc.gov/cgi-birn/uery/z?c 107:S.389: or at http:/ienergv.senate. ov

AGA Contacts: Darrell Henry 202-824-7219, dhenirv'aga.org (Advocacy)
Jeff Petrash 202-824-723 1, petrash'Raga.org (Legislation

\sharrd lIcgislaion-conpanson of S.389 to AGA 3-09-01
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-- Ac-e.' The White House

Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Release September 27, 1993

Fact Sheet
Nonproliferation And Export Control Policy

The President today established a framework for U.S. efforts to prevent the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction and the missiles that deliver them. He outlined three major principles to guide our
nonproliferation and export control policy:

- Our national security requires us to accord higher priority to nonproliferation, and to make it
an integral element of our relations with other countries.

- To strengthen U.S. economic growth, democratization abroad and international stability, we
actively seek expanded trade and technology exchange with nations, including former
adversaries, that abide by global nonproliferation norms.

- We need to build a new consensus - embracing the Executive and Legislative branches,
industry and public, and friends abroad - to promote effective nonproliferation efforts and
integrate our nonproliferation and economic goals.

The President reaffirmed U.S. support for a strong, effective nonproliferation regime that enjoys broad
inultilateral support and employs all of the means at our disposal to advance our objectives.

Key elements of the policy follow.

Fissile Material

The U.S. will undertake a comprehensive approach to the growing accumulation of fissile material from
dismantled nuclear weapons and within civil nuclear programs. Under this approach, the U.S. will:

- Seek to eliminate where possible the accumulation of stockpjies of highly-enriched uranium
or plutonium, and to ensure that where these materials already exist they are subject to the
highest standards of safety, security, and international accountability.

- Propose a multilateral convention prohibiting the production of highly-enriched uranium or
plutonium for nuclear explosives purposes or outside of international safeguards.

- Encourage more restrictive regional arrangements to constrain fissile material production in
regions of instability and high proliferation risk.

- Submit U.S. fissile material no longer needed for our deterrent to inspection by the
International Atomic Energy Agency.
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- Pursue the purchase of highly-enriched uranium from the former Soviet Union and other
countries and its conversion to peaceful use as reactor fuel.

- Explore means to limit the stockpiling of plutonium from civil nuclear programs, and seek to
minimize the civil use of highly-enriched uranium.

- Initiate a comprehensive review of long-term options for plutonium disposition, taking into
account technical, nonproliferation, environmental, budgetary and economic considerations.
Russia and other nations with relevant interests and experience will be invited to participate in
this study.

The United States does not encourage the civil use of plutonium and, accordingly, does not itself engage in
plutonium reprocessing for either nuclear power or nuclear explosive purposes. The United States, -
however, will maintain its existing commitments regarding the use of plutonium in civil nuclear programs
in Western Europe and Japan.

Export Controls

To be truly effective, export controls should be applied uniformly by all suppliers. The United States will
harmonize domestic and multilateral controls to the greatest extent possible. At the same time, the need to
lead the-International policy interests may justify unilateral export controls in specific cases. We will -
review our unilateral dual-use export controls and policies, and eliminate them unless such controls are
essential to national security and foreign policy.interests.

We will streamline the implementation of U.S. nonproliferation export controls. Our system must be more
responsive and efficient, and not inhibit legitimate exports that play a key role in American economic
strength while preventing exports that would make a material contribution to the proliferation of weapons
of mass destruction and the missiles that deliver them.

Nuclear Proliferation

The U.S. will make every effort to secure the indefinite extension of the Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1995.
We will seek to ensure that the International Atomic Energy Agency has the resources needed to
implement its vital safeguards responsibilities, and will work to strengthen the Iaea's abilin' to detect
clandestine nuclear activities.

Missile Proliferation

We will maintain our strong support for the Missile Technology Control Regime. We will promote Lhe
principles of the Mtcr Guidelines as a global missile nonproliferation norm and seek to use the Micr as a
mechanism for taking joint action to combat missile proliferation. We will support prudent expansion of
the Mtcr's membership to include additional countries that subscribe to international nonproliferation
standards, enforce effective export controls and abandon offensive ballistic missile programs. The United
States will also promote regional efforts to reduce the demand for missile capabilities.

The United States will continue to oppose missile programs of proliferation concern, and will exercise
particular restraint in missile-related cooperation. We will continue to retain a strong presumption of denial
against exports to any country of complete space launch vehicles or major components.
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The United States will not support the development or acquisition of space-launch vehicles in countries
outside the Mtcr.

For Mtcr member countries, we will not encourage new space launch vehicle programs, which raise
questions on both nonproliferation and economic viability grounds. The United States will, however,
consider exports of Mtcr-controlled items to Mtcr member countries for peaceful space launch programs
on a case-by-case basis. We will review whether additional constraints or-safeguards could reduce the risk
of misuse of space launch technology. We will seek adoption by all Mtcr parters of policies as vigilant as
our own.

Chemical and Biological Weapons

To help deter violations of the Biological Weapons Convention, we will promote new rmeasures to provide
increased transparency of activities and facilities that could have biological weapons applications. We call
on all nations -- including our own -- to ratify the Chemical Weapons Convention quickly so that it-may
enter into force by January 13, 1995. We will work with others to support the international Organization
for the Prohibitionof Chemical Weapons created by the Convention.

Regional Nonproliferation Initiatives

Nonproliferation will receive greater priority in our diplomacy, and will be taken into account in our
relations with countries around the world. We will make special efforts to address the proliferation threat
in regions of tension such as the Korean peninsula, the Middle East and South Asia, including effortsto'
address the underlying motivations for weapons acquisition and to promote regional confidence-buiiding
steps.

In Korea. our goal remains a non-nuclear peninsula. We will make every effort to secure North Korea's full
compliance with its nonproliferation commitments and effective implementation of the North-South
denuclearization agreement.

In parallel with our efforts to obtain a secure, just, and lasting peace in the Middle East, we will promote
dialogue and confidence-building steps to create the basis for a Middle East free of weapons of mass
destruction. In the Persian Gulf, we will work with other suppliers to contain Iran's nuclear, missile. and
Cbw ambitions, while preventing reconstruction of Iraq's activities in these areas. In South Asia. we wil!
encourage India and Pakistan to proceed with multilateral discussions of nonproliferation and security
issues. with the goai of capping and eventually rolling back their nuclear and missile capabilities.

In developing our overall approach to Latin America andSouth Africa, we will-take account of the
significant nonproliferation progress made in these regions in recent years. We will intensify efforns to
ensure that the former Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and China do not contribute to the spread of weaDons
of mass destruction and missiles.

Militarn Planning and Doctrine

We will give proliferation a higher profile in our intelligence collection and analysis and defense planninc.
and ensure that our own force structure and military planning address the potential threat from weapons of
mass destruction and missiles around the world.

Conventional Arms Transfers
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We will actively seek greater transparency in the area of conventional arms transfers and promote regionalconfidence- building measures to encourage restraint on such transfers to regions of instability. The U.S.will undertake a comprehensive review of conventional arms transfer policy, taking into account nationalsecurity, arms control, trade, budgetary and economic competitiveness considerations.
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~- -- *- The White House

Office of the Press Secretary

For Immediate Release September 27, 1993

Fact Sheet
Nonproliferation And Export Control Policy

The President today established a framework for U.S. efforts to prevent the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction and the missiles that deliver them. He'outlined three major principles to guide our
nonproliferation and export control policy:

- Our national security requires us to accord higher priority to nonproliferation, and to make it
an integral element of our relations with other countries.

- To strengthen U.S. economic growth, democratization abroad and international stabiiity, we
actively seek expanded trade and technology exchange with nations, including former
adversaries, that abide by global nonproliferation norms.

- We need to build a new consensus - embracing the Executive and Legislative branches,
industry and public, and friends abroad - to promote effective nonproliferation efforts and
integrate our nonproliferation and economic goals.

The President reaffirmed U.S. support for a strong, effective nonproliferation regime that enjoys broad
mrultilaterai support and employs all of the means at our disposal to advance our objectives.

Key' elements of the policy follow.

Fissile Material

The U.S. will undertake a comprehensive approach to the growing accumulation of fissile material from
dismantled nuclear weapons and within civil nuclear programs. Under this approach, the U.S. will:

- Seek to eliminate where possible the accumulation of stockpiles of highly-enriched uranium
or plutonium, and to ensure that where these materials already exist they are subject to the
highest standards of safety, security, and international accountability.

- Propose a multilateral convention prohibiting the production of highly-enriched uranium or
plutonium for nuclear explosives purposes or outside of international safeguards.

- Encourage more restrictive regional arrangements to constrain fissile material production in
regions of instability and high proliferation risk.

- Submit U.S. fissile material no longer needed for our deterrent to inspection by the
International Atomic Energy Agency.
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·'Wfams, Ronald L

From: Cook, Trevor
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2001 9:44 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Subject: RE: template

I have a meeting on Friday at 2:00pm so sometime before then is good for me.

Trev.

-- Original Message--
From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2001 6:27 PM
To: Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBetn; Lockwooc. Anorea; Breed, Patricia; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley, Michael; Carter,

Douglas; Braitsch, Jay; Melchert, Elena; Cook. Trevor; 'jkster@bpa.gov'
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: template

All,

Qb) (•)

Who can meet on Friday afternoon?

Margot

<« iie: NEP Policy Issues.doc > << Fiie: template for policy ideas.doc >

--- Orignal Message---
From: Anoerson, Margot
Sent: 'Tuesday, March 06, 200] 9:33 AM
To: Conti, John; Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwooo, Andrea; Breed, Patricia; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Watley,

Michael; Carter, Douglas; Braitscn. Jay; Melcnen, Elena; Cook, Trevor; 'jKster@opa.gov'
Cc: Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: RE: template

All,

I discussed with Kelliher and received comments from PO and EE. Anyone else going to weigh in before I finalize
and set some deadlines?

Margot

-Original Message--
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From: Anderson, Margot
Sentf Monday, Mardc 05, 2001 4:56 PM
To: Conti, John; Haspel, Abe; Zimmerman, MaryBeth; Lockwood, Andrea; Breed, Patriia; Breed, William; KYDES, ANDY; Whatley,

Micnael; Carter, Douglas; Braitsch, Jay; Melchert, Elena; Cook, Trevor; jkstier@Dpa.gov'
Cc. Kelliher, Joseph
Subject: template

<< File: template for policy ideas.doc >>

All,

Comments, please.

Margot

~2~ ~781
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Martin, Adrienne Ul/' 4

From: Anderson, Margot
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2001 3:36 PM
To: 'Charles Smith (E-mail)'
Subject: FW: NA Transmission Line Maps

NAtranslinesbw.doc NAtranslinescolor.doc

Charlie,

Margot

--- Original Message--
From: Terry, Tracy
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2001 9:17 AM
To: Anderson, Margot
Cc: Conti, John
Subject: FW: NA Transmission Line Maps

Margot - Here are the transmission line maps. Let me know if these are OK or if we need something else.

-----Original Message---
From: Forbes, Leslie [mailto:LForbes@ftenergy.com]
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2001 4:46 PM
To: Terry, Tracy
Subject: NA Transmission Line Maps

.Varch 30, 2001

Dear DOE:

Here are the map images you requested. If you need additional information
please let us know.

<<NAtranslines_bw.doc>> <<NAtranslines_color.doc>>
Thank you.

Leslie Forbes

Leslie Forbes
GIS Cartographer
Financial Times Energy
720-548-5472
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Kelliher, Joseph

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, July 03. 2001 9:30 AM
To: 'Dave Nevius'
Subject RE: Energy Legislative Agenda'

There was a reference to the NEP recommendation that DOE develop
legislation that would "enhance reliability," among other goals.

----- Original Message-----
From: Dave Nevius :mailto:Dave.Neviusenerc.netJ
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2001 9:21 AM
T=: Kelliher, Joseph
Cc: Linda Stuntz (E-mail); DNC (E-mail)
Subject: "Energy Legislative Agenda"

Press accounts say the White House sent an "Energy Legislative Agerda"
to the Hill last Thursday. What did this agenda say about relianili:y
legislation?
Thanks.
dave

PS - I may not have anything to you on ideas for how to approach a
"national grid study" until early next week. We had to do a little
scrarbling := resp:nd to Mr. DeLay's request to address a draft
electricity restructuring bill, as well as a couple of other crash
i:ens.' FY:, the Reliability Legislation Coalition is meeting today (July

, -4 p-. in C-A offices) to discuss what can be done to bring others on
bsar inr. -zpcor of the consensus reliability legislation that is
Lre:acy su-.cr-e:e by i1 in_-s ry a sd state organizations. You're welcome

:_ ate-.e-.

8950
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Kelliher, Joseph .

From: Kelliher, Joseph
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2001 5:01 PM
To: Glotfelty, Jimmy
Subject: FW: NEPDG Long-Term Strategy Meeting - 4:45 TOMORROW

You should go to zhe meetnig and-reception.. What is your SS and DOB?

----- Original Message-----
From: Kjersten_S._Drager@ovp.eop.gov%internet
[mailto:Kjersten_S. Drager@ovp.eop.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2001 4:48 PM
To: Reed, Craig; Kelliher, Joseph;
sue ellen_wooldridge@ios.doi.gov%internet; gibson.tom@epa.gov%internet
Daigle.stephanie@epa.gov%internet; Dina.ellis@do.treas.gov%internet;
kmurphy@osec.doc.gov%internet; Michelle.poche@ost.dot.govinternet;
Patricia.stahlschmidt@fema.gov%internet; scott.douglas@fema.govinternet
Cc: AndrewD._Lundquist@ovp.eop.gov%internet;
KarenY._Knutson@ovp.eop.gov%internet; John Fenzel@ovp.eop.govs internet;
Megan E. McGinn@ovp.eop.govtinternet
Subject: NEPDG Lono-Term Strategy Meeting - 4:45 TOMORROW

-Andrew Lundquist and Karen Knutson, Director and Deputy Director,
respectively, of the National Energy Policy Development Group, have
asked
that everyone on this list attend a pre-meeting tomorrow, Thursday, June
21, at 4:45 p.m. in the Vice President's Ceremonial Office, 276 OEOB, to
discuss oIng-term s:rategy with regard to the National Energy Policy.

cLowtin: the mee-_ing in,.the Ceremonial Office, Andrew and Karen are
s-ing a eept:on Deginning at 5:30 p.m. just down the hall out on

Che-.ev's alz--.nv, room 200 OEOB. You are all invited. The reception is
be:- nel in a2ppreciation for all of the hard work that went intc the
Z roc-z c.- c: -ne 2C- National Energy Policy report by NEPDG agency anz
.-...e Hse staff. Since some of you are new "liaisons" for your

resect-ve aDencies, this will be a gooc way for you to meet the peo_:e

:.1:_ be c:_r:inc ;:it.-. cn the implementation of the Plan. There will b
sna-.-:s an- -'e-.y of beverages.

-_e-se n--.=-r::_r-h me wne-her or not you'll be able to make the 4:4-
-. rr-._:. 2_ ''l- l be attending, I'11 need your social see=-_s: . anC
a--e -c .r.- in order to - lear you into the building. If you have
-:-e_- e--a__e- e re your inf-., no neec to do so again. Otherwise,

se-r: -e y'r ir.fo. as soon as possible.

._-.:3. - F-:-se-. Drager, Assistant to the Director, NE?_G

8956
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Table 10.1 Renewable Energy Consumption by Source, 1989-1999
(Quadrillion Blu)

Wood Conventional
and Hydroelectric

Year WaWea' Geolhermall Power . ' Solar' Wind ' Total

1989 "3.050 0 338 "2.999 "0.059 "0.024 e".470
1990 "2.665 0.359 "3.140 0.063 "0.032 R8.260
1991 "2.679 0.368 "3.222 0.068 "0.032 "6.367
1992 "2.826 0.379 2.863 0.068 0.030 "6.16t
1993 "2.782 0.393 3.147 0.071 0.031 "0.424
1994 "2.914 0395 2.971 0.072 0.036 6".367
1995 3.044 0.339 3.474 0.073 0.033 "l.963
1996 "3.104 0.352 "3.915 0.075 0.035 7.482
1997 "2.982 "0.328 R3.940 0,074 R0.034 '7.358
1998 "2.991 "0.335 "3.552 0.074 "0.031 "6.984
19991 3.514 0.327 3.417 0.076 0.038 7.373

Wood, wood waste. black iquor, red liquor, spent sullle liquor, pllch, wood sludge, peal. railroad lies, Includes solar thermal and pholovolliac energy.
utility poles, municipal solid wasle, landil gas, melhane. digesler gas, liquid acelonllrile wasle, lall oil. ' includes only grid-connected electricity.
weast alcohol. medical waste, paper peflels. sludge wasle, soid byproducls. tires. egrcullural byproducis. R'Revlsed. E-Esllmaled.
dosed looped blomass. tlsh ol,. end strew. ' Nole: Totals may nol equal sum of components due lo Independenl rounding.

Includes electricity Imports from Mexico Ihal are derived from geolhermal energy. Includes Web Page: hip:llww.ela.doe.gov/fuelreneweble.htmi.
grid.connected electricity. and geothermal heal pump and direct use energy. Excludes shaft power and Sources; * 1989-Energy Intonnation Administralon (EIA) estlmales. * 1990-1993-EIA, Renewable
remole electrical power. Energy Annual, annual reports. 1994-1998-EIA, Renewable Energy Annual 1999 (Oecember 1999).

Hydroeleciriclry generaled by pumped alorage Is not Included In renewable energy * 1999-EIA estimates.
Includes electricily net Imports from Canada Ihat are derived fom hydroelectric power,

to 'Energy Infornmatlon Administration/Annual Energy Review 1999 253



Figure 10.2 Renewable Energy Consumption by Sector, 1999

By Sector Residential and Commercial Sector

4- 4-

3.4 3.3

4 - ; .-
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*and Commercial

4- 
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andPower Powmmeral
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C^*^ 254YEnargy Informntlon AdmCnls~atlonf~nnua Energy Review 1999.

0.1 0.1A (~)
Wood and Wase Geothermal Conventional Solar Conventional Geothermal' Wood, Waste,

Hydroelectric and Wind Hydroelectric and Wind
Power Power'

Generation or electricity by nonutitily power producers is Included in the Industrial ' Includes eleclricity nel Imporis from Canada that are derived from hydroelectric
sector. not the electric utility sector, Covers (acilities ol I megawatt or greater capacity, power.

Geothenrmal heat pump and direct energy use. Includes electricity imports from Mexico that are derived from geolhermal energy.
Geolherm al electricity generation, heal pum p, and direct energy use. (s) = Less than 0.05 quadrillion Blu.

Source: Table 10.2.
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Table 10.2 Renewable Energy Consumption by Sector, 1989-1999 '
(Quadrillion Blu)

R eldntlal * Trane-
and Commercial Industrial porlatlon Electric Utlltles'_C_ _ .. ._ __. ..........".. _ ______, . . . . . . ....... vEm..,,.__

Wood Conventlonal Wood Conventlona
0<o «and |- Gao. HydroelectrIc l l Alcohol and ao- Hydroelr nc SolarYar _Wood' themal ' Solar Total Wst .' therm.l Pawirr1 ' olr° and WindF T Total Tota l

1989 '0952 0.008 0.053 "1.012 "2.007 "0.122 RO091 0.007 0 024 "2.250 0071 0.020 0.208 V.908 (s) 3.137 "6.470
1990 "0.618 0.008 . 0.056 "0.682 "1944 "0.159 "0.101 0007 '0.032 "2.242 0082 "0.022 0.192 'S) 3.253 '6.260
1991 ' 652 0.009 0.058 "0.719 R1.940 "0.174 "0.100 0008 "0.032 "2.254 0.065 0.021 0.185 323 ') "3.330 "6.367
1992 "O 68? 0.010 0060 '" 756 "2.040 0.182 0.098 0008 0.030 "2.357 "0.0.07 .022 0.1688 .768 ) "2.976 6R.187
1993 0.592 0010 0062 0.664 "2.082 0206 0119 0009 0.031 "2.447 0.088 R0.021 0,177 I : (a) 3.225 "6.424
1994 0.582 0.010 0.064 0.656 "2.214 0.214 0.136 0.009 0.036 "2.610 0.097 "0.021 0.170 ()234 3.024 "6.387
1995 0.641 0.011 0.05 0.717 "2.281 0210 0.152 0.008 0033 "2.685 0.104 0.017 0.118 (a) 3.467 '6.963
1996 .0644 0.012 0.066 0.722 "2.386 0.217 0.171 0.009 0.035 "2.798 0.074 0.020 1 0.123 I 3 (s) '3.888 "7.482
1997 0.480 0.013 0.065 "0.558 "2.385 "0.200 0.185 0.009 "0.034 2.813 0.097 "0.021 0.115 '3 ( "3 B90 17.358
1998 "0424 0015 0.065 "0.503 "2.441 "0.211 "0151 R0.0090. ' 031 26 44 0.105 "0021 R0.110 i 3.401 '3.5326. " 984
1999' 0.481 0.015 0.063 0.539 2.922 0.276 0.125 0.013 0.038 3.373 0.112 0.020 0.038 ...3292 (s) 3.349 7.373

Nonullllty oower producers use of renewable energy to produce elecricity and useful thermal oulput is . utlllly poles, municipal solid waste, landfln gas, methane digeaser gas. liquld scelonltrle waste, tall ol
Included In the Industrial ector, not the electric utility sector. Covers ladillns ol 1 megawalt or graler waste alcohol, medical waste, paper penlet, sludge waste. solid byproduclts tires, agricultural byproducts.
capacity, closed looped blomass, ish ol, and straw.

For Btu conversion rates, see Appendix Table A. ' Geolhermal electrcdly generatlon, heal pump, and direct use energy.
Wood. HydroalecrtcIty generated by pumped slorage Is not Included In renewable energy.
Geothermel heal pump and direct use energy. a Ethanol blended Into motor gasoline.
The solar thermal component of 0.06 quadrillon Blu lot residential and commercial use Is calculated ° Includes electrclty Imports from Mexico that are derived from geothermal energy.

by presuming an overall efficlency of 50 percent tor an three caltgories of Solar thermal collectors (low "Includes electricity ne Imports from Canda hatl are derived from hydroelectric power.
temperature. medium temperature, and high temperature), a 1.500-Blu per square toot average daily R-Revlsed. E-Etllmated. (s)-Less than 0.0005 quadrillion Btu.
Insolatlon, end the potental thermal energy production from the 219 million square leel of solar thermal Note: Totala may not equal sum of components due to Independent rounding.
collectors produced between 1980 and 1999. This Is a semplHed approach since low-lemperature and Web Page: http :/www.ela.doe.govtuelrenawable.html.
high-ltmperature colletors have been raled al more than 50 percent efftcent end medlum-temperalure Sources: * 1989-Energy Intormatlon Adminlstratlon (EIA) astlmalee. · 1990-1993-EIA Renewable
collectors are generally less than 50 percent efficlent. Included also Is a very smll amount of pholovollac Energy Annual. nnual reports. · 1994-1998-EIA, Renewable Energy Annual 1999 (December 1999).solar energy. · 1999-EIA estimates.

Wood. wood waste, black liquor, red liquor, spent sulfite liquor, pitch, wood sludge, peal, railroad lies,

Energy Information AdmlnlstratlonlAnnual Energy Rview 1999 255
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-Co a} Production by State, 1989, 1994-1998 (Thousand Short Tons) (tlpOI.TXT) Page I of le

Table 1: Coal Production by State, 1989, 1994-1998
(Thousand Short Tons)

Average
Annual

Coal-Producing Percent Percent
Stae and Rgin 1998 1997 1996 1995 1994 1989 Change hangeState and Region 1997C19981997-1998

1994- 1989-
1998 1998

Alabama 23.013 24,468 24.637 24.640 23,266 27,992 -5.9 -0.3 -2.1

Alaska 1,344 1,450 1,481 1,698 1,567 1.582 -7.3 -3.8 -1.8

Arizona 11,315 11,723 10,442 11,947 13,C56 11,935 -3.5 -3.5 -.6

Arkansas 24 18 21 29 51 70 323 -16.8 -11.0

California - - - - - 41

olorado 29,631 27,449 24,886 25,710 25304 17,123 7.9 4.0 6.3

Ilinois 39,732 41.159 46,656 48,180 52,797 59,267 -3.5 -6.9 -4.3

ndiana 36,803 35,497 29,670 26,007 30,927 33.641 3.7 4.4 1.0

owa - - - - 46 430 - -

Cansas 341 360 232 285 284 856 -5.3 4.6 -9.7
Kentucky Total 150,295 155,853 152,425 153.739 161,642 167389 -3.6 -1.8 -1.2

Eastern 116,654 120.918 116.951 118,541 124,447 125,739 -3.5 -1.6 -.8
Western 33.641 34.936 35.474 35,198 37.195 41,649 -3.7 -2.5 -2.3

Louisiana 3.216 3,545 3,221 3,719 3.463 2,983 -9.3 -1.8 .8

Maryland 4.060 4,160 4,093 3,667 3,632 3,376 -2.4 2.8 2.1
Missouri 372 401 710 548 838 3,378 -7.2 _ -18.4 -21.7
Montana 42.840 41.005 37,891 39.451 41,640 37,742 4.5 .7 1.4
New Mexico 28.597 27,025 24,067 26,813 , 28,041 23,702 5.8 .5 2.1
North Dakota 29.912 29.580 29,861 30,112 32.286 29,566 1.1 -1.9 .1

Ohio 28.048 29.154 28.572 26,118 29,897 33,689 -3.8 -1.6 -2.0
Oklahoma 1,661 1.621 1.701 1,876 1,911 1,753 2.5 -3.4 -.6
Pennsylvania Total 81,036 76.198 67,942 61.576 62237 70,596 6.3 6.8 1.5

Anthracite 5.231 4,678 4,751 4.682 4.621 3,348 11.8 3.1 5.1
Bituminous 75,805 71.520 63,190 56.893 57,616 67,248 6.0 7.1 1.3

Tennessee 2.696 3.300 3,651 3.221 2.987 6,480 -18.3 -2.5 -9.3
Texas .,52583 53,328 55,164 52.684 52,346 53.854 -1.4 .1 -.3
Utah 26.075 26.683 27.507 25,167 24399 20,102 -2.3 1.7 2.9
Virginia 33,747 35.837 35590 34.099 37,129 43,006 -5.8 -2.3 -2.6
Washington 4.638 4,495 4.565 4,868 4,893 5.039 3.2 -1.3 -.9
\es] V~ir.aia Total 171.145 173.743 !70,433 162.997 161,776 153,580 -1.5 1.4 1.2

Nonhern 44.618 42,802 45,910 46,114 49,316 56.018 4.2 -2.5 -2.5
Southern 126.527 130,941 124,523 116,883 112,460 97.562 -3.4 3.0 2.9

,Wvominc 314.409 281.881 278.440 263.822 237.092 171558 11.5 7.3 7.0

Appalachian Totall 460,400 467,778 451,868 434,861 445,370 464,457 -1.6 .8 -.1

Interior Total' 168374 170,863 172,848 168,526 179,858 197,880 -1.4 -1.6 -1.8

Western Total' 488,762 451.291 439,140 429,587 408,276 318391 83 4.6 4.9
East of Miss. River 570,576 579369 563,668 544,246 566,289 599,015 -15 .2 -.5
West of Miss. River 546,960 510,63 500,188 488.728 467,216 381,714 7.1 4.0 4.1
US. Total 1,117535 1,089,932 1,063,856 1,031,974 1,033,504 980.729 25 2.0 15

I/ For a definition of coal-producing regions. see Appendix C.
Notes: Coal production excludes silt. culm. refuse bank. slurry dam. and dredge operations except for Pennsylvania

anthracite. Totals may not equal sum ofcomponents due to independent rounding.
Sources: Energy Information Administration. Form EIA-7A. "Coal Production Report": State Mining Acency Coal

Production Reports: and/or U.S. Depanment of Labor. Mine Safety and Health Administration, Form 7000-2. 'Quanerly Mine
Employment and Coal Production Report.

htnr://xwv .eia.doe. eov/cneaf/coal/cia/html/t] p01O I .html 2/1 8 9 2
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Residential Heating Oil Prices:
What Consumers Should know

iIntroduction

Heating oil is a petroleum product used by many Americans to heat their homes. Historically, heating oil
prices have fluctuated from year to year and month to month, generally being higher during the winter
months when demand is higher. This winter, consumers are even more concerned about the potential for
higher prices. To understand the reasons for these price variations, consumers need to understand how
heating oil is used and how and where it is produced.

Who uses heating oil?
Of the 101.5 million households in the United States, approximately 7. million use heatino oil
',Resi-entai -piane-neating -stne'pnma'ry'se-laoTheating'oil, making the demand highly seasonal. Most
of the heating oil use occurs during October through March. The area of the country most reliant on
heatine oil is the Nrtheast.

Some customers try to beat rising winter prices by filling their storage tanks in the summer or early fall
when the prices are likely to be lower. However, most homeowners do not have large enough storage
tanks to store the full amount needed to meet winter demands. Because homeowners may have to refill
their tanks as often as 4 or 5 times during the heating season, rising or spiking prices are a concern.

Where does heating oil come from?
The United States has two sources of heating oil: doyrfestlc-re"nes and'_n.tj from foreign countries.
Refineries produce heating oil as a part of the "distlliate fuel oil" product family, which includes

heating oils and diesel fuel. Distillate products are shipped throughout the United States bv ninelines.
barees. tankers. trucks and ran cars. Miost inlrs RS f li"illf ci;LL from '" .nana e i-irinnr.Ii
a- `v enr.&ela.

Refiners are limited in the amount of heating oil they can make to meet the demands of the winter
heating season. Some winter heating oil is produced by refineries in the summer and fall months and
stored for winter use. During the coldest winter months, the inventories that are built in summer and fall
are used to help meet the high demand. Refiners can increase heating oil production in the winter to a
modest degree, but they quickly reach a point where, to produce more heating oil, they would also have
to produce more of other petroleum products which could not be sold in sufficient quantities during the
winter months. On the other hand, if consumer demand is high for a seasonal product, such as gasoline,
refiners may delay producing heating oil for the winter, which may lower inventories at the start of the
heating season.

Heating oil is brought into oil storage terminals in an area by refiners and other suppliers. For example,
heating oil may be delivered to a central distribution area, such as New York Harbor, where it is then
redistributed by barge-to other consuming areas, such as New England. Once heating oil is in the
consuming area, it is redistributed by truck, to smaller storage tanks closer to a retail dealer's customers.
or directly to residential customers.
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How much does a gallon of heating oil cost?
Heating oil prices paid by consumers are determined by the cost of crude oil, the cost to produce the
product, the cost to market and distribute the product, as well as the profits (sometimes losses) of
refiners, wholesalers and dealers. In 1999, crude oil accounted for approximately 48 percent of the cost
of a gallon of heating oil. The next largest component of heating oil price (45 percent) included the cost
of distribution and marketing. Lastly, refinery processing costs accounted for another 7 percent (Figure
1).

Figure 1. Heating Oil Price Components, 1999

Percent
(per gallon)

oas

Source: EIA's Petroler, Mara;.ltn ALu, 1.P9

Why do heating oil prices fluctuate?
Heating oil prices paid by consumers can vary over time and by where a consumer lives. Prices can
change for a variety of reasons. These include:

SeLasonalitj' in the demand for heating oil - W\hen crude oil prices are stable. home heating oil prices
tend to gradually rise in the winter months when demand is highest. However, at times, prices can surge
quickly to very high levels, as occurred in January/February 2000 (see box on "What Causes a Surge in
Heating Oil Prices"). A homeowner in the Northeast might use 650-1,000 gallons of heating oil during
a typical winter, while consuming very little during the rest of the year.

Chlanges in the cost of crude oil - Since crude oil is a major price component of heating oil, changes in
the price of crude oil will generally affect the price of heating oil (Figure 2). Crude oil prices are
determined by worldwide supply and demand. Demand can vary worldwide with the economy and
with weather. Supply can be influenced by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC)
and other factors.

Figure 2. Heating Oil Prices Follow Crude Oil

hnp: /wvwv.eia.doe.pov/pub/oil gas/petroleum/analysis publications/heating brochure'hea-.. 2!12/!964
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Competition in local markets - Competitive differences can be substantial between a locality with only
one or a few suppliers or dealers versus an area with a large number of competitors. Consumers in
remote or rural locations may face higher prices because there are fewer competitors.

Regional operating costs - Pr.ies also are impacted by higher costs of transporting the product to
locations. In addition, the cost of doing business by dealers can vary substantially depending on the area
of the country in which the dealer is located. Costs of doing business include wages and salaries,
benefits. equipment, lease/rent, insurance, overhead, and state and local fees.

Heating Oil is Important to Consumers in the Northeast
Of the 7.7 million households in the United States that use heating oil to heat their homes, 5.3 million households
or roughly 69 percent reside in the Northeast region of the country. The Northeast region (which includes the
New England and Central Atlantic States) remains the area with an appreciable share of oil-heated single family
homes. In other regions, older homes have been converted from oil heat to gas heat, and oil no longer has a
noticeable share of the new home construction market. Thus, the seasonal increase in inventories and demand
(sales of heating oil) is largely confined to the Northeast. In 1999, 4.9 billion gallons of heating oil were sold to
residential consumers in the Northeast; this is 78 percent of total U. S. residential fuel oil sales (Figure 3)

Figure 3. Residential Heating Oil Sales by Region

1999 Annual Sales

·roZ- - idwt

A;-.- - i-S
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http://vww.eia.doe.gov/pub/oiIgas/petroleum/analysis-publications/heatingbrochure/heal 2/189:j
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What Causes a Surge in Heating Oil Prices?
Home heating oil prices sometimes can change dramatically in a short period of time. Why does this happen? If
refiners, wholesalers, dealers and consumers have enough heating oil in storage and temperatures do not drop
rapidly, prices hold fairly steady (assuming crude oil prices are also not changing much). However, a rapid
change to colder weather can impact both supply and demand; people want more fuel at the same time that
harbors and rivers are frozen or delivery systems are interrupted. During this time, the available heating oil in
storage is used much faster than it can be replenished. Refineries normally cannot keep up with demand during
these cold periods. Wholesale buyers become concerned that supplies are not adequate to cover short-term
customer demand and bid up prices for available product. In the Northeast, for example, additional supplies may
have to come from some distance away such as the Gulf Coast or Europe. It costs more to transport heating oil
from these sources to the Northeast, and it also can take two to three weeks to arrive. During the time that
resupply from distant markets is occurring, the supply of heating oil that sellers in the region have in storage drops
further, buyers' anxiety about finding heating oil in the short term rises, and so do prices - sometimes sharply -
until new supplies arrive.

Additionally, during very cold periods, prices of other heating fuels (such as natural gas or kerosene) may
increase even more than heating oil. In this case, some consumers may switch from using their normal heating
fuel to using heating oil, thereby increasing the demand for heating oil.

What can you do to lower your heating oil bill?
You can arrange to have your tank filled in late summer or early fall when prices are generally lower.
Talk to your heating oil dealer about participating in a budget plan to help stabilize your monthly bill.
You can also talk to your heating oil dealer about "cap" or fixed price protection programs, which can

help keep costs down. You can obtain a home energy audit to ensure that your furnace and appliances
are running efficiently before the season begins. You can achieve conservation gains by weatherizing
your home, i.e., installing the proper insulation in your house and around your hot water heater. Quick
and easy fixes such as caulking and weather stripping windows and doors to seal out cold air also help
save energy. Installing a programmable thermostat and reducing temperature settings on your
thermostat, especially when you are not at home, are other ways to reduce your heating fuel costs.

Lastly, energy assistance programs are available to heating oil customers who have a limited budget. For
example, the Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) is a Federal program that
distributes funds to States to help low-income households pay heating bills. Additional State energy
assistance and fuel fund programs may be available to help households during a winter emergency. To
find out if you qualify for assistance in your State, see:
www.acf.dhhs.gov/programs/liheap/states.htm

or contact your local heating oil dealer.

Information about heating oil prices...

For the latest update on heating oil demand, prices, and inventories, see our "Heating Oil and Propane
Update" section of the web site at:

http:llwww.eia.doe.govloil gaslpetroleumlspeciallheating update!heating update.html

The Energy Information Administration is an independent statistical agency within the U.S. Department of
Energy whose sole purpose is to provide reliable and unbiased energy information. For further
information contact:

National Energy Information Center
Washington, DC 20585

hnp://www.eia.doe.gqv/pub/oilgas/etroleum/analysis publications/heatingbrochure/hea.. 2/12/2001
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Table A10: Net Generation from Gas by Census Division and State, 1999 and Nex TabNexl Tabie
1998 Previous Table

talO.TXT (page 2 of2) iPrevious Page)

Industry Utility Nonutility

Census Division 1999 1998 1999 1998 1999 1998Census Division
and State Generation Generation Generation Generation Generation Generation

(million (million (million (million (million (million
kWh) kWh) kWh) kWh) kWh) kWh)

Kentucky 458 498 453 496 5 2

Mississippi 8,412 6,982 7.605 5.635 808 1,347

Tennessee 558 865 234 551 324 315

WestSouthCentral 245.198 246,804 166.899 169,222 78.299 77,582

Arkansas 4.849 5,070 3,764 3,704 1,084 1,366

Louisiana 47,731 46,004 30.163 28318 17,568 17.686

Oklahoma 17,952 18,315 16.614 17.000 1,339 4J315
Texas 174.666 177,417 116,358 120.201 58308 57.216

Mountain 25,144 - 22.528 17,198 14.788 7,946 7.741

Arizona 5,027 3.914 4.557 3,472 470 441

Colorado 5,019 3.927 2,050 964 2.969 2,963

Idaho 337 322 - - 337 322

Montana 37 87 20 41 17 46

Nevada 9.295 8.687 6.736 6.189 2.559 2,497

New Mexico 4.235 4,542 3,304 3,631 931 910

Utah 798 674 515 463 283 211

Wyoming 397 376 16 27 381 349

PacificContiguous 94376 89,516 17,255 30,987 77,121 58,528

California 84,177 77.652 13.918 26,385 .. 70258 51,266

Oregon 6,6-6' 7.252 2.759 3,467 3.909 3,785

Washington 3,531 4,612 578 1.135 2.953 3.477
PacificNonconuguous 4.053 3,719 2.839 2.549 1.214 1.170

Alaska 3,713 3.396 2,839 2.549 874 848

Hawaii 340 323 -- - 340 323

U.S.Total 565,403 549,215 296.381 309,222 269,021 239.992

talO.TXT (page 2 of 2) (Pre ious PageO

= For detailed data, the absolute value is less than 0.5; for percentage calculations, the absolute value is less than 0.05
perc'nt. kWh = Kilowatthours.

Notes: 'Gas includes natural gas, waste heat, waste gas, butane, methane, propane, other gas, and digester gas. Values for
the industry and nonutilities for 1999 are preliminary; utility values for 1999 are final. Values for 1998 are final. -Totals may

- not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. -For a given fuel type, estimated totals for nonutility data at
the Census division level will not exactly equal the sum of the estimated totals for all corresponding States. This is because
Census division level estimation is done by combining data regardless of State; thus, avoidighe need to add State level
estimates that may not all be available.

Source: Energy klihrration Administration. Form EIA-759, 'Monthly Power Plant Repor.." Form EIA-860B, 'Annual
Electnc Generator Rebn-'.onutiliry." Form EIA-900, 'Monthly Nonutility Power Plant Report.'

- _ http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epav I/ta Op2.html
.! 967
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Table A7: Net Generation by Census Division and State, 1999 and 1998 Next Table

ta7.TXT (page 2 of 2) (Previous Page) Previous Table

Industry Utility Nonutility

Census Di n 1999 1998 1999 1998 1999 1998
Census Division

and State Generation Generation Generation Generation Generation Generation
(million (million (million (million (million (million

kWh) kWh) kWh) kWh) kWh) kWh)
Kentucky 92,633 90,936 81,658 86,150 10,974 4,786

Mississippi 35,025 34,434 32212 31,991 2.813 2,442

Tennessee 93,444 97,730 89,683 94,142 3,761 3.588

WestSouthCentral 549,207 546,311 451,705 453,828 97,502 92,484

Arkansas 47,592 45,663 44.)31 43,200 3,461 2.463

Louisiana 89,316 89,622 64,837 66,107 24,479 23,515

Oklahoma 54,849 56,189 50,279 51,453 4,570 4,737

Texas 357,450 354,837 292.458 293.068 64.992 61.769

Mountain 310.931 307,433 296,479 294,208 14,452 13.225

Arizona 83.921 82,081 83,096 81,300 825 781

Colorado 39,546 38,851 36,167 35,471 3,379 3,380

Idaho 14,454 13,849 12,456 11,978 1,998 1,871

Montana 29,263 28,461 27597 27,618 1,666 844

Nevada 30.751 30,591 26,486 26,553 4,265 4,038

NewMexico 32,589 32342 31,655 31,429 935 913

Utah 36.760 35,910 36,071 35,161 689 750

Wyoming 43.646 45,347 42,951 44,699 695 649

PacificContiguous 357,550 341,976 251,646 258,408 105.905 83,569

California 14.630 188.760 87.875 114,928 96.754. 73,832

Oregon 5bo.49T 51,141 51,698 46,35) 4,793 4.790

Washington 116,429 102,075 112.072 97,128 4.357 4,947

PacificNoncontiguous 16.230 16,082 11,061 10,886 5,169 5,196

Alaska 5,908 5,859 4.609 4,588 1,299 1.271

Hawaii 10322 10223 6.452 6.298 3,870 3.926

U.S.Total 3,691,073 3,617,873 3,173,674 3.212,171 517,400 405,702

ta7.TXT (page 2 of 2) (Previous Page)

kWh = Kilowathours.
Notes' -Values for the industry and nonutilities for 1999 are preliminary; utility values for 1999 are final. Values for 1998

are final. -Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding. -For agiven fuel type. estimated totals
for nonuility data at the Census division level will not exactly equal the sum of the estimated totals for all corresponding
States. This is because Census division level estimation is done by combining data regardless of State; thus avoiding the need
to add State level estimates that may not all be available.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Form EIA-759, "Monthly Power Plant Report." Form EIA-860B, "Annual
Electric Generator Repon-Nonutility.' Form EIA-900, 'Monthly Nonutility Power Plant Report."

http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/epav /ta7p2.html 2/12/2001
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Energy in the United States: A Brief History and Current Trends I

Energy is essential to life. Living creatures draw on energy flowing The result was one ofl' t i most profound social transformalions in history.
through the environment and convert it to forms they can use. The most The new river of energy wrouiht astonishing changes and did so with un-
fundamental energy flow for living creatures is the energy of sunlight, and picccdcniced speed. ThI energy Iransformations experienced by tradilional
the most important conversion is the act of biological primary production, sociclies---frouil hIlllna labor alone to aninal muscle power and later wind-
in which plants and sea-dwelling phytoplankton convert sunlight inlo bio- nuills and watermnills-were very slow, and tlcir consequences were
mass by photosynthesis. The Earth's web of life, including human beings, equally slow to take effect. In contrast, indusirialization and its associated
rests on this foundation. I socioeconomic changes took place in the space of a few generations.

Over millennia, humans have found ways to extend and expand their en- The history of energy use in tile United States reflects these general thlemes
ergy harvest, first by harnessing draft animals and later by inventing ma- of transforinalion and its consequences. Consider the evolution of the U.S.
chines to lap the power of wind and water. The watershed social and energy mix. Wood energy has been a significant part of that mix for a very
economic development of the modern world, industrialization, was accom- long time (Figure 1); in fact, fuelwood was overwhelmingly ille dominant
panied by the widespread and intensive use of fossil fuels. This develop- energy source from the founding of tile earliest colonies until late in tile last
ment freed human society from the limitations of natural energy flows by century. Thereafter, tile modern era is notable for the accelerated appearance
unlocking the Earth's vast stores of coal, oil, and natural gas. By tapping of new sources of energy, in contrast to the imperceptible pace of change in
these ancient, concentrated deposits of solar energy, the rate at which en- earlier times. Coal ended tlle long dominance of fuelwood in tie United
ergy could be poured into the human economy was enormously multiplied. States about 1885, only itself to be surpassed, in 1951 by petroleum and then

Figure 1. Energy Consumption In the United States, 1775-1999
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by Pritural gas a few years later. Ilyd;o-;.e.tric power and nuclear electric sliftling cpililsis, o\ci tiinc is lcii no( only I l tHe long sweep ot history t
power appeared about 1890 and 1957, respectively. Solar photovoltaic, but also in tii shoil leill, especially in the indusrializcd world. Elcic- -
advanced solar thermal, and geothermal technologies also reprcsenl recent iy, for c;;aini)l, was essetilly unavailable until tie 188Os; now it is i
developments in energy sources. The most striking of these entrances, libilluiiuis. And as lic data in hiis volume show, in the span ofa flew de-
however, is that of petroleum and naturea gas. Tl:c curves depicting their cadcs nuclcear cleclic power in Ilie Unlied Slales was burn, peaked, and be-
consumption remain shallow for severai iecades following the haphazard gan to decline ill its coitributioit to total energy production.
success of Colonel Drake's drilling i ii. 1859, but begin to rise more
steeply in the 1920s. Then, interrupted .inly by the Depression, the curves No doubt we haive not seen the end of evolution in energy sources. The
climb at increasingly alpine angles until 1573. Annual consumption of pe- pages that follow briefly discuss tlic major energy sources now in use ill thc
troleum and natural gas exceeded tha; .if coal in 1947 and then quadrupled United Slates, including a bit of history, trends, and snapshots of current
in a single generation. Neither before :or since has any source of energy consumption. The story they tell is one of diversity and transformation,
become so dominant so quickly. driven by chance, the play ofeconolmic forces, and human ingenuity. What-

ever energy future awaits us, lhal part oflhe story seems unlikely to change.
As for the social, economic, and ecological consequences of evolving en-
ergy sources, they are too deep and numerous to do more than give sug- Total Energy
gestive examples. One of the most significant is the shift between
muscle- and machine power. Horses, mules, and other draft animals were The United Stales has always been a resource-rich nation,but in 1776, the
invaluable prime movers well into the first half of the 20' century, and year te Nation declared its independence from Great Britain, nearly all
despite increasing reliance on fossil fuels and the engines they powered, energy was still supplied by muscle power ind fuelwood. America's vast
the number of draft animals in the United States continued to rise until deposits of coal and petroleum lay untapped and mostly undiscovered, al-
about 1920. As late as 1870, draft animals accounted for more than half though small amounts of coal were used to make coke vital for casting the
of the total horsepower of all prime movers. Their displacement by fos- cannon that helped win the war. Mills made use of waterpower, and of
sil-fuel driven engines meant, eventually, the disappearance from city and course the wind enabled transporl by ship.
farm alike of millions of animals, along with the vast stables that housed
the city-based animals, the mountains of dung they left on city streets, Fuelwood use continued to expand in parallel with the Nation's economic
and the hordes of English sparrows that fed on the grain therein. growth, but chronic shortages of energy in general encouraged the search

for oilier sources. During the first 30 years or so of the 191h century, coal
As fossil fuels and.the machines that ran on them proliferated, the nature of began to be used in blast furnaces and in making coal-gas for illumination.
work itself was transformed along with tile fundamental social, political, Natural gas also found limited application in lighting during the period.
and geopolitical circumstances of the Nation. In the middle of the 19'1 cen- Even electricity sought a niche; for example, experiments were conducted
tury, most Americans lived in the countryside and worked on farms. The witli baltery-powered electric trains in the 1840s and 1850s. Still, muscle
country ran mainly on wood fuel and was relatively unimportant in global power remained an important source of energy for decades. Although a
affairs. A hundred years later, after the Nation had become the world's larg- number of miechal;ical innovations appeared, including the cotton gin and
est producer and consumer of fossil fuels, most Americans were the mechanical reaper, they had the effect of multiplying the productivity
city-dwellers and only a relative handful were agricultural workers. The of.hiian and ana aiimal muscle power ralliher than spurring the dcvelopment
United Slates had roughly tripled its per-capita consumption of energy and of machine power. It was not unlil well after mid-century tliat the total
become a global superpower. work output fromn all types of engines exceeded that af work animals.

Although coal, oil, and natural gas are the world's most important energy 1The westward expansion chlped change that. As railroads drove west to
sources, their dominance does not extend to all comers of the globe. In most lice plains and the miountains they left behind the fuelwood so abundant
places and times diversity and evolution in energy supplies has been the rule. along llic eastem seaboard. (oal became more ilttaclive, both because de-
In many areas muscle power and biomass energy remain indispensable. The posits were oftcn louiud near ilie new railroad riglis of way and because its

xvlll Energy Infonnatlon AdministrationlAnInual Energy Review 1999
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highcr energy content increased the range and load ol steam trailns. De-
mand for coal also rose because the railroads were laying thousands ol Figure 2. Energy Production, 1999
miles of new track, and the metals industry needed an economical source 0
of coke to make iron and steel for the rails and spikes. The transporta-
tion and industrial sectors in general began to grow rapidly during the
latter half of the century, and coal helped fuel their growth.

20 193
Petroleum got its start as an illuminant and nostrum ingredient and did
not catch on as a fuel for some time. At the end of World War I, coal
still accounted for about 75 percent of U.S. total energy use. About the 1512 5

same time, tile horse and mule population reached 26 million and llen C
went into permanent decline. The beginning of the transition from mus- 77
cle power was over.

America's appetite for energy as it industrialized was prodigious, | .-
roughly quadrupling between 1880 and 1918. Coal fed much of this. O

Co.
1
I NilUill/ C rud Oil Nuleit Wood HMdlo- rIGP. G~-

growth, while electricity expanded in applications and total use alike. W," l a .ll h ,ib 0w ,ti"'
Petroleum got major boosts with the discovery of Texas's vast
Spindletop Oil Field in 1901 and with the advent of mass-produced au-
tomobiles, several million of which had been built by 1918.re balance following ecade, however, cosupio

slightly outpaced domestic production and by the early 1970s a more sig-
nificant gap had developed (Figure 3).In the years after World War 11, "Old King Coal" relinquished its place ific had e (F 3

as the premier fuel in the United States. The railroads lost business to
trucks that ran on petroleum and also began switching to diesel locomo-
tives themselves. Labor troubles and safety standards drove up coal Figure 3. Production and Consumption
production costs. The declining demand for natural gas as an illuminant
forced that industry to look for other markets. Heating applications had 100 -
obvious potential,'and natural gas replaced coal in many household ranges
and furnaces. The coal industry survived in part because nationwide elec- Consumption
trification created new demand for coal among electric utilities despite re- /o5
gional competition from hydroelectric and petroleum-fired generation. 7.

. . ./ '"/ -Production

Most energy produced today in the United States, as in the rest of the in- .
dustrialized world, comes from fossil fuels-coal, natural gas, crude oil, ': 50 '
and natural gas plant liquids (Figure 2). Although U.S. energy production /

draws from many sources, fossil fuels together far exceed all other forms. 0
In 1999 they accounted for 80 percent of total energy production and were 25 -
valued at an estimated $94 billion (nominal dollars).

For much of its history, the United States was mostly self-sufficient in en- o 7-r.-.-,-...... .... .. i .. . .
ergy, although small amounts of coal were imported from Britain in colo- 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
nial times. Through the late 1950s, production and consumption of energy

Energy Information Administratlon/Annual Energy Review 1999 i xlx



In 1999 the United Slates produced 73 quadrillion British thermal units Figure 5. Petroleum Trade . I
(Btu) of energy and exported 4 quadrillion Blu, about 40 percent of it ast 7
coal. Consumption totaled 97 quadrillion Btu, requiring imports of 27 qua- 10 - -\
drillion Btu (Figure 4), 18 times the 1949 level.

This appetite for imported energy is driven by petroleum consumption. > 8 -
U.S. petroleum imports in 1973 totaled 6.3 million barrels per day (3.2 mil- Crude Oil Impots

lion barrels per day of crude oil and 3.0 million barrels per day of petro- ° 6 -
leum products). In October 1973, however, the Arab members of the s
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) embargoed the
sale of oil to the United States, prices rose sharply, and petroleum imports aS 4 -
fell for two years (Figure 5). They increased again until the price of crude
oil rose dramatically (roughly 1979 through 1981) and suppressed imports. Peroleum Product mpons
The rising-import trend resumed by 1986, and in 1998 U.S. petroleum net 2 - /
imports reached an annual record level of 9.8 million barrels per day. In
1999, net imports fell slightly to 9.6 million barrels per day. : < -

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
The efficiency with which Americans use energy has improved over the
years. One such measure is the amount of energy consumed to produce a
(constant) dollar's worth of gross domestic product (GDP). By that meas- population and economy drove total energy use up. As the U.S. population
ure, efficiency improved 47 percent between 1949 and 1999, as the amount expanded from 149 million people in 1949 to 273 million in 1999 (an in-
of energy required to generate a dollar of output (chained 1996 dollars) fell crease of 83 percent), total energy consuiiption grew from 32 quadrillion
from 20.6 thousand Btu to 10.9 thousand Btu. Nevertheless, a growing Btu to 97 quadrillion Btu (up 202 percent). Per-capita energy consumption

rose 65 percent, from 215 million Btu in 1949 to 354 million Blu in 1999.
Figure 4. Energy Flow, 1999

(Quadrillion Btu) Energy plays a central role in the operation of the industrialized U.S. econ-
oumy, and energy spending is commensuraiely large. In recent years, Amer-

Adjustimnls ican consumers have spent over half a trillion dollars a year on energy.
to ° That energy is consumed in three broad end-use sectors: the residential and

^M,,.._^_~ x'^ . k~ ~commercial sector, the industrial sector, and the transportation sector. In-
dustry, historically the largest consuming sector of thie economy, ran just

'^^Bimfl ";'°8 Ifl^^^l^^^^^^^j^ahead of the residential and commercial sector in recent years, followed by
tihe transportation sector (Figure 6).

The industrial sector reveals occasional sharp fluctuations in its use of energy.
Conumnwillon In contrast, trends in the residential' and commercial sector are smoother.

Within the sectors, energy sources have changed dramatically over time. For
example, in the residential and commnercial sector, coal was tie leading source
as late as 1951 but disappeared rapidly lthereafter (Figure 7). Petroleumll usage
grcw slowly to its peak in 1972 and then subsided. Natural gas bccame an in-
portant resource, growing strongly until 1972, when its growth stalled. Elec-

E.po, t tuicity, only an incidental source in 1949, expanded in almost every year since
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Figure 6. Energy Consumption by End-Use Sector alppliaccs andl sysciins. In 1997, 99 pcrccLt of UI.S. hIusehulids Ilaid ;
color television and -17 peicLInt had central air conditioning. Eiglhy-five

40 - percent of all lhouscholis hlad one refrigerator; the remailling 15 perccil
Ihad two) r oti re. New products continued to pentlrale tle lmarket; for cx-

Indusirlal ' i ample, inl 1978 only 8 percent of U.S. households had a microwave oven,
30 - \obut by 1'997 niclowaves could be found in 83 percent. EIA first collected

=3 Il _^ lhouselhold survey data on personal computers in 1990, wlien 16 pelcent of
co / h- ,-llhouseholds owned one or nmore. By 1997 that share had more than doubled
0 _ . ^o'*,~s" a to 35 percent.

20- - /\ Transportalloln
.20

3~~O /^a/ / Residentlial U.S. home heating also underwent a big change. Over a third of all U.S.

10 - =-- _---"' Commercial housing units were warmed by coal in 1950, but by 1997 that share was
only 0.2 percenl. Distillate fuel oil lost jusl over half its share of the
home-healing market during tlhe same period, falling from 22 percent. Nat-
ural gas and electricity gained as home-heating sources: the share of nalu-

0 .. 'i '''''''* '''* '' '''''· '. ''......'''..' ..r 'ral gas rose from about a quarter of all homes to over half, while
1950 t960 1970 1980 1990 electricity's share shot up from only 0.6 percent in 1950 to 29 percent in

1997. In recent times, electricity and natural gas have been the most coin-

then, as did the energy losses associated with producing and distributing thle ion sources of energy used by commerciallbuildings as well.
electricity. (See page xxxi for an explanation of these losses.)

In the industrial sector, the consumption of both natural gas and petroleumThe expansion of electricity use reflects the increased electrification of I e industriae c io o natral ga and petroleum
rose steadily and in tandem until the oil embargo in 1973, after which theirU.S. households, which typically rely on a Wide variety of electrical use fluctuated (ligure 8). Consumption of coal, once the leading source in
lthe sector, shrank. Electricity and its associated losses grew steadily.

Figure 7. Residential and Commercial Consumption

19 -, About three-fifths of the energy consumed in the industrial sector is used for
manufacturing. The remainder goes to mining, construction, agriculture,

15_ - fisheries, and forestry. Within manufacturing, large consumers of en-
eigy are the petroleum and coal products, chemicals and allied prod-

12., Electrical Syslemr ucts, paper and allied products, and' primary metal industries. Natural
z 
12 - Losses3 gas is the most commonly consumed energy source in manufacturing.

c , TThe predominant end-use activity is process healing, followed by ma-
9 9- ^- Natural crchine drive and then facilily healing, ventilation, and air conditioning

V ,^^^ /combincd.

0 6- // Electricity

/............e..u""~ ' lJust under 7 lercenlI of;All esiiUY ,consunLed in the United States is used for
3 ~-/ \ .... -e.... ..-.ps!.eI.. nonl)u'el I piopses, such as asplihilt and ioa n ol 'ur rorihf prodaucts aRd

a 'a' ufi i'Toad d uiiiltdig a cnd conditionilg; liquefied petroleumi gases for feedstocks at
0 .~7,....i...i.. .7.o.. . ... .- .- :.T-77.. -.-=" ' " -T "*i. yr: " petrochemicial plants;, waxes for packaging, cosmetics, pliarmaceuticals,

1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 inks, anid adilesives; and still gas for clhenlical and rubber imanufacture.
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Figure 8. Industrial Consumption Figure 10. Motor Vehicle Efficiency I

12- 175- -

A r/\ Petroleum
9 - Natural Gas

fmf / /' -^y /r ° Fuel Rate
Ct - - (Miles per G
.o ' J"~ Eleclrical .
. 6- /\A _ H y System Losses

3 _3 /CEloctricity ac o -100- ; Milea0a
Electricity 'a - :M ilas per Vehicle)

-Coal ~~75 - Fuel Consumption
(Gallons per Vehicle)

0 0 .. * * i * * - * * - .. - * --
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 1960 1970 1980 1990

While variety and change in energy sources are the hallmarks of the in- Compared with trends just prior to the oil emibargo of 1973, fuel con-
dustrial sector and the residential and commercial sector, transportation's sumption per motor vehicle fell in the Iwo decades thal followed, miles
reliance on petroleum has been nearly total since 1949 (Figure 9). traveled per vehicle generally fell until tie early 1980s and then resumed

a pattern of increase, and the fuel rate (i.e., miles per gallon) improved

Figure 9. Transportation Consumption greatly (ligurc 10).

28 - Petroleum

,;--'/^ It is hard to imagine a world without petroleum, partly because humans
„~~~~21 -_~ .~/> '"' have been using it since at least 3000 B.C. Mesopotamians of lhat era used

2Total 1.^ "rock oil" in archileclural adhesives, ship caulks, medicines, and roads.
i~~~m ,/~~ ~ ~ ~- S^The Chinese of two millennia ago refined crude oil for use in lamps and in

c h4 Petroleum leating homes. Seventh-century Arab and Persian chemists discovered Ilal
14 - petroleum's lighler elements could be mixed with quicklime to make

'~su"§~~~~~~ ,^{^y/i~~ ~"Greek lire," the napalm of its day. From lhese scattered uses, petroleuml has

0a y come to occupy a central place in modern civilization. Today petroleum slill
~~~~~~7 ~_,-~~~ /**'' ~finds applications in buildings, shipping, medicine, roads, and warfare. It is

crucial to inany industries, including chemicals and agriculture. Needless to
say, il doiniiales tie world energy scene.

90 '' " " " " '' " ' " " '''''- ' 1960·T ,Q'on ,Q' 1 90 P etro leu m w as k now n to naliv e peoples in Ille no iliheastern parts o f w liat
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

was to become lie United Stales, and was put to various uses by some of
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them. A French military officer noted in 1750 that Indians living near Fort Figure 11. Petroleum Production and Consumption
Duquesne (now the site of Pittsburgh) set fire to an oil-slicked creek as
part of a religious ceremony. As settlement by Europeans proceeded, oil'
was discovered in many places in northwestern Pennsylvania and western
New York-to the frequent dismay of the well-owners, who were drilling
for salt brine. \

<x3 51 Col5sumplion \

In the mid-1800s expanding uses for oil extracted from coal and shale began
to hint at the value of rock oil and encouraged the search for readily accessible Producion
supplies. This impetus launched the modem petroleum age, which began on a 10 -
Sunday afternoon in August 1859 at Oil Creek, near Titusville in northwestern ci
Pennsylvania. The credit has traditionally gone to "Colonel" Edwin L. Drake,
a railroad conductor on sick leave employed by the Pennsylvania Rock Oil 5 - Imports

Company. After months of effort and many setbacks, Drake's homemade drill-
ing rig drove down to 70 feet, and the bit came up coated with oil. Ironically, :...---"
Drake wasn't there that day to witness the historic event. And except for the -0 .
slow and uncertain mails of the time, which delayed a letter from his financial 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
backers ordering him to cease operations, it might not have happened in Oil
Creek at all.

total output had dropped to 7.8 million barrels per day, 31 percent below
"Great excitement ensued" following Drake's discovery, according to the its peak.
account in the 1883 edition of Mineral Resources of the United Slates. The
succeeding oil boom was driven by strong demand for lighting fuel and lu-
bricants. Over the next four decades the boom spread to Texas and Califor-
nia in the United States and to Romania, Baku (in Azerbaijan), Sumatra, Figure 12. Lower 48 and Alaskan Crude Oil Production
Mexico, Trinidad, Iran, and Venezuela. Overproduction temporarily drove
prices down, but the rapid adoption and spread of internal combustion en- 10 -
gines in the late 1§1h century helped create vast new markets. With only tem-
porary interruptions, world petroleum consumption has expanded ever since. owr4

\
Until the 1950s the United States produced nearly all the petroleum it
needed. But by the end of the decade the gap between production and 6 -
consumption began to widen and imported petroleum became a major
component of the U.S. petroleum supply (Figure 1). After 1992, imports

Ca 4 -
exceeded production. c

0

Production of petroleum (crude oil and natural gas plant liquids) in the 2-
U.S. lower 48 States reached its highest level in 1970 at 9,4 million bar-
rels per day (Figure 12). A surge in Alaskan oil output at Prudhoe Bay a
beginning in the late 1970s helped postpone the decline in overall U.S. ° - " "0 .. I 'I '90
production, but Alaska's production peaked in 1988 at 2.0 million bar- 1970 90 990

,rels per day and fell to 1.0 million barrels per day in 1999. By then U.S.

Energy Information Administration/Annual Energy Review 1999 . xxlll
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Another index of the Nation's petrole.,i output is oil well irolucivily, Figure 14. Petroleum Consumption by Sector
which fell from a high of 18.4 barrels per day per we Min 1972 to 0.7
barrels per day per well in 1999 (t igurc 13). 15 -

U.S. petroleum consumption rose an-.ially uniil 1973, when the Arab
OPEC embargo stalled the annual inc;i,.ses for two years. The increases
then resumed, raising consumption :. 18.8 million barrels per day in
1978, before rising prices drove it do.wn io a post-embargo low of 15.2 10 - Transportation
million barrels per day in 1983. Consurption began to rebound the fol- (X

lowing year and was boosted by pi nimeling crude oil prices in 1986.
By 1999 it had reached 19.4 million barrels per day, an all-lime high. n

§ S - / Industrial,\
Of every 10 barrels of petroleum consumed in the United Siale in 999,
mrioe thanl4 barreis were c6suniiud iii' the'n rn olonuxgaso line. The
fraiisprtaiion sector aTone accounted tor two-thirds of all petroleum usil .e.--- and Co ercial
~the DUintedSAtw 99 (Figu·re t) - _ ecncu I g- - -u; e. _-

1950 1960 19........70 1980 1990
To meet demand, crude oil and petroleum products were im ortd t 1950 196 1970

rate of 10.5smiljoll baUils=-SAai D while exports measured 0.9
mnillion barrels per day. between 1985 (when net imports fell to a
post-embargo low) and 1999 net iinports of crude oil and petroleum OPEC nations reached 72 percent in 1977, subsided to 42 percent in
products more than doubled Irom 4.3 million barrels per day !o 9.6 mil- 1985, and climbed back to 50 percent in 1999. Total net imports as a
lion barrels per 4a,., The share df UtS. net imports that came irom share of petroleum consumption reached a record high of 52 percent in

Figure 13. Oil Well Productivity Figure 15. Strategic Petroleum Reserve Stocks

125-20 - #Peak: .4 125 -
In 1972

0
. 100 - 96 416 - E i

- 1960.7 in 19991980 19
12CL .... 75 -6812- E se

*e 1 I 3*

Q _

V)r, 25 -
c 4- cu

1960 1970 1980 1990 1
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t"-
Figure 16. Inflation-Adjusted Cost of Crude Oil Natural Gas r

60 - Natural gas is mostly a mixlure of neithanc, ethane, anil propane, will h
Imetancll e making up 73 to 95 prcellt of the olal, Often encountered when

:~50~ ~~/- /\ *drilling for oil, natural gas was once considecid mainly a nuisance. Wheni
50, either uses or--more likely today-accessible markets were lacking, it was

simply llared (burned oll) atl tIe wellhead. Major flaring sites were some-
m 40 - | \ times the brightest areas visible in nightlime satlclitc images. Today, how-

ever, the gas is mostly reinjected lIr later use and to encourage grcater oil
/ 30 - / produclion.

0

o T20 - Th\ le first practical use of natural gas dates lo 200 B.C. and is attributed,
2 0 -- \\/ like so many technical developments, to the Chinese. They used il to

-' . make salt from brine in gas-fired evaporators, boring shallow wells with
crude percussion rigs and conveying the gas !o the evaporators via bamn-
boo pipes. Natural gas was used extensively in Europe and North Amer-

0 ' t 1 * * i * " ' ' ' . .. ica in the 19'6 century as a lighting fuel, until tie rapid development of
1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 electricity beginning in the 1890s ended that era. The development of

steel pipelines and related equipment, wlich allowed large volumes of
'gas to be easily and safely transported over many miles, launched the

1998 before declining to 50 percent the following year. The five leading modern natural gas industry. The first all-welded pipeline over 200
suppliers of petroleum to the United States in 1999 were Saudi Arabia, miles in length was buill in 1925, from Lduisiana to Texas. U.S. demand
Venezuela, Canada, Mexico, and Nigeria. for natural gas grew rapidly thereafter, especially following World War

II. Residential demand grew fifty-fold between 1906 and 1970.

Figure 17. Natural Gas Overview
To protect against supply disruptions, the United States began to build a
Strategic Petroleum Reserve in the late 1970s. By 1985 the reserve's hold- 25 -
ings reached 493 million barrels, which would have provided enough crude

-oil to replace about 115 days' worth of net petroleum imports that year 2\ Consumplion
.(Figure 15). In 1999, tie-reserve held 567 million barrels of crude oil. .

Due to the increased rate of imports, however, that amount would replace / Poduclion
only 59 days' worth of net imported petroleum. L 15-

o 10 -1

Despite recent price increases, petroleum remains relatively cheap in the I-
United States. Refiners' acquisition costs for crude oil in 1999 averaged
$17.46 per barrel. When adjusted for inflation, the cost was $16.69
(chained 1996 dollars), 37 percent above the previous year's cost but 70 __ mons.
percent below 1981's record inflation-adjusted cost of $56.50 per barrel 0 --.... ..-. .. ,.,.. ,-,
(Figure 16). 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
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Figure 18. Natural Gas Net Imports as Share of Consumption Figure 19. Natural Gas Well Productivity

20 500 - Peak Produclivity: 435 thousand
15.8% In 1999 _ BJcubic.leel per day per well in 1971

1,5 - . E 400-

K / 300- \

15 -

200-

10-
5-s D 100-

4.2% In 1986 F

0 ' | ' I ** ,.. ........... .... ,I,,,0 I ,,, ...... ...... .,---- ax ________*_-_-_-019, 6 ....1860 1965 1970 1975. 1980 1985 1990 1995 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980. 1985 1990 1995

The United States had large natural-gas reserves and was essentially electric power producers other than utilities) accounted for nearly half of
s wil-sljl~~cl-enT * na<.<H= - un abegan all natural gas consumption, followed by; l he residential sector, which used

to signiffricantlyc , pnarl uci n (Figure 17). Imports rose to make up another fifth of lile total. In recent years, very small amounts of natural gas
the difference nearly all coming by pipeline from aada, although small (about 5 billion cubic feel in 1998) have been reported for use in vehicles.volumes were brought by tanker in liquefied form from ,Agria and, in re-
cent years, from a few other countries as well. Net import hare of Figure 20. Natural Gas Consumption by SecorConsumLiTon mor~j~ha~njiij,.1ertl~i~~rn 1986 to 1.2.994~~~l8). Figure 20. Natural Gas Consumption by Sectorconsumption morgthan Iriledom 1986 to¢ 1 8)'

12-
U.S. natural gas production in 1999 was 18.7 trillion cubic feel, well below
the record-high 21.7 trillion cubic feet produced in 1973. Gas well produc-
tivity peaked at 435 thousand cubic feet per well per day in 1971, then fell Ind
steeply through the mid-1980s before stabilizing. Productivity in 1999 was / \ -

157 thousand cubic feel per well per day (Figure 19).

Three States (Texas, Louisiana, and Qklihomi) accoun f r
. Residentialnaiura ga ronure inite aes exas alone produced 6.9 tril- /

'ioriccu6"cfieel in 1999. Advancing4,giig technology has made offshore i 4 -
sites more important, and over the last two decades about one-fifth of all / \ ... eci iies
U.S. production has come from offshore sites. .- Commrciatl

/ ...../^ ..... C-fa
Pipeline Fuelf etadet, h .induzct.ial sFrrnr nf Ilh economy lh:, h9Pn ho hejieSl /':-_ : ' '2 Ppt~". ". . .--. . . .. -..~- --. 1 Pp..in F ie l-iuser of natural _iS (Figure 20). In 1999 industrial entities (including most 1950 r 1970 1980 1990
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The price of natural gas at the wellhead (i.e., where the gas is produced) Figure 21. Coal Production by Mining Method
was $1.98 per thousand cubic feet in 1999, in real terms (chained 1996, -
dollars), well below the historical high of $3.76 per thousand cubic feet 800 -
in 1983. In nominal dollars, the 1999 wellhead price was $2.07 per thou-
sand cubic feet. 700 -

,, 600 -

Coal § 500s- surface

0
z 400Scattered records of the use of coal as a fueledate from at least 1100 B.C. U
CHowever, coal was not used extensively until the Middle Ages, when small o 300 -

mining operations in Europe began to supply it for forges, smithies, lime- rgound
burners, and breweries. The invention of firebricks in the late 1400s, 200 -
which made chimneys cheap to build, helped create a home heating market -
for coal. Despite its drawbacks (smoke and fumes), coal was firmly estab- 1
lished as a domestic fuel by the 1570s. By that time, production in Eng- 0
land was high enough that exports were thriving. Eventually, some of that 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
coal went to the American colonies.

Technological improvements in miningland the shift toward more sur-
The total amount of coal consumed in the United States in all the years be- face-mined coal, especially west of the Mississippi, have led to great im-
fore 1800 was an estimated 108,000 tons, much of it imported. The U.S. provements in coal mining productivity. In 1949 U.S. miners produced 0.7
market for coal expanded slowly and it was not until 1885 that the young short tons of coal per miner hour; by 1998 that rate had increased to 6.2
and heavily forested nation burned more coal than wood. However, the ar- short tons per miner hour.
rival of the industrial revolution and the development of the railroads in
the mid-nineteenth century inaugurated a period of generally growing pro- Figure 22. Coal Production by Location
duction and consumption of coal that continues to the present time. Today,
the United States extracts coal in enormous quantities. In 1998 U.S. pro- 700 -
duction of coal reached a record 1.12 billion short tons and was second
worldwide after China. U.S. 1999 production was 1.10 billion short tons. 600 - Easit Mississippi

500- V.l
From 1885 through 1951, coal was the leading source,of energy produced in /
the United States. Crude oil and natural gas then vied for that role until c 400 -

1982. Coal regained the position of the top resource that year and again in 0 X

1984, and has retained it since. At 23 quadrillion Btu in 1999, coal c 300 -
accounted for a third of all energy pv<ij 5d in the counltry.

; o -200

Over the past several decades, coal production shifted from primarily-un- I00 -
derground mines to surface mine (Figure 21). In addition, the coal re- ___isiss
sources of Wvoming and other areas west of the Mississiop i River 0, .... , .........

undewent tremendous development (Figure 22L - 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990
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Since 1950, the United States has produced more coal than it has con- Figue 24. Electricity Nt Generation by ource 1999
suined. The excess production allowed the United Stales to become a s ig-
nificant exporter of coal to other nations. In 1999 U.S. coal exports totaled · l '
58 million short tons, which, measured in Btu, accounted for 40 percent of lNural Ga
all U.S. energy exports. About 38 percent of the year's coal exports went to . and Petroleum
Europe, while the individual nations buying the most American coal wcre Cal
Canada, Japan, Brazil, Italy, and the Netherlands: While the quantities of .51%
coal leaving the country are huge, in 1999 they represented only 7 percent
of the Btu content of the petroleum coming into the United States.

The uses of coal in the United States have changed dramatically over the Nuclear Electric
years. In the 1950s, most coal was consumed in the industrial sector, but o w e r

many homes were still heated by coal and the transportation sector still con-
Tureen signiicant amounts in steam- ships gure 3). In
r999 te industrial sector used less than half as much coal as in 1949. Today
orfp_9_jD t 7 of all coal consumed in the United States goes to the industrial
sector. Ninety percent isused in the electric power sector; coal-lired units ac- Hydroelectric
counted for 51 percent ofU.S. electricity generation in 1999 (Figure 24). Power and Other

Coal-fired electric generating units emit gases that are of environmental Except for a post-oil-embargo price spike that peaked in 1975, real (infla-
concern. In 1998 U.S. carbon dioxide emissions from the combustion of lion adjusted) coal prices have generally fallep ... r ih- 1:, halfr.i.. ,,,ry

coal for electric utility generation were nearly half a billion metric tons of The average price in 19 was 44percent lower than it was in 1949. Coal is
carbon, 32 percent of total carbon dioxide emitted from all U.S. fuel the least expensive of the major fossil fuels in this country: in nominal dol-
sources. lars, 1999 production prices for coal were 84 cents per million Btu com-

pared with S1.86 per million Btu for natural gas and $2.68 per million Btu

Figure 23. Coal Consumption by Sector for crude oil.

1,000- Electricity

_J~ i cElectric power arrived barely a hundred years ago, but it has radically trans-
750 - Electric /formed and expanded our energy use. To a large extent, electricity defines

o Power Sector modern technological civilization.

The reasons may not be easy to appreciate for those who have never known500-
t-' 

< / U~~) // the filth, toil, danger, scarcity and/or inconvenience historically associated
.2 Transportation /will obtaining and deploying such fuels as wood, coal, and whale oil. By

H2§~~~~~~~~~ / y< ~~~~~~contrast, at the point of use electricity is clean, flexible, controllable, safe,
.250 -G od- ^ Industrial effortless, and instantly available. In homes, it runs everything from toolh-

.~~ o, 7- ~~brushes and televisions to heating and cooling systems. Outdoors, electric-
'" / -_'R... Residential and Commercial ity guides traffic, aircraft, and ships, and lights up the night. In business and

0 T | .1;; ; w; e ..... -....... . industry, electricity enables virtually instantaneous global communication
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 and powers cverything Ironl trains, auto plant assembly lines, and
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restaurant refrigerators to the computers that run the New York Stock Ex- wheln hlly arc close logedlir. Iligh custs and tlih Greal l)cprcssiun, which
change and hie automatic pin-seling machines at (lie local bowling alley, dried up miiost ilivcsliiicii cal)ilal, delayed electric service to rural Aincri-

cans unlil l'lesidciel Franklin Rlooscvelt signed into law the Rural l lcclrili-
Electric power developed slowly, however. lumphrey Davy built a calion Adminisiration (REA) in 1935. The REA loaned money at low
ballery-powered arc lamp in 1808 and Michael Faraday an induction dy- inlerest and helped lo set up electricity cooperatives. Though interruplcd
namo in 1831, but it was another half-century before Thomas Edison's by World War 11, rural electrification proceeded rapidly lthereafter. Uy
primitive cotton-thread filament burned long enough to prove that a work- 1967 more than 98 percent of American farms were using electricity froum
able electric light could be made. Once past that hurdle, progress acccler- central station power plants.
ated. Edison opened the first electricity generating plant (in London) less
than 3 years later, in January 1882, and followed with the firsl American The depth of electricity's pencralion into our economy and way of life is
plant (in New York) in September. Within a imonth, electric current from rellected in the fact that, over the last half century, annual increases in total
New York's Pearl Street station was feeding 1,300 lightbulbs, and witlin a electricity sales by electric utilities faltered only twice, in 1974 and 1982;

year, I 1,000-each a hundred times brighter than a candle. Edison's re- in every otl e r year, sales grew. Fronl 1949 to 1999, while the population
ported goal was to "make electric light so cheap that only the rich will be of the United Stales expanded 83 percent, the amount of electricity sold by

1 able to burn candles." utilities grew 1,180 percent. Per-capila avcrage consumption of electricity
in 1999 was seven limes as high as in 1949. Electricity's broad usage in the
economy can be seen in the' sector totals, which were led in 1999 by riseThough he fathered the electric utility industry, Edison failed in his at- c b s i
residential sector, followed closely:.by the induslr'al seclor, and Ihen Ihetempts to dominate its business and technical sides. Other companies sur- residial secorollowed closly.by the usral secor and hen
commercial sector (Figure 25)..

passed his efforts to build central power stations, and Edison's dogged c
faith in direct current (D hea e C could only be ransmille2 . - ._-faith in direct cu>rrnent((DA Ca)s ysC ed on' be ransmiytte Wlhere does all this electricity come from? In the United Slales. coal has
miles wmte a nval altcrnating-current (AC) syslem developed by Georc_ _ -· --

s, e a rival a. ternating-curren .(AC) systmdvelpe b Ge- been and continues to be lhe source'of most electricilry l ninting for over
estngnouse and Nikola Tesla (whom dison rcd enaed lon

i : h all of all electricity generaled by utilitlis ill 1999 (FIigurc 26).Histance irnsmission oT igh-voltage current and stcpdowns to lower vlt-
ges at the point or use-essenlially the system in Dlace today. Edison
ve ubsidized construction of an Cpowee lctric chair to convince Figure 25. Electric Utility Retail Sales of Electricity, 1999

the public that AC was dangerous, but to no avail.

1.5 -
The process of electrification proceeded in fits and starts. Industries like
mining, textiles, steel, and printing electrified rapidly during the years be-
tween 1890 and 1910. Electricity's penetration of the residential sector 12 - 14

was slowed by competition from gas companies, which had a large slake in 1.050 0 98
the lighting market. Nevertheless, by 1900 there were 25 million electric1
incandescent lamps in use and homeowners had been introduced to electric
stoves, sewing machines, curling irons, and vacuum cleaners. In parallel,
generating equipment and distribution systems developed to meet Ihe de- - 0.6 -
mand. By 1903 utility executive Samuel Insull had commuissioned a 5 .
megawatt steam-driven turbine generator-the first of its type and the larg-
est of any generator then built-and launched a revolution in generating 0.3 -
hardware. 0 0

The cities received electric service first, because it has always been Residential Commercial indusirial Other

cheaper, easier, and more profitable to supply large numbers of customers
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Figure 26. Electricity Net Generation at Utilities Figure 27. Electricity Nt Generation, 1999

2.0 - ' 0,

e , 15 ,- Eleclric Utilities:
° 3.2 trillion 8

c and Natural Gas / Nuclear Power Producers:
.O Electric Power 0.5 trillion

kilowatlhours

~~~- 05.-~ ~ Hydroelectric Power

0. ° ' "" l ''0 **' ** * *r .. ,..Total: 3.7 trillion kilowathours
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990

Hydroelectric power .was an early r f 11 electricity--accounting the energy from its original foriii, such as coal, into electricity and the cost
for almost a third o all utility generation in 1949-and remains a depend- of delivering it. In 1999 consumers paid an average of $23.94 per million
ble contributor (ov of the total in 1999). Nalut'4-gasih ri- Jlu for the electricity delivered to their residences (Figure 28). In contrast,

leum grew steadil s'aosurces of electricity in the late 1960s. Their consunmels paid an average of only $6.39 per million Utu for the natural gas
combined usage peaked at 37 percent of the total in 1972 and stood at 18
percent in 1999. Meanwhile, a new source entered Ihe picture: nucleareglc- Figure 28. Consumer Prices, 1999

·tri power. Atrickle of nuclear electricity began flowing in 195l and the
stream widened steadily except for downturns in 1979 and 1980, following 30 -
the accident at Three Mile Island, and again in 1993. Nuclear generation de-
clined 7 percent in 1997 but rebounded 16 percenl between 1997 and 1999. 25 - 23.94

Just as electricity's applications and sources change over time, so is the 2
structure of the electric power sector itself evolving. The sector is now 0
moving away from the traditional, highly regulated organizations known 1
for many decades as electric utilities and toward an environment marked 15
by lighter regulation and greater competition fromn and amnga nu iiLy I 9.83
power produ n 1999 percent of the total net generation of elec- j 6.39Iric ai rmr e from nonutility power producers, such as independent power ^6.
producers and nonutility cogenerators (Figure 27). 5 -

Electricity's great assets as a form of energy are reflected in its cost to tlie ~
end user. The price paid by the consumer includes the cost of converting Resldotrit Motor Rle iden tal GEluctricity Gasoline Natural Gas
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purchased for their homes and an average of $9.83 per niillion Blu for ltte World W;ar I I oslponcd futuiLhc progress lowaid cuiollmrcial nuclcea
motor gasoline to fuel their vehicles. electric power, but tlle lloeretical fuundation had bccn eslablished and

several factluis clluouri;ged nuclear power's develol)llent whenl peace
retlturned. It was believed IthaI fuel costs would be negligible and thIere-

The unit cost of electricity is high because most of the energy that must be fore tIha nuclear power would be relatively inexpensive. iI addition,
purchased to generate it does not actually reach the end user but is ex- both ihe United Stales and Western Europe becamei net iilporters of
pended in creating the electricity and moving it to the point of use. In crude oil in the early 1950s and nuclear power was seen as critical to
1999, for example, approximately 35 quadrillion Blu of energy were con- avoiding energy dependence. Geopolilics appear lo have played a role
sumed to generate electricity at utilities in the United Stales, but only 11 as well; President Dwight Eisenhower's Atoms for Peace program was
quadrillion Blu worth of electricity were actually used directly by con- intended in part to divert fissionable materials from bombs to peaceful
sumers. Where did the other 24 quadrillion Btu go? Energy is never de- uses such ascivilian nuclear power.
stroyed but it does change form. The chemical energy contained in fossil
fuels, for example, is converted at the generator to the desired electrical In 1951 an experimental reactor sponsored by the U.S. Atomic Energy
energy. Because of theoretical and practical limits on the efficiency of Commission generated the first electricity from nuclear power. The Brit-
conversion equipment, much of the energy in the fossil fuels is "lost," ish completed the first operable commercial reactor, a Calder ilall, in
mostly as waste heat. The overall energy efficiency of a system can be in- 1956. The U.S. Shippingporl unit, a design based on powerplants used in
creased through the tandem production of electricity and some form of nuclear submarines, followed a year later. In cooperation with the U.S.
useful thermal energy. This process, known as cogeneration, reduces electric utility industry, reactor manufacturers then built several demon-
waste energy by utilizing otherwise unwanted heat in the form of steam, stralion plants and made connlimentl o build additional plants al fixed
hot water, or hot air for other purposes, such as operating pumps or for prices. This commiiment helped launch coimiercial nuclear power in ihe
space heating or cooling. United States.

Tile success of tile demionstration plants and the growing awareness of
In addition to the conversion losses, line losses occur during the transmis- U.S dependency on imported crude oil led to a wave of entusias for
sion and distribution of electricity as it is transferred via connecting wires
from the generating plant to substations (transmission), where its voltage is Cumulative Oders for Nuclear Generating Units
lowered, and from the substations to end users (distribution), such as
homes, hospitals, stores, schools, and businesses. The generating plant it- 300
self uses some of the electricity. In the end, for every three units of energy
that are converted to create electricity, only about one unit actually reaches 250 -
the end user.

200 -

Nuclear Energy /
0 150 -

Among all the major forms of energy now in use, only nuclear power is ha- E
tive to the 20'h century. The central insight--hat the controlled fission of 100-
heavy elements could release enormous energies-came to British physi-
cist Ernest Rutherford in 1904, and research during the 1930s convinced 50 -
scientists that a controlled chain reaction was possible. Enrico Fermi's
group achieved such a reaction for the first time in December 1942 at the 0 -'---'r -r-r- -r ..
University of Chicago in a primitive graphite-moderated reactor built on a 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995
vacant squash court.
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nuclear electric power that sent orders for reactor units soaring between I
1966 and 1974 (Figure 29). The number of operable units increased in Fgure 31. Nuclear Generating Units Cancelled or Shut Down
turn, as ordered units were constructed, tested, licensed for full power ' -

operation, and connected to the electricity grid (Figure 30). However, et ,
the curve of operable units lagged behind tie curve of ordered units Cuinulativo
somewhat because of the long construction times required for the large, 125 - c ions
complex plants. The total number of U.S. operable reactor units peaked
in 1990 at 112. 100 -

Orders for new units fell off sharply after 1974. Of the total of 259 units or- ' 75 -
dered to date, none was ordered after 1978. Althlugh safety concents, espe- .0
cially after the accident at Three Mile Island in 1979, reinforced a growing 50
wariness of nuclear power, the chief reason for its declining momentum in Z /a
the United States was economic. The promise of nuclear electric power had J Cumulatvdo
been that it would, in the now-famous phrase, make energy "too cheap to me- 25 -Shutdown

ter." In reality, nuclear power plants have always been'costly to build and, _---' '
for several reasons, became radically more costly between the mid-1960s 0 ..... , .....
and the mid- 1970s. Utilities began building large plants before much experi- 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995
ence had been gained with small ones. Expected economies of scale did not
materialize. Many units were forced to undertake costly design changes and
equipment retrofits, partially as a result of the Three Mile Island accident. These trends disillusioned many utilities and investors. Interest in further
Meanwhile, nuclear power plants have also had to compete with conven- orders subsided and many ordered units were cancelled before they were
tionalcoal-ornaturalgas-firedplantswithdecliningoperatingcosts. built. By the end of 1999, 124 units had been cancelled, 48 percent of all

ordered units (Figure 31).

Figure 30. Operable Nuclear Generating Units The average capacity factor of U.S. nuclear units-the ratio of the

electricity they actually produced in a given year to the electricity they
150 ,- could have produced if run at continuous full power-has improved

steadily over tile years, and reached 86 percent in 1999. However, as oper-
125 - able nuclear power plants have aged, some have become uneconomic to

operate or have otherwise reached the end of their useful.lives. By the end

1 00 - of 1999, 28 once-operable units had been shut down permanently. The
: / joint effect of shutdowns and lack of new units coming on line is that the
' number of U.S. operable units has fallen off since 1990 to 104. In its An-

0 75 - n lrnual Energy Outlook 2000, EIA projects Iltat 41 percent of the nuclear gen-
oE erating capacity tliat existed at the end of 1998 will be retired by 2020. No
Z 50 - new plants are expected to be built during the period.

25 - Renewable Energy

0 r ill blt tlie must recent fractio oil ll hun;l iy's tilm on L Earil , virtually all
1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 energy was renewable energy. i:rior to the widespread use of fossil fuels
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an(t nuc:eal power, which arrived only an eyeblink ago in relative ecrms, Modern renewable sources in the United States contribute about as
there was essentially nothing else. Our ancestors warmed themselves di- imutch (roughly on(c-lcnli) to total encigy production as does nuclear
rcctly in the sun, burned brush and fuclwood fashioned by photosynthesis power (Figure 32). Jusl as water power was relatively more importianti
from sunlight and nutricnts, harnessed the power of wind and water created than wind energy in pir-industrial limes, renewable energy today is
mainly by sun-driven atmospheric and hydrologic cycles, and of course dominated by hydroelectric power. About 45 perceil olihe U.S. renew-
used their own musclepower and that of animals. able total in 1999 camle froml hydroelectric power generation, which

uses dam-imponuemmd water to drive turbine generators that mak elec-
We still depend heavily on renewable energy in these primeval forms. But tricity. The American hydropower infrastructure is extensive and in-
various cultures have also found more inventive means of harnessing re- cudes the grcat dams of the intermountain West, the Columbia basin,
newable resources, from mounting sails on wheelbarrows, as did ancient and the Tennessee Rivcr vallcy, as well ashundreds- of oiher smaller
Chinese laborers, to gathering and burning buffalo dung, as did American Installations nationwide.
settlers making their way west. The story of renewable energy is one of
the invention and refinement of technologies for extracting both more en- Most of the rest of the U.S. renewable energy total came fro wooj. I
ergy and more useful forms of it from a wider variety of renewable w Oa diverse category that includes not only the obvious candiidaes
sources. Many energy experts believe that the age of fossil fuels is only an -"such as wood, methanol, and ethanol) but also peat, wood liquors, wood
interlude between pre- and post-industrial eras dominated by the use of re- sludge, railroad ties, pitch, municipal solid waste, agriciltural waste,
newable energy. straw, tires, landfill gas, fish oil, and other things. Wood and wood by-

products are the most heavily used form of biomass and figure promi-
nently in the energy consunmptin of such industries as paper

Some renewable energy technologies, such as water- and wind-driven manufacturing and lumber, which hale ready access to them.aI et- 2
mills, have been in use for centuries. Grain mills powered by waterwheels inl was third in 1999, accounting for about 5 percent of U.S w-
have existed since at least the first century B.C. and became commonplace able energy production.
long ago. In England, for example, the Domesday Book survey of 1086
counted 5,624 mills in the south and east alone. They were to be found
throughout Europe and elsewhere and were used for a wide variety of me-
chanical tasks in addition to milling, front pressing oil to making wire. Figure 32. Renewable Energy In Total Energy Production, 1999
Some installations were surprisingly large. The Romans built a mill with
16 wheels and an output of over 40 horsepower near Aries in France. A gi-
ant 72-foot waterwheel with an output of 572 horsepower, dubbed Lady
Isabella, was erected at a mine site on the Isle of Man in 1854. Further de-
velopment of waterwheels ended with the invention of water turbines.
Both types of machines were supplanted by large steam engines, which
could be sited nearly anywhere. Turbines, however, found an important Fi
niche with the development of hydroelectric power. Xo S

Windmills are a younger but still ancient technology, dating at least to the

10 h century in the Middle East, a bit later in Europe. In one torm or an- i d 11"
other, windmills have remained in use ever since, for milling grain, pump-
ing water, working metal, sawing, and crushing chalk or sugar cane. As
mentioned in the introduction, American farms of the 191h century erected
millions of small windmills to pump water for livestock or household use.
In the modern era, technologically advanced windmills have been devel-
oped for generating electricity.
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Despite t:-eii cachet, solar ener 'yphot voltaic and thlermial an wd King Edward I of Ellanl, for instIlcc, so oljeclcd lu Ilte noxious smnokefenergy c~ 0 con*tribuicey rb . The crativegy t to renewable t86l- 1, pe r-and [unies from .oidon's many coal-buring fires that in 1306 hlie tried
cent an one-half 3 ercent resp rIve peak year for U.S. ianu- (uisuccessliilly) lo ban its use by f anyone except blacksmilis. o eut tieacturers' shipmens o so lar a collectors was 1981, wh e n. 21 , enornious scale of modern enregy use has sharply increased concerns
million square feet were shipped. From 1991 through 1998, an average about unwanted lenvilonllenlal elffecs. No form of energy production is
of 7.4 million square feet were shipped each year. Over 90 percent of entirely lree of thlel, including renewable energy. Damming rivers and
the solar thermal collectors went to thie residential sector in 1998. streams for hydropower facilities radically alters natural streatni lows in
Ninety-three percent of the newly shipped collectors were used to heat ways that can threalten or endanger aquatic species. Wind-turbile genera-
swimming pools, while 6 percent were used for water heating and less tors can make noise and kill birds. Biomlass generating plants tha rely on
than I percent for space heating. Prices for photovoltaic cells have plantation forestry for fuel can displace natural forest habitat and reduce
fluctuated in recent years, while the volume'of shipments in 1998 was biological diversity.nearly nine times the 1985 volume. U.S. wind energy production rose58 percent between 1989 and 1999 but remains a very small factor in re- Among the most significant environmental effects of energy productionnewable energy here. 

and consumption is the emission of greenhouse gases. Such gases-car-bon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, and olhers--block infrared radiationtoancos pEnvironmental Indicators hsrnedectrfrom the Earth to space and retain tile captured heat in the atmosphere.sEerncvironemestal Infdicators This greenhouse effect keeps the Earth's climate hospitable to life. But theThe use of energy brings undisputed benefits, but it also incurs costs, possibility of carbon-dioxide-forcedwariminiig of the climate has been pos-The use of energy brings undisputed benefits, but it also incurs costs. tulated since 1861, and in recent years many scientists have come to be-
Some of these costs show up on consumers' utility bills. The charges lev- e 86 n e

lieve that anthropogenic (human-caused) addition's to greenhouse gases areied on consumers by an energy producer (an electric utility with a raising global average temperatures and may produce harmful changes in
coal-fired generating plant, for instance) are designed to cover the pro- the global climate. Energy-relaled greenhouse gas emissions make up a
ducer's costs of building the power plant, extracting coal from the ground, signiicant fraction f all such emissions, and the Unied States, as one of
transporting it to the power plant, crushing it to the proper size for combus- the world's largest producers and consumers of fossil fuels, is responsible
tion, maintaining the generating turbines, paying workers and managers, for a major portion of global energy-related emissions.Energy In ofor a aajor 

portion of global energy-related Reissions.
and so on.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) accounts for the largesl share of combined
One important category of costs that often is not reflected in consumers' antlropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. Ill 1998 U.S. anthropogenic CO2
bills is energy-related environmental effects. These unwanted effects can emissions totaled about 5.5 billion metric tons (of gas; I ton of carbon
be thought of as the tail end of the energy cycle, which begins with extrac- equals 3.667 tons of carbon dioxide gas), 0.2 percent higher than the year
tion and processing of fuels (or gathering of vind or solar energy), pro- before and 20 percent higher than in 1985 (Figure 33). Nearly 99 percent
ceeds with conversion to useful forms by means of petroleum refining, of this total was energy-related emissions, especially from petroleum con-
electricity generation, and other processes, and then moves on to distribu- sumed by the transportation sector, coal burned by electric utilities, andtion to, and consumption by, end-users. Once the energy has rendered the natural gas used by industry, homes, and businesses.services for which it is consumed, all that is left are the byproducts of en-ergy use, i.e., waste heat, mine tailings, sulfur dioxide and carbon dioxide Energy-related emissions of methane, another importanl greenhouse gas,gases, spent nuclear fuel, and many others. reurmaitied at 10 million metric tolls in 1998. While about 35 percent of U.S,menlhane emissions sleunllied from energy use, most came from landfills and
All energy use has unwanted effects of one kind or another; even a simple such agricultural sources as rumlilmalt animals (cattle and sheep) and their
campfire produces eye-stinging smoke as well as warmth. The effects can wastes. Elmlissions of a third potenit greenhouse gas, nitrous oxide, re-
be local or widespread, and neither type is only a concern of modern limes. ulaaiied about tle sainte in 1998, at 1.2 million nietric tons.
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Figure 33. Carbon Dioxide Emissions foresee critical butl iexpected events, suclh as Ilie 1973 oil cnibaigo-- llh
projections call sketch a plausible general picture of IfuUre developments

~~~~~~~~7 ~~~~~- agivr,1e kilown trenlds inl tehnoology and demilographics and curretil laws and
7regulations. .' .~

) 6- -
6 5. 2 5.4 5.5 55 Tlhe projections in AEO 2000 suggest our near-terni energy future will be

' 5 - 46 46 47 9 49 51 ne of more: consumption, production, imports, and emissions. Real en-
m l ee lBI 11| pe~8 s~ ~s ~ ~ ra11 ~ Bb|l %l~i~ ~ ergy prices are expected either to increase slowly (petroleun and natural

2 4 - gas) or to decline (coal and electricity). Thcse circumstances will encour-
o age greater consumiption (I:igure 34), and AEO 2000 projects U.S. total

3- consuimpion to reach 121 quadrillion Utu in 2020, 27 percent higher than
in 1998. Consunlptiotn rises in all seclurs, but growth is especially strong in

.o 2 - transportation because of more travel and greater freight requirements.

* SV SEf i 9I U- vim l I 61JiIDespite the geneial increase in energy consumption, efficiency gains and
rising population keep per-capita use of energy roughly stable through

0- 2020, according to the projections. Energy intensity, expressed as energy
1985 1987 1989 1991 1993 1Q95 19971985 17 19 1991 1993 1995 1997 use per dollar of gross domestic product, has declined since 1970 and is ex-

pected to continue falling.

All sectors of the U.S. economy contribute to energy-related greenhouse More energy consumption, of course, means more energy produc-
gas emissions, especially COI. Of 1998 energy-related CO 2 emissions of lion-somewhere. Because the output of aging U.S. oil fields will continue
1.5 billion metric tons of carbon (5.4 billion tons of gas), the industrial and to drop, rising demand for petroleum will have to be met by imports. The
transportation sectors each accounted for about one-third, the residential share of U.S. petroleum consumption met by net imports is projected to
sector for about one-fifth, and the commercial sector for the remainder. In-
dustry's emissions derive from a broad mix of fossil-origin energy, includ- Figure 34. Energy Consumption by Fuel, 1949-2020
ing electricity, petroleum, natural gas, and coal. Not surprisingly, the
transportation sector emits carbon dioxide mostly via the consumption of 60 - History Projections
petroleum (especially motor gasoline, distillate fuels such as diesel, and jet
fuel). Residential- and commercial-sector emissions are owed mostly to the 50 -
use of electricity and natural gas. .

40 - Petroleum .

The U.S. Energy Outlook -
30 /

Future patterns of energy production, use, and consequences in the United . NaturalGas
States are, of course, purely speculative. But educated guesses can be made 20 - N' N°RHwayoe ct""
by means of sophisticated computer models, such as the Energy Inforiiia- Ene.gy
lion Administration's National Energy Modeling System (NEMS). EIA's 0o -" X " Nulear Elecric
current projections are published in its Annual Energy Outlook 2000 (AEO - ......
2000) and extend through 2020. Although emphatically not to be taken as 0 ;, ' ' ' Hydroelecric.Po.w er

predictions-no existing or imaginable model pretends to be able to 1950 1960 1970. 1980 1890 2000 2010 2020
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rise from 5L percent in 1998 to 64 percent in 2020. Domestic natural gas 15. Ibid , Table. 5 15.
production, on the other hand, increases 1.5 percent per year on average, an 16. Ibid., Table 5.19. I
increase sufficient to meet most of the higher demnand. Output from the Na- 17. liid., Table 6.1. .
lion's vast coalfields likewise incre:.-.s to meet rising domestic demand. 18. Ibid., Table 6.3. 'i0
Growth in production of energy froi:. renewaole sources is less than I per- 19. Ibid., Table 6.4.
cent per year, while output frnom nuclear power facilities declines 20. Ibid., Table 6.5.
significantly. 21. Ibid., Table 7.2.

22. Ibid.
Unless policies to reduce emissi -is of carbon dioxide (such as those pro- 23. Ibid., Table 7.3.
posed under the 1997 Kyoto Proto il) are adopted, greater use of fossil fu- 24. Ibid., Table 8.2.
els, slow market penetration by renewable energy sources, and less use of 25. Ibid., Table 8.9.
nuclear power will inevitably lead to higher emissions. AEO 2000 projects 26. Ibid., Table 8.3.
U.S. energy-related carbon dioxide emissions to reach nearly 2 billion met- 27. Ibid., Table 8. .
ric tons of carbon (7.3 billion tons of gas) in 2020, 33 percent more than in 28. Calculated front data in Annual Energy Review 1999, Tables 8.13 (rcsi-
1998. dential electricity) and A6, 5.22 (all types of motor gasoline) and A3, and

6.9 (residential natural gas) and A4.

What of our long-term energy future? That is even more speculative. Many 29. Annrul Energy Review 1999, Table 9. 1.
would argue that the world is destined to move beyond fossil fuels eventu- 30 Ibid.
ally; if the threat of global climate change does not compel it, then ex- 31. Ibid
hausted supplies and rising prices may. The far future seems likely to 32. Ibid., Table 1.2.
belong to renewable sources of energy. Although the form they take may be 33. Ibid., Table 12.1.
radically different than in the past-solar hydrogen and advanced 34. History: Energy Inforilation Administration, Annual Energy Reviev

1999, Table 1.3. Projections: Energy Information Administralion, Awnmalphotovoltaics, perhaps, rather than fuelwood and dung-humankind's999 abljections: nergy Infornation Admiistraion, Asnual
sources of energy thus will have comefull circle. Eergy Otlook 2000, Tables A and A18.
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CONCEPTS FOR AN EXECUTIVE ORDER

FOR GEOTHERMAL DEVELOPMENT ON FEDERAL PUBLIC LANDS

POLICY - Consistent with the National Energy Policy relating to all energy sources, and

specifically to renewable sources, all federal agencies, under the lead of the Departments of

Energy and Interior are directed, consistent with applicable law, to undertake appropriate

actions to expedite the development and production of geothermal resources from federal

lands and to facilitate the sale of electricity from geothermal sources into the energy market.

SPECIFIC DIRECTIVES

* It is a national priority, consistent with other laws, to develop and expand the use

of geothermal energy resources on federal lands. Federal agencies including, but

not limited to the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the U.S. Forest

Service (USFS), involved in geothermal leasing, permitting or other reviews are

directed to give geothermal energy projects expeditious and priority consideration

and minimize impediments and unnecessary requirements upon geothermal

operations;

* The Department of the Interior (DOI) is directed to review its regulations and

existing legal authority to enhance BLM's authority under the Geothermal Steam

Act to ensure timely decisions or actions involving geothermal leases and

subsequent permitting or review, including actions taken by other agencies. and to

I DAOI 142002'O .oc 1 I
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establish specific goals and timeframes for completion of leasing, permitting and

other actions;

The DOI is directed to expeditiously review all moratoria and withdrawals of land

preventing exploration and development in Known Geothermal Resource Areas,

and where considerations of additional energy supply outweigh the original

purposes of the moratoria or withdrawal, to modify any such order to permit

consideration of development under applicable law;

· The DOI is directed that all active pending administrative appeals concerning

geothermal energy development should be expedited, including the consideration

of assumption of jurisdiction of such appeals by the Secretary in order to reach

final decisions on such-appeals;

* The BLM is directed to decide whether or not to issue leases or hold a competitive

lease sale within 90 days for all pending lease applications;

* DOI is directed to examine whether a portion of the federal share from geothermal

royalties should be set aside for Native American Tribes that demonstrate

historical ties to the land or operate as local units of government and to take

appropriate regulatory action or propose legislative amendments as it determines

necessary;

* BLM is directed to work with the U.S. Geological Survey, DOE. and USFS to

fund geophysical studies, including the drilling of temperature gradient core holes.

! DA01 142()07 .do -2- 3 I u
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to help characterize new potential geothermal resources in order to define high

potential areas that can be offered for competitive bidding;

* BLM is directed to review its geothermal lease management rule, guidelines and

practices to ensure that they promote and facilitate development;

* Federal agencies, especially the power marketing administrations, are directed to

consider purchasing geothermal energy as part of their "green" power promotion

efforts, and DOD is directed to consider long-term geothermal contracts in order

to promote new development; and

* DOI is directed to review geothermal leasing and regulations by other agencies

(including DOD) and to report on actions that could be taken to promote

geothermal development and ensure uniform lease terms, administration and

royalty policies;

* The Department of Energy is directed to establish a National Geothermal

Coordinating Committee (as recommended by the February 28, 2001 NREL

Report) to facilitate agency actions supporting and expediting the expanded

production or energy from geothermal resources; and

* The Department of the Treasury is directed, in cooperation with the Department of

Energy. to consider expanding the production tax credit to geothermal energy as

part of its deliberations implementing the tax recommendations of the NEPDG.

'DA()I1420027.d )c] -3- I I t
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Preface

In December 2000 the U.S. Environmental Protection suggested bv the Committee, most of the major assump-
Agency (EPA) issued a final rulemaking on Heavy-Duty tions in this report are consistent with those used by the
Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel EPA in its Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) of the Rule.
Sulfur Control Requirements. The purpose of the rule-
making is to reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides and Within its Independent Expert Review Program, EIA
particulate matter from heavy-duty highway engines arranged for leading experts in the fields of energy and
and vehicles that use diesel fuel. The rulemaking economic analysis to review earlier versions of this anal-
requires new emissions standards for heavy-duty high- ysis and provide comment. The reviewers provided
wav vehicles that will take effect in model vear 2007. comments on two draft versions of the report and dis-
"The pollution emitted by diesel engines contributes cussed their comments in a joint meeting. All comments
greatly to our nation's continuing air quality problems," from the reviewers either have been incorporated or
the EPA noted in its regulatory announcement. "Even were thoroughly considered for incorporation. As is
with more stringent heavy-duty highway engine stan- always the case when peer reviews are undertaken, not
dards set to take effect in 2004, these engines will con- all the reviewers may be in agreement with all the meth-
tinue to emit large amounts of oxides of nitrogen (NO) odology, inputs, and conclusions of the final report. The
and particulate matter (PM), both of which contribute to contents of the report are solely the responsibility of EIA.
serious public health problems in the United States." The assistance of the following reviewers in preparing

the report is gratefully acknowledged:
While the review of this rule was underway, the Com-
mittee on Science of the U.S. House of Representatives Ravmond E. Orv
asked the Energ' Information Administration (EIA) to Baker an d O'Brien, Inc.
provide an analysis of the proposal (Appendix A). The Norman Duncan
Committee noted that the proposed rule would reduce nstitute, Universit of HoustonEnergy Institute, University of Houston
the level of sulfur in highway diesel by 97 percent.
"These deep sulfur reductions will require significant Kevin Waguespack
investment s that not all refiners mav choose to make. As PricewaterhouseCoopers
a result, diesel fuel supplies could be affected," the Com-
mittee's letter stated. The legislation that established EIA in 1977 vested the

organization with an element of statutory independ-
In response to the Committee's request, EIA undertook ence. EIA does not take positions on policy questions. It
an analysis incorporating two different analytical is the responsibility of EIA to provide timely, high-
approaches Mid-term issues and trends are addressed quality information and to perform objective, credible
through scenario analysis using EIA's National Energy analyses in support of the deliberations of both public
Modeling System. In addition, refinery cost analysis and private decisionmakers. The information contained
addresses the uncertainty of supply in the short term. herein should be attributed to the Energy Information
Discussion of the key issues and uncertainties related Administration and should not be construed as advocat-
to the distribution of ultra-low-sulfur diesel is based ing or reflecting any policy position of the U.S Depart-
on intenriews with a number of pipeline carriers. As ment of Energy or any other organization.
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Executive Summary
This study was undertaken at the request of the Com- through scenario analysis using EIA's National Energy
mittee on Science, U.S. House of Representatives. The Modeling System (NEMS). The Committee on Science
Committee asked the Energy Information Administra- requested that these analyses use assumptions consis-
tion (EIA) to provide an analysis of the Final tent with the Regulatory Impact Analysis publil;.cd by
Rulemaking on Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Stan- the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Dis-
dards and Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control Require- cussion of the key issues and uncertainties related to the
ments, which was signed by President Clinton in distribution of ULSD is based on interviews with a num-
December 2000.1 ber of pipeline carriers.

The purpose of the rulemaking is to reduce emissions of Although highway-grade diesel is the second most con-
nitrogen oxides (NO,) and particulate matter (PM) from sumed petroleum product, gasoline is the most impor-
heavy-duty highway engines and vehicles that use die- tant product by far. In 1999 highway diesel accounted
sel fuel. The new rule requires refiner'; and importers to for 12 percent of total petroleum consumption and aso-
produce highway diesel meeting a 15 parts per million line 43 percent. 2 Consumption of highway-grade diesel
(ppm) maximum requirement, starting June 1, 2006; (500 ppm) accounted for 68 percent of the distillate fuel
however, pipelines are expected to require refiners to market in 1999, although 9 percent went to non-road
provide diesel fuel with an even lower sulfur content, (rail, farming, industry) and home heating uses. 3 Higher
somewhat below 10 ppm, in order to compensate for sulfur distillate (more than 500 ppm sulfur), used exclu-
contamination from higher sulfur products in the sys- sively for nor-road and home heating needs, accounted
tem, and to provide a tolerance for testing. Diesel meet- for the other 2 percent of the distillate market.
ing the new specification will be required at terminals by
Julv 15, 2006, and at retail stations and wholesalers by

I"t 'Assessment of Short-Term EffectsSeptember 1. 2006. Under a "temporary compliance of
option" (phase-in), up to 20 percent of highway diesel of the Rule
fuel produced may continue to meet the current 500
ppm sulfur limit through May 2010; the remaining 80 Whether there will be adequate supply of diesel fuel as
percent of the highway diesel fuel produced must meet the new standard becomes effective in June 2006 isone
the new 15 ppm maximum. of the kev questions raised b the House Cnmmrtee on

Science in the request for analysis. To assess this possi-
The purpose of this study is to assess the possible impact bilirv, cost increases for individual refineries to produce
of the new sulfur requirement on the diesel fuel market. ULSD were estimated, the cost increases were arraved
The study discusses the implications of the new regula- from smallest to largest, and the resulting cost cur,'es
tions for vehicle fuel efficiency and examines the tech- were matched against projected demand and imports.
nology, production, distribution, and cost implications The cost curves reflect investment requirements and
of supplying diesel fuel to meet the new standards. In operating costs for refineries in Petroleum Administra-
order to address both the short-term and mid-term tion for Defense Districts (PADDs) I through 'V. 4 ULSD
supply issues identified by the Committee on Science, production costs were estimated for different groups of
this analysis incorporates two different analytical refineries based on size, sulfur content of feeds, fraction
approaches. Refinery cost analysis addresses the uncer- of cracked stocks in the feed, 5 boiling range of the feed,
tainty of supply in the short term, during the transition and fraction of highway diesel produced. Unlike ULSD
to ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel (ULSD) in 2006. Mid-term analyses conducted bv the EPA and others, the cost
issues and trends (2007 through 2015) are addressed curves relied on proprietary stream data collected by

1U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Control of Air Pollution from New Motor Vehicles: Heavv-Dunr Engine and Vehicle Stan-
dards and Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control Requirements: Final Rule," Federal Register. 40 CFR Parts 69.80. and 86 (January 16, 2001 )

2Energy Information Administration, Petroleum Supply Annual 1999, DOE/EIA-0340(99)/1 (Washington. DC, lune 2000), Table 3
3 Energy Information Administration, Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales 1999. DOE/EIA-0525(99) (Washington, DC. September 2000). Tables

19-23
4PADD V was not included in this analysis, because supply concerns are less of an issue in the transition period, and the requirement tor

California Air Resources Board diesel makes the PADD V market different from those in PADDs I-IV.
5Cracked stocks are previously processed streams hat are more difficult to treat
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EIl. 6 The capital and operating costs for the different * In the Cautious Expansion scenario, current produc-
groups were developed fto. EIA by the staff of the ers with competitive cost structures for ULSD pro-
National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL), con- duction and high fractions of highway diesel
sistent with the EPA analysis. Return on investment was production (greater than 70 percent) are assumed to
assumed to be 5.2 percent after taxes, consistent with the maintain current production levels and, possibly, to
EPA's assumption of a 7-percent before-tax return on push production of ULSD toward 100 percent of
investment. Costs were not adjusted to take sulfur credit their distillate production if only minor increases in
trading into account, because of the uncertainty about per-unit production costs occur for the increased
whether trading would occur and the value of the cred- volume.
its. If credit trading occurred, costs could be reduced.

* The Moderate New Market Entry scenario assumes
Cost representations of desulfurization units were used that a selective number of refineries currently pro-
to develop four sets of cost curves, based on four differ- ducing little or no highway diesel will enter the
ent investment rationales (Table ES1). Within a given ULSD market The underlying premise is that a lim-

supply curve, the relative costs of different groups of ited number of companies would think that they
refineries provide an indicator of possible supply short- would be able to gain market share without depress-
falls at the beginning of the ULSD requirement in the ing margins to the extent of undercutting profits.
summer of 2006. Some refiners may be able to produce
ULSD at a cost of about 2.5 cents per gallon; however, at *-The Assertive Investment scenario assumes that a
the volumes needed to meet demand, costs are esti- larger number of refiners would make the requisite
mated at 5.4 to 6.8 cents per gallon,7 and they could be investments to either maintain or gain share in the
higher if supply falls short of demand and consumers highway diesel market. In this scenario, refiners
bid up the price. The behavior of refiners will be influ- would believe that most of their competitors were
enced by their expectation of what others will do and is overly cautious, and that they could succeed by tak-
therefore subject to considerable uncertainty. ing a contrary strategy (which in reality would be

adopted by far more refiners than anticipated).
The four refinery investment scenarios have progres-
sively more volume and are defined as follows: As a result of distribution limitations and non-road uses,

the amount of ULSD actually needed to balance demand
* The Competitive Investment scenario includes only in 2006 is highly uncertain. Accordingly, a range of

those refiners that are very likely to prepare to pro- demand estimates was developed to account for some of
duce ULSD in 2006. They currently hold market the uncertainty (Table ES2 and Figure ES1). The Small

_ share and are estimated to be able to produce ULSD Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options demand
at a competitive cost. Refiners with highway diesel estimate was calculated as 80 percent of the estimated
as a relatively low fraction of their distillate produc- demand for transportation distillate for both highway
tion are assumed to abandon the market unless their and non-road uses in PADDs I-IV in 2006 (excluding
cost per unit of production is competitive at current production by small refineries, which are allowed to
highway diesel production levels, request waivers to delay production until 2010), repre-

senting the EPA's requirement to produce 80 percent
ULSD after the regulation takes effect. The Small Refiner
and Temporary Compliance Options with Imports

Table ES1. Short-Term Scenarios
Number of Refineries

Scenario Producing ULSD Characteristics
(1) Competitive Investment 66 Current low-sulfur diesel producers maintain market share. Low-traction

producers drop out.
(2) Cautious Expansion 66 Some low-sulfur diesel producers in Scenario 1 expand production.

(3) Moderate New Market Entry 67 One refinery not currently producing low-sulfur diesel enters the ULSD market.
Nine other producers in Scenario 2 expand production.

(4) Assertive Investment 74 A larger number of refineries not currently producing low-sulfur diesel enter the
ULSD market. Some others expand production.

Notes: Current low-sulfur diesel contains 500 ppm sulfur. ULSD contains 7 ppm sulfur to compensate for contamination and to provide a tolerance
for testing.

Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting.

6 The EPA used EIA data on refinery capacity and diesel production in its refinery-by-refiney analysis.
7 These are marginal costs on the industry supply curve, based on average refinery costs for producing ULSD. These cost estimates do not

include additional costs for distribution, estimated at 1.1 cents per gallon in the mid-term analysis. 925 A
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estimate assumes that imports from Canada and the transportation demand, that the tempora nr compliance
Virgin Islands will continue at historical levels (Demand option will further reduce this demand by 20 percent,
B, which matches the demand projection in the and that imports will remain at historical levels. Finally,
mid-term analysis described in Chapter 6). The High- the Highway Use Only, Small Refiner and Temporary
way Use Only, Small Refiner and Temporary Compli- Compliance Options with Higher Imports estimate
ance Options with Imports estimate (Demand C) (Demand D) assumes a higher level of ULSD imports.'
assumes that ULSD will be used onyi to meet highway

Table ES2. Short-Term Demand Estimates. 2006
Demand Level

(Thousand Barrels
Estimate per Day) Characteristics

Demand A: Small Refiner and Temporary Comoliance 2.026 75 percent ot transportation demand.
Options

Demand B: Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance 1.946 Demand estimate A. less projecied imports from Canada and
Options with Imports the U.S. Virgin Islanas.

Demand C: Highway Use Only. Small Refiner and 1.662 65 percert of ranscortation demand. less orolected imports from
Temporary Compliance Options with Imports Canaoa anc the U.S V!rgin slancs.
Demand D: Hignway Use Only. Small Refiner and 1.626 Demand estimate C. less nigher projected mDorns
Temporary Compliance Ootions wltr Higher Imports

Source: National Energy Modeling System. run DSU71NV.D043001A.

Figure ES1. ULSD Cost Curve Scenarios with 2006 Demand Estimates
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ifWe combined cost curves for PADDs I-IV show that the short of the demand level projected in the Small Refiner
total volume of ULSD production on the cost curves for and Temporary Compliance Options with Imports esti-
the Competitive Investment and Cautious Expansion mate in both the higher capital cost and higher required
scenarios, production reaches the two lowest demand return on investment sensitivity cases.
estimates, although at different costs (Figure ES1). In the
Moderate New Market Entry scenario, production just The scenarios indicate the possibility of a tight diesel
reaches the Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance market when the ULSD Rule is implemented.
Options with Imports estimate. In the Assertive Invest- Supply scenarios that assume more cautious investment
ment scenario, production just reaches the Small Refiner indicate inadequate supply compared with the demand
and Temporary Compliance Options estimate. levels projected in the Annual Energy Outlook 2001. Only

more aggressive investment scenarios or lower demand
The largest shortfall-estimated at 264,000 barrels per scenarios show adequate supply to meet estimated
day relative to the Small Refiner and Temporary Corn- demand. Furthermore, this anal, is corr:pares supply
pliance Options demand estimate (Demand A, the high- and demand at a very aggregate level. M.-illining a
est demand estimate in Table ES2)-occurs in the balance of supply and demar.d .cross regions and
Competitive Investment scenario (which assumes the throughout the distribution system could be even more
most cautious investment strategy and has the lowest difficult.
production estimate). The largest surplus-517,000 bar-
rels per day relative to the Highway Use Only, Small If supplies fell short of demand, sharp price increases
Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options with would likely occur'to balance supply and demand.
Higher Imports estimate (the lowcst demand esti- Sharply higher prices would curtail demand for diesel
mate)-occurs in the Assertive Investment scenario fuel. Truckers would reduce consumption to the extent
(which assumes the most aggressive investment strat- possible and try to pass higher fuel costs on to custom-
egy and has the highest production estimate). ers, who would then look for alternative means to trans-

port goods. In this situation refiners would attempt to
With the Highway Use Only, Small Refiner and Tempo- maximize ULSD production. Some additional produc-
rary Compliance Options with Imports demand esti- tion may be possible by, for example, shifting some
mate (Demand C), all the production scenarios project non-road distillate or jet fuel streams into ULSD. Addi-
sufficient supply (at least in the aggregate). For the Small tional imports of ULSD or jet fuel could be forthcoming
Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options with if there were large price differentials between markets.
Imports demand estimate (Demand B), the Moderate
New Market Entry and Assertive Investment produc- In 2006, little ULSD will actually be needed, because few
tion scenarios provide supplies that are higher than new vehicles requiring ULSD will be on the road by
demand by 197,000 barrels per day and 6,000 barrels per then. If it becomes apparent that there will be inadequate
day, respectively. Supplies in the Competitive Invest- supply, or if distillate markets are tight, the EPA could
ment and Cautious Expansion scenarios fall short of temporarily reduce the required proportion of ULSD
Demand B by 184,000 and 123,000 barrels per day, production, which could make additional diesel sup-
respectively. For the Small Refiner and Temporary Corn- plies available. However, a temporary reduction would
pliance Options demand estimate (Demand A), only the reduce the availability of ULSD supplies for new vehi-
Assertive Investment production scenario provides suf- cles. In its final rulemaking the EPA required refiners
ficient supply. and importers to submit a variety of reports to ensure a

smooth transition, and the agency plans to establish an
Two sensitivity cases were used to examine the effects of advisory panel to look at issues of diesel supply and
assumptions about hydrotreater capital costs and about monitor the progress of related technologies.
return on investment. The capital costs assumed in the
initial set of four scenarios are similar to those used in
the EPA analysis. When the capital costs for hydro- Assessment of Mid-Term Effects
treater units are assumed to be about 40 percent higher of the Rule
than assumed in the initial set of scenarios, production
of ULSD is projected to be 25,000 to 55,000 barrels per The mid-term analysis for this study was performed
day lower, and the production costs are projected to be using the NEMS Petroleum Market Module (PMM) to
from 0.5 to 1.1 cents per gallon higher. When a 10- assess the impact of new requirements for ULSD in the
percent return on investment is assumed, as compared ,years 2007 through 2015. The PMM represents domestic
with 5.2 percent assumed in the initial set of scenarios, refinery operations and the marketing of petroleum
production is projected to be 40,000 to 66,000 barrels per products to consumption regions. Refining operations
day lower and costs 0.8 to 1.2 cents per gallon higher. are represented by a three-region linear programming
3ecause of the reduced volumes, estimated production formulation of the five PADDs. PADDs I (East Coast)
levels in the Moderate New Market Entry Scenario fall and V (West Coast) are treated as single regions, and
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PADDs II (Midwest), III (Gulf Coast), and IV (Rocky units, consistent with the results of the individual refin-
Mountains) are aggregated into one region. Each region erv analysis. In the "10'%, Downgrade" case, 10 percent of
is considered as a single firm, for which more than 80 the 15 ppm diesel produced is assumed to be down-
distinct refinery processes are modeled. Refining capac- graded to a lower value product because of contamina-
itv is allowed to expand in each region. tion with higher sulfur products in the distribution

system. In the "4% Efficiency Loss" case it is assumed
Unlike previous ULSD analyses, the PMM provides that manufacturers will meet the emissions require-
multi-year scenarios. These scenarios reflect market ments of the ULSD Rule by installing after-treatment
prices rather than average costs and implicitly include technology on new vehicles beginning in 2010, which
investment and import decisions. In contrast to the cost would result in a 4-percent loss of fuel efficiency that is
curves used in the short-term analysis, the NEMS projec- phased out as new technology emerges. In the "1.8"
tions reflect equilibrium market prices. That is, the Energy Loss" case, a greater loss of energy content is
results of the PMM scenarios assume that, in the long assum'd than in the Regulation case. In the "Higher
run, refiners will increase supply to meet demand. As a Capital Cost" case, the capital costs of the hvdrotreaters
result, the NEMS analysis reflects mo aore aggressive are 24 percent higher and 33 percent higher than in the
investment behavior than that portrayed for individual Regulation case, based on a review of the most ecent
refiners in the short-term analysis industry cost data.

The PMM was used to develop a ULSD Regulation caseThe PMM was used to develop a ULSD Regulation case The No Imports case assumes that foreign imports of
based on the provisions of the EPA's final ULSD Rule. A U w ot e availle s ass ption was no.. ULSD will not be available. This assumption was notSevere case was developed to combine five sensitivitySevere case was developed to combine five sensitivity included in the Severe case because it was deemed to be
cases associated with greater uncertainty in industry less likev. For r

less likely. Foreign supplies should be available fromoperations and costs. Finally, a No Imports case and a
Fiy., R n on ce wr Canadian refiners, who likely will move to the U.S. stan-

10 Retur o nvestment case were developed. dard at the same time as the United States, and from.a

In the Regulation case, highway diesel at the refinery large refinery in the U.S. Virgin Islands that is jointly
gate is assumed to contain a maximum of 7 ppm sulfur. owned by Armada Hess and Venezuela's national oil
Although sulfur content is limited to 15 ppm at the company, PdVSA. Both owners of the Virgin Islands
pump, there is a general consensus that refineries will plant see the United States as a strategic market. The
need to produce diesel somewhat below 10 ppm in order greatest uncertainty for import availability is likely to
to allow for contamination during the distribution pro- occur in the early years of the program, because foreign
cess. Revamping existing units to produce ULSD is refiners may delay investment until the market outlook
assumed to be undertaken by 80 percent of refineries, for ULSD is more certain.
while 20 percent build new units. The amount of ULSD
that is to be downgraded to a lower value product The 10% Return on Investment case uses the after-tax
because of sulfur contamination in the distribution svs- rate of return assumed in most other studies, which is
tern is assumed to total 4.4 percent. The energy content higher than the 5.2-percent after-tax rate used in the Reg-
of' the ULSD is assumed to decline by 0.5 percent. ulation case and in the other sensitivity cases in this
because undercutting and severe desulfurization will study, consistent with the EPA's assumption. At a rate ot
result in a lighter stream composition than 500 ppm die- return less than 10 percent, investors may hesitate to put
sel. The Rule is assumed to result in no loss in vehicle money into the refinery industry, especially for equip-
fuel efficiency. The actual after-tax return on investment ment designed for a new product.
is assumed to be 5.2 percent, which is equivalent to a
7-percent before-tax return on investment. As suggested In the Regulation case, the marginal annual pump price
b! the Committee. the major assumptions in this case are for ULSD is projected to range from 6.5 to 7.2 cents per
consistent with those used bv the EPA in its Regulatory gallon between 2007 and 2011 (Table ES3 and Figure
Impact Analysis (RIA) of the Rule."' ES2).' The peak differential is projected to occur in 2011.

when oil refiners must produce 100 percent ULSD. In
The Severe case combines five sensitivities at variance absolute terms, real marginal prices range from 51 .29 to
with the above assumptions. In the "2/3 Revamp" sensi; S1.35 per gallon in the Regulation and Severe cases from
tivitv case, two-thirds of upgrades at refineries are 2007 to 2011.2 Refiners are projected to invest 56.3 to
assumed to be accomplished by -retrofitting existing 59.3 billion to meet full compliance with the ULSD Rule
equipment and one-third by construction of all new through 2011.

'Results for the live sensttivity cases are provided in Chapter 6 and Appendix E

It L.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Regiilatino Impict Al naitis. He'ml',-DIIul E£n'Im an. l Vel h 'Ilil Stlnl fairl ,'nci Hl -hl;lii, £Il, -/ .: ,. i
.iSullir Co)!trol Reiiirenwntls. EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington. DC. December 2000).

Anarlvsis o' 200n is discussed above. As a partial year. 200 ifs not inillded in Itl eqtiilibrilm antalvi-,

]2These cases are based on variatolns from a reference cast similar io that in El.- s Aminilll Cu , 'r;,, Ou(hll,l 2't)
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After 2011, the first full year of 100 percent ULSD, the necessary for full compliance, to be making additional
projected differential of marginal prices is generally investment only to meet incremental demand, to be
expected to decline, because of lower distribution and replacing and upgrading existing equipment, and to be
capital investment costs. About 0.7 cents of the projected making incremental operating improvements that make
decline results from using the EPA's assumption that the ULSD production less challenging. A similar decline in
additional capital investments for distribution and stor- the price differential also occurs in all the sensitivity
age of a second highway diesel fuel will be fully amor- cases.
tized during the transition period. The remainder of the
drop in the post-2011 differential occurs because refiner- Through 2010, the Regulation case projections for high-
ies are assumed to have completed the upgrades way diesel consumption exceed the reference case levels

Table ES3. Variations from Reference Case Projections in the Regulation and Sensitivity Analysis Cases,
2007-2015

2007-2010 2011-2015
Analysis Case 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2015 Average Average

Difference Between End-Use Prices of ULSD and 500 ppm Diesel (1999 Cents per Gallon)
Regulation ............ 7.0 6.7 6.5 6.8 7.2 5.1 6.8 5-4
Severe ............... 8.8 8.4 8.4 8.6 10.7 6.8 8.6 7.4
No Imports ............ 8.6 8.1 7.8 8.0 8.8 6.2 8.1 6.8

Total Highway Diesel Fuel Consumption (Thousand Barrels per Day)
Regulation ............ 10 10 8 8 83 85 9 83
Severe ............... 41 40 39 57 355 374 44 366
No Imports ............ 10 9 7 7 81 83 8 81

Total Imports of Highway Diesel Fuel (Thousand Barrels per Day)

Regulation ............ -36 -1 -1 0 0 0 -10 0 -
Severe ............... -36 -1 -1 0 0 0 -10 0
No Imports ............ -120 -125 -125 -125 -125 -125 -124 -125
Source: National Energy Modeling System, runs DSUREF.D043001B. DSU7PPM.D043001A. DSU7ALL.D050101A. and DSUIMPO.D043001A.

Figure ES2. Difference Between End-Use Prices of ULSD and 500 ppm Diesel in the Reference Case,
2007-2015

1999 Cents per Gallon
2 -

Analysis Case:
I*Regulation *Severe DNo Imports

1C . .

4

2

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2015
Source: National Energy Modeling System, runs DSIREF.D043001B, DSU7PPM.D043001A. DSU7ALL.D050101A, and DSUIMPO.D0,43.01A
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by up to 10,000 barrels per day, which can be attributed Differences between regional end-use prices in the anal-
to the assumption of 0.5-percent loss in energy content. vsis cases relative to those in the reference case reflect
In 2011 the differential in consumption increases to variations in the marginal costs of producing ULSD
83,000 barrels per day, because ULSD contaminated in between regions. The cost curve analysis described in
the distribution system can no longer be downgraded to Chapter 5 indicates that PADD IV, which is made up of
500 ppm highway diesel, and refiners must therefore relatively small refineries, can be expected to be the
make more ULSD. highest cost region. The relatively high cost in PADD IV

is obscured in the mid-term analysis (Chapter 6),
In the Severe case, up to 57,000 barrels per day of addi- because PADD IV is aggregated with both PADD II and
tional highway diesel is projected to be consumed the largest and lowest cost refining region, PADD III. In
between 2007 and 2010, and an average of 366,000 bar- the transition ears of the Regulation case regional
rels per day of additional consumption is projected refining costs range from an average of .8 to 3 cents
between 2012 and 2015. The ULSD Rule by itselfbetween 2011 and 21 The U D Rule by ilf per gallon. PADD I is the highest cost region, PADD V is
accounts for an average of 9,000 barrels per day of the the lowest cost region, and PADDs II-IV (and average
additional consumption through 2010 and an average of U.S.) costs fal in between. Average marginal refining
83,000 barrels per day after 2010. The combined effects of10 Dowgrde4EfiiecyLos costs generally narrow bv about 0.5 cents per gallon in
the 2/3 Revamp, 10% Downgrade, 4 Efficiency Loss, the post-2010 period, as refineries make incremental
1.8% Energy Loss, and Higher Capital Cost cases raise improvements that allow them to produce ULSD more
consumption beyond that in the Regulation case by at efficiently
least 30,000 barrels per day through 2010, primarily
because of energy losses and higher capital cost, and bv
an average of 283,000 barrels per day after 2010 because Additional Uncertainties
of energy losses, downgrading, and efficiency losses.

Uncertainties about the pace of engine, refinery, andThe higher downgrade assumption accounts for about
210,000 barrels of the additional demand after 2010. pipeline testing technology development; the availabil-

itv of personnel, thick-walled reactors. and reciprocat-ULSD-related investments in the Severe case are pro-
ing compressors; the behavior of ULSD in the oiljected to total S9.3 billion through 2011, 53 billion more ing compressors; the behaior of USD in the oil
pipeline system; and cost recovery by oil pipelines fur-than in the Regulation case. Higher demand in the

c 11 i~ ~ ~~~, .*~ . .,~ , ther cloud the outlook for the transition to very io lev-Severe case generally results in marginal prices 1.7 to 1.9 fr t t t v l
els of sulfur in diesel fuel. The new ULSD Rule requirescents per gallon above those in the Regulation case,

ent lost ran ve thos5en e . ga. h iger not onlv that the sulfur content of transportation dieselalthough costs range up to 3.3 cents per gallon higher ina1,th h fuel oil produced bv domestic refineries be drastically2011.
reduced bv 2007, but also that emission controls on

The No Imports case explores the impact of the ULSD heavv-duty diesel engines be imposed to reduce emls-
Rule by assuming that foreign imports will not be avail- sions of NO,, PM, and hydrocarbons (HC).
able to meet the new sulfur standard. In the Regulation
case, projected imports of highway diesel are lower than Historically, engine manufactures ha e met nes emls-
in the reference case in the first few vears, because for- sions standards through modifications to engine design
eign refiners are expected to be more hesitant to invest to To meet the 2007 standard, manufacturers will have to
meet a U.S. regulation. The No Imports case assumes rel heavil v on component and system development bv
that no imports of ULSD are available, and that imports emission control equipment manufacturers. In particu-
of highway diesel are reduced bv 120,000 to 125,000 bar- lar, engine manufacturers must implement an exhaust
rels per dav between 2007 and 2015, relative to the refer- after-treatment catalyst technology to control NO, emis-
ence case. The lack of imports means that domestic sions. Currently, the EPA expects NO, adsorbers to be
refineries must produce more ULSD. The requirement the most likely emission control technology applied by
for more production results in marginal prices 1.1 to 1.6 the industry. Using current catalyst technology, the
cents per gallon higher than in the Regulation case. The fuel-rich cycle could reduce fuel efficiency by 4 percent.
higher prices in the No Imports case result in a slight To date, no NO, adsorber system has proven feasible
dampening of demand compared with the Regulation Although NO, adsorbers have demonstrated compli-
case. ance sing ULSD (7 ppm), the systems show losses in

conversion efficiency after 2.000 miles of operation. In
Because the Regulation case assumes a 5.2-percent order to meet the 2007 emission standards for
after-tax return on investment, the 10". Return on . heavy-duty diesel engines. conversion efficiencies must
Investment case must be compared with an alternative be improved, and exhaust gas recirculation equipment
base case that assumes the same return on investment must be optimized. The considerable time available for
The resulting price differentials range from 7.5 to 8.0 research and development, however, may provide gov-
cents per gallon between 2007 and 2011 and are 0.9 cents ernment and industry ample time to resolve the tuel effi-
per gallon higher or average than when the 5.2-percent ciencv loss issues associated with advanced emission
after-tax rate is ass.lmed control technologies.
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Beyond traditional hydrotreating to remove sulfur from projects. Excluding the former Soviet Union; there are
diesel streams, new technologies are under develop- only five manufacturers of reciprocating compressors in
ment that could reduce the cost of desulfurization. They the world.
include sulfur adsorption, biodesulfurization, sulfur
oxidation, gas-to-liquids, and biodiesel. Each of these The exact sulfur level at which refineries will be required
technologies is in the first stages of commercialization. to produce ULSD is not certain, because there is no expe-
Although they are being spurred by the EPA Rule, it is rience with distributing ULSD in a non-dedicated or
uncertain whether any of the new technologies will common transportation system. Residual sulfur from
make a significant contribution to meeting the require- high-sulfur material could contaminate subsequent
ments of the ULSD Rule in 2006, although they may pipeline material beyond the interface between the two
have some impact later in the decade. products. Recently, Buckeye Pipe Line conducted a test

of possible sulfur contamination from one product batch
Before the ULSD Rule takes effect in 2006, sulfur testing to another. Buckeye carefully measured the sulfur con-
methods must also be improved. The designated tent in batches of highway diesel fuel following a batch
method, ASTM 6428-99, was developed for testing sul- of high-sulfur diesel fuel and found that the sulfur con-
fur in aromatics and has not yet been adapted or evalu- tent of the second batch of highway diesel fuel
ated by industry as a test for sulfur in diesel fuel. increased. Exact sulfur levels have implications for the
Because the diesel methodology has not yet been devel- amount of material downgraded during pipeline and
oped for the designated method, it has not yet been terminal operations.
tested by multiple laboratories. There is also no readily
available and appropriate test for sulfur that will permit If no other application or action were taken by an oil
the precise cuts between batches that will be required in pipeline company, the existing tariff rates covering die-
handling ULSD. Most oil pipeline operators will proba- sel fuel would apply to ULSD when that material is dis-
bly want or need to perform in-line monitoring of sulfur tributed to markets; however, oil pipelines will incur
content, because degradation of ULSD will easily and, large incremental capital and operating costs in distrib-
possibly, frequently occur in as little as a minute's time. uting the new diesel fuel. If an oil pipeline carrier is
However, current instruments for testing sulfur do not operating under the Federal Energy Regulatory Corn-
have adequate sensitivity, accuracy, or speed for the job. mission's commonly approved index method and
Current machines require 5 to 10 minutes to complete applies its existing tariff rate to ULSD, there will be no
one analysis of a passing product stream-far too long to basis for the carrier to recover its incremental costs in the
permit a pipeline operator to make a correctional approved rate. A carrier might file a new tanff rate
response if off-specification material is detected in a expressly covering ULSD.
batch of ULSD.

The deployment of diesel desulfurization technologiesComparison with Other Studies
will hinge not only on the ability and willingness of
refiners to invest and the timing of investment and per- Earlier studies related to ULSD supply and costs
mitting but also on the ability of manufacturers to pro- included analyses by the U.S. Environmental Protection
vide units for all U.S. refineries at once, and the Agency (EPA), Mathpro, the National Petroleum Coun-
availability of engineering and construction resources. cil (NPC), Charles River and Associates with Baker and
In addition to providing diesel hydrotreaters, the same O'Brien, EnSys Energy & Systems, Inc., and Argonne
contractors will be designing and building gasoline National Laboratory (ANL). The studies were based on
desulfurization units for the Tier 2 gasoline sulfur reduc- two general types of methodologies: a linear program-
tion requirements that will be phased in between 2004 ming (LP) approach used by Mathpro, NPC, EnSys,
and 2007. The EPA's breakout of the expected startup of ANL, and EIA; and a refinery-by-refinery approach
gasoline and diesel desulfurization units reflects an used by Charles River, EPA, and EIA.
overlap of 26 gasoline units and 63 diesel units in 2006,
more than any other year except 2004. The EPA esti- Cost estimates from the different studies are not easy to
mates that 30 percent more workers will be required for compare, because differences in estimation methodolo-
the gasoline and diesel programs together than for the gies make them conceptually different. Both average
gasoline program alone. If thick-walled reactors are and marginal costs can be based on LP models that oper-
required for deep hydrotreating, delivery lead times will ate as a single firm, or estimated from analysis of indi-
be longer, because only one or two U.S. companies vidual refineries. In general, marginal cost estimates that
produce thick-walled reactors. Another type of represent the cost of the last barrel of required supply
critical equipment is reciprocating compressors. Two can be seen as estimates of market prices. Average cost
eciprocating compressors will be required for each die- estimates usually reflect refinery investment, but they

sel desulfurization project. Reciprocating compressors are not good estimates of market prices. Much of the
will also be required for gasoline desulfurization variation in investment and cost estimates reflects
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aifferent assumptions about the cost of technologies; average costs for the marginal firm, different estimates
unit size; contingency factors; the extent to which refin- of the penetration of ULSD, different consumption esti-
ers will modify existing equipment or build entirely new mates, different assumptions about the cost of technolo-
hvdrotreaters; the cost and quantity of additional hvdro- gies, different assumptions about the extent to which
gen required; the extent to which some refineries may refiners will modify existing equipment or build entirely
reduce highway diesel production; and the amount of new hydrotreaters, different assumptions about the cost
highway diesel downgraded due to fuel contamination and quantity of additional hydrogen required, and dif-
during distribution. Nevertheless, the studies using LP ferent regions. The range of estimated cost increases
models reported cost increases ranging from 4.0 to 10.7 reported in the studies using refinerv-by-refinery analv-
cents per gallon, excluding distribution costs and taxes. sis was 4.1 to 6.8 cents per gallon. This study's range for
The marginal refinery gate prices reported in this study the 2006 analysis is at the higher end, because it leaves
for the post-2006 period, which exclude distribution out the lower cost PADD V, is based on marginal indus-
costs and taxes, range from 4.7 to 9.2 cents per gallon. try costs rather than average refinery costs, and has 63

percent of refineries revamping their hydrotreaters, as
Likewise, the costs derived from refinery-by-refinery compared with 80 percent in the studies with lower cost
analysis included average costs for the industry and estimates.
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1. Background and Methodology

Introduction discusses technologies for producing ultra-low-sulfur
diesel fuel (ULSD) and the analysis approaches used in

This study was undertaken at the request of the Corn- this stud to assess their future costs. Chapter 4 dis-
mittee on Science, U.S. House of Representatives. The cusses the impact of the ULSD Ru'e on oil pipeline oper-
Committee asked the Energy Information Administra- ations. Chapter 5 addresses th .,ue ci uture supply of
tion (EIA) to provide an analysis of the Final ULSD, particularly during the transition p,. : .'. in 2006,
Rulemaking on Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Stan- and the potential responses of refin.:ry operators. Chap-
dards and Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control Require- ter 6 summarizes mid-term projections (2007 through
ments, which was signed by President Clinton in 2015) for diesel fuel prices, based on a range oi assump-
December 2000.' Along with all other regulations final- tions in cases analyzed using EIA's National Energy
ized at the end of the Clinton Administration, the Rule Modeling System (NEMS). A comparison of the
underwent a 60-day review by the Bush Administration. assumptions and estimates from this study with those
On February 28, 2001, the Administrator of the U.S. from other analyses is provided in Chapter 7.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Christine
Todd Whitman, gave her approval to move forward
with the new rule, citing the great benefits to public
health and the environment. Summary of the Final ULSD Rule

The purpose of the rulemaking is to reduce emissions of The new ULSD Rule requires refiners and importers to
nitrogen oxides (NO,) and particulate matter (PM) from produce highway diesel meeting a 15 parts per million
heavv-dutv highway engines and vehicles that use die- (ppm) maximum requirement starting June 1, 2006.4

sel fuel. The rulemaking requires new emissions stan- Pipeline operators are expected to require refiners to
dards for heavy-duty highway vehicles that will take provide diesel fuel with even lower sulfur content
effect in model vear 2007. Because the advanced emis- (somewhat below 10 ppm) in order to compensate tor
sion control devices that will be required to meet the possible contamination from higher sulfur products in
2007 emissions standards are damaged bv sulfur, and the system and to provide a tolerance for testing. Diesel
because the 2007 model vear begins September 1, 2006, meeting the new specification will be required at termi-
the rulemaking also requires the sulfur content of high- nals by July 15, 2006. and at retail stations and wholesal-
way diesel to be substantially reduced by mid-2006, ers by September 1,2006. This time schedule is driven by

the need to provide fuel for the 2007 model vear diesel
The purpose of this study is to assess the possible impact vehicles that will become available in September 2006
ot the new sulfur requirement on the diesel fuel market. Under a "temporary compliance option" (phase-in), up
The study does not address the impact of the to 20 percent of highway diesel fuel produced mav con-
rulemaking on vehicle emissions or public health. 3 This tinue to meet the current 500 ppm sulfur limit through
studv discusses the implications of the new regulations May 2010. The remaining 80 percent of the highway die-
tor vehicle fuel efficiency and examines the technology, sel fuel produced must meet the new 15 ppm maximum
production, distribution, and cost implications of sup-
plying diesel fuel to meet the new standards. The-ULSD Rule provides for an averaging, banking, and

trading (ABT) program. Refineries that produce more
A summary of the new sulfur requirement, the analysis than 80 percent of their highway diesel to meet the 1I
issues identified by the Committee on Science, and ppm limit can receive credits, which may be traded with
the methodology of the report are provided in the other refineries within the same Petroleum Administra-
remainder of this chapter. Chapter 2 describes emission tion Defense District (PADD) that do not meet the
control technologies for heavy-duty diesel engines, their 80-percent production requirement Starting June 1.
effects on fuel efficiencY, and expected costs. Chapter 3 2005. refineries can accrue credits for producing anv

L'.S En\ ironinenta) Protection Agency, "Conlrol of Air Pollution irom New Miotor \ehicle., Hearv\-Dutx Engine mid \ ehhli' S:,ir.
datrds and Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control Requirements: Final Rule." Federal Ri.X'ts'rr. 40 CFR Parts Sn'. , nl and Sn lrranarx I s 2)01 >

-L .S Eiinironrnenlal Protection Agency, "EPA Gives the Green Light oil Diesel-Sultur Rule," Preps Releae' ( -ehbrtuar\s 2,,. 2X)l I
'So'irce addrressing the Impacit of the ULSD Rule on vehicle ernissiilins and p)ll.llic healih arit iiiluiidd In I thl 'hiblnoiralph

TiThe Stale ol Alaska and tilt' L.S Territories have been exempted Iroin tht proramn
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'volume of highway diesel that meets the 15 ppm limit.5 * The cost and availability of ULSD imports
The trading program will end on May 31, 2010, after
which time all refineries must produce 100 percent of * The of the Rule refer atons
their highway diesel at a low enough sulfur level to The impact of the Rule on fuel efficiencv (related to
ensure 15 ppm at retail. The ABT program will not engine after-treatment devices) and on diesel fuel
include refineries in States that have State-approved die- demand
sel fuel programs, such -as California, Hawaii, and
Alaska. * The cost of current and future technologies that are

expected to allow refineries to meet the new sulfur
The Rule includes provisions for refiners in a Geograph- standard, and their costs
ical Phase-In Area (GPA) that includes Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, New Mexico, North Dakota, Utah, Wyoming, * The likelihood that the necessary technologies will
and parts of Alaska. The highway diesel provisions in be adequately deployed to meet the new standards.
the GPA are linked to the Tier 2 gasoline program. While memorandum also identified a number of issues
the rest of the country is required to average 30 ppm gas- related to the distribution of LS that are addressed in
oline sulfur requirements by January 2006, refineries in , in di
the GPA are granted an additional year to meet this
requirement. Under the highway diesel provisions, * The effects of the ULSD Rule on the U.S. oil distribu-
refineries in the GPA that meet the ULSD standard by tion system both during and after the phase-in
June 1, 2006, for all their highway diesel may receive a period
2-year extension on gasoline compliance to December
31, 2008. To receive the extension, the refinery must * How the distribution system would handle the sec-
maintain production of 15 ppm highway diesel fuel that ond highway diesel product during the phase-in
is at least 85 percent of its average 1998 and 1999 high- period, the infrastructure and investments required,
way diesel production. and how the investments might be recouped

Hardship provisions are allowed for small refiners with * The extent to which fuel contamination might occur
up to 1,500 employees corporate-wide and that had a when ULSD is shipped in common pipelines with
corporate crude oil capacity of 155,000 barrels or less per other, higher sulfur products
calendar day in 1999. The small refiner provisionsbilty of curre testing methods to measure· The capability of currerif testing methods to measure
include: (1) production of 500 ppm diesel fuel until Ma v

31, 2010; (2) the ability to acquire credits for producing
15 ppm highway diesel prior to June 1, 2010; and (3) a * The operational changes required in the distribution
2-year extension of the refiner's applicable interim gaso- system, and how they will affect consumer costs.
line standards if all its highway diesel fuel is 15 ppm sul-
fur beginning June 1, 2006. In a followup letter dated January 24, 2001, the Commit-

tee on Science modified its initial request to reflect provi-
sions included in the EPA's final rule. The Committee

Summary of the directed EIA to reflect the assumptions used by the EPA.

Request for Analysis to the extent possible. Where EPA's assumptions
diverge meaningfully from industry expectations, EIA

In its July 2000 letter (see Appendix A), the Committee was asked to provide a sensitivity analysis. The Con-
on Science requested that EIA undertake a study mittee noted several issues that might require sensitivity
addressing the possible supply and cost implications of analysis, including:
the diesel fuel regulations. The Committee specifically
asked EIA to address the following production and sup- * The difference in production of 7 ppm versus 10 ppm
ply issues related to the ULSD Rule: diesel fuel

* The potential impacts of the Rule on highway diesel * The energy content of ULSD
fuel supply and on costs to end users of diesel fuel6

* Fuel efficiency losses associated with engine after-
* The potential impacts of the diesel fuel regulation on treatment devices

other middle distillate products such as home heat-
ing oil, non-road diesel, and jet fuel * Additional distribution costs.

5Credits for 15 ppm diesel fuel can be accrued before this date if the refiner can certify that the fuel is to be used in vehicles certified to
meet the 2007 model year heavy-duty engine standards.

6The Committee also asked about several issues relevant to the proposed rule but not to the Final Rule: how potential supply might
change if the effective date of the diesel regulation were later and did not overlap those for gasoline sulfur requirements, and how potential
supply would change if the ULSD requirement were phased in.
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Background required to meet the 30 ppm standard until 2007. The
date for GPA and small refiner gasoline sulfur compli-

The ULSD Rule represents a unique financial and logis- ance has been extended an additional 2 vears for those
tical challenge to refiners and distributors, because it refineries that produce 15 ppm diesel at 85 percent of
places an unprecedented low sulfur limit on a secondary baseline highway diesel production levels."
product. Although highway-grade diesel, which is
currently limited to 500 ppm sulfur, is the second most Consumption of highway-grade diesel (500 ppm sulfur)
consumed petroleum product, gasoline is the most accounted for 68 percent of the distillate fuel market in
important product by far. In 1999, 500 ppm diesel 1999,"1 although 9 percent of that fuel went to non-road
accounted for 12 percent of total petroleum consump- (rail, farming, and industry) and home heating uses.'l
tion while gasoline accounted for 43 percent. 7The ULSD Higher sulfur distillate (more than 500 ppm) used exclu-
Rule comes less than a vear after a new nationwide sul- sivelv for non-road and home heating needs accounted
fur standard for gasoline was finalized by the EPA at for the other 32 percent of the distillate market. These
an average 30 ppm." Some concerns have been raised other distillate markets will also be affected by the new
that resources may be both financially and physically highway diesel standard and may play a role in how
challenged to meet both the gasoline and diesel sulfur some refineries respond to the rule. For instance, instead
standards.9 of investing in ULSD production, some refineries may

opt to switch production to non-road or heating
In February 2000. the EPA finalized a rule on Tier 2 vehi- markets.
cle emissions and gasoline sulfur standards. The sulfur
content of gasoline across the country is to be phased The EPA is in the process of promulgating "Tier 3"
down to 30 ppm on average between 2004 and 2007. Like non-road engine emission limits around 2005 or 2006,
the diesel sulfur standard, reduced sulfur gasoline is which are expected to be linked to sulfur reduction for
required in order to accommodate new emissions con- non-road diesel fuel.'4 The level of sulfur reduction
trol technologies required for meeting tighter vehicle required for Tier 3 vehicles is highly uncertain because
emissions standards. Gasoline produced by most refin- of the diversity of the non-road market. Diesel engines
ers will be required to meet a corporate average sulfur used for farming, construction, rail, and other industrial
content of 120 ppm in 2004 and 90 ppm in 2005, com- markets have different performance requirements that
pared with a national average of around 340 ppm in need to be reconciled.' 3 Both the American Petroleum
1998 ." Bx 2006, most refiners must meet a refinery level Institute (API) and National Petrochemical and Refiners
annual average of 30 ppm with a maximum of 80 ppm in Association (NPRA) have expressed concerns about
any gallon complying with potential non-road standards before full

implementation of the 15 ppm highway diesel stan-
Reciners producing most of their gasoline for the Geo- dards. 16

graphical Phase-In Area (GPA), generally encompassing
thte Rocky Mountain region, will also be allowed a more In addition to refinery issues, there are concerns about
gradual phase-in because of less severe ozone pollution the ability of the distribution system to handle the
in the area. These refiners will be required to meet a requirements of the ULSD Rule. Between June 2006 and
refinerv average of 150 ppm in 2006 and must meet the June 2010. the 80/20 rule will allow up to 20 percent of
?C0 ppm requirement in 2007. Small refiners will not be highway diesel production to continue at the current 500

ntermv Iniormation Administration, Petroleum Supply Annual 1999. DOE/EIA-0340(99)/1 (Washington, DC. hne 2000). Table 3
'..'.S £n rolinentall Protection Agency. "Control of Air Pollution from New Motor Vehicles Tier 2 Motor Vehicle Emissions. Sirndard

arid CGaolhne Control Requirements." Federal Register 40 CFR Parts 80, 85, and 86 (February 10 2000).

\aunonial Petroleum Council. U.S. Petroleum RefilinmlX Assuring t1le Adequacy aind Afordability of Cleaiier Fueli (june 20001. Chapter 3

'lL 5 En ironiental Protection Agency, EPA Siaff Paper oi CGasoline Sulfir Issues, EPA420-R-9S-005 (Washington. DC. Ma\ 199S)- The
a,. erat, cilutr content has declined since the sulfur content of reformulated gasoline was reduced substantially to ineet Phase 2 retormvi-
ialed gsohlne emnissions requirements, which became effective in 2000.

iThit EPA announced on May 4, 2001. that National Cooperative Refining Association and Wyoming Reining would be i 1-en addi-
tionril time to meet the sulfur standard for gasoline. Both refiners are planning to comply with the 200h highway diesel renuirenent; on

E*- nergy Information Administration, Petroleum rSppi!/ Alti'l 1999., DOE/EIA-0340(99)/1 (Washington. DC. lu ii 2000tl Tab d i
'iEnergy llorinatioil Administration, Fuel Oil and Keroiel'n Salh'e 999, DOE/EIA-0525(99) (WCashington. DC, Seiptemlber 20i))i. 1able-

' LS Ein ironinental Protection Agency,. Reduciiiyu Air Polhiiiioi fronl Non-rl .il L.i.\'ilts. EPA420-F-iK1-44Fl IVt ashingi on. DC. \oin ember
)O0,. p '

5\onroad Workgroup, Minutes of the Workgroup's Meeting (Alexandria. V\A laniiar It., 2(X)0i
1"Duir,/ ,,,c i \, t- . Vol -. N\, .3 (February 5. 2001)
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ppm limit. That fuel must be segregated in the distribu- a group of State and local air pollution regulators
tion system from the remaining 80 percent of highway warned that more States would follow suit with their
diesel meeting the 15 ppm limit. As a result, some own regulations if the ULSD rule were delayed or
pipelines, terminals, and retail outlets may temporarily changed in any way.20

need to carry an extra diesel product, requiring capital
investment for the additional infrastructure require- tho ol
ments and additional operating costs for distributing the M oo gy
extra product. Both pipeline operators and fuel market- In order to address both the short-term and mid-term
ers are concerned that contamination from higher sulfur supply issues identified by the Committee on Science,
petroleum products might require some ULSD to be this analysis incorporates two different analytical
downgraded to a higher sulfur product that would have
a lower market value. Moreover, a second new distillate
product may be required if Tier 3 requirements also Refinery cost analysis addresses the uncertainty of sup-
become effective before 2010. ply in the short term. In addition, mid-term issues and

trends are addressed through NEMS scenario analysis.2 1
A number of groups representing refiners and retailers trends are addressed through NEMS scenario analysis.2 1
A number of groups representing refiners and retailers Discussion of the key issues and uncertainties related to
are taking legal action against the ULSD Rule, including the distribution of ULSD is based on interviews with a
the National Petrochemical and Refiners Association numberofpipeline ariers.
(NPRA), the American Petroleum Institute (API), the
Society of Independent Gasoline Marketers of America As suggested by the Committee, most of the major
(SIGMA), and the National Association of Convenience assumptions in this report are consistent with those used
Stores (NACS). The four groups have cited concerns by the EPA in its Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) of
about the possibility of inadequate ULSD supply under the Rule. Before conducting this study, EIA consulted
the Rule. The retailer groups also oppose the phase-in with representatives from diesel engine and emissions
provision of the ULSD Rule ("the 80/20 rule"), because control manufacturers, the refining industry, and
it will temporarily require costly storage of an additional Govemment 22 to discuss the methodology and assump-
product. SIGMA's lawsuit also questions the feasibility tions. EIA also received input through ElA's Independ-
of the 15 ppm sulfur limit on ULSD.17 On the other hand, ent Expert Review program. 2 3 On the basis of the
the Rule has been strongly supported by a diverse coali- information received and a review of other analyses,
tion of environmental, manufacturing, regulatory, and EIA identified the analysis assumptions that contained
trucking groups. 18 State and local regulators are sup- the most significant uncertainties. Where possible, sensi-
portive of the ULSD Rule because it is an integral part of tivity analyses were developed to provide a measure of
their State Implementation Plans for meeting air quality uncertainty in the projections.
standards.

Assessment of Short-Term Effects
Some State and local areas have begun to set their own of the Rule

of the Rulerequirements for ULSD. Texas and Southern California
have already finalized ULSD regulations, and the State For the purpose of assessing the short-term supply situa-
of California is in the process of doing so. 19 During the tion as the new standard becomes effective in June
Bush Administration's review of the Federal ULSD rule, 2006 (see Chapter 5), industry-level cost curves were

1 Diesel Fuel News (March 19,2001).
- 8 The coalition includes the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers, the American Lung Association, the Association of International

Automobile Manufacturers, the Association of Local Air Pollution Control Officials, the California Trucking Association, the Clean Air Net-
work, the International, Truck and Engine Corporation, Manufacturers of Emission Control Association, the Natural Resources Defense
Council, Northeast States for Coordinated Air Use Management, the Sierra Club, the State and Territorial Air Pollution Program Adminis-
trators, U.S. Public Interest Research Group, and the Union of Concerned Scientists.

19 Discussions with Mr. Bill Jordan, Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, and Mr. Tim Dunn. California Air Resources
Board.

20 Diesel Fuel News, Vol. 5, No. 4 (February 19,2001).
21Energy Information 'Administration, Natidnal Etergy Modeling System: An Overmiew 2000, DOE/EIA-0581(2000) (Washington, DC,

March 2000), www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/overview/index.html.
22Contact with diesel'engine manufacturers included Cummins, Inc., Mack Truck, Inc., and Caterpillar, Inc. Contact with emission con-

trol manufacturers included Johnson Matthey and Engelhard Corporation. Refining industry contacts included the American Petroleum
Institute (API), theCenex HarvestStates Cooperatives, UniPure Corporation, Equilon Enterprises, LLC, Lyondell Citgo Refining Company.
Ltd., ExxonMobil Refining and Supply Company, Marathon Ashland Petroleum, LLC, and the National Petrochemical and Refining Associ-
ation (NPRA). Government contacts included the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Policy and Office of Transportation Technologies
and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

23 1ndependent expert reviewers were Mr. Raymond E. Ory, Vice President, Baker and O'Brien, Inc.; Mr. Norman Duncan, Energy Insti-
tute, University of Houston; and Mr. Kevin Wag uespack, PricewaterhouseCoopers.
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constructed, based on refinery-specific analysis of * Moderate New Market Entry Scenario. This cost
investment requirements and operating costs. 24 Unlike curve assumes that a selective number of refineries
the NEMS projections discussed below, the cost curves that are currently producing little or no highway die-
do not reflect an equilibrium market price. sel will enter the ULSD market. The underlying

premise is that there would be a limited number of
The cost curves developed for this study are the result of companies that think they will be able to gain market
a refinery-by-refinery analysis. Because of the propri- share without depressing margins to the extent of
etarv nature of the data, this analysis does not disclose undercutting profits. Onlv a few will make this
information about individual refineries. The ULSD pro- move, while the rest wait for a clear indication of
duction costs were estimated for different groups of ULSD margins.
refineries based on their size, the sulfur content of the
feeds, the fraction of cracked stocks in the feed, the boil- Assertive Investment Scenario. Refineries were
ing range of the feed, and the fraction of highway diesel assumed to make the requisite investments to either
produced. The capital and operating costs for the differ-maintain or gain highway diesel market share.
ent groups were developed for EIA by the staff of the The scenarios discussed above are based on capital cost
National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL).25 and return on investment assumptions that are consis-

tent with EPA's analysis. Due to the uncertainty of these
The technology cost representations were used to ... .-.. .~ ~ .~~~~~~ , , assumptions, two sets of sensitivity analvsis are also
develop four sets of cost curves based on four different

. . , ~. .. ~~. ,provided. To address the uncertainty associated withinvestment rationales. Within a given 5upply curve, the p d. T a t u a
r,; .. '- ,the cost of installing or modifying distillate hvdro-

relative costs of different groups of refineries provide an t c o i o -
sA large range of , , treaters for producing ULSD, a set of scenarios was

indicator of possible supply problems. A large range of developed assuming capital costs for hydrotreater units
compliance costs in which investment costs are much

pigr fortso ine tha thersmae a h that are about 40 percent higher than the initial set. An
higher for some refiners than for others mav be an indi-

caionethat some refiners may forgo inverstment. Thei additional set of scenarios explores the impact of assum-cation that some refiners may forgo investment. The
ing a 10-percent after-tax rate of return on investment,

behavior of refiners will be influenced bv their expecta- it f
, ., ., , .. , , ., . .. used in most of the studies compared in Chapter 7,tion of what others will do and is therefore subject to

.... .. , ,~ . ~, ~ instead of the 5.2-percent after-tax rate (equivalent togreat uncertainty. In order to explore the uncertainty of
percent before tax) assumed in the initial setrefinery behavior and the possible implications for sup-

ply, cost Curves were developed based on the four differ- Assessment of Mid-Term Effects
ent scenarios of investment behavior discussed below:

of the Rule
* Competitive Investment Scenario. This scenario

The mid-term analvsis for this study was performedassumes that some refineries will produce ULSD in
2006, while others ma find it more economical to . using the NEMS Petroleum Market Module (PMM). The

market Refiners that have competitive PMM represents domestic refinery operations and theabandon the market Refiners that have competitive
costs of production are assumed to maintain market marketing of petroleum products to consumption
shares similar to current highway diesel market regions. PMM solves for petroleum product prices.

E, ~ n r ., i-~~ ' .*~ icrude oil and product import activity (in conjunctionshares. Refineries currently producing a relatively c e ol ad p i a twith the NEMS International Energy Module and Indus-low fraction of diesel fuel may abandon the market with the NEMS International Energs Module and Indus
unless their cost per unit is competitive at current a l Demand Module), and domestic reisneon capacltn
highway diesel production levels expansion and fuel consumption. PMM is a regional, lin-highway diesel production levels.

ear programming representation of the U.S. petroleum
Cautious Expansion Scenario. Current producers market. Refining operations are represented by a
with competitive cost structures for ULSD produc- three-region linear programming formulation of the
tion and a high yield of diesel production (greater five Petroleum Administration for Defense Districts
than 70 percent of middle distillates) are assumed to (PADDs). PADDs I (East Coast) and ' (West Coa.t) are
increase production if the unit cost of the increased treated as single regions, and PADDs II (Midwest). III
production is not substantial. Other refineries may (Gulf Coast), and IV (Rocky Mountains) are aggregated
also increase their fraction of highway production if into one region. Each region is considered as a single
economical and if the non-road market will allow. firm where more than 80 distinct refinery processes are
For instance, the Northeast has a strong heating oil modeled. Refining capacity is allowed to expand in each
market. potentially limiting a shift toward highway region over each 3-year period. As a result. cumulative
diesel production.

2 4 The EPA and Baker and O'Brien also developed refinery-specific cost analyses. but their estimateP did nt rel'i,'i t Jat, re lte( to thti
quality of crude oil inputs and the quality ot diesel iuel components input to downstream units. collected Lv El.-\

-'The technology costS were developed in consillation with Mr lohn Hackworth and were rexvieiwd i Mr\ Ra Or\x oii' o1t i-l A * lid.
pendent expert re iewer., and by members of API
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investment for any given year may inciude investment * The rate of return on investment (the 10% Return on
to meet future product expectations. Investment case).

Unlike previous ULSD analysis sponsored by the EPA The PMM provides average annual marginal prices.
or industry groups, the PMM provides multi-year sce- Because of its aggregate regional and annual nature, the
narios. These scenarios reflect market prices rather than PMM cannot be used to address short-term supply
average costs and implicitly include investment and issues. The results of the PMM scenarios assume that, in
import decisions. Because each model region operates as the long run, refiners will increase supply to meet
a single firm, the impact of the ABT refinery credit pro- demand.
gram is also implicitly represented. The PMM cannot
differentiate between the costs of different types of refin- Assessment of Distribution and Marketing
eries, but the impact of the temporary compliance option Effects of the Rule
for small refiners is partially accounted for in this analy-
sis by reducing the refinery production of ULSD by 4 T h e mporary compliance and small refiner provi-
percent prior to 2010. s ions were incorporated into the Final Rule as a "safety

valve" to minimize potential supply problems by allow-

The PMM was used to develop a ULSD Regulation case ing up to 20 percent of a refinery's highway diesel fuel
based on the provisions of the EPA's final ULSD Rule. production to remain at the current 500 ppm sulfur stan-
Five sensitivity cases were developed for assumptions dard between June 1, 2006, and May 31, 2010, and by
associated with greater uncertainty, ac well as a Severe allowing small refineries (representing about 5 percent
case, which combines the five sensitivity case assump- of total diesel fuel production) to delay compliance with
tions in a single scenario, a No Imports case, and a 10% the new standard until June 1, 2010. These provisions
Return on Investment case. The eight alternative cases provide flexibility to refiners during the transition
explore the impacts of the following assumptions: period but will effectively require the distribution sys-

tem to temporarily handle an additional product. Aside
* The capital costs associated with distillate hydro from carrying an additional product, the distribution

treaters (the Higher Capital Cost case). system will face new challenges related to transporting a

* The reliance of refineries on revamped equipment very-low-sulfur fuel in the same system with other,
versus new equipment (the 2/3 Revamp case) high-sulfur products. The discussion of the implications

of the ULSD Rule for the pipeline distribution system
* The percentage of ULSD that is downgraded to a (Chapter 4) is based on interviews with a number or

lower value product because of contamination from pipeline companies representing a cross-section of size,
higher sulfur products in the distribution system capacity, location, markets, corporate structures, and
(the 10% Downgrade case) operating modes.2 6

* The fuel efficiency loss associated with meeting new -
The mid-term scenarios generated by the PMM includediesel emissions standards (the 4% Efficiency Loss

dicsel emiss s s s (e 4 E y Ls additional distribution costs associated with getting the
ULSD to market during the transition period and after

* The loss in ULSD energy content resulting from 2010. The incremental distribution costs reflect both the
more severe desulfurization processes (the 1.8% cost of capital for pipelines, terminals, and retail outlets
Energy Loss case) and the costs associated with downgrading highway

* The combined effects of the alternative assumptions diesel that is contaminated during distribution. The cap-

in the previous five sensitivity cases (the Severe case) ital component of the distribution costs used in this anal-
ysis is the same as that used in 'the EPA's Regulatory

* The impact of the ULSD Rule assuming that foreign Impact Analysis (RIA) and is similar to those estimated
imports meeting the new sulfur standards will not by two other studies (Chapter 7). The cost of down-
be available (the No Imports case). graded product is estimated by EIA using EPA's total

26The companies that participated in the interviews included Buckeye Pipe Line Company, Colonial Pipeline, Conoco Pipe Line Com-
pany, Kaneb Pipeline Partners, L.P., Kinder Morgan Energy Partners L.P., Marathon Ashland Petroleum, LLC, TE Products Pipelin Com-
pany, L.P., and Williams Energy Services.
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downgrade assumption of 4.4 percent and the price dif- Mason and Associates. 2" Due to the uncertainty about

ferential between ULSD and other diesel. 2' Estimates for the extent of downgrade that will occur in the pipeline

the percent of downgraded product range between system, EIA has also projected the costs associated with

EPA's 4.4 percent estimate to 17.5 percent by Turner larger downgrade assumptions (see Chapter 6).

- L.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Reuiilatori Impar t A.ialulis: Heatil-Diit£ E£iin.u' m iiilt vli 'i- .il iitaiaris a,1i Hi ih:, n, D '.'! Fl,'!

ullfiur Rrcniiirnielnt, EPA420-R-00-02o (Vfvashiigton, DC. December 2000). Chapier \, web ilHe wwav.epra.go , ol;i , regs. hdl00l7 rmn

ri a-v.pd

-i Turner, Mason & Co mini ny . Ri v. -,i'i d 'i trpprm tof Rportl: C(./sI/ipairt' of Dsli)r iu.t Po itil l U;ri l.,:tr . i, Dii, L i, (DilA-, \.

Atig ns5 , 200())
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2. Efficiency and Cost Impacts
of Emission Control Technologies

Background heavy-duty engine manufacturers, stating that the 2004
emission standards would be met by October 2002. 3"

The new ultra-low-sulfur diesel (ULSD) Rule issued by The standards for new heavv-duty highway vehicles in
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) model years 2004 and later were finalized July 2000.
requires not only that the sulfur content of transporta-
tion diesel fuel oil produced by domestic refineries be In December 2000, EPA published additional standards
drastically reduced by 2007, but also that emission con- for on-road heavy-duty diesel engines that would take
trols on heavy-duty diesel engines be imposed to dra- effect beginning in 2007. These standards will require
matically reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO,), stricter control of PM (0.01 g/bhp-hr), NO, (0.20
particulate matter (PM), and hydrocarbons (HC). This g/bhp-hr), and HC (0.14 g/bhp-hr) emissions. The new
chapter summarizes the new heavy-duty engine emis- standards apply to diesel-powered vehicles with gross
sion standards, discusses the feasibility of meeting the vehicle weight (GVW) of 14,000 pounds or more.
standards based on a review of the EPA-identified emis- The PM standard applies to all on-road heavy- and
sion control technology options that might be available, medium-duty diesel engines. The NO, and HC stan-
and assesses cost implications of the technology options. dards are to be phased in at 50 percent of new vehicle

sales in model years 2007 through 2009. In 2010, all new
The new ULSD standards finalized by the EPA are cru- on-road vehicles will be required to meet the NO, and
cial to the successful development of emission control HC standards.
equipment for heavy-dutv diesel engines. The catalysts'
to be used in meeting the emission standards can be For years 2007 through 2009, the EPA allows diesel
severe!! damaged by sulfur contamination. For exam- engine manufacturers flexibility in meeting the NO, and
pie, catalyst-based particulate filters for diesel engines HC standards. 31 Engine manufacturers are provided the
have shown significant losses of conversion efficiency option of producing all diesel engines to meet an aver-
vith fuel containing 30 ppm sulfur, particularly in age of 2004 and 2007 NO, and HC emission standards
colder climates. With respect to NO, adsorbers, (1.1 g/bhp-hr). Engine manufacturers and EPA have
researchers have found that at fuel sulfur levels above 10 confirmed that the industry intends to design and pro-
ppm, the heavy truck emission standard may not be duce engines that meet the average NO,/HC emission
attainable standard, providing engine manufacturers the ability to

comply with the standards by using less stringent emis-
The EPA's final emission standards will affect new sion control svstems.32 If manufacturers produce
heavv-dutv vehicles in model years 2004,2007, and 2010. low-emission engines in 2006, the number produced can
Although this study focuses on the impact of the 2007 be deducted from 2007 production requirements.
standard. discussion of the 2004 standards and the asso-
ciated impacts on technology, cost, and efficiency are
relevant to the analysis. In 1997, the EPA proposed new Emission Control Technologies
emission standards for' 2004 and later model year
heavv-duty diesel engines that required a combined Historically, engine manufactures have met new
standard for NO, and HC of 2.4 grams per brake horse- emissions standards through modifications to engine
power-hour (g/bhp-hr).29 Thecurrent standard for NO, design. The continuation of this trend is seen in the
is 4 g/bhp-hr. and the standard for HC is 1.3 g/bhp-hr. projection of technologies used to meet the EPA's 2004
The proposed standard was reviewed by industry, and emission standards for heavv-duty diesel engines. An
in 1998 the EPA signed consent decrees with several EPA-commissioned technology stud! that addressed

2"'The brake horsepower of an engine is the effective power output. sometimes measured as the resistance the enine provides to a brak
attached to the output shaft. A bhp-hr is that Lnit of work or energy equal to the work done at the rate ot 1 horsepower tor I hour

L.5 S Environmental Protection Agencv. Final Emissionl Standards for 2(X)W and Latier Model Yea r Hilh;itl/ Herii,-Dinrl V'hlnch'r i n l t,'a-,:'.
EPA420-F-0r-O02 (Washington, DC. Jull 2000), p. 4.

1 L .S Eivi ron men tal Protection Agenc , Heat'l-Dutv Eniiuie aind Vehl c/h' ttandardi aniI Hih;waiu PDir,q l Filel .;lttlr L-iOirio RX'qittre itni-.
EPA420-F-00-057 (Washington, DC, December 2000), p. 2

-Based on telephone interviews with engine nianillacturers and the !.Sc Ennvironinental Proltecton Agen-y.
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technology, availability, cost, and efficiency concerns catalytic reduction (SCR) devices. Lean-NO, catalysts
concluded that engine manufacturers could meet the have not seen significant improvement in NO, reduc-
2004 emission standards with engine control strate- tion efficiency during the past 3 years and are not con-
gies-primarily, exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) and sidered a viable option, but NO, adsorber and SCR
high-pressure fuel injection systems with retarded fuel systems have shown potential for significant reduction
injection strategies.3 3 The EPA also stated that other of NO, emissions.38 The NO, absorber catalyst works by
advanced diesel engine technologies-such as waste- temporarily storing NO, during normal engine opera-
gated turbochargers, air-to-air after-coolers, advanced tion on the adsorbent. When the adsorbent becomes sat-
combustion chamber design, and electronic controls- urated, engine operating conditions and fuel delivery
could be used to help meet the 2004 emission standards. rates are adjusted to produce a fuel-rich exhaust, which

is used to release the NOx as N2. The SCR process
Although the EPA states that implementation of cooled involves injecting a liquid urea solution into the exhaust
EGR will achieve most of the necessary emission reduc- stream before it reaches a catalyst. The urea then breaks
tions and that increases in fuel consumption are down and reacts with NOx to produce nitrogen and
expected due to pumping losses, they believe that water. Using the SCR system, it might be possible to
advanced turbochargers, advanced combustion chan- meet the NO, emission standard without ultra-low-
ber design, and electronic controls will also be used to sulfur diesel fuel.
overcome losses in efficiency. The EPA also mentions
various catalyst technologies that might be used to meet Industry experts have indicated that the SCR system
the NOx and PM standards but concedes that engine shows more promise than the NO, adsorber system for
manufacturers will opt for engine control strategies to reduction of NOx emissions in truck applications. 39

meet the NO, standard, due to both economic and There is currently no infrastructure in place for the dis-
technological concerns regarding the catalyst technolo- tribution of urea, however, and other issues remain to be
gies for NO, reduction. The EPA concludes that particu- addressed, including freezing of the urea solution in
late traps or oxidation catalysts will be used to control extreme weather conditions as well as operator compli-
PM.34 The assumptions reflected in the EPA study ance. Several engine manufacturers are working on
were recently confirmed when several engine manu- infrastructure development plans for liquid urea.
facturers reported that they would implement the Although the EPA agrees that the technology is promis-
above-mentioned engine technologies to meet the 2004 ing, it has serious concerns about compliance issues,
standards. 35,36 ,37 because truck drivers may forgo refilling the urea tanks

in an effort to save on operating costs. Engine manufac-
Whereas engine manufacturers have been able in the turers are working with the EPA to develop engine con-
past to meet new emission standards by using advanced trol systems to address this and other engineering
engine controls and technologies, they will have to rely issues. The SCR technology will not be viable until infra-
heavily on component and system development by structure plans are established and engine manufactur-
emission control equipment manufacturers to meet the ers can demonstrate to the EPA that compliance can be
2007 standard. In particular, engine manufacturers must assured through reasonable engine control strategies.
implement an exhaust after-treatment catalyst technol-
ogy to control NO, emissions. Currently, the EPA expects NOx adsorbers to be the

most likely emission control technology applied by the
Several NO, control after-treatment devices are industry. 40 Using current catalyst technology, the
currently being investigated, including lean-NO, cata- fuel-rich cycle reduces fuel efficiency by 4 percent.4 The
lIsts, NOx adsorber catalysts, and urea-based selective majority of the reduction in fuel efficiency comes from

j3U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Control of Emissions of Air Pollution From Highway Heavy-Duty
Engtnes, EPA420-R-00-010 (Washington, DC, July 2000), p. 21.

34 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Control of Emissions of Air Pollution From Highway Heazv-Duty
Engines, EPA420-R-00-010 (Washington, DC, July 2000), p. 46.

3 5DieselNet. "Caterpillar Announces New Emission Technology," web site www.dieselnet.com/news/0103cat.html (March 2001).
36Newport's Truckinginfo.com, "Mack To Use EGR To Meet '02 Emissions Standards," web site http://www.trcukinginfo.com / newss/

newsprint.asp?newsid=42839 (March 20,2001).
3'DieselNet,"Cummns in Support of Cooled EGR Technology," websitewww.dieselnet.com/news/0103cummins.html (March 2001).
38U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Transportation Technologies. "Impact of Diesel Fuel Sulfur on CIDI Emission Control Technol-

ogy" (August 21, 2000), p. 2.
39 Based on telephone interviews with manufacturers of heavy-duty diesel engines.
40U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Teclmical Support Document for the HeavyDuty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel

fuel Sulfur Control Requirements: Air Quality Modeling Analyses, EPA420-R-00-028 (Washington, DC, December 2000), p. V-3.
41 U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Transportation Technologies, "Diesel Emission Control: Sulfur Effects (DECSE) Program Phase II

Summary Report: NO, Adsorber Catalysts" i October 2000), p. 21.
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the reduction of sulfur in the exhaust stream. The sulfur catalysts are expected to improve and that the associated
accumulates on the NO, adsorber catalyst, and eventu- optimization of EGR and timing control will eventually
ally adsorber storage capability is completely lost. Even be achieved.
at ultra-low-sulfur levels, further desulfurization must
occur to ensure that the NO, adsorber is not "poisoned." Technology Costs

To date, no NO, adsorber system has proven feasible. The EPA's cost analysis of the technologies required to
Although NO, adsorbers have demonstrated compii- meet the 2004 standard assumed that fuel injection and
ance using ULSD (7 ppm), the systems show losses in turbocharger improvements would occur without the
conversion efficiency after 2,000 miles of operation. 2 new emission standards. Therefore, when estimating
Concerns have also been raised about the ability of the increases in engine costs, the EPA excluded 50 percent of
technology to perform over a range of operating temper- the technology costs in the total cost estimation. The
atures and loads. Industry and government research incremental costs for medium-duty engines were esti-
efforts are seeking ways to overcome the obstacles fac- mated to be 5637 in 2004, decreasing to 5275 in 2009.
ing the NO, adsorber technology. Heavy-duty engine costs were estimated at 5803 in 2004,

decreasing to S368 in 2009. 45
In order to meet the 2007 emission standards for heavv-
duty diesel engines, the EPA riakes the following The EPA also estimated increases in annual operating
assumptions regarding the performance of NO, costs of 549 for medium-duty engines and 5104 for
adsorber emission control technology: heavy-duty engines for the maintenance of the EGR sys-

tem. The cost of the NO, adsorber emission control svs-
* Conversion efficiencies will improve so that the tem for medium-duty engines was estimated at 52,564 intem for medium-duty engines was estimated at 52,564 in

overall loss of fuel economy will be only 2 percent: 1 2007, decreasing to 51,412 in 2012. For heavy-duty
percent for the fuel-rich cycle and 1 percent for trucks, the cost of control technolog was estimated at
pumping losses. 53,227 in 2007, decreasing to 51,866 in 2012.46 Although

* EGR equipment will be optimized as a result of the engine manufacturers state that these costs are optimis-
improved efficiency of NO, adsorber emission con- tic, no studies have been completed to dispute the EPA
trol equipment. The optimized EGR air-to-fuel mix- estimates.
ture will provide a 1-percent increase in fuel
efficiency, which will offset the 1-percent loss in effi- Efficiency Losses
cien!c from the fuel-rich exhaust cycle. EPA assumptions for the impacts of the ULSD Rule on

* The application of the new emission control technol- diesel engine fuel efficiency are used for the Regulation
ogv will provide a 3-percent or greater increase in case in this analysis. Because the emission control tech-
efficiency by offsetting the fuel efficiency reductions nologv development needed to meet the 2007 standards
that were incurred to meet the 2004 standard when remains to be developed, however, a sensitivity case
diesel engine manufacturers manipulated fuel injec- was analyzed to evaluate the possible impacts of fuel
tion timing to optimize for low NO, emissions. efficiency reductions. i In the 4"% Efficiency Loss case tor

this study, it is assumed that meeting the emission stan-
Based on these assumptions, EPA predicts that there dards in 2010 will reduce the average fuel efficiency of
will be no loss in fuel efficiency associated with the NO, highway heavv-duty diesel engines by 4 percent.
adsorber catalyst designed to meet the 2007 emission improving to no efficiency loss in 2015. It is assumed in
standard.4- Although experts agree that this is possible, this scenario that engine manufacturers will not be able
it has vet to be proven.44 Current field tests reveal a 4- to to overcome fuel efficiency losses in order to meet the
5-percent fuel efficiency loss with current state-of-the- standards in 2010, but with continued improvements in
art technology, which still requires EGR and timing NO, adsorber efficiency and desulfurization catalysts,
control. Experts agree, however, that NO, adsorber the' will be overcome by 2015.

4'- M.anuiiactuirers of Emission Controls Association. Catalusl-Ba'sed Diie'!l Particulalte Fillers ami VO Absorlk'r. A: Slminirii of h'/ Ti,'crlio,-
o! cis iid iiilr Effects of Fuel Suilhr (August 14. 2000), p. 19.

'L .S. Environ mental Protection Agency. T'eclhlical Slruporl Dtriintn for theI HeamVi-DIuiti Enit,(l and Ve'll/' S.iihludirds , l, HI ,;'ll tn Ditr'sl
Flu.' Silhir Control Requiri'meilts: Air Qualltil Miodt'.m!. Atnalyse9, EPA420-R-0)-028 (Washington, DC. December 200(1). p \V-3-

i4 Based on phone Interviews with emission control equipment mantuiacturers.

4' L.S. Environimental Protection Agency. Riuila loni Impart Amiiliti,-' Control of Emw4iosn orf Air Pollhit ion Fromn: Hiih::',,:a/i Hi:', -Diii,
E£,l:unis. EP A420-R-00-010 (Washington, DC. J)ul 2000). p. 88.

"L' .S En iron mental Protection Agency. Tecnliical ii/lSpport Dociltm'nt for ll/r t Heir. l'-Dlit, Lnli 'iil .l aI 'l.d r Ii- itniL, iri. ,ii, H /l:;', i:1 D ,';,i

Fir'l S.-ilfhr Cntrol Rlt'qirr'nime'lsF: Air Qlualtyl Mlh/i' /liii Aatlli, EPA4120-R-00-028 (V ahiiigtoi. DC. De.'ember 2U(X)). p \-.f
; .Altho.i;h this case reflects a scenario in which losses in tefficlelc iroin emission tco(tll are 111o omv'rcome hl nt' Ie l'hnoiilo.x' .th 1'011.

.iderable t ine available Ior research and development may provide govern inenit and iiid istr' aniple in i t' r'-.ol ' the luel ieta iini 1 v-
ISSue' ass' lated with ad X anced emission control technIolog)it'
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The reference case for this analysis includes assump- marginal because the number of new vehicles expected
tions for the market penetration of advanced engine and to enter the market is small relative to the total numbe
vehicle technologies and resulting improvements in fuel of vehicles on the road. Fuel expenditures for heavy
efficiency. Included in the slate of technologies are low trucks are projected to be $1.9 billion higher in 2007 in
rolling resistance tires, improved aerodynamics, light- the 4% Efficiency Loss case than in the reference case,
weight materials, advanced electronic engine controls, and the difference grows to $2.9 billion in 2011 (Table 1),
advanced turbochargers, and advanced fuel injection an increase of $410 in average fuel expenditures per
systems. Market penetration is estimated using a pay- truck. Cumulative fuel expenditures from 2007 to 2015
back function in which the incremental capital cost for are projected to be $17.6 billion higher in the Regulation
each technology is compared to a stream of fuel savings case than in the reference case and an additional $3.0 bil-
over a specified technology payback period (1 to 4 lion higher in the 4% Efficiency Loss case. The projected
years), discounted at 10 percent. In the reference case it is cumulative increase in energy use in the 4% Efficiency
projected that average new truck fuel efficiency will Loss case is approximately 80 trillion British thermal
increase from 6.4 miles per gallon in 2000 to 7.4 miles per units (Btu). Energy consumption projections are dis-
gallon in 2020. cussed in Chapter 6.

New vehicle fuel efficiency is reduced slightly in the 4%
Efficiency Loss case, but the impact on stock efficiency is

Table 1. Projected Fuel Expenditures for Heavy-Duty Diesel Vehicles, 2006-2020
(Billion 1999 Dollars)

Total,
Analysis Case | 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2015 2007-2015

Total Fuel Expenditures

Reference ................ 39.45 40.46 41.46 42.19 42.98 45.96 385.63

Regulation ................ 41.37 42.31 43.09 44.40 45.55 47.95 403.24

4o4 Efficiency Loss ......... 41.37 42.31 43.09 44.58 45.92 48.44 406.21

Incremental Fuel Expenditures

Regulation............... 1.92 1.85 1.63 2.21 2.57 1.99 17.62
4% Efficiency Loss ......... 1.92 1.85 1.63 2.38 2.94 2.49 20.58

Source: National Energy Modeling System, runs DSUREF.D043001B, DSU7PPM.D043001A. and DSU7TRN.D043001A.
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3. Desulfurization Technology

Introduction 7 ppm. Whether production is at 10 ppm or 7 ppm, the
same technology would be used. In general, a relatively

The availability of technologies for producing ultra- lower sulfur content would be achieved with more
low-sulfur diesel fuel (ULSD) was one of the issues severe operating conditions at a higher cost.
raised by the House Committee on Science. First, do ade-
quate and cost-effective technologies exist to meet the Considerable development in reactor design and cata-
ULSD standard? Second, are technologies being devel- lyst improvement has already been made to achieve
oped that could reduce the costs in the future? Last, is it ULSD levels near or below 10 ppm. In some cases low
likely that the needed technologies can be deployed into sulfur levels are the consequence of refiners' efforts to
the market in time to meet the ULSD requirements of the meet other specifications, such as low aromatic levels
rule? required in Sweden and California. In other cases refin-

ers have decided to produce a "premium" low-sulfur
A review of the technologies reveals that current tech- diesel product, as in the United Kingdom, Germany, and
nologies can be modified to produce diesel with less California. These experiences, though limited, provide
than 10 parts per million (ppm) sulfur. A small number evidence for both the feasibility of and potential difficul-
of refineries currently produce diesel with sulfur in the ties in producing ULSD on a widespread basis.
10 ppm range on a limited basis. The existence of the req-
uisite technology does not ensure, however, that all Refineries currently producing ULSD in limited quanti-
refineries will have that technology in place in time to ties rely on enhanced hvdrotreating technology. Teth-
meet the new ULSD standards. Widespread production nologv vendors expect that this will also be the case for
of ULSD will require many refineries to invest in major widespread production of ULSD. The following section
revamps or construction of new units. In addition to the focuses on .hvdrotreating as the primary means to
status of desulfurization technologies, this chapter dis- achieve ULSD levels. A few emerging and unconven-
cusses possible impediments to their deployment. tional desulfurization technologies are also discussed,

which if proven cost-effective eventually may expand
Refineries in the United States are characterized by a refiners' options for producing ULSD.
wide range of size, complexity, and quality of crude oil
inputs. Upgrades at a given refinery depend on individ-
ual circumstances, including the refinery's existing con- ULSD Production Technologies
figuration, its inputs, its access to capital, and its
perception of the market. The sulfur in petroleum prod- Very-low-sulfur diesel products have been available
ucts comes from the crude oil processed by the refiners. commercially in some European countries and in Call-
Refiners can reduce the sulfur content of their diesel fuel fornia on a limited basis. Sweden was the first to impose
to a limited extent by switching to crude oil containing very strict quality specifications for diesel fuel. requiring
less sulfur; however, sulfur reduction from a switch in a minimum 50 cetane, a maximum of 10 ppm on sulfur
crude oil would fall well short of the new ULSD stan- content, and a maximum 5 percent on aromatics content.
dard. Refineries will require substantial equipment To meet these specifications the refiners at Scanraft,
upgrades to produce diesel with such limited sulfur. Sweden, installed a hydrotreating facility based on

SvnTechnology.48 The Scanraff hvdrotreating unit con-
In order to allow for some margin of error and product sists of an integrated two-stage reactor system with an
contamination in the distribution system, refineries will interstage high-pressure gas stripper. The unit processes.
be required to produce highway diesel with sulfur a light gas oil (LGO) to produce a diesel product with
somewhat below 15 ppm: Due to limited experience less than 1 ppm sulfur and 2.4 percent aromatics by vol-
with such low-sulfur products, the exact sulfur level that ume. It is important to note that the Scanraff plant is
will be required by refineries is not certain. In the Regu- highly selective of its feedstock to achieve the ultra-low
latorv Impact Analysis for the ULSD Rule. the EPA sulfur content which may not be generalized to most
assumed highway diesel production w.ith an average of U.S. refineries.

4xB vAn der Linde (Shell). R Menon (ABB Lulninii;s D. Dave & S CGsiitas Criieriin), ".clvnl t.ihnolopv An -\Itracte Soll)ton Ior r'el-
m11 Future Diesel Spec-nicaltioils," presentdlion to the l1999 Asialn Retinlrg Technology Conierel ,ce. ARTC-',)
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In addition to Sweden, other European countries are SynSat operation in 1996 and then converted to SynShift
encouraging the early introduction of very-low-sulfur in 1998. The revamped hydrotreater has a capacity o
diesel fuel ahead of the shift to a European requirement 50,000 barrels per day and consists of a first-stage reactoi
for 50 ppm diesel in 2005. The United Kingdom and Ger- operating at 675 psig pressure, a high-pressure stripper,
many have structured tax incentives for the early intro- and a second-stage reactor that uses a noble metal cata-
duction of 50 ppm diesel fuel and have discussed lyst. The feed to the unit is a blend of light cycle oil
incentives for introduction of a 10 ppm diesel fuel. An (LCO), coker distillate, and straight-run distillate
example of a European refinery capable of producing (approximately equal volumes) with 1.4 percent sulfur
diesel fuel for these markets, is BP's refinery at by weight, 70 percent aromatics, and a cetane number of
Grangemouth, United Kingdom, which has a 35,000- 30. The product has about 40 percent aromatics, a cetane
barrel-per-stream-day unit originally designed for 500 number of 38.5, and sulfur content less than 140 ppm.
ppm sulfur in 1995. 49 The hvdrotreater at Grangemouth
has a two-bed reactor, no quench, and operates at about Citgo reported that the LCR hydrotreating unit was the
950 pounds per square inch gauge (psig). Operating at a largest reactor of its type when installed in 1996 and that
space velocity of 1.5 and using a new higher activity the volume of catalyst in the unit, which had been 40,000
AK30 Nobel catalyst (KF757), the unit is producing 10 to pounds in the old unit, had increased to 1.7 million
20 ppm sulfur diesel product. The feed is primary LGO pounds in the revamped unit. The diesel sulfurlevel
with a sulfur content of about 1,800 ppm, derived from a produced in the unit reportedly met the 15 ppm sulfur
low-sulfur crude. BP reported that on several occasions cap at initial conditions at start of run, but as the
the feed had included a small fraction of cycle oil, which desulfurization catalyst aged, the reactor temperature
resulted in a noticeable increase in catalyst deactivation had to be revised to achieve target sulfur levels. If the
rate. revamped unit had to consistently meet a 15 ppm diesel

sulfur limit, the cycle life could be greatly reduced from
In 1999 Arco announced that it would produce a pre- current operation, causing frequent catalyst replace-
mium diesel fuel- which Arco termed "EC Diesel"-at ment and more frequent shutdowns. Under the current
its Carson, California, refinery.5 EC Diesel is a "super mode of operation, the frequency of catalyst changeout
clean" diesel designed to meet the needs of fleets and is managed by reducing the cracked stocks in the feed to
buses in urban areas. The reported quality attributes the unit. More frequent catalyst changeouts to meet a 1F
include less than 10 ppm sulfur, less than 10 percent ppm sulfur cap reportedly could raise the cost of diesel
aromatics, and 60 cetane, among others.5 1 Arco indi- production.5 4
cated that the crude slates of the Carson refinery would
remain unchanged, with only the operating conditions Hydrotreating
modified. The refinery had to selectively take out a sul-
furous, aromatic cycle oil feed stream to the diesel unit Conventional hydrotreating is a commercially proven
and repeat this every few days for batches. If continuous refining process that passes a mixture of heated feed-
production were required, a major capital investment stock and hydrogen through a catalyst-laden reactor to
would have to be made. In April 2000, Equilon also remove sulfur and other undesirable impurities. Hydro-
announced that its Martinez refinery in Northern Cali- treating separates sulfur from hydrocarbon molecules;
fornia could provide ULSD for fleet use in that region of some developing technologies remove the molecules
the State. 52 that contain sulfur (see box'on page 16). Refineries can

desulfurize distillate streams at many places in a refin-
The challenge of producing ULSD from feedstocks that ery by hydrotreating "straight-run" streams directly fol-
are difficult to desulfurize is well represented by the lowing crude distillation, hydrotreating streams coming
experience of Lyondell-Citgo Refining (LCR) at its refin- out of the fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) unit, and/or
erv in Houston, Texas. In 1997 the refinery moved to a hydrotreating the heavier streams that go through a
diet of 100 percent Venezuelan crude. 53 The gravity of hydrocracker. Over half of the streams currently going
the crude oil was less than 20 °API, and it was highly into highway-grade diesel (500 ppm) are made up from
aromatic. To produce suitable quality low-sulfur diesel straight-run distillate streams, which are the easiest and
product the refinery had revamped a hydrotreater to least expensive to treat.

49L.A. Gerritson. F. Stoop (Akzo Nobel Catalyst), P. Low, J. Townsend, D. Waterfield, and K. Holdes (BP Amoco), "Production of Green
Diesel in the BP Amoco Refineries," presented at the WEFA Conference (Berlin, Germany, June 2000).

5lNow part of BP Amoco.
51 "Arco's EC Diesel Dominates CARB Advisory Discussion," Diesel Fuel News (April 26,1999), p. 5.
52"Equilon Offers 15 PPM Sulfur Diesel for N. California." Diesel Fuel News (April 10, 2000), p. 10.
53 L. Allen (Criterion Catalyst Co.), "Economic Environmental Fuels with SynTechnologies," presented at the World Fuels Meeting,

EAA-World Fuels-98 (Washington, DC, Fall 1998).
54Diesel Fuel News (April 11, 2000), p. 17.
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Refineries with hydrotreaters are likely to achieve pro- Refining: Assuring the Adequacy and Affordabilit! ofCleam-r
duction of ULSD on straight runs by modifying catalysts Fuels, the National Petroleum Council (NPC) suggested
and operating conditions. Desulfurizing the remainder that in order to produce diesel at less than 30 ppm sulfur,
of the distillate streams is expected to pose the greatest new high-pressure hydrotreaters would be required,
challenge, requiring either substantial revamps to operating at pressures between 1,100 and 1,200 psig.-'
equipment or construction of new units. In some refiner- Pressures over 1,000 psig are expected to require
ies the heavier and less valuable streams, such as LCOs, thick-walled reactors, which are produced by only a few
are run through a hydrocracker. The distillates from the suppliers (see discussion later in this chapter) and take
cracked stocks contain a larger concentration of com- longer to produce than reactors with thinner walls. In
pounds with aromatic rings, making sulfur removal contrast to NPC's expectations, EPA's cost analysis
more difficult. The need for some refineries to desulfur- reflected vendor information for revamps of 650 psig
ize the cracked stocks in addition to the straight-run and 900 psig units that would n .. requ. ;' thick-walled
streams may play a key role in the choice of technology. reactors. The vendors indicated tnai: : existing

hydrotreating unit could be retrofitcd with a number of
When the 15 ppm ULSD specification takes effect in June different vessels, including: a reactor, a hydrogen com-
2006, refiners will have to desulfurize essentially all die- pressor, a recycle scrubber, an interstage stripper, and
sel blending components, especially cracked stocks, to other associated process hardware. 57

provide for highway uses. It is generally believed that a
two-stage deep desulfurization process will be required The amount of hydrogen required for desulfurization is
by most, if not all refiners, to achieve a diesel product also uncertain, because the industry has no experience
with less than 10 ppm sulfur. The following discussion with widespread desulfurization at ultra-low levels.
reviews a composite of the technological approaches One of the primary determinants of cost is hydrogen
of UOP, Criterion Catalyst, Haldor Topsoe, and consumption and the related investment in hydro-
MAKFining (a consortium effort of Mobil, Akzo Nobel, gen-producing equipment. Hydrogen consumption is
Kellogg Brown & Root, and TotalFinaElf Research). the largest operating cost in hvdrotreating diesel, and

minimizing hydrogen use is a key objective in hvdro-
A design consistent with recent technology papers treating for sulfur removal. In general, 10 ppm sulfur
would include a first stage that reduces the sulfur con- diesel would require 25 to 45 percent more hydrogen
tent to around 250 ppm or lower and a secondstage that consumption than would 500 ppm diesel, in addition to
completes the reduction to less than 10 ppm. In some improved catalysts.5 8 Hydrogen requirements at lower
cases the first stage could be a conventional hydro- sulfur levels rise in a nonlinear fashion.
treating unit with moderate adjustments to the opera-
tion parameters. Recent advances in higher activity In addition to improvements in design and catalysts,
catalysts also help in achieving a higher sulfur removal other modifications to refinery operations can contrib-
rate.-' The second stage would require substantial modi- ute to the production of ULSD. For example, high-sulfur
fication of the desulfurization process, primarily compounds in both straight runs and cracked stocks lie
through using higher pressure, increasing hydrogen predominantly in the higher boiling range of the mater,-
rate and purity, reducing space velocity, and choice of als. Thus. reducing the final boiling point for the streams
catalyst. To deep desulfurize cracked stocks, a higher and cutting off the heaviest boiling segment can reduce
reactor pressure is necessary. Pressure requirements the difficulty of the desulfurization task. If a refiner has
would depend on the quality of the crude oil and the hydrocracking capability, the hydrocracker would be an
setup of the individual refinery, ideal disposition for these streams. Some refiners mak-

ing both high- and low-sulfur distillate products may be
The level of pressure required for deep desulfurization able to allocate the more difficult distillate blend streams
is a key uncertainty in assessing the cost and availability to the high-sulfur product; however, the EPA is in
of the technology. In its 2000 study, U.S. Petroleum the process of promulgating "Tier 3" non-road engine

"'The type of improvement in catalyst activity is illustrated by Akzo Nobel new KF757 cobalt-molybdenum (C loM)ca talvst Con pa riln
KF 757 with its predecessor catalyst Akzo states, "A diesel unit designed to achieve 500 wppm prod uct sultiur with KF 7-5 can easil a-chieve
less than 250 ppm product sulfur with KF 757 while maintaining the same operatig cycle." Source: C.P Sinit, ". AKFiining Preminiun Distil-
lates Technolog' The Future ofiDistillate Upgrading," presentation to Petrobras (Rio de laneiro. Brazil. Augiust 24. 2000), p 4.

5"National Petroleum Cotncil, U.S. Petroleum Rtfiiln: Assuiri X tlu AdeqltrZ.ian A fi'rirabil/lt Af ClI'aIrr F irll (t ile i2O)i Chapler ~. Ip.
132-133

' L.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Re.illattihn Impact Alaisi5t Heatl/i-D ti, Ell.Iinii, ,id VIt'rlfi' Stlinlards ,tn Hi\lri;,'l PDJ ',' r!,'.!
.iulfirur R.'qniir'nu'nt, EPA420-R-004026 (Washington, DC. December 2000). Chapter V. p V\-h9

"'Cha rles Ri er Associa tes. Inc.. and Baker anid O'Brien, Inc., A Iiit i'Ssmr( ii ll ii f Ptilrt l P nii Irni/iai t i<f Prni l 'it Ei,:' rtiinr iit,l R.xiu l,i', ii Ri
U .> Rflhuiri, Srppli ofDu'-'il Fi.il, CRA No. D0231h-00 (August 20(00), I) 2
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Developing Technologies and Ultra-Low-Sulfur Alternatives

Sulfur Adsorption recovered and recycled. The major advantages of this
^ . . , ., , . * .i. ,,-7new technology include low cost, lower reactor tem-One.new technology on the horizon is the "S Zorb" new technology include low cost, lower reactor te

processing under development by Phillips Petroleum. peratures and pressures, short residence time, no emis-
sions, and no hydrogen requirement.S Zorb has been promoted for gasoline desulfurization onsand no requirement.

to meet EPA's Tier 2 requirements. The major distinc- Advocates for the sulfur oxidation technology estimate
tion of this process from conventional hydrotreating is capital costs at $1000 per barrel of daily installed
that the sulfur in the sulfur-containing compounds capacity-lessthan half the cost of a new high-pressure
adsorbs to the catalyst after the feedstock-hydrogen hydrotreaterd The technology preferentially treats
mixture interacts with the catalyst. Thus the catalyst dibenzothiophenes, one of streams that is most diffi-
needs to be regenerated constantly. Phillips is promot- ut to desulfurize, but it does not work as well on
ing the S Zorb process for highway diesel as potentially straight-run distillate. Because the process removes
having lower capital cost than conventional hydro- molecules containing sulfur, some volume losses also
treating options and reportedly is on the fast track to occur. One company working on the technology has
demonstrate the process in a pilot plant in 2001.a Phil- proposed installation of 1,000 to 5,000 barrel per dav
lips estimates on-site capital costs at $1,000 to $1,400 uns at distribution terminals to polish matenatthatunits at distribution terminals to "polish" materiaTthat
per barrel per day. might otherwise be downgraded. Construction of a
Biodesulfurization pilot plant is planned, but to date there has been no

real-world demonstration of the process.
Biodesulfurization is another innovative technology,
which uses bacteria as the catalyst to remove sulfur Fischer-Tropsch Diesel and Biodiesel
from the feedstock. In the biodesulfurization process, One way to add to ULSD supply without desulfuriza-
organosulfur compounds, such as dibenzothiophene tion is to rely on a non-oil-based diesel. The Fischer-
and its alkylated homologs, are oxidized with geneti- Tropsch process, for example, can be used to convert
cally engineered microbes, and sulfur is removed as natural gas to a synthetic, sulfur-free diesel fuel. Two
a water-soluble sulfate salt. Several factors may limit gas-to-liquids (GTL) facilities have operated commer-
the application of this technology, however. Many cially: the Mossgas plant in South Africa with output
ancillary processes novel to petroleum refining would capacity of 23,000 barrels per day and the Shell Bintulu
be needed, including a biocatalyst fermentor to plant in Malaysia at 12,500 barrels per day. Other
regenerate the bacteria. The process is also sensitive to plants are in the planning stages.
environmental conditions such as sterilization, tem-
perature, and residence time of the biocatalyst. Finally, Commercial viability of GTL projects depends on capi-
the process requires the existing hydrotreater to con- tal costs, the market for petroleum products and possi-
tinue in operation to provide a lower sulfur feedstock ble price premiums for GTL fuels, the value of
to the unit and is more costly than conventional byproducts such as heat and water, the cost of feed-
hvdrotreating.b Biodesulfurization has been tested in stock gas, the availability of infrastructure, the quality
the laboratory, but detailed engineering designs and of the local workforce, and potential government sub-
cost estimates have not been developed. sidies. Capital costs for GTL projects are currently less

than $25,000 per daily barrel of capacity. An EIA analy-
Sulfur Oxidation sis of a hypothetical GTL project estimated the cost of
The latest entry in unconventional desulfurization GTL fuel at almost $25 per barrel in 1999 dollars. Thus,
involves sulfur oxidization. This process creates a a GTL project with present technology could be cost-
petroleum and water emulsion in which hydrogen per- competitive only if investors were confident that crude
oxide or another oxidizer is used to convert the sulfur oil prices would stay in the range of $25 to $30 per bar-
in sulfur-containing compounds to sulfone.c The oxi- rel and natural gas feedstock prices would remain at 50
dized sulfone is then separated from the hydrocarbons cents per thousand cubic feet.e
for post-processing. Most of the peroxide can be (Continued on page 17)

'U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
Sulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000), Chapter IV, pp. IV-31-IV-32.

bNational Petroleum Council, U.S. Petroleum Refining: Assuring the Adequacy and Affordability of Cleaner Fuels (June 2000), p. 75.
CSulfone is any of various sulfur-containing organic compounds having a bivalent radical SO, attached to two carbon atoms.
dR.E. Levy et al., "UniPure's ASR-2 Diesel Desulfurization Process: A Novel, Cost-effective Process for Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel,"

presented at the National Petrochemical and Refining Association 2001 Annual Meeting (New Orleans, LA, March 18-20, 2001).
*"Gas-to-Liquids Technology: The Current Picture," International Energy Outlook 2000, DOE/EIA-0494(2000) (Washington, DC,

March ?000), pp. 59-60; and S. Weeden, "Financial Commitments Brighten 2001 GTL Prospects," Oil & Gas Journal (March 12,2001).
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Developing Technologies and Ultra-Low-Sulfur Alternatives (Continued)

A second way to avoid desulfurization is with market would be able to absorb. Biodiesel is a strong
biodiesel made from vegetable oil or animal fats. solvent and can dissolve paint as well as deposits left in
Although other processes are available, most biodiesel fuel lines by petroleum-based diesel, sometimes lead-
is made with a base-catalyzed reaction. A fat or oil is ing to engine problems. Biodiesel also freezes at a
reacted with an alcohol, such as methanol, in the pres- higher temperature than petroleum-based diesel.
ence of a catalyst to produce glycerine and methyl Biodiesel advocates claim that a 1-percent blend of
esters or biodiesel. The methanol is charged in excess to biodiesel can improve lubricity bv as much as 65 per-
assist in quick conversion and recovered for reuse. The cent. At least eight companies are marketing biodiesel
catalyst, usually sodium or potassium hydroxide, is in all parts of the United States, according to the
mixed with the methanol. Increased production of National Biodiesel Board.'
biodiesel could create more surfactants than the

'Web site www.biodiesel.org/marketers.htm.

emission limits around 2005 or 2006, which are expected NEMS Approach to Diesel
to be linked to sulfur reduction for non-road diesel
fuel. s Desulfurization Technology

A processing scheme that has been promoted primarily The Petroleum Market Module (PMM) in the National
in Asia and Europe employs a combination of partial Energy Modeling System (NEMS) projects petroleum
hvdrocracking and FCC to produce verv-low-sulfur product prices, refining activities, and movements of
fuels. In this scheme a partial conversion hydrocracking petroleum into the United States and among domestic
unit is placed in front of the FCC unit to convert the vac- regions. In addition, the PMM estimates capacity expan-
uum gas oil to light products (distillate, kerosene, naph- sion and fuel consumption in the refining industry. The
tha, and lighter) and FCC feed. The distillate product is PMM is also revised on a regular basis to incorporate
low in sulfur (less than 200 ppm) and has a cetane num- current regulations that may affect the domestic petro-
ber of about 50. The cracked stocks produced in the FCC leum market.
unit are also lower in sulfur and higher in cetane. The
relatively greater demand for distillate relative to gaso- The PMM optimizes the operation of petroleum refiner-
line demand in Europe and Asia and the higher diesel ies in the United States, including the supply and trans-
cetane requirement are more in keeping with the portation of crude oil to refineries, the regional
strengths of this process option than is the case for most processing of these raw materials into petroleum prod-
U.S. refineries. ucts, and the distribution of petroleum products to meet

regional demands. The production of natural gas liquids
A few new technologies that may reduce the cost of from gas processing plants is also represented The
diesel desulfurization-sulfur adsorption, biodesulfuri- essential outputs of the model are product prices. a
zation. and sulfur oxidation-are in the experimental petroleum supply/demand balance, demands for retin-
stages of development (see box above). Although they erv fuel use, and capacity expansion.
are being spurred by the EPA rule, thev are unlikely to
have significant effects on ULSD production in 2006; The PMM employs a modified two-stage distillate deep
hownever, they may affect the market by 2010. In addi- desulfurization process based on proven technologies ":

tion, methods have been developed to produce diesel The first stage consists of a choice of two distinct units,
fuel from natural gas and organic fats, but they still are which accept feedstocks of various sultur contents
costly. and desulfurize to a range of 20 to 30 ppm (Table ). The

''.S Environmental Protection Agency, Relducing Air Pollitmln from Nioi-rkidi Einrll '. EPA420-F-001-04S (a hilnton. DC, So\ ember
200),. p3.

"'\EMS was developed by EIA for mid-term forecasts of L'.S energ mnarkets (Currently through 2020) E1 EIS dx'iimeintalln can be
1toind at web site wwwG.eia.doe.gov /bookshelf/docs.htnl PMM documentation can be tolund at web site w\ww ria --. , .' \ , pub. pdf
nodel.d-cs/ nmO9(2001 .pdi.

"lThe PMM incorporates the technologv database from EnSv- Energy & S!ystems. Inc.. a cion-illlant to EIA. tor rfeiiit'l irc rzie ing, Iod-
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second stage also includes a choice of two processing IV. The ULSD production costs were estimated for dif-
units, which further deep desulfurize the first-stage ferent groups of refineries based on their size, the sulfu
streams to a level below 10 ppm. The purpose of reduc- content of the feeds, the fraction of cracked stocks in the
ing the sulfur level to 20 to 30 ppm in the first stage, feed, the boiling range of the feed, and the fraction of
rather than the common goal of 250 ppm or less, is to highway diesel produced. The capital and operating
enable a more accurate representation of costs for pro- costs for the different groups were developed for EIA by
cessing streams. the staff of the National Energy Technology Laboratory

(NETL).
The PMM retains the option of conventional distillate
desulfurization when 500 ppm sulfur diesel can still be For the study, a semi-empirical model was developed to
produced (before June 2010). Because the PMM models size and cost new and retrofitted distillate hydrotreating
an aggregation of refinery capacities in each of the plants for production of ULSD. Sulfur removal was pre-
refinery regions, 62 the above representation of multi- dicted using a kinetic model tuned to match the limited
pie processing options is possible, although in reality literature data available on deep distillate desulfuriza-
individual refineries may choose one process over the tion. Correlations were used in the model to relate
other on the basis of strategic and economic evaluations. hydrogen consumption, utility usage, etc., to the three

major constituents of the distillate pool: straight-run dis-
tillate, cat-cracker light cycle oil, and coker gas oil. (See

Individual Refinery Analysis Appendix D for a discussion of the assumptions used to
construct the model.)Approach to Diesel Desulfurization

Technology Capital costs ranged from $592 to $1,807 per barrel per
day, depending on the size of the unit, whether it was

To assess the supply situation during the transition to new or retrofitted, and the percentage of straight run
ULSD in 2006, industry-level cost curves were con- feedstock (Table 3). A large hydrotreater using only
structed for this study and matched against assumed straight-run distillate derived from high-sulfur crude
demand and imports. The cost curves are the result of a had the least cost for both new and retrofitted units. The
refinery-by-refinery analysis of investment require- most expensive units were small hydrotreaters running
ments and operating costs for refineries in Petroleum 32 percent cracked stocked, about the average propor
Administration for Defense Districts (PADDs) I through tion of cracked feedstocks in PADD II.

Table 2. Desulfurization Units Represented in the NEMS Petroleum Market Module
Capital Cost Total Capital Cost

Capacity (1999 Dollars per Unita
Unit (Barrels per Day) Feedstock per Barrel per Day) (Million 1999 Dollars)

HL1/HS2...: 25.000 All except coker gas oil and high-sulfur light cycle oil 1,331 33.3

HD/HD2 ... 10.000 All 1,849 18.5

"Only on-site costs for hydrotreaters are included in this table. See NEMS documentation for hydrogen and sulfur plant costs. Revamped unit costs
are estimated to be 50 percent of new unit costs.

Source: Energy Intormation Administration, Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting.

Table 3. Range of Hydrotreater Units Represented in the Individual Refinery Analysis
Capital Cost Total Capital Cost

Throughput Straight-Run Feedstock (1999 Dollars per Unita
Type (Barrels per Day) (Percentage) per Daily Barrel) (Million 1999 Dollars)

New ................. 50.000 100. 995 49.8

New ............... 10.000 68 1.807 18.1
Revamp .............. 50,000 100 592 29.6
Revamp .............. 10.000 68 1.210 12.1

aincludes only on-site costs.
Source: National Energy Technology Laboratory.

6 2 Within the PMM, the refinery sector is modeled by a linear programming representation for three refining regions. The first region
consists of Petroleum Administration for Defense District (PADD) 1; the second of PADD's II, III, and IV; and the third of PADD V. Each
model region represents an aggregation of the individual refineries in the region, rather than a rotional refinery.
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Expected Developments unsuitable or require major capital outlays. Uncertainty
and Cost Improvements about the level of revamp is a major source ot uncer-

and C~os~t Improvements tainty in estimating the cost of the ULSD Rule.

Recent experience indicates that consistent, high- Further consolidation of the refinery industry may
volume production of ULSD is a technologically feasible achieve better economies of scale, although some indus-
goal, although many refineries could face major retrofits try analysts have expressed concern that a shortage of
or new unit construction. The variation in feedstock con- diesel supply could materialize in the short term if some
cerning both sulfur content and the amount of cracked economically challenged refineries exit the diesel mar-
stock may be influential in the choice of process option ket. Catalyst improvements are expected to be one of the
and the cost of desulfurization, which may also entail a main factors in reducing operating costs, both in terms
different allocation of streams to products. Although of recycle rate and efficient use of hydrogen. Other fac-
unconventional desulfurization technologies have been tors, such as the dependence of the refinery on distil-
promoted recently by various vendors, none has made lates, access to lower-sulfur crude, level of competition,
sufficient progress toward the commercial stage to war- and ability to upgrade infrastructure, must also be taken
rant consideration by most refiners who must start pro- into account. The European experience could also pro-
ducing ULSD by June 2006.63 vide valuable insights for U.S. refineries.

The two-stage desulfurization process can be accom-
plished through revamping existing units, building new
units, or a combination of both. Several aspects of unit Deployment of
design are important. Properly designed distribution Desulfurization Technologies
trays can greatly improve desulfurization efficiency, in
that catalyst bypassing can make it virtually impossible The deployment of diesel desulfurization technologies
to produce ULSD. Because hydrogen sulfide (H2 S) will hinge on several factors, such as the ability and will-
inhibits hvdrodesulfurization reactions, scrubbing of ingness of refiners to invest, the timing of investment
recycle gas to remove H2S will improve desulfurization. and permitting, the ability of manufacturers to provide
New design or revamps will also include gas quench to units for all U.S. refineries at once, and the availability of
help control temperature through the reactor. Irn the engineering and construction resources.
design of a two-stage system, there will be a hot stripper One impediment to acquiring desulfuzation upgrades
between the two reactors where ammonia and H2S are may be the willingness and ability of individual refiners
stripped from the first-stage product. to obtain capital. The EPA estimates that average invest-

. more commercial ev e ad ct in ment for diesel desulfurization will cost 550 million perAs more commercial evidence and cost information e .
.,, ,11 .i~ . ~ .~ -. ~ refinery, slightly more than the estimated 544 millionbecome available for diesel desulfurization in the next r re to the Tie gasoline sul-

*,~~~~ ~~ , ,,. .„.. . . , , per refinerv required to meet the Tier 2 gasoline suliurfew vears. it will be possible to better assess the technol-
ogv choices-including equipment requirements, oper- requirement. Most refiners will invest in the gasolineogv choices-including equipment requirements, oper-'ogn sulfur upgrade because gasoline is their maior product.ating conditions, and production logistics-that most ecause s s t
.. ., . . ,- Because U.S. refineries tvpically produce three to tfourrefiners will have to make in order to meet the new produce the to

times as much gasoline as highway diesel fuel, the perLLSD standards. However, the EPA's tight compliance tes as much sole as desel uel the
timetable for producing ULSD might short-circuit the gallon investment cost of ULSD will be three to our

times as high.65
learning process for refiners to acquire necessary experi- times as high
ence to make cost-effective decisions.4 The many cave- In its Regulatory Impact Analysis, the EPA provided an
ats within current vendors' statements must be carefully analysis of capital requirements indicating that the com-
scrutinized, to avoid overestimating the capability or bined annual capital investment for gasoline and diesel
underestimating the costs for new or revamped distil- desulfurization would be 52.15 billion in 2004 and 52.49
late hydrotreating facilities. Most vendors state that billion in 2005." The EPA analysis spread the diesel
their goal is to use or revamp a client refiner's current investments over a 2-year period (to reflect "a somewhat
process units whenever possible. In trying to reach a 10 more sophisticated schedule for the expenditure of capi-
ppm or lower sulfur target, however. many units may be tal throughout a project") and assumed that the gasoline

'It is believed that. to comply with the new ULSD cap of 15'ppn a refiner would require about 4 vears lead tine to set urea permnit and
ti design, build. and optimize a new desulfurization process before commercial production is ready

' mall refiners. which may delay ULSD production underspecial provisions of the Rl'le, could adopt emerginmg technolo'i . later in the
decade when anv of those technologies becomes cost-competltlve

"LU.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Reqiluatorni Impact Aiiahlisi: Hcar'i-Duiti, E£ii\m'l j l i,t 1l''iirh' StaliiJalr. ani t Hi-,ir;nrii Dwn''; Fii'
'iilfir Ritiuirernirils, EPA420-R-0O-02b (Wasingiton, DC, December 2OlX)) Chapter IV

"'L.S Envirnninential Protection Agency. RlNildat/ur ImntpIct Al A!hii/' Ho nli,-Diittl Ei;', ,, iiil t1t' I .' 1,taili, lr,i .1 ,i tho, i; .i:, /w[ / ,' ! i
uWlfuir Requirrcmenlts. EPA420-R-O0-026 (Washington. DC. Decembe 2001). Chapiter IV. pp 1\ -i3- [\'-r,
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investments would be incurred in the year before a unit will be providing gasoline desulfurization units for the
came on line. The EPA concluded that this level of Tier 2 gasoline sulfur reduction requirements that wil'
investment should be sustainable by the industry be phased in between 2004 and 2007. Moreover, engi-
because it is roughly two-thirds of the estimated envi- neering and construction requirements will also be
ronmental investments incurred during 1992-1994, expanding outside the United States. The Canadian gov-
when the industry was responding to the 500 ppm high- ermment has committed to harmonizing gasoline and
way diesel and oxygenated and reformulated gasoline diesel requirements with the United States. In Europe,
requirements. Other estimates of ULSD investment refiners will be making upgrades to meet tighter gaso-
costs range from $3 billion to $13 billion (see Chapter 7). line and diesel requirements in 2005 and have may

incentives to produce even cleaner fuels for markets in
Although not discussed in the EPA's investment analy- Germany and the United Kingdom (see discussion in
sis, the 1990s was a period of rationalization for the refin- Chapter 6).
ing industry, marked by refinery sales, mergers, and
closures. Between January 1990 and January 1999, 50 of In its 2000 study, the NPC provided an analysis of the
205 refineries were closed (4 of which were merged wth number of construction projects required for U.S. refin-
adjacent refineries). 67 The NPC attributes the refinery ers to provide both gasoline and diesel fuel meeting a 30
closures to heightened competitiveness. Although the ppm sulfur cap. The analysis concluded that "if a-diesel
environmental requirements of the 1990s cannot be sulfur reduction is required for 2006, implementation
pointed to as the cause of the closures, they contributed would overlap significantly with the Tier 2 Rule gasoline
to the inability of some refineries to compete economi- sulfur reduction, and engineering and construction
cally. Refiners who chose not to invest in the 500 ppm resources will likely be inadequate, resulting in higher
sulfur limit (required for highway diesel since 1993) costs, implementation delays, and failure to meet the
found it more economical to shift their existing regulatory timelines." The study also concluded that if a
high-sulfur diesel production to non-road markets. 15 ppm diesel standard is required, further investments

in new units will be required and there will be a signifi-
Some refiners will be more able than others to obtain cant risk of inadequate diesel supplies.
capital for Tier 2 gasoline and ULSD projects. Assuming
that capital is accessible, a refiner's willingness to invest The NPC estimated that 89 refineries will require gaso-
in ULSD projects will depend on its assessment of the line hydrodesulfurization units by 2004 and that 85
economics of the market. For instance, a refiner would refineries (presumably the same ones) would make
be less likely to invest if it believed it could not compete upgrades for new highway diesel standards and con-
favorably with others because the investments would cluded that if the diesel standard were required within
result in a higher cost per gallon. History may lead some 12 months of completion of Tier 2 gasoline projects, con-
refiners to be cautious about investment. In the 1990s struction labor shortages could occur. The analysis pro-
refinery upgrades for meeting reformulated gasoline vided peak monthly engineering and construction
requirements resulted in excess gasoline production personnel requirements for five scenarios with different
capacity. As a result, gasoline margins were depressed, assumptions about the timing and overlap of Tier 2 gas-
making it difficult for refiners to recoup investments. oline and ULSD requirements (Table 4). The scenarios

ranged from a "balanced implementation" case, in
Profit margins for ULSD could be depressed if refiners which one-fourth of the required projects would begin
build too much capacity, and the fear of overinvestment in each quarter of the first year (Scenario A), to highly
could lead some refiners to delay investment until more front-end loaded cases (Scenarios D and E), in which
highway diesel production is required. On the other three-fourths of the projects would begin in the first
hand, refiners anticipating inadequate supply of ULSD quarter of the first year. Scenarios B and C assumed that
may choose to invest as early as possible to benefit tern- refiners would start projects as late as possible.
porarily from higher margins and sell credits to those
that do not invest early. The EPA believes that any lack In the Regulatory Impact Analysis for the ULSD Rule,
of investment will be compensated for by the temporary the EPA conducted its own analysis of the personnel
compliance options and credit trading provisions of the requirements for design and construction services
ULSD Rule. related to the overlapping requirements of the Tier 2

gasoline and ULSD requirements. The analysis pro-
Another possible hurdle to the timely adoption of vided monthly estimates for each personnel category,
desulfurization technologies is the ability of the engi- assuming that in a given year 25 percent of the projects
neering and construction industries to design and build would be completed per quarter. The monthly estimates
diesel hydrotreaters in a timely manner. In addition to were used to develop estimates of the maximum num-
providing diesel hydrotreaters, the same contractors ber of personnel required in any given month for the

67National Petroleum Council, U S. Petroleum Refining: Assuring tlhe Adequacy and Affordability of Cleaner Fuels (June 2000), p. 23.
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Tier 2 gasoline program alone and for the gasoline and different estimates for personnel. The range of personnel
ULSD programs together, both with and without a estimates shown in Table 4 highlights the uncertainty of
temporary compliance option. The estimates of the two the estimates.
programs taken together without the temporary compli-
ance option were about double the employment esti- The EPA's analysis assumed that a total of 97 units

mates for the Tier 2 gasoline program only, in all three would be added to make Tier 2 gasoline and that 121 die-
job categories. When the temporanr compliance option sel desulfurization units would be added for ULSD
is taken into account, personnel requirements for the (Table 5). The expected startup dates for the gasoline
two programs are only about 30 percent higher than for and diesel desulfurization units indicate an overlap of 26
the Tier 2 gasoline program alone, gasoline units and 63 diesel units in 2006. The 2006 over-

lap in gasoline and diesel startups is noteworthy
Because the largest impact is expected to occur in front- because it is significantly greatr than :t would have
end design, where 30 percent of available U.S. personnel been with ULSD implementation in an. :'. er year
are required, the EPA believes that the engineering and except 2004.
construction workforce can provide the equipment nec-
essary for compliance. It appears that the EPA's criterion Another possible hurdle to implementing tchnology
for the adequacy of engineering and construction per- for the ULSD Rule raised by the NPC is the .bilit of
sonnel lies somewhere between 30 percent and 50 per- manufacturers to provide critical equipment. As men-
cent over the personnel requirements of the Tier 2 tioned earlier, the NPC analysis assumed that a sulfur
requirements alone. requirement below 30 ppm would require new deep

hydrotreaters with reactor pressures in the range of
The EPA's estimates without a temporary compliance 1,100 to 1.200 psig, requiring thick-walled reactors. As
option are most consistent with the timing assumptions compared with other reactors, the delivery time for
of NPC's Scenario A. EPA's analysis indicates that engi- thick-walled reactors is longer and the number of sup-
neering and construction requirements will be lower pliers is more limited. Only one or two U.S companies
given the temporary compliance option of the ULSD produce thick-walled reactors, whereas four to six can
Rule; however, NPC Scenarios D and E demonstrate that supply reactors with more typical wall widths. Outside
different assumptions about project timing lead to very the United States, 10 to 12 companies are able to supply

Table 4. Estimated Peak Engineering and Construction Labor Requirements for Gasoline and Diesel
- Desulfurization Projects

:erceant of Current Workforce)
Front-End Design Detailed Engineering Construction

Analysis Case Workforce Workforce Workforce
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reactors regardless of wall width. This view is at odds Conclusion
with the EPA analysis, which was based on vendor esti-
mates, with reactor pressures in the range of 650 to 900 Technology for reduction of sulfur in diesel fuel to 15
psig. ppm is currently available and new technologies are

under development that could reduce the cost of
Another type of critical equipment identified by the desulfurization. Variations in feedstock sulfur content
NPC is reciprocating compressors. The NPC indicated and the amount of cracked stock may be very influential
that two reciprocating compressors will be required for in the choice of process option and cost of desulfur-
each diesel desulfurization project. Reciprocating com- ization. Estimates of investment costs related to ULSD
pressors will also be required for gasoline desulfur- production range from $3 billion to $13 billion. The abil-
ization projects, and the NPC listed them as the principal ity and willingness of refiners to invest depends on an
constraining factor for the gasoline projects. Excluding assessment of market economics. Experience with
the former Soviet Union, there are only five manufactur- upgrades to meet reformulated gasoline requirements in
ers of reciprocating compressors in the world. Two are the early 1990s may lead some refineis to be cautious.
in Europe and were assumed to be occupied with orders The availability of personnel, thick-walled reactors,
for European gasoline sulfur reduction projects through and reciprocating compressors may delay some
2003. The NPC analysis did not account for additional construction.
orders from Canadian desulfurization projects.
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4. Impact of the ULSD Rule on Oil Pipelines

Introduction Although the overall costs of the program may be lower
if the rule is phased in, the incremental costs associated

The petroleum products pipeline distribution system is with temporarily transporting ULSD, in addition to
the primary means of transporting diesel fuel and other low-sulfur diesel and heating.oil fall on pipelines and
liquid petroleum products within the United States. The other players in downstream distribution. During the
Nation's refined petroleum products pipeline system is transition phase, some 20 percent of the highway diesel
not monolithic. Pipelines are distinguished by the region volume will be 500 ppm. The increased cost of tankage
they serve, the type of service they offer, their mode of for handling this small volume of 500 ppm material is
operation, their size, the size of the interfaces between borne solely bv the affected regions. On a cost-per-
batches, and how they dispose of them. In preparing this gallon basis for the small volume in the limited region,
report, several pipeline companies were contacted.6 the increased cost more than doubles the current pipe-
These companies represent a cross-section of size, capac- line tariff for the largest carriers. Whether such an
it!, location, markets, corporate structures, and operat- increase can be passed through in tariff rates is a matter
ing modes. The assessment of the impact of the of significant concern for pipeline operators.
ultra-low-sulfur diesel (ULSD) Rule is complex, both
because the pipeline system is complex and because Finally, there is a concern that further limitations on dis-
there are uncertainties that cannot be resolved without tribution flexibility will contribute to price spikes or spot
operating experience with ULSD. outages. The distribution of ULSD will reduce the svs-

tem's flexibility by imposing testing requirements that
The first question appears to be: "Can the Nation's oil will increase transit times by increasing the product lost
pipeline system successfully distribute ULSD without to dowgrade and bv "freezing" storage capacity in the
degrading its sulfur concentration?" While the answer event of product contamination. These adverse impacts
seems to be yes, lingering uncertainties that come with inject new supply risks into the system, making an
the unique specifications of this new and untested prod- already burdened oil distribution system more vulnera-
uct prevent a clear assertion. Among the uncertainties ble to product supply imbalances in local and regional
are the following: markets. Supply imbalances, if they occur, could cause

Protectg te p t i5 ps pr m- increased product price volatility, price spikes, and· Protecting the product integrity of I parts per mil-
product outages. This concern is not just theoreticallion tppm) product will be more difficult than pro-eoretcalclion ppth) product gill be more difficult than pro- During 2000, logistics problems contributed to large andtecting the product integrity of the current 500 ppm

, ¢ ~ ~ ~ , , ..-~~ .* .~ ~ sudden price spikes in the Midwest gasoline market "'highway diesel. Not only is the sulfur specification sudden price spikes in the Midwest gasoline market
, ' „ a!- ' 1 , 1 ,. N l To the extent that the svstem is overburdened. stresses

lower. with less room for error, but also the relative and unforeseen circumstances will cause imbalances
'potency" of the sulfur in products further upstream more often, and with greater impact.
i~ higher.

* The behavior of sulfur molecules in ULSD has not
been field-tested to allow conclusions about whether The Role of Refined Petroleum
pipeline wall contamination is a real problem or sim-
ply a fear, and whether the migration of sulfur will Product Pipelines
require a significant increase in the volume down- .

Oil pipelines transport more crude oil and refined
graded at the interface.graded at the interface. petroleum products in the United States than any other

* There are few pieces of the approved test equipment means of transportation.'" Typicallv, as common carrl-
now in use, but its reliability and accuracy are ers (which transport for any shipper on a nondiscrimina-
unproven. tory basis), oil pipelines are subject to State authority if

"'Buckeve Pipe Line Company, Colonial Pipeline, Conoco Pipe Line Company. Kaneb Pipeline Partmers LP.. Kinder lMoran Energ\
Parmers L . .Marathon Ashland Petroleumn LLC. TE Products Pipeline Company. L.P.. and Williins Eierg\- Serv -les

"'loanrne Shore. Energy Information Administration, "Supply of Chicago/Milwaukee Gasoline Spring 2X)0,) weib ie \ v
eil.dOoe.go\ .' pub/ oil_as/ petroleum/ presentations/2()0O/ suppl_ ofchicago inilw\iatikee gasoliiiesprilr . 200)t) tinIjiu'pl(tk 2 nun
lAuigust 9. 200)

'Ac- ord iiig to the A-csocla ll o f Oil Pipe Liles. Sl.ft; in Pe'troli'uni Triniririitln, i "} (2001 i. p7ipeli ne .i c '>I lot tir p' prin. i ' t >l I .
ton-inles ol oil transported in the United Slates. (One ton ol oil transported one mile equ ls ontl ton-milet )
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they are in intrastate service, or to the U.S. Department delivers material that has the same product specifica-
of Transportation for operations and safety and to the tions but is not the original material.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for tariff rates,
if they provide interstate service. Interstate pipeline car- In general, fungible product operation is more efficient;
riers transport the higher volume, by far. Accordingly, however, customer requirements for segregation limit
the Federal Government is the major regulator of oil fungible operation, and batch service is often the only

pipelines. Some pipelines are private, serving private feasible choice Like te difference between trunk and
(proprietary) transportation needs. These private oil delivering carriers, the difference between fungible and
pipelines are not regulated with respect to tariff rates or batch service is one of scale for many operating parame-
other economic issues. Today, transportation of refined ters An oil pipeline in batch service has considerably
petroleum products by pipeline is essential to move less flexibility to offset operating "hiccups" (such as

more than 19 million barrels per day of refined petro- product contamination at a shipper's terminal tank)
leum products to markets throughout the Nation. than does an oil pipeline operating in fungible service.

The United States is divided into five Petroleur Admin- Product pipelines routinely transport various grades of
istration for Defense Districts (PADDs), each with dis- motor gasoline, diesel fuel, and aircraft turbine fuel in
tinct population levels, indigenous oil production, the same physical pipeline. (For the most part, oil pipe-
refinery and pipeline systems, and crude oil and refined lines do not transport both crude oil and refined-petro-
product flows. Imbalances that result from these differ- leum products in the same pipeline.) To carry multiple
ent characteristics are brought into equilibrium by trade products or grades in the same pipeline, different petro-
and hence transportation. The trade can consist of leum products or grades are held in separate storage
imports from abroad and shipments from other regions. facilities at the origin of a pipeline and are delivered into
Shipments from the Gulf Coast (PADD III) dominate separate storage facilities at the destination. The differ-
(Figure 1), first to the East Coast (PADD I) and second to ent types or grades of petroleum product are trans-
the Midwest (PADD II). Shipments from the East Coast ported sequentially through the pipeline. While
to the Midwest are third. Thus, shipments between traversing the pipeline, a given refined product occupies
PADDs east of the Rockies account for almost all the the pipeline as a single batch of material. At the end of a
interregional trade. Intraregional movements are also a given batch, another batch of material, a different petro-
core element in the market logistics, but few data are leum product, follows. A 25,000-barrel batch of produc
available on these movements. (See Appendix C for a occupies nearly 50 miles of a 10-inch diameter pipeline.
more detailed discussion of the U.S. regions and theirmore de d d n of te U. r s ad tr Generally, such batches are butted directly against each
kev pipelines.)

other, without any means or devices to separate them.
At the interface of two batches in a pipeline, some (but
relatively little) mixing occurs. As a guide to under-

Overview of Key Pipeline Operations standing the volume of interface generated, it would be
typical for 150 barrels of mixed material ("transmix") to

Refined petroleum product pipelines in the United be generated in a 10-inch pipeline over a shipment dis-
States fall into two service categories. Trunk lines serve tane of 100 miles. The hydraulic flow in a pipeline is
high-volume, long-haul transportation requirements; also a crucial determinant of the amount of mixing that
delivering pipelines transport smaller volumes over occurs."Turbulent flow," as occurs in most pipelines,
shorter distances to final market areas. As the system mini es the generation of interface Operations that
reaches its furthest capillaries, the inflexibilitiesreaches its frthest capillaries, e inlex ie require the flow to stop and start generate the most inter-
imposed by the smaller scale become more apparent. A c materialface material.
"lockout" can occur when a terminal does not have
room to accept a scheduled shipment and there are no The composition of the mixed (or interface) material
other terminals at hand to accept the product. The pipe- reflects the two materials from which it is derived. While
line is thus stalled until the product can be delivered. it does not conform to any standard petroleum product

specification or composition, it is not lost or wasted. For
Petroleum product pipelines also differ by whether they interface material resulting from adjacent batches of dif-interface material resulting from adjacent batches of dif-
operate on a batch or fungible basis. In batch operations, ferent grades of the same product, such as mid-grade
a specific volume of refined petroleum products is and regular gasoline, the mixture typically is blended
accepted for shipment. The identity of the material into the lower grade. This "downgrading" reduces the
shipped is maintained throughout the transportation. volume of the higher quality product and increases the
process, and the same material that was accepted for volume of the lower quality product.
shipment at the origin is delivered at the destination. In
fungible operations, the carrier does not deliver the Typically, refined oil products are transported from
same batch of material that is presented at the origin a source location, such as a refinery or bulk terminal,
location for shipment. Rather, the pipeline carrier to a distribution terminal near a market area. Large
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Figure 1. Pipeline Shipments of Distillate Fuels Between PADDs, 1999

1E. , U E Total Annual Shipments (Million Barrels)

2.44 ~PADD IVI---\ __ _

i1.33

PADD V --- 30.81

PADD I

,_ - ' 'O~72 ........... ,
3.51 : .%-

PADD III 203.96

Note: Includes low-sulfur (highway) diesel fuel and high-sulfur distillate fuel oil (non-road diesel fuel and heating oil).
Source: Energy Intormalion Administration. Petroleum-Supply Annual 1999, DOE/EIA-0304(99)/1 (Washington. DC. June 2000). Table 33.

aboveground storage tanks at an origin location accu- barrel-per-batch, not a percentage, basis. For instance,
mulate and hold a given petroleum product pending its one pipeline operator creates 25,000 barrels of
entry into the pipeline for transport. Petroleum products high-sulfur/ low-sulfur distillate interface per batch
are also stored temporarily in aboveground storage whether the batch is 250,000 barrels or 1,000,000 barrels.
tanks at destination terminals. Such tanks usually are In addition, a given batch of product might be trans-
dedicated to holding a single petroleum product or ported in multiple pipelines between its origin and its
grade. Most storage tanks used in pipeline operation are final destination and even within the same system might
filled and drained up to four or more times per month. require a stop'in breakout tanks, as noted above. Each

segment of the journey generates additional interface.
In addition to the minor creation of interface material
that occurs in pipeline transit, creation of interface mate-
rial also occurs in the local piping facilities (station pip- Challenges of the ULSD Rule
ing) that direct petroleum products from and to
respective origin and destination storage tanks and in Because pipeline operators do not have experience with
the tanks themselves. Essentially, station piping repre- 15 ppm product, there are significant uncertainties
sents the connection between a main pipeline segment related to its transport. This section discusses some of
and its requisite operating tanks. The concept is simple the issues:
in theory, but in practice the configuration of station pip-
ing is not. Station piping layouts become more complex * The volume of downgraded product likely to be pro-
as the tanks at a pipeline terminal facility become more duced from deep pipeline cuts necessary to preserve
numerous. the integrity of ULSD

* Likely strategies for protecting the product integrityThe interface generation in station piping and breakout- 's t
of 15 ppm diesel and their impact on the generationtanks may be even more important than during pipeline of p inter es ad and im

ransit. The volume of interface material thus generated
is due to the physical attributes of the system. It has * Limitations on downgrading from 15 ppm to 500
fewer variables but approaches a fixed value on a ppm product within the diesel pool
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* The sulfur content of products reprocessed from flow and the topography of the land are also important
transmix factors. A pipeline that can run in a turbulent flow wil'

have a lower volume of interface for a given diametei
* The possibility that residual sulfur adhering to main- than one in which the flow slackens for any number of

line pipeline walls may contaminate ULSD as it tran- operating reasons. Interface generation is also affected
sits the pipeline by batch size. Moreover, station piping and breakout

tanks are additional and large generators of downgrade
~* ~ Product testmin~g . volume. (The EPA accounted for the role of station pip-

* The challenges and costs of the phase-in period. ing and breakout tanks by assigning higher percentages
to the larger diameter pipe, as a proxy for the greater

Estimation of Interface Generation complexity of the large systems.) In addition, the higher
product flow in the larger lines is not taken into account.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) esti- If a system like the Colonial Pipeline has a downgrade
mates that the interface that will be generated under the rate of 10 percent, it would result in a much higher num-
ULSD rule will be 4.4 percent of the highway diesel fuel ber of downgraded barrels than 8-inch-diameter line.
volume transported by pipeline. EPA arrived at this 4.4 In the AOPL's submission, the operator with the
percent figure by estimating the current level of inter- 10-percent downgrade accounted for 90 percent-of all
face as a percentage of highway diesel fuel volume and downgrade.
doubling the current level.7 1There are significant uncer-
tainties in the EPA's calculation. EPA then adjusted its initial estimate of downgrade vol-

umes downward by 15 percent. EPA made this adjust-
At the EPA's request, the Association of Oil Pipelines r

ment based on the following assumption:
(AOPL) and the American Petroleum Institute's pipeline
Committee surveyed their members on the impact of the Data from the Energy Information Administration
ULSD rule. The survey and its cover letter are comments (EIA) indicates that 85 percent of all highway diesel fel
to the EPA's Notice of Proposed Rulernaking.7- AOPL supplied in the United States is sold for resale. There-
points out that pipeline companies do not now sepa- fore, we believe it is reasonable to assume that only this
rately account for interface volumes and indicated that 85 percent is shipped by pipeline, with the remaining 15
the estimates of downgraded interface from the survey pecent being sold directly from the refiner rack or
should not be used for economic analysis.3 through other means that does not necessitate the use of

Six respondents provided numerical estimates of the the commonfuel distribution sysfem. By multiplying
current diesel fuel downgrade. These estimates ranged 2.5 percent by 0.85 we arrived at an estimate of the cur-

rent amount of highway diesel fuel that is downgradedfrom 0.2 percent to 10.2 percent of diesel shipped by the rent amount of hi ay dieselfuel that is dograded
pipeline on an annual basis. In making its calculation of to aower valu product of2.2 perct ohe total
the total current downgrade of highway diesel, the EPA lume ofhghwa dieselfuel supplied. 4

used the range of downgrade percentages from theed te r e o de peren es f e This downward adjustment of downgrade volumes has
AOPL survey and information from a database on the liitations. EA's For 782A collects data from
pipeline distribution system published by PennWell. refiners. There is no way to determine whether the vol-

The EPA assigned each pipeline diameter in the umes sold to end users transit a pipeline or not. They
PennWell database a value between 0.2 percent and 10.2 may have, if they were sold in a refiner's integrated sys-
percent (the range of response in the AOPL survey), tem. Form EIA-782A excludes sales to other refiners, and
with the smallest diameter at the low end and the largest some of the excluded volumes may also have been trans-
at the high end. EPA then multiplied the assigned values ported in a pipeline. Finally, the volume throughput in a
by the miles of a given diameter of pipe and divided the pipeline system is not necessarily equal to consumption,
result by the total number of pipeline miles in the data- because some volumes may travel in more than one
base to arrive at an average downgrade of 2.5 percent. pipeline before reaching the consumer: Thus, "sales for

resale" as a share of total refiner sales is not an ideal
Pipeline diameter is only one of the factors in determin- proxy for the share of highway diesel transported by
ing the amount of interface material The velocity of the pipeline.

71 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
Sulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000), Chapter IV, p. IV-93.

7Cited in the EPA's documents as "Comments of Association of Oil Pipelines (AOPL) on the NPRM, Docket Item IV-D325." Cited here
s "AOPL Comments."

73AOPL Comments, p. 2.
74U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel

Sulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000), Chapter IV, p. IV-93.
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The EPA assumed the level ULSD downgrade volumes not be uncommon). Under these circumstances, it is rela-
at 4.4 percent of ULSD supplied, double their current tivelv unlikely that chance contamination could move
estimate of 2.2 percent of highway diesel supplied. The the diesel from 300 ppm to nonconforming status at
EPA based this assumption in part on comments made more than 500 ppm.
bv respondents to the AOPL survey. In its Regulatory
Impact Analysis, the EPA stated a desire to "... vield a The current situation, however, contrasts significantly to
conservatively high estimate of our program's impact the ULSD situation. ULSD (15 ppm) may be adjacent to
... and noted . . . an appropriate level of confidence jet fuel at 2,000 ppm, 133 times the ULSD sulfur concen-

that we are not underestimating the impact of our sulfur tration, or to heating oil at 3,000 to 5,000 ppm, 200 to 300
program .. will help account for various unknowns that times the ULSD concentration. In this case, a tiny con-
may cause downgrade volumes to increase." 75 tamination will move the ULSD batch to nonconforming

status. According to one of the AnPL/API respondents.
Pipeline operators have several concerns about the "... a 0.15 percent contamina.,,n (15 hi:s ir n 10000 bbls'
downgrade volume of ULSD. One concern is that the of [heating oil] in ULSD wi:i raise the s:lltur level by 3
simple use of specific gravity-the current method- ppm.... According to another, "... the [heating oil] at
may not be a sufficiently sensitive indicator to make the 2000 ppm can contaminate the ULSD at levels as low as
interface cut. One of the AOPL/API survey respondents 0.22 percent." 79 In combination with the concerns-raised
noted, for instance: "Our initial studies of trailback from about the sulfur trailback, the issue of the volume neces-
[heating oil] to [low-sulfur diesel] indicates that trail- sarv for the protective cut is another significant uncer-
back in interfaces to ULSD diesel may be as much as 4 tainty in the handling of ULSD.
times that of the gravity change between products." 76

However, the EPA viewed increased trailback from The assumption made about the size of the increase in
heating oil to ULSD as less of a concer. 77 interface generated after a switch from the current stan-

dard for highway diesel (500 ppm) to ULSD becomes
The EPA assumed that pipeline operators would not important when calculating the cost of the regulation.
have to substantially change their current methods to EPA's estimate of additional costs of the ULSD rule that
detect the interface between ULSD and adjacent prod- can be attributed to increased product downgrades was
ucts in the pipeline. In the EPA's view it was highly 0.3 cents per gallon of TJLSD supplied once the ULSD
unlikely that there would be any difference in the physi- rule was fully implemented and all highway diesel must
cal properties of ULSD versus the current 500 ppm high- meet the 15 ppm standard. This 0.3 cents per gallon cost
way diesel that would cause a substantial change in the was with the 4.4 percent downgrade assumpt:on."'
trailback of sulfur from preceding batches into batches Turner Mason and Company conducted a study of dis-
of ULSD."S tribution costs for the API and came up with a cost

increase of 0.9 cents per gallon for product downgrade.
Another concern is that a protective cut, when it can be Tuner Mason assumed that 17.5 percent of LLSD
calibrated using real-world experience, may require a shipped would be downgraded.
large volume downgrade. The conventional approach is
to buffer distillate products against other distillate prod- Strategies for Buffering ULSD in a Pipeline
ucts to facilitate blending, as noted in the previous dis-
cussion. A batch of 500 ppm diesel might be wrapped Because there is no experience with distributing ULSD
berween a batch of 2,000 ppm jet fuel and a batch of dye in a non-dedicated or common transportation system.
non-road distillate fuel oil (heating oil) at 3,000 to 5,000 pipeline operators are unsure how they will sequence
ppm. Thus, the product with the sulfur restriction (500 the new product in the pipeline. Those that now ship
ppm diesel) is wrapped by a product with four times the highway diesel adjacent to jet fuel are unlikely to be able
sulfur (2,000 ppm jet fuel), and by a product with six to to continue the practice unless the sulfur content of the
eight times the sulfur (3.000 to 5.000 ppm heating oil). In jet fuel is also lowered. At the current jet fuel sulfur con-
practice, the current highway diesel is usually consider- tent, ULSD cannot tolerate the contamination from the
ably less than the 500 ppm limitation (300 ppm would protective cut necessary to protect the other properties

"'L.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Reidautolr Impact Alnalwis: Heami-Duth Elnline aijd Velncih Slanldardjs Iandi HIi;'111ia Dii'-,'l Fiul
Silfr Refqiirinme);ti, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC. December 2000), Chapter IV, pp. IV-93-IV-94

'"AOPL Commrents. Attachment p. 2

' ' .S. Eln ronmnenial Protection Agency, Ri'af lorL/ Impact AlalvJsti,: HReami-Diiit E£IIIIn ' il Vi'lilc .lsmdardiir .- aii Ht'lhl;l al Dw. .! Fin.'

ailhir Requiireieits, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC. December 2000). Chapter I\. p. IV-94

A" OPL Comments, Attachment, p 2 and p. 5.

'L'.S Elnvironmental Protection Agency. Rfiliidalormn Irmn rcl AihlasilF: Hamtti-Dulu D Eiiini ' ii l Va/i r Ch l,'ai lardi . ,Iaiiul| Hil.l.li a [a) <, c! i 'l
-.iilirr Rciiirfiiiniili., EPA420)-R-)0-026 (Washington. DC, December 2tX)0). Chapter \:. p \-1I2
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'" ethe jet fuel. According to the EPA, pipelines might management on the part of pipelines and shippers, to
have to treat a mixture of jet fuel and 15 ppm diesel as assure that requisite tanks have room for the incoming
transmix in separate tanks, because it will not be accept- product. Given the inventory environment in oil mar-
able either as jet fuel or as 15 ppm diesel. The need for kets, any new rigidity imposed by the logistics system
new tanks to handle this new hybrid, however, would can reverberate through market prices.
be difficult to accommodate. In addition, it is not clear
how the hybrid would be reprocessed for reentry into The result of deeper cuts will be significantly more prod-
the petroleum products distribution system. uct downgrading. The practical effect of creating a

greater volume of high-sulfur distillate is difficult to
There is currently no regulatory requirement that the estimate. Depending on market circumstances at vari-
sulfur content of jet fuel be lowered to 15 ppm. Even ker- ous locations, it will range from none to significant. The
osene/jet fuel used for blending into 15 ppm diesel is worst case will be found where the creation of
controlled by the specification of the finished product, high-sulfur distillate affects terminals that do not have
not the blending component. As a practical matter, how- capacity to accept and store the material or in markets
ever, any kerosene/jet fuel destined for blending must that do not have enough demand to absorb it.
have ultra-low sulfur content. Whether an ultra-low-
sulfur jet fuel will present additional lubricity problems The 20-Percent Downgrade Rule
for jet engines is another unknown.

The ULSD Rule prohibits any party downstream of the
While there is a 500 ppm product in use, operators might refiner or importer from downgrading more than 20 per-
be able to buffer 15 ppm ULSD with the 500 ppm prod- cent of its annual volume of 15 ppm highway diesel to
uct. Such buffering is limited by the volumes that can be 500 ppm highway diesel.8 1 (There is no limitation on
downgraded within the diesel pool, however, as dis- downgrading from 15 ppm diesel to the non-road pool.)
cussed below. This provision is designed to discourage downgrading

within the diesel pool during the phase-in period. 82 The
Gasoline, at an average of 30 ppm and a maximum of 80 pipeline industry, however, is likely to be handling sig-
ppm, will represent the next lower sulfur content in the nificantly increased volumes of downgraded material
overall product transportation slate. Some operators and to have substantial incentive to minimize the down-
have speculated that if the trailback is significant, gaso- grade, because of the economic penalty involved. Fur-
line buffers might be the best alternative. There are con- thermore, the downgrade limitation applies to normal
siderable problems, however, with the -increased interfaces.
generation of transmix. The availability of reprocessing
facilities is the first. In addition, some transmix is now As noted previously, the generation of some interface is
reprocessed in purpose-built facilities-a simple distil- irreducible, fixed by the physical attributes of the sys-
lation column-on station property. Such a simple facil- ter. An operator with a high-interface system may have
ity, or even a more complex purpose-built facility, has little room against the 20- percent limitation when all the
never needed to accommodate desulfurization. Thus, other increases in ULSD interface are factored in. The
the reprocessing of transmix will be routinely more diffi- 20-percent limitation also applies to the accidental con-
cult under the ULSD program, and it is unclear that the tamination of a batch. If a batch were accidentally con-
facilities will exist to reprocess increased volumes of taminated on a high-interface system, the operator
transmix. might be required to deny that product to the diesel

pool, even though it met all the specifications for 500
Pipeline operators will establish interface minimization ppm material. Chances of localized diesel fuel supply
strategies on a case-by-case basis. Trunk line operators. imbalances are increased, and with them, the possibility
will seek to ship ULSD in as large a batch as possible. at a system could get "frozen" by nonconforming
Delivery pipeline operators will do the same, but with product
more difficulty, because delivery pipelines ship smaller
volumes and face more operating permutations related Given the uncertainties surrounding the transport of
to time and location requirements. Operators of fungible, ULSD, the 20-percent downgrade rule will be particu-
pipeline systems will have an advantage in protecting larly difficult when the first batches of ULSD are trans-
the integrity of ULSD in transit and minimizing the ported. There may be multiple contaminated batches
expense of downgrading. It is worthwhile to note that before operating norms are established and equipment
the use of large batches requires more careful inventory is calibrated.

8] U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Control of Air Pollution from New Motor Vehicles: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Stan-
ards and Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control Requirements: Final Rule," Federal Register, 40 CFR Part 80.527 (January 18,2001).

82 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Control of Air Pollution from New Motor Vehicles: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Stan-
dards and. Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control Requirements: Final Rule," Federal Register, 40 CFR, Preamble (January 18,20('1), p. 281.
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Residual Sulfur in a Pipeline * At or near a product's delivent point, pipelines perform
oversight testing covering a limited number of key

In comments on the proposed ULSD Rule, pipeline product parameters (but not sulfur content).
operators raised a concern over whether residual sulfur
from high-sulfur material could contaminate subse- * Most pipelines test random pipeline batches using a full
quent pipeline material beyond the interface. The con- battery of tests.
cern was based on limited experience. Recently, in lightcern was based on limited experience. Recently. in light All tests except in-line testing, the second testing regime
of the prospect of transporting ULSD, Buckeye Pipe Line performed on batch basis. All but
conducted a test of possible sulfur contamination fromed ove are perfor

the fotrth testing regime outlined above are performedone product batch to another. In the test on one segment th o routs iele peror e
on each batch of products. Pipeline operators areof its pipeline system, Buckeye made a careful measure- eq ed at h ow pu in a elive tatiosequipped at their own pumping and delivery stations to

ment of sulfur content in batches of highway diesel fuel perform oversight testing on an expedient, on-site basis.
follo~wing a batch of high-sulfur diesel fuel. Buckeye Other batch testing is typically' performed at an off-site
found that the sulfur content of the second batch of high-

av diesel fuel increased.8-' However, the EPA stated: laboratory. Some operators use test laboratories ownedwav diesel fuel increased. 83 However, the EPA stated:
and operated internally and some use third-party labo-

"We believe there is no reason to surmise that contami- d operated nternally and some use thrd-part labo-
ratories. The large laboratories, whether operated.bv anation from surface accumulation will represent a sig- rat . The large laboratoes, whether operat a. ,~. ,44 .~ ~ ~~~ .. ~~~ »-7pipeline operator or bv a third party, will be able to meet

nificant concern under our sulfur program."84 This issue pipeline operator or by a third party, will be able to meetconcern under our s r T i any testing requirements. However, the designated test
cannot be resolved without further testing. Until it is, it t g . Hw ,

method presents uncertainties even to the most sophisti-will remain an uncertainty about the impact of the ULSD method presents uncerta es even to the most sophst-
-Rule. cated laboratories, as discussed more fully below. ULSD

regulations on testing apply directly only to refiners and
~Product Testing ~importers, leaving additional leeway for parties down-

stream to choose a test method. Thus, the concerns with
Product testing is another area of considerable concern respect to test method apply even more strongly to refin-
for those involved in the transport of highway diesel ers and importers than to pipelines and other dow;n-
fuel, for two reasons: (1) The designated test method was stream parties.
developed for testing sulfur in aromatics and has not vet The desi ted testin method will be ASTM 64'-99 "'The designated testing method will be ASTM 6428-99,f'
been adapted or evaluated by industry as a test for sul- not the widelv-used ASTM 5453-99, which has been
fur in diesel fuel (2) There is no readily available and approved b te State of California and has been dem-
appropriate test for sulfur that will permit the precise o t b r

interfe cs b n b s ta wl be r d i onstrated to be reliable in testing very low sulfur con-interface cuts between batches that will be required in . The designated method, ASTM 6-99 as
1 ,,. ,c-r^-r- r1- *T '' ' r tent. The designated method, ASTM 6428-99, washandling ULSD. The first of these issues is important for e r es n

,,r , - developed for testing sulfur in aromatics. There is noall players in ULSD markets, and the second is specific to el t i hcurrently available test methodology to apply the test to
the oil pipelines that will transport,ULSD.the oil pipels sulfur in diesel fuel. Because the diesel methodology has

Currently, oil pipeline operators test the petroleum not vet been developed for the designated method, it has
products they transport in a variety of ways, for a vari- not vet been tested by multiple laboratories By industry
etv ot parameters. Each product has its own relevant test convention, new test methods are subjected to "round
parameters,, and grades of a particular product are robin" testing under the oversight of the American Soc,-
tested to confirm their defining characteristics within a et v of Testing and Materials (ASTM), in which multiple
product group. In many pipelines, product batches are laboratories apply the test method to multiple batches to
tested four times at various stages of their entry to or develop an objective evaluation of the method's reliabil-
transit through the pipeline: ity and accuracy. The correlation of the round robin's

-.'. 'results becomes the industry standard and is used to
* Rigorous testing is performed before products enter a calibrate other test methods against the designated

pipeline to assure that relevant specifications are .method. The correlation is critical to the choice of test
within the normal range. method and equipment for downstream players.

* Many pipelines monitor materials at strategic pipeline While ASTM 5453-99 has been designated as an alterna-
locations eni route for contaminatin. . tive test method, its results must be correlated with the

-'Operators at Explorer Pipeline, which iormerlv carried crude oil and refined products as batches in the sane pipeline. also observed
that reined products iollowing high sulfur crude oil in the pipeline experienced a material increase in suilfir ccntel (T The' phv\i;,il ichra--
teristlcs of crude oil are distinct from refined products. and its sulfur content can he considerabl higher than the sulhr conirent (, rell ,ed
petroleum products shipped in a pipeline.)

"'" L .S Eunvironlmental Protection Agency. Rtiulalonlt Impact Anllh.iis H tln'i-Diit! E1.niillt' till lii"hlt' . "tiu,,ltr. - l a /111i 'l.mihc li"'. [iu,.'
itllfir Rcqrtllrr niitn,. EPA420-R-00'-02 (Wasilingtol. DC. December 2()0l) Chapter IV. p 1\'\.-9

'L.S. Environmental Protection Agencv. "Control ol Air Pollution tromn New Motor \'l'licles lea vv-DOmii EuIi1)' Aeld \ t'-h1 l'I' .lti.

dardi and Highway Diesel Fuel Suliur Control Requirelnents Final Rule." Fcdliril R.ei.ir'r. 4) CFR Part gi) 8tI) 1)(la ,r I iir, . " 'i)! i
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designated method. Hence, even those with experience The same rigorous level of testing is performed that is
.using ASTM 5453-99 cannot be confidhnt of the impact randomly applied to other products on a sampling basis
of the designated method on their testing practices.
A downstream testing tolerance of 2 ppm will be The sulfur content of existing highway diesel fuel is
allowed, 86 but whether this is the appropriate level, often well under the 500 ppm specification. It is not
given the designated method's performance, also cannot uncommon for highway diesel to contain only 200 ppm
be determined until the method is adapted for use with sulfur. Thus, the statistical reproducibility of sulfur test-
diesel fuel and correlated in the round robin. ing can comfortably be more than 20 to 50 ppm, and is

Operators anticipate that sulfur testing of ULSD will
Upon their entry to a pipeline, distillate fuels are given a have to work within a 3 to 5 ppm reproducibility error.
full battery of tests, typically examining approximately
18 separate parameters. In an oversight test for distillate With a 3 to 5 ppm reproducibility in the test, a product
fuels, products are tested for flash point, specific gravity, could be tested at 10 ppm as it enters the system and at
and appearance. With respect to highway diesel fuel, 15 ppm as it exits. Generally, pipeline operators do
sulfur content is also analyzed. Other tests relevant to not have a consensus on the sulfur content they will
distillate fuels, such as cetane, cloud point, freeze point, require as the product enters the pipeline system. Some
or corrosiveness, are performed at an off-site laboratory. have mentioned levels as low as 7 to 8 ppm in order to

Figure 2. Monitoring Pipeline Product for Contamination

·m:~f .-. .

Note: Taken from an oil pipeline control center's SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system, this screen illustrates gasoline con-
tamination (indicated by the drop in flashpoint) during a change from one kerosene batch to a second kerosene batch. The Net Meter stops climbing
and shows where the pipeline was shut down to investigate the source of the problem (likely a late cut leaving gasoline/kerosene mix in the tank [ine
that became evident when the pipeline began to draw product from the tank). The time scale across the screen is in hours. There is no similar monitor
ing available for ULSD.

86U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Control of Air Pollution from New Motor Vehicles: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Stan-
dards and Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control Requirements: Final Rule," Federal Register, 40 CFR Part 80.580(a)(4) (anuary 18,2001).
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leave room for test reproducibility and unavoidable pipeline locations. Such locations are typically station
contamination. entry points or other locations where batches need to be

"cut" and separately directed to subsequent pipeline
Currently, most oil pipeline operators use X-ray fluores- segments in a system or to storage tanks for segregation
cent sulfur analyzers such as those manufactured by (Figure 3). The cut, as noted previously, does not depend
Oxford Instruments, Asoma Instruments, or Horiba, on sulfur content.
Ltd., for oversight sulfur content testing of highway die-
se! fuel. These analyzers, however, will be unable to Most oil pipeline operators will probably want or need
monitor ULSD. Some oil pipelines use Antek Instru- to perform in-line monitoring of sulfur content, because
ments, administering ASTM 5453-99 in a laboratory to degradation of ULSD will easily and, possibly, tre-
monitor sulfur content on a batch basis. However, this quently occur. The entry, for example, of only 35 barrels
equipment and test will help with the interface cut only of heating oil (3,000 ppm) into a 10,000-barrel batch of
in some situations, because its application for in-line ULSD will contaminate the batch.8 7 A 10-inch diameter
testing presents a number of challenges (see below). pipeline flowing at 4 miles per hour (a representative

rate for a delivering carrier) is flowing at some 34 barrels
Some oil pipelines use in-line testing equipment to per minute. Other carriers may be flowing faster, and on
detect contamination close to and downstream from larger diameter pipelines, are moving more.product.
potential source locations where foreign or off- Hence, flow rates can exceed 300 barrels per minute. The
specification material might be inadvertently intro- 35-barrel contamination, then, is quick to occur. A nor-
duced into pure material (Figure 2). Earlv detection of mal cut, illustrated above, might take some minutes.
contamination gives operators flexibility in correcting
problems before they become intractable. However, In-line testing for sulfur will represent a difficult chal-
there is no in-line test for sulfur content. lenge for the oil pipeline industry and for test instru-

ment manufacturers. Current in-line instruments such
Product testing is different from instrumented detection as flash point or dye/haze analvzers cost 540,000 each to
of specific gravity, which is used to identify and track acquire, but there is no similar instrument available-to
product batches in a pipeline system. Batch tracking meet ULSD test requirements. Current instruments for
and identification are accomplished by in-line monitor- testing sulfur do not have adequate sensitivity, accu-
ing of the pipeline stream's specific gravity at strategic racy, or speed.

Figure 3. Monitoring Pipeline Batch Change
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With respect to speed of analysis alone there is a signifi- refiners and importers to phase in ULSD, at the expense
cant performance deficiency with current in-line analy- of pipelines and other downstream distributors. The
sis techniques. Current machines require 5 to 10 minutes phase-in provision assumes that some operators carry
to complete one analysis of a passing product stream. an additional grade of diesel/distillate fuel oil during
Five minutes is far too long to permit a pipeline operator the transition years, providing concomitant facilities for
to make a correctional response if off-specification mate- segregating the product. As noted earlier, the East Coast
rial is detected in a batch of ULSD. One suggested solu- is the only region where operators consistently carry
tion would move the testing equipment to an -upstream both diesel, at 500 ppm, and heating oil, at 3,000 to 5,000
(earlier) location. The pipeline could construct a test ppm. Many pipelines carry only 500 ppm product, serv-
loop, fed by samples from the main line. Samples regu- ing both highway and non-road needs with the same
larly extracted from the product stream could flow fungible grade (dye is added at the destination termi-
through the loop to the test equipment housed in a shed, nal). Most also carry jet fuel. The ULSD phase-in will
and readouts of the results could be returned to control- push them to carry an additional grade of distillate fuel
lers to identify the interface as the product approaches. oil-diesel at 15 ppm-in addition to diesel at 500 ppm

and, for some, heating oil at 3,000 to 5,000 ppm plus jet
Operators point to a number of difficulties with such an fuel.
upstream testing mechanism. According to industry
experts, many refiners test the sulfur content of outgoing Tank size and utilization have been optimized at most
product using ASTM 5453-99 with such a test loop, and terminals to carry the existing product slate. Pipeline
at least one major pipeline system uses ASTM 5453-99 executives are universal and adamant in their opinion
with an upstream test loop, so it is clearly an effective that sufficient storage tanks and other pipeline assets are
alternative for some applications. Refineries may have not available in most pipeline systems to segregate a
more success using the ASTM 5453-99 with a test loop, third grade of distillate. Many small terminals are
because product flow is slower in refinery piping than in unable to add tanks because of space and permitting
oil pipelines, and the speed of the product flow dictates concerns, and even at larger terminals such constraints
the placement of the test loop. For example, such a loop may be a factor. Permits can take years to obtain. For ter-
would have to be positioned far enough upstream to minals that are able add tanks, new tanks cost $1 million
allow the sample flow to reach the test equipment, per- or more each, an expenditure that is necessary only to
form the test, and return the readout in time to make the carry a discrete product for a limited period of time. ir .
batch cut. If the loop transit and testing took 5 minutes, addition, because of the limited volumes involved, the
for instance, and the product flowed through the pipe- tanks may be used inefficiently during the ULSD transi-
line at 8 miles per hour, the equipment would have to be tion period.
positioned about two-thirds of a mile upstream of the
valve. This distance would commonly be outside of a The EPA estimated that there are 853 terminals, exclud-
station property, on the right-of-way, ing tanks at refineries, that carry highway diesel. The

EPA assumed that, of these 853 terminals, 40 percent
Although positioning certain equipment upstream is a would build a new tank to distribute both 15 ppm and
relatively common pipeline practice, restrictions on the 500 ppm diesel fuel during the transition period. At a
use of or availability of space on the right-of-way would cost of $1 million per new tank, the additional cost of
be among the factors that could be obstacles to position- new terminal tankage was estimated to be approxi-
ing anything as substantial as a free-standing shed on mately $340 million. 88

the pipeline right-of-way. Power and communications
availability on the right-of-way could also be impedi- Beyond the terminal level, the EPA estimated there are
ments. The expense of the equipment is an additional 9,200 "bulk plants" that carry highway diesel fuel,
deterrent to placing equipment in an unstaffed remote excluding tanks at refineries. Again, the EPA assumed
location. Finally, an oil pipeline with many delivery that 40 percent of these bulk plants would build a new
points-a delivering carrier might have 100, for exam- tank to accommodate both 500 ppm and 15 ppm diesel
pie-would find it prohibitively expensive to install fuel. The EPA assumed a cost of $125,000 for each of
such equipment at each delivery location. these smaller tanks, giving a total cost of new tankage at

the bulk plant level of $460 million.89

Special Issues Related to the Phase-In
Finally, at the truck stop level, the EPA assumed there

The temporary compliance option as well as the provi- are 4,800 truck stops operating in the United States, of
sions related to small refiners provide flexibility for which 50 percent would sell both 500 ppm and 15 ppm

88U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
Sulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December2000), Chapter V, p. V-134.

9U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
S ulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000), Chapter V, p. V-134.
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diesel fuel. The EPA cited a survey on tle expected cost covering the transportation of diesel fuel. If no other
of handling a second grade of diesel fuel by the National application or action were taken by an oil pipeline corn-
Association of Truck Stop Operators of its members. pany, the existing tariff rates covering diesel fuel would
Based on this survey, the EPA estimated an average cost apply to ULSD when that material is distributed to mar-
of 5100,000 per truck stop to handle the two diesel kets. As noted in other sections of this report, however,
grades, giving a total of $240 million. A Petroleum Mar- oil pipelines will incur large, incremental capital and
keters Association of America estimate gave costs of operating costs in distributing the new diesel fuel.

550,000 per truck stop."' The total costs of new tanks and
equipment to handle both 500 ppm and 15 ppm diesel For most regulated oil pipelines, the FERC uses an eco-
fuel were estimated by the EPA at $1.05 billion. 91 nomic index as the basis for approving tariff rate

increases. The index provides that tariff rates may
The EPA estimated the total cost per gallon of highway increase without challenge by a .ercentage amount no
diesel of additional storage tanks at 0.7 cents. This 0.7 more than the Producer Price Incr-;a:e f.- Finished
cents per gallon additional cost was for the 2006 to 2010 Goods, less 1 percent over an apr ;-ved 'base sate. If an
phase-in period. The EPA assumed that the additional oil pipeline carrier is operating under the FERC's index
storage tanks would be fully amortized during the method and applies its existing tariff rate to ULSD, there
phase-in period, and that service stations supplying will be no basis for the carrier to recover its extraordi-
light-duty vehicles with diesel fuel, centrally fueled fleet nary incremental costs in the approved rate.
facilities, and card locks (unattended filling stations)
would not install additional storage ta;tks to handle both Some oil pipeline companies operate under alternative
500 ppm diesel and ULSD. Therefore, no cost was esti- programs with the FERC. The second most prominent
mated for additional storage tanks during the phase-in method is to administer some or all of a carner's tariff
at service stations, centrally fueled fleet facilities, or card rates under a market-based svstem.Y' Under this
locks.9 2 method, if various markets served bv an oil pipeline are

first found bv the FERC to be workably competitive, the
Where an operator cannot add a tank, it may choose to FERC then stipulates the basis by which the pipeline car-
drop a grade of product. (Such a strategy is not a clear rier may raise rates more flexibly, without application of
winner, however, because a dropped grade of gasoline, the index. Many oil pipeline operators believe that mar-
for instance, requires the shipment and storage of ket conditions under which thev operate are far more
greater volumes of another grade of gasoline to compen- competitive than their status as regulated utilities sug-
sate.) A carrier might be able to drop a grade of distillate gests. If they are correct (and the FERC's own findings of
fuel oil, but not without requiring an additional, corn- workable competition in many oil transportation mar-
pensating volume of low-sulfur product or ULSD to kets suggests that they are), pipelines will be competi-
meet the market need, exacerbating the draw on refiner tivelv constrained from simply passing through their
capabilities. higher ULSD costs to shippers.

The question of whether pipeline companies will be able A carrier might file a new tariff rate expressly covering
to recover the increased costs associated either with ULSD. If that rate is greater than the previous rate (or the
moving ULSD or moving ULSD plus another temporary remaining tariff rate for other grades of diesel fuel): the
grade is a matter of conjecture. The only process for FERC or-a shipper might protest the new rate. a common
recover! will be tariff rates, and the path to structuring. occurrence. In such an event, it is possible that the new
rates to allow that recovery is uncharted. tariff rate would not be permitted to take effect or that it

would be accepted subject to refund if it were later
Overview of Tariff Rate Issues found to be excessive. Furthermore, such administrative

proceedings to adjudicate tariff rates before the FERC
The maiority, of transportation for refined petroleum arecostlvand time-consuming
products by volume or by barrel-miles is provided by
common-carrier oil pipelines operating in interstate As an alternative to attempting to recover incremental
service, under rates regulated by the Federal Energy costs through increasing an existing approved rate or fil-
Regulatory Commission (FERC). Most oil pipeline carri- ing new tariff rates, carriers could trv to impose special
ers have approved tariff rates on file with the FERC . charges to recover incremental capital or operating costs

"'lohn Huber. Petroleum Marketers Association of America, "Letter to U.S. EPA. Re: AMS-FRL-670-.2." Submitted to the public dcx'ket
on August 11 2000

! lohn Huber, Petroleum Marketers Association o( America, "Letter to L.S. EPA, Re: AM.S-FRL-6705-2' "Subnitted to the public diLxkel
on August 11.2000

-L'.S Eiv'ironmental Proteciion AgencY', Reitltatonl Inmpirl Anilluihsl Heiavui-Dutiu E£iitm a ul f Vc/,h aS-l t miliar h- ,i ,i Hiihtt'/au Dfi,'-1 fincl
Siulfur Renrircnnrielt, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC. December 2000), Chapter V, p V-1 33

"'Other rate administration methods are available from the Commission. bul they are even less trequentlv u-ed
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by filing such charges as a part of the "rates and regula- costs, including operating and testing costs. The 1.2
tions" that normally cover the qualitative aspects of a cents per gallon additional distribution cost is slightl:
tariff rate. Under this method, tariff regulations might higher than the EPA's estimate of 1.1 cents per gallon.
support cost recovery in various forms, including a After June 1, 2010, the additional distribution cost asso-
mandatory provision for the shipper to provide pipeline ciated with ULSD was 0.4 cents per gallon, including 0.2
buffer material, a volume loss allowance, facility cents per gallon for the downgrade revenue loss.94

charges, or access charges. While the imposition of such
special charges outside of the transportation tariff rate is EIA conducted a sensitivity analysis of higher distribu-
possible, it is unlikely that material charges could be t io n costs in the 10% Downgrade case. In the Regulation
imposed without eliciting a shipper or FERC challenge, case, EIA followed the EPA assumption that ULSD
making this, too, an uncertain avenue for recovery of the product downgrade would be 4.4 percent of ULSD sup-
unique costs. plied. In the 10% Downgrade case, EIA assumed that

10% of ULSD would be downgraded from the highway
Because of the difficulties presented by fitting ULSD into diesel market. From June 2006 through June 2010, EIA
tariff rates, innovative approaches may be required. For assumed an additional distribution costs of 1.6 cents per
instance, a pipeline carrier or an oil pipeline industry gallon of highway diesel supplied. Of the 1.6 cents per
association might file an advance request with the FERC gallon, 0.7 cents per gallon was for additional storage
for a declaratory order either recognizing the validity of tanks to handle two on-highway diesel grades during
special charges or specifying the basis under which spe- the phase-in, 0.7 cents per gallon was for the revenue
cial charges would be applied to ULSP shipments. The loss from downgrading ULSD, and 0.2 cents per gallon
purpose of seeking a declaratory order would be to clear was for other distribution costs. After the end of the
a path for cost recovery before new capital or higher phase-in, in June 2010, the additional distribution cost
operating costs were actually incurred. Such an was 0.9 cents per gallon: 0.7 cents per gallon for down-
approach, with its earlier recognition of the issue, would grade revenue loss and 0.2 cents per gallon for other dis-
allow the multi-year process to proceed well in advance tribution costs (see Chapter 6 for more detail). 95

of the collection of the new tariff rate.

The foregoing discussion suggests that higher capital Summary
and operating costs attributable to distributing ULSD
will be difficult to recover, and that carriers will need to TheNation's refined petroleum product pipeline system
take proactive steps with the FERC and shippers in is not monolithic. Pipelines are distinguished by region,
order to do so. There is no assurance that such steps will type of service, mode of operation, size, how much inter-
be successful, nor is there economic assurance that any face material they produce, and how they dispose of it.
such recovery will even be possible. Therefore, resis- In preparing this report, a variety of pipeline companies
tance among pipeline operators to incurring those costs were consulted, representing a cross-section of size,
should be expected. capacity, location, markets, corporate structures, and

operating modes.

It is likely that the pipeline industry can distribute ULSD
Distribution Costs in the EIA Model successfully, but major challenges arising from the

unique specifications of a new product prevent a clear
In its Regulation case analysis, EIA closely followed the assertion that pipeline distribution of the material will
EPA's assumptions about distribution costs, with the be successful. In successfully distributing ULSD, oil
exception that EIA calculated the downgrade revenue pipelines will have to surmount numerous challenges:
loss within its NEMS model, using the prices of highway
and non-road diesel generated from the model. From · Coping with a product phase-in
June 2006 through June 2010, EIA assumed an increased t u
distribution cost markup of 1.2 cents per gallon on the D e m s t t i t h a t tested pipeline batching tech-
price of highway diesel: 0.7 cents per gallon reflected the niques work
additional capital costs associated with handling two * Determining for the first time that sulfur content
grades of highway diesel fuel during the phase-in from other refined products does not "trailback" in
period, 0.3 cents per gallon was the downgrade revenue pipelines and will not avoidably contaminate the
loss, and 0.2 cents per gallon reflected other distribution new fuel

94 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.'Regulatony Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
Sulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington. DC, December 2000), Chapter V, p. V-121.

95U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duh. Engine and Velncle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
Sulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000), Chapter \, p. V-121.
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* Installing product quality testing equipment (which It appears that the overall proposition of transporting
does not yet exist) ULSD is feasible. More problems can be expected to

arise in handling ULSD among delivering pipeline carri-
* Recovering operating costs that are not transpar- ers than among trunk carriers. In particular, those deliv-

ently recoverable under FERC regulations or market ering carriers that cannot support fungible operations,
conditions are already short of working tankage, have complex

routing and schedules, or have small markets at their* Collecting, transporting, reprocessing, and selling r a ,
up . t .wi t, v e of e g p e end points will have the greatest difficulty in transport-

up to twice the volume of existing pipeline transmix ing
ing ULSD.

* Reconfiguring an undetermined number of existing The market impact of a contaminated batch will be
stations with new piping, tanks, manifolds, or valves stronger, however. With such a tight specification, there

Installing nw ldin- fcilities at disribtion is little opportunity for blending lower sulfur material* Installing new loading facilities at distribution . .
terminals into an off-specification batch or tank. With the regula-

tion applied as a cap with no averaging aspect, an
off-specification tank in a terminal with onlv two tanksProtecting the integrity of 15 ppm product will be more o t i a t w o
will quickly lead to a localized shortage of highway die-difficult than protecting the product integrity of the cur- I
sel, especially in areas where the market is thin and the

rent 500 ppm product. The sulfur concentration of the
infrastructure sparse.neighboring product will more easily lead to contamina-

tion of the ULSD. Not only is the specification lower, Finally, there are uncertainties about transporting ULSD
with less room for error, but also the "potency" of the that cannot be resolved without hands-on experience
sulfur in the nearby product is higher. with this unique product.
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5. Short-Term Impacts on ULSD Supply

Background late, relatively poor refining margins have not allowed
refiners to recoup the full cost of environmental stan-

This chapter addresses the transition to ultra-low sulfur dards."9 Overly aggressive expansion to produce
diesel fuel (ULSD) when the ULSD Rule takes effect in ULSD could result in similar oversupply of product and
2006. Whether there will be adequate supply was one of reduced margins, and some refiners may therefore wait
the key questions raised by the House Committee on Sci- to see whether adequate margins develop.
ence in its request for analysis. The Charles Rivers Asso-
ciates/Baker and O'Brien (CRA/BOB) study done for Another uncertainty is possible regulation of non-road
the American Petroleum Institute (API) estimated a diesel fuel. In addition, some States are proposing their
shortfall of 320,000 barrels per day when the regulation own regulations for highway diesel fuel, which may add
is introduced in 2006. The issue of future supply of high- to the EPA requirements. Some refiners may wait to see
wav diesel fuel "received considerable attention during whether additional requirements are established for
the comment period" on the Notice of Proposed Rule- highway or non-road diesel before investing to upgrade
making (NPRM) published by the U.S. Environmental their refineries to produce ULSD.
Protection Agency (EPA).9 6 The EPA noted that "numer-
ous commenters to the proposed rule indicated that they The EPA has taken steps to monitor the ULSD supply
believed that the 15 ppm sulfur cap would cause short- situation. Its Final Rulemaking requires refiners and
ages in highway diesel fuel supply" but that "a number importers to submit a variety of information to ensure a
of commenters'also thought otherwise (i.e., that future smooth transition, and to evaluate compliance once the
supplies would be adequate)." 97 program begins. Refiners and importers expecting to

produce highway diesel in 2006 are required to register
While it is possible that some refiners mav decide to shut with the EPA by December 31, 2001. Annual pre-
down altogether because of this regulation, others might compliance reports are required from 2003 through
lust abandon the highway diesel market. Few refineries 2005, containing estimates of ULSD and 300 ppm sulfur
can operate without producing gasoline because gaso- fuel that will be produced at each refiners and projec-
line is a high-margin, high-volume product that pro- tions of the numbers of credits that will be generated or
vides significant revenue to refiners. On the other hand, needed bv each refinery. A time line for compliance is
it may be possible for some refineries to operate without also required, as well as other information.
producing ULSD. Some refineries could sell higher sul-
tur distillate products into the non-road, rail, ship, or The EPA will produce an annual report summarizing
heating oil markets. Some refiners could also decide to information from the precompliance reports without
export distillate products if they are in the right location. disclosing individual company plans. This information

-will give refiners a better indication of the potential mar-
Because there are other markets for distillate products, ket for credits and the availability of credits in each
some refiners max opt to delay upgrading their facilities region. The EPA will also require annual reports after
to produce ULSD. Refiners' recent experiences with the program takes effect, in order to monitor production
investing to meet new fuel standards have not been of ULSD and 500 ppm sulfur diesel fuel.w In addition, an
encouraging. As the EPA pointed out in the Regulatory independent advisory panel will be set up to look at
Impact Analysis for this regulation, both the 500 ppm issues of diesel supplies and related technologies, and to
diesel fuel and reformulated gasoline standards resulted report to the EPA annually on the progress being made
in overinvestment and oversupply of the fuels, and "of bv industry to comply with the ULSD Rule. "'

'"L.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Requlatort Impact Anialh/si: Heamtl-Duitv'Ei'iie ani Vlirch' Stanidards and, Hl|l|s;,az| De's.i' Fin,!
Snifdur R'equiremenwts, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC. December 2000), Chapter IV, p. IV-33

'7 L.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Re.iulatonr Impact Anahlsi.: Hearv-Diuty En.~iit' anld Vchrilc' lid.rii uand Hilnli',i/ Di<.s! Fnl i
nilhir ReqlirmrnmenSit, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington. DC, Decernber 2000), Chapter IV, p. IV-33.

U.L'S..Environmenta I Protection Agency, Re.nulatoni Impart Aialthisi: Hteat-Diuty £iXe \'nia' l Iht-l' mii JiIa rdir iii I /.gh; Ia;i Di 'I'l Fiel
ulhiur Rqmiire'nentsI EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000). Chapter IV, p. IV-3-1

*"I. S Environmental Protection Agency. "Control o( Air Pollution trom New Motor Vehicles Heavv-Duty Engint and \Vehlile Stan-
dards and Highway Diesel Fuel Suluir Control Requirements: Final Rule," Pre-piiblicatioin Final Riilnaking (December 91. 2000). (,p
158:-160.

i'bitsel Funlc NiTi (\,arch 5. 2001). p. 3.
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Cost Analysis diesel production levels. Then they consider both reduc-
tions and increases from current production to find th,

To assess the supply situation during the transition to most economical level of production for individual
ULSD in 2006, estimates of ULSD costs and supply were refineries. In the second step the cost and volume infor-
developed based on refinery-specific analysis of invest- mation for individual refineries is used to construct cost
ment requirements. The relative costs can provide curves for the U.S. refining industry using a variety of
insights into whether refiners will make the investments scenario assumptions about how refiners may respond
to produce ULSD and give an indication of possible sup- with refinery investment in preparation for summer
ply. Four scenarios describing investment behavior 2006, when ULSD requirements for highway diesel
under different assumptions were developed to provide begin. The third step consists of adjusting the cost curves
a range of possible responses to the ULSD Rule. to reflect changes in refinery capacity from 1999 to 2006.

Using refinery-specific data collected by the Energy Appendix D describes in detail the refinery-by-refinery
Information Administration (EIA), the ULSD product analysis and development of the cost model used as the
costs are estimated for each refinery based on its size, the basis for developing the cost curves. Table 6 provides
sulfur content of the feeds, the fraction of cracked stocks samples of the ULSD cost model results for cases repre-
in the feed, the boiling range of the feed, and the fraction senting various refinery configurations and situations.
of highway diesel produced. Cost curves were then The case descriptions in the table indicate whether the
developed in a three-step process. In the first step the refinery in that particular case falls within the higher or
cost of producing ULSD for each refinery was estimated lower part of the range in terms of hydrotreater unit
for several strategies of ULSD production, based on capacity, sulfur content of the hydrotreater feed, and the
refinery operation data for 1999. The strategies start by fraction of cracked stock in the feed. The costs in this
maintaining ULSD production at current highway analysis assume a 5.2-percent after-tax return on

Table 6. Sample Results from the ULSD Cost Model
Refinery Characteristics and Costs Case A C ase B ase C Case D Case E Case G Case H Case I Case J ase K Case L

Hydrotreater Capacity Rangea ....... H H H . H H L L H H H HR

Feed Sulfur Content Range. ......... H H L L H H H M M A. ,,M

Percent Cracked Stock Range
3

....... H H' H H L H H H M M MM

Revamp or New Unirt ........... N R N R R N R N N R R

Current Highway Diesel Production
(Tnousand Barrels per Day) ......... 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 10.0 10.0 0.0 324 32.4 32.4

Hydrotreater Feeds
(Thousand Barrels per Day)

Straight-Run Distillate .............. 34.0 34.0 34.0 34.0 50.0 6.8 6.8 33.0 25.3 25.3 184

Lignl Cycle Oil. ................... .0 8.0 8.0 0.0 1.6 1.6 4.0 2.1 2.1 0.0

Coker Distillate .................. 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 0.0 1.6 1.6 23.0 5.1 5.1 2.3

Total .................... . 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 10.0 10.0 60.0 32.4 32 4 20.7

Hydrogen Consumption
(Standard Cubic Feet per Barrel) ....... 550 550 402 402 246 550 550 590 395 395 305

Feed Sulfur Content
(Parts per Million)

Straight-Run Distillate ............... 9.000 9.000 1.100 1.100 9.000 9,000 9.000 6.000 6.000 6.000 6.000
Light Cycle Oil .................... 25.000 25.000 3.800 3.800 0 25.000 25.000 15,000 13.000 13,000 13.00C

Coker Distillate ................... 22.000 22.000 5.700 5.700 0 22.000 22.000 14.000 14.000 14.000 14.000

ULSD Cost Components
(1999 Dollars per Barrel)

Hydrotreater

Caoacity Changes ................ 0.73 0.55 0.70 0.55 0.36 1.21 0.74 0.72 0.81 0.55 0 49

Other .................... 0.83 0.74 0.75 0.68 0.54 0.96 0.79 0.87 0.78 0 67 0.62

Hydrogen Production

Capacity Changes ................ 0.20 0.20 0.22 0722 0.05 0.35 0.35 0.30 0.19 0.19 0.00

Other ......................... 0.52 0.53 0.55 0.54 0.12 0.56 0.57 0.88 0.40 041 013

Sulfur and Other ...... ......... 0.27 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.41 0.10 0.19 0.19 0.07 0.08

Total Cost (1999 Dollars per Barrel)... 2.54 2.08 2.27 2.05 1.12 3.49 2.56 2.97 2.37 1.88 1.31

Total Cost (1999 Cents per Gallon).... 6.0 5.0 5.4 4.9 2.7 8.3 6.1 7.1 5.6 4.5 3.1

a' = refinery in the higher range: M - retinery in the middle range: L = retinery in the lower range.
'N = new unit: R = revamped unit.
Note: Only refineries in Petroleum Administration for Defense Districts (PADDs) I-IV are included in the short-term analysis.
Source:. Energy Information Administration. Officeof Integrated Analysis and Forecasting.
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investment, which is estimated to be equivalent to the investment and operating costs they would incur. Case I
7-percent before-tax return on investment assumed in illustrates a non-road diesel producer converting to the
the EPA's analysis. production of highway diesel. The refinery runs a

moderately high-sulfur crude oil and has substantial
The cases in Table 6 were designed to represent the types volumes of cracked distillates from the fluid catalytic
of individual refinery situations that lie behind the cost cracker (FCC) and coker units. Because of quality
curve results. Cases A and B represent refiners produc- requirements for non-road diesel products, cracked
ing highway diesel fuel as a high fraction of their distil- stocks still make up 45 percent of the feed to the
late pool. These refineries run a higher sulfur crude oil, hvdrotreater for highway diesel production. The large
do not have hydrocracking facilities, and have relatively percent of cracked stocks means a moderately high
large-scale highway diesel production. Thirty-two per- per-barrel investment and operating cost for the
cent of the highway diesel they produce comes from hydrotreater. Additionally, the per-barrel cost for
cracked stock, which is about the average for Petroleum hydrogen is quite high. Most of the refineries with
Administration for Defense District II (PADD II) (see high-volume distillate production and no highway die-
Appendix D, Table D1). The cost of producing highway sel production had costs of highway diesel production
diesel at current production levels in the refineries of in the higher portion of the cost range.
Cases A and B is 6.0 cents per gallon if a new hvdro-
treater is required and 5.0 cents per gallon if the current Cases J, K, and L provide an illustration of refineries
hydrotreater can be revamped. The cost of the incremen- achieving improved economics by reducing the volume
tal hydrogen to produce ULSD represents 28 percent of of ULSD diesel below current highway production lev-
the added cost for Case A and 35 percent for Case B. els. As shown in Table 6, the cost of added hydrogen is

s C ad D he t s v a A a B b generally a large component of the cost of producingCases C and D have the same volumes as A and B but
ULSD. The cost for hydrogen grows as the fraction ofuse a lower sulfur crude oil. The cost of the added hydro- U . The cst eases, eentualy reqiring the con-cracked stocks increases, eventually requiring the con-

gen is similar to the result for Cases A and B, because this struction of new hydrogen production capacity. How-
analvsis is estimating the cost to produce ULSD with 7 crackedstock in

-pm .sulfur rather than the current 500 ppm. Total costs, ever, if there is only a modest percent of cracked stock in
ppm sulfur rather than the current 500 ppm. Total costs, the hdrotreater feed and the refiner reduces the input
however, are just 0.1 cents per gallon lower for a the hdrotreater, then the incremental hydrogento the hvdrotreater, then the incremental hydrogen
revamped unit (Case D compared to Case1B) and 0.6renvamped unit (Case D compared to CaseB) and 0.6 requirement for ULSD production can be provided bv
cents per gallon lower for a new unit (Case C compared existing refiner production sources.existing refinery production sources.to Case A).

Case E shows a refinery producing ULSD only from ases J and K how the costs for a ne and revamped
hvdrotreater for a refinery running a medium-sulfurstraight-run distillate derived from a high-sulfur crude. hydrotreater for a refinery running a medium-sulur

The cost of production from a hydrotreater that has been crude and with 22 perce cracked stock i the highw
revamped is only 2.7 cents per gallon. This is slightly diesel production pool. Case L shos that if the input

level is reduced from 32,400 barrels per day to 20,700more than half the cost of Case B, which has to handle 3 level s reduced from 300 barrels da to 700
percent cracked stocks: barrels per day when the unit is revamped, then the cost

of ULSD production is reduced from 4.5 cents per gallon
Cases C and H represent the same mix of hydrotreater to 3.1 cents per gallon. Given the costs for Cases K and L,
feed as in Cases A and B, but the total feedstock volume the preferred option for the refiner would be Case K if
is only 10,000 barrels per dav, compared to 50,000 bar- the price differential between highway and non-road
rels per day in Cases A and B. This is the type of situation diesel exceeds 6.9 cents per gallon and Case L if the dif-
represented by comparing ULSD production in PADD ferential is less than 6.9 cents per gallon. '"
IV with that in PADD II and PADD III. For a new
hydrotreater unit, the ULSD cost would be 8.3 cents per These sample cases highlight several situations that can
gallon (2.3 cents per gallon.higher than in Case A). If the cause refineries to have potentially high ULSD produc-
unit can be revamped, the cost is 6.1 cents per gallon (1.1 tion costs and discourage them from investing t6 pro-
cents per gallon higher than in Case B). duce ULSD. Small refineries with less than 10,000 barrels

per day of highway diesel production will have very
Some refineries currently produce high volumes of dis- high relative costs unless they can revamp an existing
tillate product but no highway diesel. These refineries unit. The fraction of cracked stocks in the ULSD hvdro-
might consider entering the highway diesel market treater feed is extremely important. The need tor hvdro-
when the ULSD Rule takes effect if they anticipate that gen increases with the fraction of cracked stocks and
the price differential between ULSD and their other may require new hydrogen production capability. If a
distillate products can more than offset the added refinerv's other distillate products are primariy

111 Calculated by taking the difference in totl cost (1.88 x 32.4 - 1.31 x 207) divided bt the chang-ll i \in vol ne t12 4 - 271) ~ t'xpressed l
cents per gallon
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non-road diesel fuels with cetane requirements that the likelihood that they would be at a significant com-
limit the volume of cracked stocks, then it is often impos- petitive cost disadvantage relative to other marke
sible for the refinery to reduce the cracked stocks going competitors.
into highway diesel. Thus, refineries with moderate
cracked stocks and a smaller scale will have high ULSD While most U.S. refiners look upon gasoline as an essen-
cost, and refineries with high cracked stocks and a mod- t i a l product, they could operate in the refinery business
erate to large scale may also have ULSD costs that they without producing any highway diesel. Thus, it is possi-
view as uncompetitive. ble that some refiners will cease or significantly decrease

highway diesel production when ULSD specifications
take effect in 2006. This would create a transition market

Analysis of ULSD in which some refiners with higher costs would decrease

Production Decisions production and be replaced I" ,.Lore cst-competitive
refiners.

Economic Considerations The set of more cost-competitive refiners talls into two
Scenarios are analyzed to estimate the volumes of ULSD categories-those increasing production of highway
that refiners might produce at the beginning of the diesel from current levels and those currently producing
ULSD requirement in the summer of 2006. Each scenario little or no highway diesel. Will refiners in the second
defines a set of strategic principles that might character- group jump into the market because they recognize that
ize the economic rationale behind investment decisions they would have a competitive position, or will they
that may be commonly made by refiners in this situa- wait to see how the supply and margin picture unfolds
tion. Refiners have a choice as to how much ULSD they before making a large-dollar commitment? Later
produce. Some refiners may decide to produce no high- entrants into the market could also be the beneficiaries
way diesel when the ULSD Rule comes into effect. While of improved technologies that reduce the cost of
most refiners who are currently producers of highway compliance.
diesel will likely continue to produce it, they could
increase or decrease production from current levels. Refiners who estimate that their costs to produce ULSD
Because there is uncertainty associated with refiners' are on the high end of the range will be far less likely to
behavior, four supply scenarios were constructed, any invest to produce ULSD. No one wants to be the mar
one of which may turn out to be closest to the actual ginal supplier after making a large investment, espe-
behavior of the refining industry in this situation. cially when the product is a secondary fuel product. The

question is what differential cost will be perceived to be
In making the ULSD decision a refiner will look at the too high-is it 1 or 2 cents per gallon above what the
available options, analyze the costs to produce various refiner perceives is the average cost in the market? How
levels of ULSD, and determine the impact on other dis- does the refiner assess the possible competitive threats
tillate products. Then the refiner will try to estimate his of a large-volume refiner who has previously not been a
relative competitive position for producing ULSD. The highway diesel producer but may now enter the market
competitive assessment considers the cost of ULSD pro- with better economics to produce highway diesel and
duction for other refiners and looks at the mid-term reduce market prices? Refiners will likely try to retain
competition for market share, including an analysis of highway market share, even if their relative competitive
current market share, regional market competition, the cost is modestly above the average cost in the region,
impact of new entrants that may have a significant cost rather than shifting into new markets. Refining compa-
advantage, synergies with other refineries within the nies with multiple refineries will view strategies in the
same company, and potential changes in the price differ- context of their total system and could rebalance pro-
ential between ULSD and non-road fuels on a mid-term duction on a system basis.
basis.

One of the key decisions in preparing to produce ULSD
In a number of past instances when refiners have been is whether to build a new hydrotreater or revamp an
required to meet new product specifications, they have existing unit. This analysis assumes that revamps are
not only made facility changes that would enable them more. likely if a refinery installed new distillate
to meet the demand for the product with new spedfica- hydrotreating units in the 1990s, or if the proportion of
tions, but have done so in such numbers and volumes cracked stocks in the refinery's hydrotreater feed is
that their ability to supply the market has exceeded mar- small. New units are assumed at refineries where cur-
ket demand. In the case of ULSD, refiners have more rent hydrotreating capacity is less than highway diesel
choice in deciding to participate in the highway market production. As shown in Table 7, the estimates indicate
or alternatively to produce products only for non-road that 46 percent of the refineries in PADDs I-IV, account-
distillate markets. This choice becomes a particular issue ing for 63 percent of highway diesel production capac-
for refiners facing an expensive investment decision and ity, v ould revamp existing units. PADD IV has the
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Table 7. Estimate of Revamps and New Hydrotreaters for ULSD Production
ULSD Production Volume

Number of Refineries Percent (Thousand Barrels per Day) Percent
Region Revamp j New Total Revamp Revamp New Total Revamp

PADDI. .............. 4 7 11 36 139 77 216 64
PADD II.............. 14 13 27 52 442 158 599 74
PADD II.............. 22 23 45 49 603 423 1.026 5
PADD IV ............. 5 10 15 33 46 72 117 39
Total ................ 45 53 98 46 1.229 729 1.957 63

PADD = Petroleum Administration for Defense District.
Note: Although 98 refineries are considered in this analysis. 87 are current producers of low-sulfur diesel. Not all ot these refineries are expected to

produce ULSD economically.
Source. Energy Information Administration. Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting.

lowest proportion of revamps because of the larger economics are only slightly poorer at higher vol-
amount of cracked stocks that refineries in that region umes. Those whose current production is focused
must process. PADD II has the highest percentage of primarily on non-road markets are assumed to stay
revamps because of the extensive upgrading that took with those markets.
place in the early 1990s and the moderate levels of
cracked stocks in the feed. The EPA assumed that 80 per- · Scenario 3-Moderate New Market Entry. While
cent of ULSD production capacity would be revamped refineries that are currently producing little or no
units. highway diesel may be hesitant to jump into the

ULSD market, this scenario assumes that a select few
Supply Scenarios will decide to take the risk. This is based on the belief

that a limited number of refineries think thev can
The first of the four supply scenarios was developed gain market share without depressing the pnce dif-
based on the rationale that there is a high probability ferential between ULSD and non-road diesel to the
that refiners will produce at least a moderate level of extent of rining margins and return on investment.
ULSD. In the other three scenarios there is decreasing These refiners are assumed to have favorable cost
probability that the additional volumes would be pro- structures for ULSD production (probabl in the
duced The description of the specific scenarios follows: lower thrd)

* Scenario 1-Competitive Investment. The first sce- Scenario ssertive Investment. The fourth sce-· Scenario 4-Assertive Investment. The fourth sce-
- nario includes only those refiners who are likely to

nano assumes that a larger number of refiners will
prepare to produce ULSD in 2006. Thev currently compete to increase their shares of the ULSD market.
hold market share and are estimated to be able to

oduet sh a a eit ed c to be e In this scenario, refiners believe that most oi their
produce ULSD at a competitive cost. Refiners with competitors are overly cautious, and that they can
highway diesel as a relatively low fraction of their

succeed by taking a contrary strategy (which in real-
distillate production are assumed to abandon the orr st

itv is adopted by far more refiners than anticipated).market unless their cost per unit of production is
competitive at current highway diesel production
levels. Some refiners are assumed to reduce highway Imports
diesel production below current levels when thevdiesel production below c t Historically, imports have been a small part of low-
have a more competitive ULSD production at a

hae a more co e U D p n at a sulfur diesel supply. The only significant volumes ot
reduced production rate. low-sulfur diesel fuel have been imported into PADD I.

* Scenario 2-Cautious Expansion by Competitive which totaled 123,000 barrels per day in 1999 then
Producers. In this scenario, refiners base ULSD pro- declined slightly in 2000 to 106,000 barrels per day
duction decisions on the assumption that the price (Figure 4). Imports made up 5 percent of low-sulfur die-
differential between ULSD and non-road distillate sel product supplied for the United States as a whole in
products will remain wide. Current producers with 2000 and 14 percent of product supplied in PADD I. The
competitive cost structures for ULSD production PADD I imports come from three main sources-
and high fractions of highway diesel production Canada, the Virgin Islands, and Venezuela. Low-sulfur
(greater than 70 percent of total distillate produc- diesel imports from the Virgin Islands reached 62,000
tion) are assumed to maintain current production barrels per day in 1996 and have fallen to 47,000 barrels
levels and ma! even push production of ULSD . per day in 2000. Imports from Canada. which have been
toward 100 percent of distillate production if only fairly constant for the past few years, totaled 35,000 bar-
minor increases in per unit production costs occur at rels per day in 2000. Imports from Venezuela grew
increased volume. Other refiners are also assumed to sharply in 1998 and 1999, to 22,(000 barrels per day in
increase their fraction of highway p-oduction if the 1999, before falling to 8.000 barrel-: per da in 2000
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Figure 4. Imports of Low-Sulfur Diesel Fuel into PADD 1, 1993-2000
Thousand Barrels per Day
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Source: Energy Information Administration. Form EIA-814. "Monthly Imports Report."

Other courtries are also planning to lower-the sulfur amounts of ULSD could be imported from other sources.
content of diesel fuel. Canada has announced plans to In the early part of the transition to ULSD, imports
require a 15 ppm sulfur diesel fuel in mid-2006, mirror- beyond historical levels probably are less likely and
ing the U.S. regulation. 102 A 50 ppm ULSD becomes quantities less than historical levels probably are more
mandatory across Europe in 2005. The European Com- likely. 105

mission is also discussing a gradual phase-in to 10 ppm
sulfur, starting with a 10-percent supply requirement in Demand Issues
January 2007.103

The number of vehicles that actually need ULSD when
Given these changes, Canadian refiners currently the regulation takes effect in 2006 will be small. The EPA
exporting to the United States may make the investment has mandated that 80 percent of the refinery output of
to produce ULSD for the U.S. market. The East Coast has less- than 500 ppm diesel fuel be ULSD in order to pro-
been the main market for a large refinery in the Virgin vide retail availability for the trucks that need ULSD. As
Islands that is jointly owned by Amerada Hess and a result, the supply of ULSD will be much larger than the
PdVSA, Venezuela's national oil company. Both of the demand provided by vehicles that need ULSD. The con-
plant's owners see the United States as a strategic mar- cer is whether enough fuel will be available to supply,
ket. Venezuela is planning to upgrade its domestic refin- all highway diesel vehicles.
eries, but because it is also irnterested in expanding its
presence in Latin American markets, 1'4 it is not clear Current production of low-sulfur diesel fuel is greater
whether it would supply ULSD to the U.S. market. than what is required by the market. Highway diesel

fuel consumption accounted for 86 percent of transpor-
Refineries worldwide will be investing to produce lower tation distillate demand in 1999. Yet low-sulfur diesel
sulfur diesel fuel. Even a refinery designed to produce product supplied (a surrogate for demand) has nearly
diesel with 50 ppm sulfur could produce some amounts equaled transportation distillate demand in recent years
at less than 15 ppm. Thus, it is conceivable that limited (Figure 5). Consequently, the amount of low-sulfur

102 Public Works and Government Services Canada. Canada Gazette, Vol. 135, No. 7 (February 17,2001), p. 454.
103 Diesel Fuel NeLvs (March 5,2001), p. 11.
104 Oil Daily (February 27,2001), p. 2.
105 EIA's Office ol Oil and Gas is planning to issue a report in 2001 on the availability of product imports.
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Figure 5. Low-Sulfur Diesel Consumption and Product Supplied, 1993-1999
Thousand Barrels per Day
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diesel fuel currently being consumed in the market is diesel fuel by purchasing credits, and some small refin-
more than 15 percent higher than that required for high- ers could continue to produce 500 ppm sulfur fuel until
way vehicles. There are several reasons for this. The 2010 (see box on page 45).
logistics of the distribution system dictate in some areas
that only one type of fuel can be distributed. Because the For the above reasons, the amount of ULSD actually
price differential between low-sulfur diesel and other needed to balance demand in 2006 is highly uncertain. A
distillate products has been only 2 to 3 cents per gallon range of demand estimates has been developed to
or less in recent years, the incentive to maintain separate account for some of the uncertainty In the mid-term
product infrastructure has not been great. An important analysis for this study, transportation distillate demand
question is the extent to which the demand for ULSD in PADDs I-IV 1'h in the 2/3 Revamp case (see Chapter 6)
will remain above that required for highway vehicles amounts to about 2.7 million barrels per day. At the U.S.
after the ULSD regulation takes effect in 2006. A larger level, transportation distillate demand is projected to be
price differential between ULSD and higher sulfur dis- 3.0 million barrels per day in 2006, increasing by 3.2 per-
tillate products may provide some incentive to avoid cent per year from the 1999 level of 2.4 million barrels
consuming ULSD in markets where it is not required, per day. This compares to an average rate of increase of
but in some areas it may continue to be impractical to 3.5 percent per year from 1982 to 1999. Transportation
distribute more than one product. distillate demand rose sharply from 1982 to 198q ard

again from 1991 to 1999, at annual average growth rates
It is also unclear how much 500 ppm sulfur diesel fuel of 4.7 and 4.0 percent, respectively, but fell in 1990 and
will be in the market after the regulation takes effect. 1991, at the time of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.
Refiners will be investing for the long term and not just
to produce 80 percent ULSD in thetransition period, and The probable downgrading of some ULSD to 500 ppm
many refiners (if they invest to produce ULSD at all) sulfur diesel in the distribution system was not taken
may be producing 100 percent ULSD in the transition into account in this part of the analysis. The requirement
period. Some refiners could continue to supply 500 ppm to produce 80 percent ULSD is at the refinerv gate, and

'"n PADD V was not included in this analysis because supply concerns are less ot an issue in the transitlon period and d thi requiirinl'nm ,r
CARB diesel makes the PADD V market different from PADDs 1-I\'
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supplies that are downgraded to a higher sulfur level in likely to continue. At their recent historical level of
the distribution system can still be sold as highway die- 80,000 barrels per day, imports would reduce domestic
sel during the transition period. demand for ULSD to 1.95 million barrels per day

(Demand B, which matches the demand projection in the
Cost Curves and Demand Estimates mid-term analysis described in Chapter 6). Demand C in
for 2006 Figure 6 is based on the same assumptions as Demand B

and, in addition, assumes that ULSD will be used only
Figure 6 shows the combined cost curves for PADDs I-IV for highway consumption (86 percent of transportation
for each of the scenarios, together with four estimates of distillate demand), resulting in a demand estimate of 1.7
demand. 107 The EPA estimates that, under the small million barrels per day. Demand D assumes a higher
refiner option, up to 5 percent of the market could delay estimate for imports-116,000 barrels per day-which
making the transition to ULSD until 2010.108 In addition, was the level for PADDs l-IV in 2000.
the temporary compliance option mandates that ULSD
production must constitute 80 percent of low-sulfur The cost curves in Figure 6 show the estimated volumes
diesel production. Assuming the full extent of the small of ULSD that could be produced at increasing cost lev-
refiner, temporary compliance, and credit trading provi- els. The curves show the wide range of costs to produce
sions of the Rule, ULSD demand is estimated at just over ULSD across the population of U.S. refiners that might
2.0 million barrels per day (Demand A). As indicated choose to become ULSD producers. There are some
above, imports from the Virgin Islands and Canada are refiners at the upper range of the cost curves that would

Figure 6. ULSD Cost Curve Scenarios with 2006 Demand Estimates
Marginal Cost of Production (1999 Dollars per Gallon ULSD)
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Sources: Cost curve scenarios: Appendix D. Demand estimates: National Energy Modeling Sytem, run DSU71NV.D043001A.

107 A range of demand estimates are shown in Figure 6, but no feedback effects are represented. Feedback effects are included in the
mid-term analysis (Chapter 6).

108 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
Sulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000), Chapter V, p. V-134.
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have much higher costs and could have concerns that and D) and would meet the highway demand estimates
margins in the marketplace would not be high enough to even if no ULSD imports were available. In Scenario 3
provide a satisfactory rate of return. (Moderate New Market Entry), production just reaches

the mid-term analysis demand estimate that includes
The cost curves in Figure 6 were developed using capital imports (Demand B). In Scenario 4 (Assertive Invest-
cost and return on investment assumptions consistent ment), ULSD production surpasses the mid-term analy-
with those used in the EPA's analysis. Those assump- sis demand estimate that does not include imports.
tions were used in order to provide a comparison with None of the supply curves, however, provides enough
the EPA's analysis results and should not be viewed as supply to reach the demand estimate that does not
the assumptions that EIA considers the most likely. include the temporary compliance option (see Table 8
However, concerns about the adequacy of ULSD supply below). Some refiners may be able to produce ULSD
are based on the possible reluctance of higher cost pro- with a cost of about 2.5 cents per i llon: however, at the
ducers to invest to produce ULSD in 2006. Because of the volumes needed to meet demand, costs are -- i.nated at
uncertainty of these assumptions, two additional sets of 5.4 to 6.8 cents per gallon. 109 ULSD :rices could show an
supply scenarios are provided, using higher capital cost even higher differential if supply falls short of demand.
assumptions and a higher required return on invest-
ment, as discussed later in this chapter. The four factors that have the strongest influence on the

cost of producing ULSD are the production volume
Total ULSD production on the Scenario 1 (Competitive of 500 ppm diesel, the fraction of cracked stocks in
Investment) and Scenario 2 (Cautiou. Expansion) cost the feedstock, the scale of the hydrotreater unit,
curves extends beyond the lower demand estimates (C and whether a new or revamped unit is required.

500 ppm Diesel Supply Issues in 2006

In 2006, 500 ppm highway diesel could come from two the potential sources of 500 ppm highway diesel production
sources: either from refiners who produce both 500 ppm and in 2006 in Scenario 2 differ across the various PADDs. P., )D
15 ppm highway diesel or from refiners who are now pro- I has 5 refineries and PADD II has 5 refineries that ire
ducing highway diesel but who choose not to make invest- assumed not to invest to produce ULSD. Nine of these ten
ments to produce ULSD and purchase credits to sell 500 ppm' refineries currently produce less than 10,000 barrels per day
diesel. Few refineries are assumed to fall into the first group. of highway diesel, and the other is under 20,000 barrels rer
Possible candidates would be refiners with large current pro- day.

-duction of highway diesel who have multiple distillate
hvdrotreating units and decide to revamp or replace a large The profile of the PADD III refiners is quite different from
unit to produce ULSD and maintain a second unit to produce those in the other PADDs. While PADD III has some small
500 ppm highway diesel. This would also mean that the refineries in this group, several moderately large refineries
refiner would anticipate selling the 500 ppm diesel as are also included, which accounts for the fact that PADD III
non-road diesel in 2011, because building one large represents 56 percent of the total volume of PADD I-IV pro-
hvdrotreater in 2006 would be more economical than build- duction that is estimated not to convert from low-sulfur die-
ing a second hydrotreater for ULSD in 2010. If the decision is sel to ULSD in 2006. Most of these refineries are on the high
made to invest to produce ULSD, a refiner is likely to invest end of the cost range and would have to build new units
to produce the full volume of highway diesel as ULSD. Some and/or deal with relatively high fractions of cracked stocks
product that fails to meet the ULSD specifications could be to produce ULSD.
downgraded to 500 ppm diesel fuel and sold as highway die-
sel during the transition period, but few refiners are assumed Six refineries in PADD IV are estimated to have relatively

to produce both 15 ppm and 500 ppm diesel. high costs of ULSD production and are assumed not to invest
to produce ULSD. The PADD IV refiners are relatively small.

Production of 500 ppm highway diesel can clearly come from Most have some cracked stocks in the highway diesel .feed
refiners who are now producing low-sulfur highway diesel stream and would need to build new units. The refiners not
and decide not to convert their refinery facilities in 2006. In producing ULSD would need to obtain waivers or purchase
Scenario 2, the number of non-producers of ULSD in PADDs credits to continue to sell 500 ppm diesel fuel into the high-
I-IV totals 21. The characteristics of the 21 refineries that are way market.

1 9-These are marginal costs on the industry supply curve, based on average refinery costs for producing ULSD. These cost estimates do
not include additional costs for distribution, estimated at 1.1 cents per gallon in the mid-term analysis. Costs were not adiusted to take sulfur
credit trading into account, because of the uncertainty about whether trading would occur and the value of the credits f credit trading
occurred, costs could be reduced.
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Twenty-nine refineries in Scenario 1 are in the cost range highest as far as the proportion of cracked stocks in the
below 4 cents per gallon, and all are refineries for which 'fet stock going to the hydrotreater. Sixty-four percent
it is assumed that the existing unit could be revamped. of the refineries in PADD IV that are assumed to pro-
Most of these refineries have little or no cracked stocks in duce ULSD in Scenario 4 have estimated costs greater
the hydrotreater feed to produce ULSD. For the few that than 5 cents per gallon compared to 31 percent in PADD
do have cracked stocks, a revamped unit at a reduced III, 22 percent in PADD II, and 17 percent in PADD I.
throughput was found to obtain better economics of
ULSD production and put them in the cost range under Scenario 1 has the lowest production volume of the four
4 cents per gallon. Twenty-five refineries are in the cost scenarios but the highest probability that production
range from 4 to 5 cents per gallon. Thirteen are assumed volumes of ULSD will at least reach these estimates in
to construct new units, and most of these refineries have 2AC, Of the 87 refineries in PADDs I-IV that currently
a low percentage of cracked stocks in the hydrotreater produce highway diesel, only 66 are estimated to pro-
feed. A couple of units in this cost range are assumed to duce ULSD in Scenario 1. Of the 21 refineries that are
reduce throughput from current highway diesel pro- estimated to terminate ULSD production in Scenario 1,
duction levels. Above 5 cents per gallon, a couple of the cost of ULSD production ranges from 6 to 13 cents
refineries with a high percentage of cracked stocks are per gallon. 1t 1 Two-thirds of these refineries currently
assumed to revamp existing units. The rest, which have produce less than 10,000 barrels per day of highway die-
moderate levels of cracked stocks, are assumed to build sel. PADD IV refineries are disproportionately in the
new units. The refineries above 5 cents per gallon also higher cost range.
include a number of smaller refineries with ULSD pro-
duction under 10,000 barrels per day. Scenario 2 assumes that the number of refineries that

will produce ULSD is the same as in Scenario 1, but that
Regionally, PADD IV has the highest estimated costs for these refineries will increase production if their competi-
ULSD production. The refineries in PADD IV are tive position is not greatly affected. Comparing Scenario
smaller on average, have more cracked stocks to process, 3 to Scenario 2, ULSD production is estimated to
and have the lowest proportion of revamps. In PADD I, increase at nine refineries, and one refinery that cur-
a large heating oil market p vides an outlet for some of rently produces only non-road distillate product is
the more difficult streams to hydrotreat so it tends to assumed to enter the ULSD market. All of these factors
show lower costs for producing ULSD. PADD II refiner- raise the estimated production level in Scenario 3 by
ies are also toward the lower end.of the cost curve. They 129,000 barrels per day over that in Scenario 2.
tend to be more moderate in size (which gives better
economies of scale), have moderate levels of cracked The probability of reaching the total volume production
stocks, and had extensive revamps in the early 1990s to of Scenario 4 is the lowest. In this scenario, refineries
put them in a better position to upgrade to produce with higher costs of production are assumed to enter the
ULSD. PADD III has a mixture of small and large refin- ULSD market in 2006. The added production volumes in
eries with a variety of configurations and as a result Scenario 4 come from three types of situations. First,
shows a wide range of lower and higher cost ULSD pro- some refineries are assumed to expand production
ducers. Some of the refineries in PADD HII are among the beyond the Scenario 3 level if unit costs are only slightly

Table 8. Supply and Demand Estimates in the Reference Case, 2006
(Thousand Barrels per Day)

I Demand Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario4
Total Supply .......................................................... 1.763 1.823 1.952 2.143
Number of Refineries Producing ULSD ...................................... 66 66 67 74

Differences Between Supply and Demand

Small Refiner Option ........................................ 2.533 -770 -709 -580 -389
Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options (Demand A) ...... 2026 -264 -203 -74 117
Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options with Imports
(Demand B) .............................................. 1,946 -184 -123 6 197
Highway Use Only. Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options
with Imports (Demand C) ....................... ·............. 1.662 100 161 290 481
Highway Use Only, Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options
with Higher Imports (Demand D) ......... ..................... 1.626 136 197 326 517
Sources: Cost curve scenarios: Appendix D. Demand estimates: National Energy Modeling Sytem. run DSU71NV.D043001A.

1 1 0 The highest estimated costs by region are 9 cents per gallon for PADD 1, 13 cents per gallon for PADD II, 7 cents per gallon for PADD
III, and 12 cents per gallon for PADD IV.
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higher. Second, five of the refineries entering the market the higher sulfur product after 2010. Those producing
Were viewed in Scenario 3 as having too high a cost. The 100 percent ULSD will generate credits which can then
third- and largest portion of additional volume comes be sold to those who decide to delay investing to pro-
from two refineries that currently are not producers of duce ULSD. Credit trading programs have been success-
highway diesel. All of the additional volume in Scenario ful in the utility industry, but how well credit trading
4 comes from refiners with costs of ULSD production will work in a less-regulated industry remains unclear.
higher than 5 cents per gallon. Refiners may be less than enthusiastic about selling

credits to their competitors that would allow them to sell
Table 8 shows the differences between the demand and product produced at a lower cost in the same market as
supply estimates. The largest shortfall, which occurs ULSD, possibly at a price similar to the price of ULSD.
between Scenario 1 (assuming the most cautious invest- Refiners who ait to invest can also take advantage of
ment strategy) and the highest demand estimate, is esti- improvements in technology that could help them com-
mated at 770,000 barrels per day. The widest surplus, pete more effectively with those who invested earl.
317,000 banrrels per day, is under Scenario 4 (the most Credits could increase sharply in value if markets were
aggressive investment strategy) and the lowest demand tight but they would have less value if supplies ere
estimate that also accounts for import availability. ample.
Assuming the mid-term analysis demand estimate,
which is similar to the AE02001 projection, Scenarios 3
and 4 project sufficient supply. To provide a further range of demand estimates, Tables

9 and 10 show the projections for high and low macro-
Some analysts contend that demand could exceed the economic growth cases along with the supply estimates
estimates in this analysis that assume the temporary from the cost curves. Transportation distillate demand is
compliance option of 80 percent ULSD production. Most projected to increase by 4.0 percent per year from 1999 to
refiners that invest to produce ULSD will plan to pro- 2006 in the high macroeconomic growth case and by 2.7
duce 100 percent ULSD unless they have a market for percent per year in the low macroeconomic growth case.

Table 9. Supply and Demand Estimates in the High Economic Growth Case, 2006
'Thousand Barrels per Day)

i Demand Scenario 1 ' Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
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Two additional sets of the four supply scenarios are pro- the reduced volumes, estimated production levels in
vided that vary the hydrotreater capital cost assump- Scenario 3 fall short of the demand level projected in the
tions and the return on investment assumption. The mid-term analysis (Demand B) in both the higher capital
capital costs assumed in the initial set of four scenarios cost and higher required return on investment sensitivi-
in this chapter are similar to those used in the EPA anal- ties (Tables 11 and 12).
ysis (see Chapter 7 for a comparison of capital cost
assumptions). Because of the uncertainty associated Balancing Demand and Supply in 2006
with the cost of installing distillate hydrotreating capa-
ble of producing diesel fuel containing less than 10 ppm These supply curves, along with the demand estimates
sulfur, a second set of scenarios was developed assum- for 2006, indicate the possibility of a tight diesel market
ing capital costs for the hydrotreater units that are about when the ULSD Rule is implemented. Supply scenarios
40 percent higher than the initial set (Figure 7). The that assume more cautious investment indicate inade-
higher capital costs in this scenario reduce the projected quate supply compared with the demand levels pro-
production of ULSD by 25,000 to 55,000 barrels per day jected in the Annual Energy Outlook 2001. Only more
and increase the cost estimates from 0.4 cents per gallon aggressive investment scenarios or lower demand
to 1.0 cents per gallon. cenarios show adequate supply to meet estimated

demand. This analysis compares supply and demand at
A third set of supply scenarios was developed assuming an aggregate level. Maintaining a balance of supply and
a 10-percent required return on investment (Figure 8), demand across regions and throughout the distribution
rather than 5.2 percent assumed in the initial set of sce- system would be more difficult.
narios. The higher assumed rate results in a reduction in
production of 40,000 to 66,000 barrels per day across the Improvements in supply could result if more refiners
four scenarios. The cost estimates increase by 0.8 to 1.2 undertook investments to produce ULSD, if capacity
cents per gallon from the first set of scenarios. Because of expansions by refiners were greater than anticipated in

Figure 7. ULSD Higher Capital Cost Sensitivity Case Cost Curve Scenarios with 2006 Demand Estimates
Marginal Cost of Production (1999 Dollars per Gallon ULSD)
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Sources: Cost curve scenarios: Appendix D. Demand estimates: National Energy Modeling Sytem, run DSU71NV.D043001A.
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this analysis, and/or if more imports were available. On Such responses would require higher costs, however,
the demand side, slower growth in the highway diesel because lower cost options would be exercised first.
market than these demand estimates and/or curtailing
of ULSD consumption for non-road uses would also Sharply higher prices would also curtail demand for die-
improve the situation. sel fuel. Truckers would reduce consumption to the

extent possible and try to pass higher fuel costs to cus-
If supplies fall short of demand, sharp price-increases tomers, who would then look for alternative means to
could occur to balance supply and demand. That type of transport goods.
situation could result in a number of responses, some of
which could begin to occur as soon as the price differen- In 2006, the quantity of fuel actually needed for vehicles
tial between ULSD and other products started to requiring ULSD will be much less than the required 80
widen-possibly even before it became clear that a mar- percent of diesel production. If it becomes apparent that
ket supply problem existed. Refiners would attempt to the supply is inadequate, or that markets are becoming
maximize ULSD production. Some additional produc- tight, additional low-sulfur diesel supplies could
tion may be possible by, for example, shifting some become available if the required proportion of ULSD
non-road distillate or jet fuel streams into ULSD. This production were reduced. Allowing more 500 ppm die-
would be limited, however, because only the lower sul- sel into the highway market could alleviate some of the
fur streams could be used and additional hydrotreating stress on the market. If the requirement were 70 percent
may be necessary. Imports of jet fuel or other products instead of 80 percent, for example, the demand estimates
could then replace the lost production of those fuels. shown in Table 8 would be reduced by 217,000 to 253,000
Additional imports of ULSD could be forthcoming if barrels per day, enough to eliminate the shortfalls indi-
there were large price differentials between markets. cated except for Demand A in Scenario 1 and the highest

Figure 8. ULSD 10% Return on Investment Sensitivity Case Cost Curve Scenarios with 2006 Demand
Estimates
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Table 11. Supply and Demand Estimates in the Higher Capital Cost Sensitivity Case, 2006
(Thousand Barrels per Day)

Demand Scenario Scecnario 2Scencario 3 Scenario 4

Total Supply .................................. ............ ............ 1.721 1.782 1,897 2,118

Number of Refineries Producing ULSD ...................................... 61 61 61 72

Differences Between Supply and Demand
Small Refiner Option ........................................ 2.533 -812 -751 -636 -415

Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options ................ 2.026 -305 -244 -130 92

Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options with Imports...... 1.946 -225 -164 -50 172
Highway Use Only, Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options
with Imports .............................................. 1.662 58 119 234 455
Highway Use Only, Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options
with Higher Imports ........... 1........................... 1,626 94 155 270 491
Sources: Cost curve scenarios: Appendix D. Demand estimates: Naiional Energy Modeling Sytem, run DSU71NV.D043001A.

Table 12. Supply and Demand Estimates in the 10% Return on Investment Sensitivity Case, 2006
(Thousand Barrels per Day)

Demand Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4
Total Supply ......................................................... 1.702 1,760 1,912 2.078

Number of Refineries Producing ULSD ...................................... 61 61 63 71
Differences Between Supply and Demand
Small Refiner Option ........................................ 2.533 -831 -773 -621 -455
Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options ................ 2.026 -325 -266 -114 51
Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options with Imports...... 1.946 -245 -186 -34 131
Highway Use Only. Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options
with Imports .................... .............. 1.662 39 97 249 415
Highway Use Only. Small Refiner and Temporary Compliance Options
with Higher Imports ......................................... 1.626 75 133 285 451
Sources: Cost curve scenarios: Appendix D. Demand estimate;: National Energy Modeling Sytem. run DSU71NV.D043001A.

demand estimate across all scenarios. However, a lower refinery-specific analysis of investment requirements.
requirement for ULSD production would reduce retail Supply is estimated for four scenarios of investment
availability for the vehicles that require ULSD. Other behavior, and a range of demand is projected for corn-
responses providing greater flexibility, increasing par- parison with the supply curves. In addition, two other
ticipation, and encouraging technological improve- sets of supply sensitivities are provided, assuming
ments would also help to alleviate supply concerns. 112 higher capital costs and higher required return on

investment.
Given the variety of responses, it is difficult to know the
magnitude or duration of a possible tight market situa- Supply scenarios that assume more cautious investment
tion. Supply shifts and demand responses would indicate inadequate supply compared with the demand
require time before the effect would be felt. It would take levels projected in the Annual Energy Outlook 2001. Only
time for additional imports to enter the market, and more aggressive investment scenarios or lower demand
importers would have to believe that prices would cenarios show adequate supply to meet estimated
remain high enough for long enough to make it worth- demand. The two sets of supply sensitivities show even
while to divert supplies from other markets. lower production estimates than the initial set. This indi-

cates the possibility of a tight market supply situation
when the ULSD Rule takes effect in 2006. While consid-

Summary erable uncertainty exists in both the supply and demand
estimates, this analysis indicates that even though the

Whether there will be adequate supply is one of the key market could see supply meet demand at a cost increase
questions raised by the House Committee on Science in for production between 5.4 and 7.6 cents per gallon,
its request for analysis. To assess the supply situation there are a number of scenarios in which inadequate
during the transition to ULSD in 2006, cost curves and supply of ULSD could result.
estimates of ULSD supply are developed based on

112Short-term responses are possible, such as the regulatory response that took place when the 500 ppm diesel fuel requirements came
into effect on October 1, 1993. As a result of localized outages and price spikes, the EPA sent a letter to marketers and major consumers of
diesel fuel granting "enforcement discretion" in cases of extreme diffi :ulty in obtaining supplies, extending through October 22,1993.
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6. Mid-Term Analysis of ULSD Regulations

Assumptions The requirement for 80 percent ULSD is not phased in
and begins on June 1, 2006. Therefore, the full market

The National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) was impact of the requirement can be expected to occur at
used to perform petroleum market analysis of the that time. Because NEMS is an :inual average model,
impact of new requirements for ultra-low-sulfur diesel the full economic impact of the 80/20 r:i. cr. .-i 't be seer.
fuel (ULSD) from 2007 through 2015. The Petroleum until 2007. In the same manner, pr:),-ctions for 2011 rep-
Market Module (PMM) of NEMvS were modified to pro- resent the first full year of 100 percent ULSD compliance.
duce a ULSD Regulation case. Analysis of the Regula- The results for 2010 reflect a partial year at the 80 percent
tion case focuses on changes relative to a reference case requirement and a partial year at the 100 percent
using the oil price and macroeconomic assumptions of requirement. For the purpose of assessing the market
the Annual Energy Outlook 2001 (AE02001) reference impactsof the new ULSD requirements, 2007 will bedis-
case but including some adjustments to provide a more cussed as the first full year of the 80/20 requirement, and
accurate reflection of the diesel fuel market. The differ- 2011 will be discussed as the 100 percent requirement.
ences between the reference case for this study and the
AE02001 reference case are discussed in Appendix B. The House Committee on Science requested that, if prac-

tical, the EIA analysis use the same assumptions as those
The projected investment costs and average marginal used by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agencv
prices resulting from the NEMS analysis represent the (EPA) in its Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA). The
investment and price levels necessary to meet all assumptions are compared in Table 13. The Regulation
demand requirements under the new ULSD Rule. As case for this studv is based on the following
discussed in Chapter 5, some refiners may choose to assumptions:
drop out of the highway diesel market or-even close
down instead of investing for compliance with the Rule. · Highway diesel at the refinery gate will contain a
ULSD supply could be inadequate in the short term if maximum of 7 parts per million (ppm) sulfur
enough refineries chose to forgo investment. The NEMS Although sulfur content is limited to 15 ppm at the
analysis does not capture this uncertainty of supply, pump, there is a general consensus that refineries
because NEMS is a long-run equilibrium model. Bv defi- will need to produce diesel somewhat below 10 ppm
nition, the NEMS analysis projects the level of domestic in order to allow for contamination during the distri-
production and imports necessary to meet all demand bution process. The EPA assumed in its RIA that
requirements. As a result, the NEMS analysis reflects refineries would produce highway diesel at 7ppm.
more aggressive investment behavior than that por-
traved tor individual refiners in theshort-term analysis. · The capital costs for the distillate hydrotreaters

reflected in NEMS are 51,331 per barrel per day for a
The NEMS analysis reflects the "80/20" rule, which notional 25,000 barrel per day unit that processes
requires the production of 80 percent ULSD and 20 per- low-sulfur feed streams with incidental dearomati-
cent 500 ppm highwav diesel between June 2006 and zation, and 51,849 per barrel per day for a second,
June 2010, and a 100 percent requirement for ULSD after 10,000 barrel per day unit that processes higher sul-
June 2010. Because each model region acts as a single fur feed streams with greater aromatics improve-
unit. the provision of the ULSD Rule allowing small ment. A range of capital costs from a number of other
refiners, which account for about 5 percent of current studies is provided in Chapter 7. Because of differ-
highway diesel production, to delay investment until ences in methodology, the sets of capital costs are not
June 2010 is not modeled explicitly. However, the pro- directly comparable. For instance, the EPA es-tt-
duction requirements are adjusted downward by 4 per- mated the capital cost for a new distillate hvdro-
cent to reflect an assumption that most small refiners treater to range from S1,240 per barrel per day to
will choose to delav investment.1 . 51.680 per barrel per day, but those estimates

1'In its Regtulatory Impact Analvs.,S the L.S. EnvironmentalProlection Agency included investlment bv small retlnerie in ost e-t.-
mates for tull conmphalwe but not to the transition period See L.S Environmental Protection Agency. Ri(',1ililrl Inmriir Ai,.alh,-
Hoi'a't/-Diiti/ F.iigu. ai V h'ih .'latiini.iiard .id HilXh)wt Diie'it FNiitl Siulfr Reiijirentmiil*. EPA420-R-(4)t-02t ('a -h ili ton. DCX . Dece m er 201 )
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Table 13. Comparison of EIA and EPA Assumptions
Parameter EPA EIA Sensitivity Analyzed

Sulfur Content at Refinery 7 ppm 7 ppm None
Capital Costs for New Diesel $1,240-$1,680 per barrel per daya $1,331-$1,849 per barrel per dayb $1,655-$2.493 per barrel per days
Hydrotreaters
Percent of Production from 80 percent 80 percent 66.7 percent
Revamped Equipment

Total Percentage of 4.4 percent total 4.4 percent total 10 percent total
Downgraded ULSD ____
Revenue Loss Associated with 0.2 to 0.3 cents per gallon for all 0.2 to 0.3 cents per gallon ULSD 0.7 cents per gallon ULSD based
Downgrade highway diesel based on model results on model results for 10 percent

downgrade

Capital Cost for Distributing 0.7 cents per gallon through 2010 0.7 cents per gallon through 2010 None
Two Highway Diesels
(Excluding Above Revenue
Loss),

Lubricity Additives 0.2 cents per gallon 0.2 cents per gallon None
Loss of Energy Content 0 percent 0.5 percent 1.8 percent
Yield Loss 1.3 percent yield loss (weight) at a Variable model result (about 1.5 Variable model result (about 1.5

cost of 0.1 to 0.2 cents per gallon percent by volume) percent by volume)

Loss of Fuel Efficiency None None 4 percent loss starting in 2010.
phased out by 2015

Change in Non-Road Diesel None None None
Standards

Change in Other Highway None None None
Diesel Properties
Import Availability Not studied Same as reference No imports

Return on Investment 7% before tax 5.2% after tax 10% after tax
_(estimated 5.2% after tax)

'.The low end of the range is for straight-run distillate; the high end is for light cycle oil.
"The low end of the range is for units processing low-sUltur feed with incidental dearomatization; the high end is for higher sulfur feeds with greater

aromatics improvement.
Sources: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel

Fuel Sulfur Requirements. EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000), and Energy Information Administration. Office of Integrated Anal-
ysis and Forecasting.

are associated with units processing 100 percent will double with the new Rule. This downgrade
straight-run distillate and 100 percent light cycle oil, assumption is associated with considerable uncer-
respectively. 114 taint), because EPA's estimate of current down-

grade was not based on a scientific survey. The
* Revamping (retrofitting) existing units to produce EPA's estimation methodology was based on a sur-

ULSD will be undertaken by refineries representing vey by the Association of Oil Pipelines, in which six
80 percent of highway diesel production; the remain- respondents provided estimates of the current diesel
ing refineries will build new units. Other analyses fuel downgrade, ranging from 0.2 percent to 10.2
have assumed 60 percent revamps and 40 percent percent.
new builds, but the assumption of 80 percent
revamps and 20 percent new units was used in te he costs associated with ULSD distribution are
EPA's RIA. The capital cost of a revamp is assumed based in part on EPA assumptions and in part on
to be 50 percent of the cost of new equipment, which NEMS results. This analysis uses the EPA's capital
is consistent with the EPA analysis. cost estimate of 0.7 cents per gallon for additional

storage tanks to handle ULSD during the transition
* The total amount of ULSD downgraded to a lower period. The capital expenditures are assumed to be

value product because of sulfur contamination in the fully amortized during the transition period. The
distribution system is assumed to be 4.4 percent, an ULSD Rule is assumed to increase the operating
increase of 2.2 percent from the reference case. This costs for distribution by 0.2 cents per gallon over the
assumption is based on the EPA's assessment that entire period. In addition, the EPA estimated a reve-
2.2 percent of diesel fuel is currently downgraded nue loss of 0.2 to 0.3 cents per gallon for all highway
and its assumption that the amount of downgrade diesel as a result of product downgrades. For this

14U.S Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel
Sulfur Reauirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC, December 2000), Table V.C-9.
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analysis, the revenue loss estimate is based on NEMS * Imports of diesel meeting the new ULSD standard
model results, at 0.3 cents per gallon of ULSD during are assumed to be available to U.S. markets, but the
the transition period and 0.2 cents per gallon after level of imports relative to the level of product sup-
2010. plied by refineries in the United States is a model

result. Refineries in Canada, Northern Europe, and
· A cost of 0.2 cents per gallon is assumed for the addi- the Caribbean Basin (including Venezuela) are

tion of lubricity additives, consistent with-estimates assumed to make upgrades to produce diesel fuel
by the EPA and with industry analyses. Lubricity meeting the 15 ppm sulfur cap for 2006. Canada is
additives are needed to compensate for the reduc- moving forward with plans to harmonize with diesel
tion of aromatics and high-molecular-weight hydro- regulations in the United States. European refiners
carbons stripped away by the severe hydrotreating ill reduce diesel sulfur to 0 ppm for a new Euro-
used in the desulfurization process. pean standard in 2005. Some isolated European pro-

* The energy content of ULSD is assumed to decline by duction of diesel meeting the ULSD standard is
0.5 percent, because undercutting and severe assumed, due to tax incentives for 10 ppm diesel in
desulfurization will result in a lighter stream compo- some markets. I In order to divert ULSD from Euro-
sition than that for 500 ppm diesel. The EPA's analy- pean markets, prices in the United States wouTd have
sis made no explicit adjustment to the energy content to exceed the tax incentives plus shipping costs. In
of diesel fuel but estimated a cost associated with a 2000 less than 5 percent of U.S. imports of highway
1.3-percent (by weight) loss of yield. In the NEMS diesel came from Europe.
analysis, the yield loss is a variable model resultIn accordance with the EPA's RIA, the before-tax
(generally around 1.5 percent by volume). The rate of return on investment is assumed to be 7 per-
National Petrochemical and Refining Association cent. Between 1977 and 1999 the combined before-
(NPRA) quoted a range of 1 to 4 percent energy loss tax return on investment for refiners and marketers
in comments to the rulemaking docket. NPRA also 7 equivalent to a 52-

averaged 7 percent, which is equivalent to a 5._-estimated a vield loss of 1 to 5 percent. 1 7estimated a yield loss of to percent. percent after-tax rate." 7 Because NEMS operates on
* In accordance with the EPA's RIA, changes to engine an after-tax basis, the 5.2-percent rate is used in the

after-treatment devices are assumed to result in no model. Most of the studies compared in Chapter 7
loss of fuel efficiency. Discussions with some engine assumed a 10-percent after-tax return on investment.
and emission control technology manufacturers
indicated considerable uncertainty about this The Committee indicated that this analysis was to be as
assumption. consistent as possible with the assumptions underlying

the EPA's RIA, and that sensitivity analysis should be
* No change in the sulfur level of non-road diesel is provided for assumptions that diverge significantly

assumed. The EPA analysis of ULSD reflects no from those in other studies or from expectations of
change in non-road standards, although the EPA is industry experts 1 1 In addition to the Regulation case,
in the process of promulgating "Tier 3" non-road this report provides sensitivity analyses for five assump-
engine emission limits around 2005 or 2006, which tions associated with a greater uncertainty. for a Severe
are expected to be linked to sulfur reduction for case that combines the assumptions of the five individ-
non-road diesel fuel. 1 The level of sulfur reduction 1ual sensitivities, for a No Imports case, and for a 10",.
required for Tier 3 vehicles is highly uncertain Return on Investment case:
because of the diversity of the non-road market.

* In the Higher Capital Cost case, the capital cost of the
· No changes to other highway diesel specifications, firtnotional hvdrotreater is 4 percent higher than
suchs a aromatics or cetane, are assumed. Some in the Regulation case, and the capital cost of the sec-
refiners anticipate changes to these parameters in the ond notional unit is 33 percent higher. "
future because of their relationship to emissions of
particulate matter (PM). The State of California · In the 2/3 Revamp case, two-thirds of upgrades at
already limits aromatics to 10 percent by volume, refineries are assumed to be accomplished by retro-
which is reflected in this analysis. Proposals for simi- fitting existing equipment and one-third by con-
lar requirements in other States are not included. struction of new units. With the exception of the

1'L E.S Environmental Protection Agency. Rt'dicitii Air Polluhtion frtnomi on-road Enli'c.. EP-A4 2-F-Ol-i4s (I\ ashington DC, \ ?n enhe?
2tlt)!. p 3

' "Germany and the United Kingdom have proposed tax incentives for sales o( 10 ppm diesel
Based on filnlacial information from Form EIA-28 (Financial Reporting Svstem)

! '"EIA did not assess the validity of these asmnptions

' 9'The capital costs used in this case are based on recent work by EnSv!s. with rexvisJons based oln corresponldetice. with Mr Martin l , ll'tI
April 2: 2tX)1
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EPA, all other cost analyses for ULSD have used an ULSD is more certain. Thus far, only Canada has
assumption of 60 percent revamps and 40 percent announced its intent to align with the final U.S. leve'
new units. The two-thirds revamp assumption was and timing for reducing sulfur in highway diesel
developed from ELA's individual refinery analysis fuel.122 Environment Canada expects to launch a
(see Chapter 5 and Appendix D). public consultation process in the next few months

to facilitate the rulemaking, which is similar to the
In the 10% Downgrade case, a total of 10 percent of to facilitae e whle taking wich is siiar to teU.S. ULSD Rule while taking into account issues
the 15 ppm diesel is assumed to be downgraded to a unique to the Canadian market 2 3

lower value product because of contamination with
higher sulfur products in the distribution system. * The 10% Return on Investment case uses the after-tax
Before 2010 the contaminated product is assumed to rate of return assumed by most other studies (10 per-
be downgraded to 500 ppm highway diesel and does cent), which is higher than the 5.2-percent after-tax
not result in additional production of 15 ppm high- rate used in the Regulation and other sensitivities,
way diesel. After 2010, when all highway diesel must consistent with the EPA's assumption.
meet the 15 ppm sulfur standard, refineries must
produce an extra 7.8 percent of highway diesel above Although the assumption of non-road diesel sulfur con-
the reference case level, which will be sold as tent is also highly uncertain, a sensitivity analysis would
non-road diesel or heating oil. The EPA assumption have required significant changes to the model structure
of 4.4 percent total downgrade after the ULSD Rule and was not within the scope of this study. Sensitivity
takes effect in June 2006 (2.2 percent higher than in analysis of other diesel properties was also beyond the
the reference case) is on the low end of downgrade scope of the study.
estimates, which range up to 17.5 percent by Turner

Mason. Results
* In the 4% Efficiency Loss case, manufacturers are

assumed to meet the emissions requirements by Discussions of all results are framed in terms of changes
installing after-treatment technology on new vehi- from the reference case. In the Regulation case and in all
cles beginning in 2010, resulting in a 4-percent loss of the sensitivity cases, projections for 2007 reflect the first
fuel efficiency. The loss in new vehicle efficiency is full year of the program at 80 percent ULSD and 20 per-
assumed to be fully phased out by 2015 asa result of cent 500 ppm highway diesel, and 2011 reflects the first
technological improvements. 20 full year of 100 percent ULSD. During the years requir-

ing 80 percent ULSD, the reference case and sensitivity
* In the 1.8% Energy Loss case, a greater loss of energy cases project that the greatest price increase will occur in

- content is assumed than in the Regulation case, 2007, because all investment for compliance with the
which assumed a 0.5-percent loss. The loss of energy "80/20" provision of the ULSD Rule must be met by that
content is associated with more severe undercutting time. Similarly, a second peak in marginal prices is pro-
and desulfurization due to heavier crude oil jected in 2011, because all investment for full compliance
inputs. 21 with the Rule must be in place by that time. Year-to-year

* The Severe case combines the assumptions of the variations in marginal prices can reflect differences in
four sensitivity cases above. This scenario is more in levels of demand for diesel and other products, oil price
line with the assumptions used by alternative stud- projections, the economics of domestic production ver-
ies related to ULSD than with the EPA's RLA. sus imports, and other factors.

* The No Imports case assumes that no foreign In the reference case, demand for transportation distil-
imports of ULSD will be available. This assumption late (highway diesel) is projected to increase by 2.5 per-
is not included in the Severe case because it is consid- cent per year from 1999 to 2015. In the Regulation case,
ered to be relatively unlikely. The greatest uncer- highway diesel demand is projected to grow at a slightly
tainty for import availability is likely to occur in the higher rate of 2.6 percent per year for the same period,
early years of the program because foreign refiners largely due to the 2.2 percent additional (4.4 percent
may delay investment until the market outlook for total) downgrades of highway diesel in the distribution

120This assumption is based on interviews with engine and technology manufacturers. Although this case reflects a scenario in which
losses in efficiency from emission contol are not overcome by new technology, the considerable time available for research and development
may provide government and industry ample time to resolve the fuel efficiency loss issues associated with advanced emission control tech-
nologies.

121 The National Petrochemical and Refining Association provided data indicating that energy loss may be greater than assumed by the
-PA. Letter from Terrence S. Higgins to James M. Kendell, February 8,2001.

122 Public Works and Government Services Canada, Catada Gazette, Vol. 135, No. 7 (February 17,2001), p. 454.
123 Maureen Monaghan, Natural Resources Canada, "Canadian Sulfur Standards for Gasoline and Diesel Sulfur," presentaticn to the

U.S. Department of Energy (March 12,2001).
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system. In other words, the additional downgrades Table 14. Variation from Reference Case
must be offset by more ULSD production after 2010. The Projections of Cumulative Capital
effect of downgrades is more pronounced in the 10% Expenditures for Hydrogen and Distillate
Downgrade case and the Severe case, where highway Hydrotreating Units in EIA Sensitivity
diesel demand is projected to increase by 2.9 percent and Cases. 2007, 2010. and 2015
3.1 percent per year, respectively, from 1999 to 2015. (Billion 1999 Dollars)

Analysis Case ! 2007 | 2010 J 2015

Regulation Case Regulation............ 4.2 6.3 6.8

In the Regulation case, cumulative investment in distil- Higher Capital Cos...... 5.4 7.8 8.8
late hydrotreating and hydrogen units is projected to be '3 Revamp........... 4.6 6.9 7.6
$4.2 billion higher than projected in the reference case in 10%o Downgrade ........ 4.2 6.7 7.3
2007 and S6.3 billion higher in 2011, when upgrades for 4% Eticiency Loss ...... 4.2 6.3 6.S
meeting full compliance with the ULSD Rule will be -1.8% Energy Loss ....... 4.2 6.3 6.9
complete (Table 14). In the early part of the transition Severe ................ 5.9 9.3 10.5
period, upgrades for making ULSD may be constrained No ImDoos ............ 4 6.5 7.0
by specialized workforce and manufacturing limitations Source: National Energy Mooeling System. runs DSUREF DC.4300Ci

and access to capital, all of which will be in competition DSU7PPM.D043001A. DSU7HC.DG43001A DSUI7NV.DO43001 A
with projects for meeting the requirements for low- CSU7DG1O.Dooo43001A, DSTRN.5o3001A DSU79T7 Do03CC 4

sulfur gasoline (see Chapter 3). The projected $2.1 billion
in investment between 2007 and 2011 reflects expendi- i c t m r

products, because it changes the mix of total refiner'tures for meeting expectations of growing demand for .
production. The ULSD Rule is projected to result inhighway diesel, in addition to full compliance with the production The ULSD Rule s proected to result

Rule. After 21, il u es to mt f e slightly lower yields of higher sulfur distillate used forRule. After 2011, incremental upgrades to meet future~,. ~.,, , , ~.1, .~ . . non-road and heating purposes, because its productiondistillate demand are projected to continue, resulting in non-road and heating purposes because its production
r„sstluate oernar o, are projected to c11tmue, resulting mis replaced by ULSD that is produced bv refineries but is

another $0.5 billion of investment in desulfurization is replaced by LSD that is produced by refineries bt is
equipment by 2015. downgraded to higher sulfur products in the distribu-equipment bv 2015. tion system. The availability of the downgraded ULSD

The Regulation case results in an increase in the mar- reduces the projected prices for high-sulfur distillate by
ginal annual pump price for ULSD of 6.5 to 7.2 cents per about 1 cent per gallon relative to the reference case. The
gallon between 2007 and 2011 (Table 15). The peak dif- analvsis revealed no clear trends for other distillate
ferential is projected to occur in 2011, when all refiners products as a result of the ULSD Rule.
must produce 100 percent ULSD. The projected differen-
tial declines after 2011, reaching 5.1 cents per gallon in Higher Capital Cost Case
2015. About 0.7 cents of this decline is the result of no Because of limited experience in producing diesel con-
longer needing to include EPA's estimate of additional taining less than 10 ppm sulfur, the capital costs for
capital investments for distribution and storage of a sec- hvdrotreaters able to mass produce ULSD are uncertain
ond highway diesel fuel during the transition period. A The Higher Capital Cost case results in refiners invest-
drop in capital expenses for distribution systems occurs ment for hydrogen and distillate hvdrotreating units
after 2010 as a reflection of the EPA's assumption that totaling 55.4 billion in 2007, which is 51.2 billion above
these investments will be fully amortized during the the Regulation case level. By 2011 the Higher Capital
transition period. The remainder of the drop in the Cost case is projected to require S7.8 billion of invest-
post-2011 differential occurs because refineries are ment, 51.5 billion more than in the Regulation case. The
expected to have completed the upgrades necessary for higher investment costs translate to a higher prolected
full compliance, and to be making incremental improve- price path for ULSD. Relative to the reference case, price
ments that will make ULSD production less challenging. differentials are projected to range from 7.5 to 7.8 cents
A similar decline in the price differential also occurs in per gallon between 2007 to 2010, peaking at 8.1 cents per
all the sensitivity cases. gallon in 2011, the first full year of full compliance. These

prices are 0.8 cents per gallon higher on average than
Through 2010, the Regulation case projections for high- those in the Regulation case.
way diesel consumption exceed the reference case levels
by up to 10.000 barrels per day, which can be attributed 2/3 Revamp Case
to the assumption of 0.5 percent loss in energy content.
In 2011, the differential in consumption increases to The 2/3 Revamp case results in a higher protected price
83,000 barrels per dayv, due mostly to the downgrade of path for ULSD, with price differentials ranging from 6 9
2.2 percent of ULSD to lower value non-road markets. to 7.6 cents per gallon higher than in the reference case

from 2007 to 2011. Prices are generally higher than in the
In a refinery, the impact of a change in the makeup or Regulation case, with the differential between the t\wo
production level of a product can filter through to other cases at its widest in 2')11 at 0 4 cents per gallon The 2/3
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Revamp case reflects greater reliance on new equipment additional ULSD production after 2010. This means that
than in the Regulation case, resulting in an additional refiners must produce 212,000 barrels per day mor
$600 million of investment for full compliance in 2011. ULSD after 2010 than in the Regulation case, which

translates to an additional $500 million of investment by

10% Downgrade Case 2015.
The 10% Downgrade case reflects a net downgrade Aside from the impacts on ULSD on demand and refin-
increase of 7.8 percent over the reference case and 5.6 ery investment, the 10% Downgrade case has implica-
percent over the Regulation case. Total highway diesel tions for the economics of pipelines and marketers,
consumption increases by up to 10,000 barrels per day in because they incur a revenue loss when a portion of the
the transition period in both the 10% Downgrade case ULSD going into the system comes out of the system as a
and the Regulation case. After 2010, the 10% Downgrade lower value product. Table 16 shows the costs associated
case results in an additional 289,000 barrels per day of with ULSD distribution in the Regulation and 10%
highway diesel consumption, compared with an addi- Downgrade cases. The capital costs, which are assumed
tional 83,000 barrels per day in the Regulation case. The to be the same in both cases, reflect additional infrastruc-
greatest impact from downgrade in either the 10% ture required for carrying a second highway diesel
Downgrade or Regulation case on refiners and consum- product during the transition period. The estimate for
ers occurs after 2011, because until that time the contain- capital expenditures was taken from the EPA's RIA and
inated product can be downgraded to 500 ppm highway is fully amortized over the transition period. The addi-
diesel with no net increase in highway diesel produc- tional annual diesel fuel distribution costs in the Regula-
tion. Because all highway diesel supplied must meet the tion case differ slightly from the EPA estimates (see
15 ppm sulfur cap in June 2010, ULSD exceeding 15 ppm Table 26 in Chapter 7), because different revenue losses
sulfur at some point in the distribution system must be associated with product downgrade are assumed.
downgraded to non-road markets and must be offset by

Table 15. Variations from Reference Case Projections in the Regulation and Sensitivity Analysis Cases,
2007-2015

Analsis. Ca .le -l 2007-2010 2011-2015
Analysis Case - 2007 2008 ' 2009 2010 2011 2015 Average Average

Difference Between End-Use Prices of ULSD and 500 ppm Diesel (1999 Cents per Gallon) a

Regulation ............ 7.0 6.7 6.5 6.8 7.2 5.1 6.8 5.4
Higher Capital Cost ..... 7.8 7.6 7.5 7.6 8.1 5.8 7.6 6.2

2/3 Revamp ........... 7.3 6.9 6.9 7.1 7.6 5.4 7.1 5.7
10%o Downgrade ........ 7.4 7.1 * 6.8 7.2 9.1 5.7 7.2 6.4

4% Efficiency Loss ...... 7.0 6.7 6.5 6.9 7.3 5.3 6.8 5.7
1.8% Energy Loss ...... 7.3 7.0 6.6 6.9 7.4 5.2 7.0 5.5

Severe ............... 8.8 8.4 8.4 8.6 10.7 6.8 8.6 7.4
No Imports ............ 8.6 8.1 7.8 8.0 8.8 6.2 8.1 6.8

Total Highway Diesel Fuel Consumption (Thousand Barrels per Day)
Regulation ........... 10 10 8 8 83 85 9 83

Higher Capital Cost ..... 10 9 8 7 82 83 9 82
2/3 Revamp ........... 10 10 8 8 82 84 9 82
10% Downgrade. ....... 10 10 8 8 289 303 9 295
4% Efficiency Loss ...... 10 10 8 19 103 108 12 107
1.8% Energy Loss ...... 41 41 39 47 127 131 42 128
Severe ............... 41 40 39 57 355 374 44 366
No Imports ............ -10 9 7. 7 81 83 8 81

Total Imports of Highway Diesel Fuel (Thousand Barrels per Day)
Regulation ............ -36 -1 -1 0 0 0 -10 0
Higher Capital Cost ..... -36 -1 -1 0 0 0 -10 0
2/3 Revamp ........... -36 -1 -1 0 0 0 -10 0
10% Downgrade ........ -36 -1 -1 0 0 0 -10 0
4% Efficiency Loss...... -36 -1 -1 0 0 0 -10 0
1.8%/ Energy Loss ...... -36 -- 1 0 0 0 -10 0
Severe ............... -36 -1 -1 0 0 0 -10 0
No Imports ............ -120 -125 -125 -125 -125 -125 -124 -125
aEnd-use prices include marginal refinery gate prices, distribution costs, and Federal and State taxes but.exclude county and local taxes.
Source: National Energy Modeling System, runs DSUREF.D0430('1B. DSU7PPM.D043001A. DSU7HC.D043001A, DSU71NV.D043001A,

DSU7DG10.D043001A, DSU7TRN.D043001A, DSU7BTU.D043001A, DSU7ALL.D050101A, and DSU71MPO.D043001A.
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4% Efficiency Loss Case a 0.5-percent loss per barrel. This case results in an aver-
age increase in ULSD consumption of 42,000 barrels per

The 4%' Efficiency Loss case reflects an expectation, by dav between 2007 and 2010. Due to the 100 percent
some engine and emission technology manufacturers, ULSD requirement, the impact of the lower energy con-
that emission requirements for new heavy-duty vehicles tent is greatest after 2010 when it widens to 128,000 bar-
in 2010 will be met by installing after-treatment technol- rels per dav. Relative to the Regulation case, the 1.8%
ogy, which could result in a 4-percent loss of fuel effi- Energy Loss case results in an average of 33.000 barrels
ciency. Technological improvements are assumed to additional demand through 2010 and 4
fully offset the loss in fuel efficiency of new vehicles by arrels per dav after full compliance. This additionalbarrels per day after full compliance. This additional
2015.124 The combined impact of the ULSD requirement demand does not change refiner investment patterns
and less efficient new vehicles results in 19,000 barrels eae e Regulation ca . ecau . it can be pro-
per day of additional highway diesel consumption in vided through higher utilization ra t s.
2010 and 107,000 barrels per day in 2011 through 2015.
The introduction of less fuel-efficient vehicles accounts The price differentials from the reference case average
for 11,000 barrels per day of the additional demand in 7.0 cents per gallon between 2007 and 2010 and 5.5 cents
2010 and 24,000 barrels per day of demand after 2010. per gallon between 2011 and 2015. In anticipation of
Refiners are projected to invest an additional $100 mil- higher demand, refineries are expected to build slightly
lion dollars through 2015 relative to the Regulation case more capacity in the transition period than the! would
to provide for the slightly higher diesel demand. in the Regulation case. Because of the slightly different

investment pattern, prices in the 1.8% Energy Loss case
The additional demand for highway diesel results in are 0.2 cents per gallon higher than in the Regulation
prices that are 5.7 cents per gallon above reference case case on average through 2010 and comparable to Regu-
prices on average between 2011 and 2015. This differen- lation case prices after 2010.
tial is 0.3 cents higher than when no fuel efficiency loss is
assumed. Owners of vehicles purchased between 2010 Severe Case
and 2015 would see the greatest impact under this case, In the Severe case the USD requirement n combna-In the Severe case, the ULSD requirement in combina-because diesel vehicles of that vintage would consume.because diesel vehicles of that vintage would consume tion with the five sensitivity assumptions results in an
relatively more diesel fuel.

re-latively more diesel fu-l- average of 44,000 barrels per day of additional highway
~1 ~.8%~ Energy Loss Case diesel consumption between 2007 and 2010 and an aver-

age of 366,000 barrels per day of additional demand
Due to changes in refinery processing, ULSD is expected between 2011 and 2015. The ULSD regulation by itself
to have slightly less energy content than 500 ppm diesel. accounts for about 9,000 barrels per day of the additional
The i.8".. Energy Loss case reflects a greater loss of consumption through 2010 and about 83,000 barrels
energy content than the Regulation case, which assumes per day after 2010. The combined effect of the five

Table 16. Variations from Reference Case Projections of Fuel Distribution Costs in the Regulation and
100o Downgrade Cases
: 999 Cents per Gallon)

Analysis Case Average Annual Cost. Average Annual Cost
and Cost Component June 2006- June 2010 After June 1. 2010

Reoulation
-:a i .... ............... 1.2a 0.4 a

. C:.= -- : : s A;s . ..2................ ' C.2 C.

- -. '' a::e .'e nuSe ess ....... ....... . C.3

10' Downgrade

:-,' ·......... ........ 1.6 0.9

::-:_a ... .. . C.v

.-.-. : : i . c .. ' .... ....... . -.
":.- .- -'-?'.',- o-55 ............ . C. "~

-. R.. ::Cn2i annuaasal lS lue , olsmric.ullon :cs:.s nr tr,- Regulabior Casr " Jie' " Len!!. ir`-c !te ra- esc"a:es 'S -.2:- -' - - - -
:-.- .- a -:rer' re-nue 'csses assoczaleo witrn orouctl ovwnCraa-s ar- assume:

: .5 Capital Costs and Operating Costs: U.S Environmenta. .rote.:lcon Aa-encv. eg.';ad'r: r;.-,: -.I^a,'H e- } .-! . : -- ' r .,.-£
;'. -- -c;--" "s ,3, :nc -?:,':, .':. 'iesel Fu,?i S,;Lnui ReOUire.re nts. EaA42'.:..-?-C,2' ':-. nl''.::: -. -:- - ::.- . .'.-.: s :.

.*..:.: 2- . tc. o 'ecs nr . :--7 rri r!av.'! 3 era3! r Ccs:s Inlugoe oDerat!n: exws::r- : - r -- : ::.:'' . -":.:;'e,.- Downgrade
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124This assuminptioo is based on nterviewvs with engine and lechniolog! mitnanlilacrerr
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assumptions raises demand beyond that in the Regula- Regional Variations in Refining Costs
tion case by about 35,000 barrels per day through 2010tion case by about 35,000 barrels per day through 2010 Differences between regional refinery gate prices in tht
and by about 283,000 barrels per day after 2010. The
higher downgrade assumption accounts for about analysis cases relative to those in the reference case
higher. downgradeassumption accounts forn about reflect variations in the marginal costs of producing
212,000 barrels of the additional demand after 2010. The reflect variaions n the marginal costs of producing
Severe case results in a projected increase in refinery USD between regions (Table 18). The cost curve anay-
investments for hydrogen and distillate hydrotreating sis described in Chapter 5 indicates that PADD 1i,

which contains relatively small refineries, can betotaling $9.3 billion in 2011, $3.0 billion more than in the which cotis etie s reinei, c e
Regulation case. Higher demand in the Severe case expected to be the highest cost region; however, these
results in marginal prices 1.7 to 3.5 cents per gallon costs are obscured by the agregate model representa-
above those in the Regulation case.tion in NEMS. The Petroleum Market Module provides

refining costs for three separate regions: PADD I (the

No Imports Case East Coast), PADDs II-V aggregated (mid-U.S.), and
PADD V (the West Coast). In the transition years of the

In 1999,87 percent of all imports of highway diesel went Regulation case, regional refining costs (excluding dis-
to PADD I (the East Coast), which is less self-sufficient tribution costs) range from an average of 4.8 cents per
than other regions in terms of refinery production. The gallon in PADD V to 5.3 cents per gallon in the other
East Coast is expected to continue to be the major market regions, with an average U.S. cost of 5.2 cents per gallon.
for imported highway diesel; however, a slight reduc-
tion in imports is projected under the ULSD Rule, The relative patterns of regional costs during the transi-
because it is more economical for domestic refiners to tion period are similar in all the sensitivity cases, with
provide the last barrel supplied. The No Imports case PADD I as the highest cost region of the three NEMS
assumes that imports of highway diesel fuel are zero regions, PADD V as the lowest cost region, and PADDs
and, therefore, 120,000 to 125,000 barrels per day lower II-IV (and the U.S. average) falling in between. The rela-
than projected in the reference case. The lack of imports tively high ULSD production cost in PADD IV is masked
means that domestic refineries must produce that much in the mid-term analysis, because PADD IV is aggre-
more ULSD. During the transition years, prices in the No gated both with PADD II and with the largest and lowest
Imports case are only slightly lower than in the Severe cost refining region, PADD III. Average marginal refin-
case, indicating the sensitivity of the. market to imports. ing costs generally are expected to fall by about 0.5 to 0.E
The requirement for more production results in mar- cents per gallon after 2011, as refineries make incremen-
ginal prices 1.1 to 1.6 cents per gallon higher than in the tal improvements to meet incremental increases in
Regulation case. The higher prices in the No Imports demand more efficiently.
case result in a slight dampening of demand, by up to
2,000 barrels on average when compared to the Regula-
tion case. When imports of ULSD are not available, Conclusion
refineries are projected to meet the additional ULSD
requirement by investing an additional $200 million in The ULSD Rule is projected to require total refinery
desulfurization equipment through 2015, and by reduc- investments ranging from $6.3 billion in the Regulation
ing jet fuel production and importing more jet fuel. More case to $9.3 billion in the Severe case, resulting in high-
ULSD is also shipped from PADDs II-IV to PADD I to way diesel fuel price increases that range from 6.5 to 10.7
compensate for the lack of imports.

10% Return On Investment Case Table 17. Variations from Alternative Reference
Case Projections in the 10% Return on

This case assumes that refiners will realize a higher rate Investment Case, 2007-2015
of return than is assumed in the Regulation case and in Difference Between End-Use Prices
all the other sensitivity cases for this analysis, which of ULSD and 500 ppm Diesel
assume a 5.2-percent after-tax return on investment. Year (1999CentsperGallon)a
Because the 10% Return on Investment case must be 2007 ............... 7.9
compared with an alternative reference case that uses a 2008 ....... 7.5
consistent rate of return, the projected price differentials 2009..... . 7.6
are presented separately from those for the cases that are 2010 ................ 7.7

compared with the reference case (with a 5.2-percent 2011.............. 8.0
after-tax rate (Table 17). The resulting price differentials 2015............... 5.7
-ange from 7.5 to 8.0 cents per gallon between 2007 and 2007-2010 Average .... 7.7
2011 and are 0.9 cents per gallon higher on average than 20 1-2015 Average .... 6.0
when the 5.2-percent after-tax rate is assumed. The dif- aEnd-use prices include marginal refinery gate prces, distribution
ferent -eturn on investment affects the payback of costs, and Federal and State taxes but exclude county and local taxes.

Source: NEMS runs DSUREF10.D043001A and DSU7PPM10.
investment but does not affect the level of investment. D043001A.
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cents per gallon between 2007 and 2011. Because this associated with a requirement for additional ULSD sup-
analysis is based on results from a long-run equilibrium plies of 272,000 barrels per day above demand levels in
model, it does not capture the uncertainty of supply dis- the Regulation case, of which 206,000 barrels per day
cussed in Chapter 5. The NEMS analysis reflects more results from the 10-percent downgrade assumption.
aggressive investment than is portrayed for individual
refiners in the short-term analysis. In the Regulation Because NEMS is a long-run equilibrium modei, it can-
case, which uses manv of the EPA's assumptions, prices not address short-term supply issues; however, the No
are projected to increase bv 6.5 to 7.2 cents per gallon Imports case does provide some implications for short-
between 2007 and 2011. The widest price differen- term supply. When no availability of ULSD grade
tial-10.7 cents per gallon in 2011-is projected in the imports is assumed, the marginal price of ULSD is pro-
Severe case, which is based on assumptions more consis- jected to exceed prices reflecting access to imports by
tent with industry views. This peak price differential is about 1.2 to 1.6 cents per gallon between 2007 and 2011.

Table 18. Variations from Reference Case Projections of ULSD Marginal Refinery Gate Prices by Region in
the Regulation and Sensitivity Analysis Cases. 2007-2015
(1999 Cents per Gallon)

Analysis Case and 2007-2010 I 2011-2015 Analysis Case and 2007-2010 2011-2015
Producing Region Average [ Average Producing Region Average Average

Regulation 4% Efficiency Loss . ..

U.S. Average........ 5.2 4 7 U.S. Average ...... 5.2

PAD . ........... .3 .8 PADDI ............. 5.3 .3

PADDs I-IV ......... 5.3 4.8 PADDs II-IV ......... 5.3 .

PADD V ........... 4. 4.3 PADD V .......... 4.8 4.5

Higner Capital Cost 1.8° Energy Loss ....
,, .c aoe a.U.S. Average . 4L. :-A_ 'J 5.2 U.S. Average...... .. 5. _- 4.

. . . .5 5.5 PADD I............ 5.6 .3

: S! -: ; - . 6 .... 3 | PADDs -IV ......... -

'- 7-'- '- . - .. '.- .4.9 PADD V ... . -.

2.'3 Revamp Severe ..............

. .A:-.r.- -. -4. c U .S. Averaae .7. :

= -'S ...... .' ,_- 53 | PADD i ........... -=

- r -: .;:S . ;. .' . -.: 5 .C | PADDs i;-iV ..... 4 J.
_x-- '- .C -; I V .... EA .

101 Downgrae No Imports ..........

-. - ^ -5.2 5-2 ! | U.S. Average . .

-:-l - ...3 5.3 DA s It-iV . ..
: - .7 AZ-' ..... -. -. .-._ ' `5,..z ::.m-s A _ _ V ... C-

---. s 5zi -3'C*-·~'5 --- D"7P.-LA C'3001. " .DSLL3T;-.C.DO,3°: A -'-"' \.'.-''C.' ';. S'_.- .- - :
-.. -z. ':-- ' ;. 3S''E. TL'_.-,;43C.C LA. DS'ALL.DC1A. and DSU71IMPC.D043C-'A.
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7. Comparison of Studies
on ULSD Production and Distribution

This chapter compares the methodology and results of operate as a single firm, or estimated from analysis of
the Energy Information Administration's (EIA's) analy- individual refineries. In general, marginal cost estimates
sis with those from a number of other studies related to that represent the cost of the last barrel of required sup-
ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel (ULSD) supply and costs. ply can be seen as estimates of market prices. Much of
Refinery costs and investments are compared with other the variation in investment and cost estimates reflects
estimates from studies by the U.S. Environmental Pro- different assumptions about the cost of technologies;
tection Agency (EPA), Mathpro, the National Petroleum return on investment; the extent to which refiners will
Council (NPC), Charles River and Associates and Baker modify existing equipment or build entirely new
and O'Brien (CRA/BOB), EnSys Energy & Systems, Inc. hvdrotreaters; the cost and quantity of additional hydro-
(EnSys), and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). gen required; the extent to which some refineries may
EIA's estimates of distribution costs are compared with reduce highway diesel production; and the amount of
estimates from the EPA, ANL, and Turner, Mason and highway diesel downgraded due to fuel contamination
Company (TMC). A review of an analysis of alternative during distribution.
markets for diesel fuel components by Muse, Stancil and
Company (MSC) is also provided. All cost estimates in In EIA's refinery-by-refinery analysis (cost curves), the
this chapter have been converted to 1999 dollars. increased cost of producing ULSD in 2006 is estimated-to

be between 5.4 and 6.8 cents per gallon. Using the
National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) Petroleum

Analyses of Refining Costs Market Module (PMM), the increased cost of producing
.. - ULSD is estimated to be between 4.7 and 7.3 cents per

The refining cost studies reviewed here represent a gallon from 2007 to 2010 and between 6.5 and 9.2 cents
range of methodologies and assumptions. An under- per gallon in 2011.12 The estimated additional produc-
standing of some key terms is important to differentiat- tion costs are associated with expected increases in aver-
ing between the methodologies of the various studies. age marginal price increases at the pump ranging from
The studies were based on two general types of method- 6.5 to 8.8 cents per gallon in the transition period and 7.2
ologies: a linear programming (LP) approach used bv to 10.7 cents per gallon in 2011. In the Regulation case.
Mathpro. NPC. EnSys, DOE, and EIA; and a refin- which uses many of the EPA's assumptions, prices are
erv-bv-refinery approach used by CRA, EPA, and EIA. projected to increase by 6.5 to 7.2 cents per gallon
Within either approach, the studies used different meth- between 2007 and 2011. The widest price difterential-
odologies and made different assumptions that make 10.7 cents per gallon in 2011--is projected in the Severe
them difficult to compare. For instance, two different case, which is based on assumptions more consistent
types of LP refinery models were used. The Mathpro with industry views.
analvsis used an LP model of a "notional refinery' that
represented an average refinery in a given region. In For consistency with the EPA's analysis, EIA estimates
contrast, EriSvs and EIA used refinerv LP models that are based on a 7-percent before-tax return on invest-
represented an aggregate refinery, or all the refineries in ment, which is estimated to equate to a 5.2-percent
a region acting as one (Tables 19 and 20). after-tax rate of return.: When a 10-percent after-tax

rate of return, which was used in all the other analyses, is
Costs estimated by the different studies are not easy to assumed; the refinerv-bv-refinerv costs are about 0.8 to
compare, because differences in estimation methodolo- 1.2 cents per gallon higher than in the Regulation case.
gies make them conceptually different. Both "average" and the NEMS costs are about 0.8 to 1.1 cents per gallon
and "marginal" costs can be based on LP models that higher than in theRegulation case.

5'in the EEMS5 PMM prolections. the L.S. price is the average of the mrargiial prices in the thrree inodli l regton's
-"According to inancial information from Form EIA-28 (F Aniliil Rcportinlg S;vsiemlr reli er~ aind inAkeler- ,i\ erastd a 7-;'Vrkt'Trr

before-tax rt-iirn on mn, esitent between 1977 and 1''J9
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Table 19. Methodologies Used To Estimate ULSD Refining Costs
Author Client Date Methodology

Mathpro Engine Manufacturers Association October 1999; updated August 2000 LP, notional refinery
Original study: PADDs I-Ill average
cost (aggregated)
Updated study: average cost U.S.
excluding California

EPA December 2000 Refinery-by refinery analysis.
average cost after credit trading

NPC U.S. Department of Energy June 2000 Adjusted Mathpro's LP results from
original study. average cost

CRA/BOB American Petroleum Institute August 2000 Constructed cost curves using
industry interviews. refinery-by-
refinery analysis, marginal cost of
PADDs I-III aggregated. PADD IV.
PADD V. and U.S.

EnSys U.S. Department of Energy August 2000 LP. aggregate PADD III refinery.
average cost by each quartile oL
production, marginal costs provided
for one scenario

ANL U.S. Department of Energy November 2000 Estimated weighted average costs
based on EnSys costs

EIA U.S. House of Representatives, April 2001 (1) LP; aggregate regional refineries.
Committee on Science PADDs I. II-IV aggregate. and V;

marginal cost
(2) Cost curves based on individual
refinery data

Sources: EPA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Die-
sel Fuel Sulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC. December 2000). Chapter V, web site www.epa.gov/otaq/regs/hd2007/frr/
ria-v.pdf. Mathpro: Mathpro, Inc., Refining Economics of Diesel Fuel Sulfur Standards: SupplementalAnalysis of 15ppm Sulfur Cap (Bethesda. MD.
August 2000), Exhibit 8. Case 11. NPC: National Petroleum Council. U.S. Petroleum Refining: Assuring the Adequacy and Affordability of Cleaner
Fuels (June 2000). Chapter 3. CRA/BOB: Charles River Associates, Inc., and Baker and O'Brien. Inc., An assessment of the Potential Impacts of
Proposed Environmental Regulations on U.S. Refinery Supply of Diesel Fuel, CRA No. D02316-00 (August 2000). EnSys: EnSys Energy & Sys
tems. Inc. Modeling impacts of Reformulated Diesel Fuel (Flemington NJ, August 2000). ANL: M.K. Singh. Analysis of the Cost of a Phase-in of I£
pnm Sulfur Cap on Diesel Fuel. Revised (Argonne. IL: Center for Transpotation Research, Argonne National Laboratory. November 2000). EIA:
Energy information Administration, Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting (Chapters 5 and 6 of this report).

Table 20. Characteristics of ULSD Cost Studies
Based on Refinery- Year- Multi- Market Supply /

LP by- by- Single Region Average End-Use Equilibrium Demand
Study LP Model Results Refinery Year Period Results Cost Prices Prices Analysis

Mathor. . ....... .. X X X X

EPA ... ...... X 2006, 2010 X X X

NPC X'. T X X ___
CRA/BOE. ........ . X X X X Short-run X

EnSys .. ....... . . ... X X X

ANL ..... X. 2006-2015 . X X

EIA NEMS . .... X 2007-2015 X X Long-run X

EIA Relinery by Refinery... X X X X X

'Uses Matnpro results.
"Uses EnSys results.
CPnase-in ot 8 percent ULSD to 100 percent.
Sources: EPA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel Sullur

Requirements. EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington. DC. December 2000), Chapter V, web sie www.epa.gov/otaq/regs/hd2007/lrm/rra-v.pdf. Mathpro: Mathpro. Inc..
Refining Economics ol Dlesel Fuel Sulfur Standards: Supplemental Analysis of 15ppm Sulfur Cap(Bethesda; MD. August 2000), Exhibit 8, Case 1. NPC: National Petro-
leum Council. U.S. Petroleum Refening: Assunng 7he Adequacy andAffordability of Cleaner Fuels (June 2000). Chapter 3. CRA/BOB: Charles River Associates. Inc.. and
Baker and O'Brien, Inc.. An assessment of the Poteniial Impacts of Proposed Environmental Regulations on U.S Refinery Supply of Diesel Fuel. CRA No. D02316-00
(August 2000). EnSys: EnSys Energy & Systems. Inc. Modeling Impacts of Reformulated Diesel Fuel (Flemington. NJ. August 2000). ANL: M.K. Singh. Analysis ol tne
Cost ol a Pnase-in of 15 ppm Sulfur Cap on Diesel Fuel, Revised lArgonne. IL: Center for Transportation Research, Argonne National Laboratory. November 2000). EIA
Refinery by Refinery: Energy Information Administration. Office of Integrated Analysis and Forecasting (Chapter 5 ot this report). EIA NEMS: National Energy Modelino
System, runs DSURE=.D043001B. DSU7PPM.D043001A, DSU7HC.D043001A. DSU71NV.D043001A, DSU7DG10.D043001A. DSU7TRN.D043001A. DSU7BTU
D043001A. DSU7ALL.D050101A. DSU71MP0.D043001A. DSUREF 0.0043001A. and DSU7PPM10.DO43001A.
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EPA Analysis In addition to increased refining costs, the EPA esti-
mated that the addition of lubricity additives would cost

The EPA analysis was conducted in support of the final approximatel 0. cents per gallon and distribution
rulemaking published in December 2000.127 The EPA estimated to add another 1.1 cents per galloncosts were estimated to add another 1.1 cents per gallon
analysis used a refining cost spreadsheet that included during the temporar compliance period and 0.5 cents
refinery-specific estimates for meeting the new highway per gallon after full compliance. The analsis behind
diesel standards and aggregated them to estimate fuel distribution cost estimates is discussed belowthe distribution cost estimates is discussed below.
cost increases at the Petroleum Administration for
Defense District (PADD) and national levels. The costs Increased refining costs were expected to result from
of meeting the final ULSD Rule were analyzed without capital investment of 53.9 billion to meet the 2006
including possible reductions in non-road diesel sulfur. requirements and another 51.4 billion to reach full corn-
The EPA estimated that the ULSD Rule would increase pliance in 2010, for a total investment of S5.3 billion. 13'
average national production and distribution costs by The EPA estimated that the average refinery would
5.4 cents per gallon of 15 ppm diesel (4.5 cents per gallon spend $43 million dollars in capital expenditures and an
for all highway diesel) during the temporary compli- additional 57 million per year in operating costs.
ance period (2006 to 2010). 12s The total cost after full
compliance in June 2010 was estimated at 5.0 cents per The EPA assumed that, in order to meet the 15 ppm
gallon (Table 21). highway diesel requirement, refiners would need to

produce 7 ppm diesel fuel on average. It was assumed
The largest component of the costs estimated by the EPA that 80 percent of diesel refining capacity would meet
was increased refining costs (4.1 cents per gallon for 15 the new standards by modifications to existing
ppm diesel and 3.3 cents per gallon for all highway die- hydrotreaters and the other 20 percent by building new
sel between 2006 and 2010; 4.3 cents per gallon after June hvdrotreaters. The analysis included cost estimates
1, 2010). The cost estimate for the compliance period was under two scenarios. The first scenario assumed that all
adjusted downward to reflect credit trading, assuming refiners currently producing highway diesel fuel would
that low-cost refineries trade with high-cost refineries at continue to do so. The second scenario assumed that
the cost of production. Cost estimates for PADD IV were some refiners would increase their production of high-
30 to 40 percent higher than costs in other PADDs. The way diesel while making up for lost production from
refining costs discussed above were based on a 7-percent refiners that would drop out of the market. The EPA did
before-tax return on investment, but the EPA also pro- not provide analysis assuming a net loss of production,
vided costs based on a 6-percent and 10-percent after-tax but indicated that, with the inclusion of the 80/20 and
rate of return. The cost estimates for a 6-percent after-tax small refiner provisions, no supply problems were antic-
rate of return were 0.1 cents per gallon higher than the ipated. The EPA also performed an analysis of engineer-
full compliance cost calculated with the 7-percent ing and construction requirements and concluded that
before-tax rate, and the estimates for a 10-percent after- these factors should not be a problem due to the tempo-
tax rate were 0.4 cents per gallon higher. 29 rare compliance provisions (see Chapter 3 for more

discussion).

Table 21. EPA Estimates of Increased Costs To Meet the 15 ppm Highway Diesel Standard
:1999 Cents per Gallon)

Additional
Additional Lubricity Distribution

Period Refining I Additive Distributiona I Tanks Total Increase

c, _ .. -.. - -

:-~_-. *'2. -27' '" . u.._ C: .- 5.C

..- -:r: ;cZ';'^ a tccloroal c!str:Cu!lcr: la lKs.
.S ;.:*. . . -nvirrnm;a ;"c,;-,.';a rr Agency ,1eCula:^, Di ;,aAnalvis mE..'s --r'?: . -"- ; '- -S- .-"-:.-. ~-:. :--

SW '..- =-:I-re-e"-;. E PAz2-:.;OC.-C2 , WasninaJn. DC. Decemeor 2000J . :. V-1C.

12- L'S. Environmental Protection Agency, "Control of Air Pollution from \ew Motor Vehicles: Heavv-Dutv Engine and Vehicle Stan-
dards and Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Control Requirements: Final Rule," Federal Rerste'r, 40 CFR Parts t9. O. S. and So lanuar\ 1. 20ol

i'-Total cost per gallon of 15 ppm diesel is the sum of 4.1 cents per gallon refiinig cost and 1.1 cent per gallon distribuit lor coft
-2 L S. En vironmental Protection Agency, Rtelltonrvu Impact Analstil : He amtl-Duli!/ Eii.nie and Vlc'n1i,; Stidtardl r r ii HI iia;',u Dic;cl Fi',!

ulfWir Rcqumrenmeits, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington, DC. December 2000). Chapter V, p. V-10o
'Distribution costs include the capital cost of additional storage tanks, additional operating costs, v elid lo.s, prodnei d owingrade.,

and testing costs.

'1 L'.S. Environmental Protection Agencv, Rerlulatoru Impictl A aihiltris Hea-Ti-Dlu, E£uw m lrc nd Ve'inL., Ic t andara/ ai. i(ii H:liNi;i\, .)ir-I Fl':
.Sillfirr R'lqiirenr 1s. EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington. DC. December 20001, Chapter V, p V-10. web isire W,'Ww epa g,\ . l laq, re. 's' hd'lOO7
frm/ ria-v pdf
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Mathpro Analysis * No Retrofitting-lnflexible, which requires only new
unit investment

In its original study for the Engine Manufacturers Asso-
ciation, Mathpro provided 5 sets of scenarios for 10 dif- * No Retrofitting-Flexible, which requires only new
ferent combinations of heavy-duty, non-road, and unit investment but allows some flexibility in
light-duty diesel fuel standards. The scenarios were hydrocracking and jet fuel production
developed using a linear programming (LP) representa- * Retrofitting-De-rate/Parallel, which allows modifi-
tion of a notional refinery in PADDs I through III.132 The cation of the existing desulfurization unit and build-
study was completed in October 1999 and reflected a ing a parallel unit
range of uncertainty with regard to the eventual sulfur
standard. The target sulfur level for highway diesel in * Retrofitting-Senes, which allows expansion of the
the scenarios ranged from 150 ppm to 2 ppm. The sce- existing desulfurization unit b, debottlenecking and
narios also reflected varying assumptions about the ulti- adds a new unit in series
mate sulfur level of non-road diesel, and about * Economies of Scale, which i, sirruar to Retro-
investment in upgrade (revamp) projects versus new fitting-Series but allows further economies of scale
(grassroots) projects. The scenarios resulted in an aver- through inter-refinery processing arrangements.
age increase in refining costs ranging from 2.5 to 9.0
cents per gallon for the 150 ppm and 2 ppm sulfur levels, The estimated increase in national average refining costs
respectively. The associated investment costs ranged (excluding California) ranged between 4.0 and 7.6 cents
between $0.8 billion and $3.9 billion for PADDs I per gallon and was associated with total investment
through III. costs between $1.8 billion and $3.3 billion (1999 dollars)

over all of the non-road sulfur assumptions. Costs
In August 2000, Mathpro updated its analysis using the ranged from 4.5 to 7.1 cents per gallon and investments
15 ppm sulfur standard indicated in the June 2000 from $3.0 to $6.0 billion for the scenarios assuming cur-
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, assuming that the rent sulfur levels for non-road diesel (Table 22). The
requirement would be met by producing diesel fuel with analysis assumed a 10-percent after-tax rate of return on
a pool average of 8 ppm or less.'3 3 The updated analysis investment. The scenarios with non-road diesel at 3,500
provided estimates given three different assumptions ppm were most similar to the EIA, EPA, and DOE analv-
about non-road diesel:about non-road diesel: ~, ses, and the scenario with non-road diesel at 350 ppm

* Non-road diesel at current levels (3,500 ppm). This was more consistent with the CRA/BOB analysis. WAhen
assumption most closely resembles the EIA and EPA non-road diesel was held at 3,500 ppm, the average cost
cost analyses. of producing highway diesel increased by 7.1 cents per

gallon in the No Retrofitting-Flexible case and by 4.5
* Non-road diesel reduced to 350 ppm cents per gallon in the Economies of Scale case.

* Non-road diesel reduced to 15 ppm.
Although the investment costs estimated by Mathpro

For each of the non-road sulfur assumptions, the were at least $195 million dollars higher when the sulfur
updated analysis provided five scenarios based on dif- limit for non-road diesel was assumed to decline to
terent investment and operating approaches by 350 ppm, the average costs were between 0.2 and 1.2
refineries: cents per gallon lower than in the scenarios assuming

Table 22. Mathpro Estimates of the Costs of Producing 15 ppm Highway Diesel, with Non-Road Diesel at
3.500 ppm Sulfur

No Retrofit: No Retrofit: Retrofit: Retrofit: Economies of
Flexible Inflexible Flexible De-rate Series Scale

Total Average U.S. Costa
(1999 Cents per Gallon) ............ 6.8 7.1 6.7 4.6 4.5
Investment
(Million 1999 Dollars) .......... 5.950 5.900 5.370 3.330 3.040

aExcludes California.
Note: Costs have been converted to 1999 dollars from the 2000 dollars reported by Mathpro.
Source: Mathpro. Inc.. Refining Economics of Diesel Fuel Sulfur Standards: SupplementalAnalysis of 15ppm Suffur Cap (Bethesda. MD. August

2000), Exhibit 8.

132 Mathpro, Inc., Refining Economics of Diesel Fuel Sulfur Standards: Supplemental Analysis of 15ppm Sulfur Cap (Bethesda, MD, August
2000).

133Mathpro, Inc., Refining Economics of Diesel Fuel Sulfur Standards: Supplemental Analysis of l5ppm Sulfur Cap (Bethesda, MD, August
2000).
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3,500 ppm non-road diesel. The lower average costs (See Chapter 3 of this report for more detail on engineer-
were the result of spreading the investments over a ing and construction.)
larger volume of product. The scenarios with non-road
diesel sulfur capped at 15 ppm required the most invest- CRA/BOB Analysis
ment and led to the highest costs. Relative to the 3,500 In a study for the American Petroleum Institute,
ppm non-road scenarios, the 15 ppm non-road scenarios CRA/BOB developed refinery-specific cost estimates
required at least 51 billion more investment and resulted for ever U.S. refinery, using the Prism refiner
in average costs between 0.1 and 0.8 cents per gallon model. 3' The estimates and a survev of refiners inten-
higher. tions were used to construct a marginal cost curve that

was used in an equilibrium supply and demand analv-
NPC Analysis sis. The initial supply and demand assumptions were

from EIA's Annual EnerV/ Outlook 2000. The supplyIn its report, U.S. Petroleum Refining: Assuring the Ade- fm E . e
curve was shifted according to the marginal cost analv-quacy and Affordability of Cleaner Fuels, the NPC included r i ri

estimates of meeting a 30 ppm sulfur standard. 134 The sis, and the demand curve was shifted based on an elas-
estimates were based on the 30 ppm scenarios included ticity assumption. In contrast to all but the EIA offlineestimates were based on the 30 ppm scenarios included

analysis, the CRA/BOB study provided an anal xrsis of ain Mathpro's original report for the Engine Manufac- a ithe CRA/BOB sty po d an analsis of a
turers Association in October 1999. The NPC combined short-term supply and cost outlook.
the cost estimates from the "no retrofitting-inflexibility" The analysis projected a reduction in highway diesel
and the "retrofitting-series" cases assuming that at 30 production of 320,000 barrels per day, resulting in a sup-
ppm, most refiners would retrofit. The NPC also made ply shortfall. The EPA has estimated that 75 percent of
adjustments to the Mathpro estimates to reflect alterna- the shortfall estimated bv CRA/BOB resulted from the
tive assumptions of refinery economics. NPC adjusted underlying assumption that an additional 10 percent of
the vendor-supplied estimates used in the Mathpro the highway diesel produced would be downgraded
model upward by a factor.of 1.2 for investments and a because of product degradation from distribution and
factor of 1.15 for hvdrogen consumption and other oper- storage.' 3 In contrast, EIA and the EPA assumed an
ating expenses. The vendor data were adjusted to additional 2.2 percent of downgraded product, and
account for a perceived tendency of vendors to quote TMC estimated that a total of 17.. percent of ULSD
overly optimistic cost and performance information. would be downgraded. 137 The estimated increase in
The NPC analysis estimated industry investment costs average refining cost was 6.7 cents per gallon to produce
at 54.1 billion at a cost of 5.9 cents per gallon (1999 dol- ULSD from 500 ppm diesel. The estimated increase in
tars) and assumed 50 percent revamped and 50 percent the marginal price of ULSD needed to balance supply
new units. The study indicated that a sulfur standard and demand was between 14.7 and 48.9 cents per gallon
below 30 ppm would require greater reliance on new depending on the availability of imports
units, as opposed to retrofits, resulting in considerably
higher investments. The CRA/BOB analysis assumed that, in order to meet

the 15 ppm standard, refiners would produce highway
The NPC analysis included a discussion of limitations diesel at an average of 7 ppm. 3s' The analysis also
on engineering and construction resources and, in con- assumed that non-road diesel would be reduced to 350
trast with the EPA analysis, concluded that the overlap ppm and jet fuel and heating oil sulfur would remain at
with gasoline sulfur projects would result in delays in 1999 levels. The cost estimates reflected an assumption
meeting the diesel standards. The study suggested that that 40 percent of ULSD would be produced from new
highhway diesel supply shortfalls might occur if the stan- desulfurization' units and 60 percent from revamped
dard were required before 2007 and that even more time units, and that the return on investment would be 10
would be required to meet a standard below 30 ppm. percent.

'4 National Petroleum Council. U.S. Petroleum Refinling: Assulri, 1tllw Adequacyi and Affordibilit!i/f C'lrner Furel (lune 2000), Chapter 3
Investment and cost estimates have been conve rteed to 1999 dollars irom 1998 dollars reported by NPC.

** Charles River Associates, Inc. and Baker and O'Brien, Inc.. An assessnu'nti of tlu Ploetliial Inprlcrs of Propivu.'l E£i.:irlilrntlir, i R\'i,L i.',mii
O(t U.S Refitrwn .Suppli oicDlsel Fiuel, CRA No. D02316-00 (Augusl 2000)

!" '.S Environmental Protection Agency. Re:i'llatoir lnmpacl Analvh5i: Heavt-Diith En'nII' atn, Vehi'cl' i . l iiinjlirls atl Hi;ll ;II al DI'l,' Ficl
.l,/lfur Rijwirrnmerts., EPA420-R-00-02b (Washington, DC. December 2000), Chapter V. web site www epa .go\ oiaq/ reg, hd20()0
i rmi na-v.'pdf

' "' Turner., Mason & Company. ColSt;/Impirct of DistrIhriutn! PoIir'tiul Ultra Low; .>llfutr Dlt's'l (Dallas. TX. Februaryv 2(1()Xl,. R:.';:,,ti .l,c-.
m,,il (.A ugutt 2000)

1 3"Telephonecolnversation with Ra Orvof Baker aid O'Brien, lanuarv 2_.2001.
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EnSys Analysis production, 7.2 cents per gallon for the first 50 percent,
7.7 cents per gallon for the first 75 percent, 9.2 cents pe

EnSys provided a set of cost estimates to the U.S. Depart- gallon for the full phase-in, and 10.7 cents per gallon fot
ment of Energy's Office of Policy, using an LP model an all-at-once approach. The highway diesel volumes
that represents PADD III refiners in the aggregate. 13 9 produced did not reflect additional production for
The estimates reflected a 10-percent return on invest- downgraded product.
ment. Unlike the previously discussed studies, EnSys
did not make an assumption of how many refiners ANL Analysis
would revamp units and how many would build new
desulfurization units, but instead provided cost esti- ANL provided an analysis of total incremental refining
mates for a refinery using revamps and cost estimates and distribution costs for seven different phase-in sce-
for a refinery building new units. The scenarios were narios to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) in
also based on two sets of technologies: a conservative August 2000 and updated the estimates in November
technology set and an optimistic technology set. In order 2000 based on EPA comments.14 1 The most recent ANL
to model a phase-in of the highway diesel standard, a estimates were based on average incremental produc-
series of cases were run assuming different percentages tion cost estimates from the EnSys 10 ppm production
of highway diesel required to meet the new standard. scenarios and distribution cost estimates for 15 ppin die-

sel extrapolated from TMC estimates for 5 ppm and 50
EnSys developed the scenarios discussed above for the
production of highway diesel at various sulfur levels,
ranging from 8 ppm to 30 ppm. The results of the 10 ppm The ANL analysis used average per-gallon production
scenarios are the focus of this discussion, because they cost estimates taken as the weighted average of the
were highlighted in the EnSys report and were provided incremental cost for each quartile of highway diesel pro-
in a more uniform manner. In general, the scenarios with duction, provided by EnSvs. The scenarios had three
diesel sulfur at 8 ppm were about 0.5 cent above the 10 parameters: the type of technology, the mix of new units
ppm estimates. The average incremental cost estimates versus modified units, and the percent of diesel produc-
for producing 10 ppm diesel ranged from 4.4 to 6.0 cents tion required to be 10 ppm. EnSys estimated costs for
per gallon for the first 50 percent of highway diesel pro- production under two different investment scenarios:
duced at 10 ppm, 6.0 to 7.9 cents for the next 25 percent, all revamped equipment and all new units. For each
and 7.6 to 10.1 cents per gallon for the final 25 percent investment scenario, EnSys provided cost estimates for
of production. The lower estimate assumed that the both a base technology and an optimistic technology
product was produced by 100 percent revamped units; assumption
the higher estimate assumed 100 percent new units.

The cases assumed that 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of The ANL analysis also provided cost estimates for 60
highway diesel would be required to meet the 10 ppm percent revamp/40 percent no revamp given both base
standard, while non-road diesel was capped at 360 ppm. and optimistic technology assumptions, by blending the
The 360 ppm assumption was negated by the fact that EnSys "all revamp" and "all new" scenarios."4 1 The
the cases we mp were compared with a reference case that also average estimated cost (undiscounted) of producing the
assumed 360 ppm non-road diesel. Sensitivities of first 25 percent ranged from 4.2 to 6.0 cents per gallon;
reaching 360 ppm for non-road diesel were performed the frst 50 percent, 4.0 to 6.0 cents per gallon; the first 75
with other assumptions varied. Cases that assumed 100 percent, 4.2 to 6.6 cents per gallon; for 100 percent after
percent highway diesel at 10 ppm and non-road and phase-in, 4.7 to 7.5 cents per gallon; and for 100 percent
heating oil at 360 ppm resulted in average costs that all-at-once, 6.0 to 8.1 cents per gallon. 14 2 Marginal costs

were provided by an additional scenario resulting in a
were between 1.6 cents per gallon and 2.1 cents per gal- provided by an additional senaro resulting in a
Ion higher than in the cases assuming non-road diesel marginal cost of 6.6 cents per gallon for the first 25 per-
and heating oil at current sulfur levels. cent of production, 9.2 cents per gallon for a full

phase-in, and 10.7 cents per gallon if the production is
The EnSys analysis also included marginal cost esti- required all at once. ANL developed phase-in cost series
mates for producing 10 ppm diesel with base technology for the seven scenarios by interpolating between the cost
and no revamp (all new units). The marginal cost of pro- estimates for the different levels of production men-
duction was 6.6 cents per gallon for the first 25 percent of tioned above.

39 EnSys Energy & Systems, Inc, Modeling Impacts of Reformulated Diesel Fuel (Flemington, NJ, August 2000).
14')M.K. Singh, Analysis of the Cost of a Phase-in of 15 ppm Sulfur Cap on Diesel Fuel, Revised (Argonne, IL: Center for Transportation

Research, Argonne National Laboratory, November 2000).
14 1M.K. Singh, Analysis of the Cost of a Phase-in of 15 ppm Sulfur Cap on Diesel Fuel, Revised (Argonne, IL: Center for Transportaton

Research, Argonne National Laboratory, November 2000), Appendix A.
42 M.K. Singh, Analysis of the Cost of a Pliase-i of 15 ppm Sulfur Cap on Diesel Fuel, Revised (Argonne, IL: Center for Transportation

Research, Argonne National Laboratory, November 2000), Table 1.
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Each of the phase-in cost series provided by ANL Summary of Investment Estimates
was associated with a set of distribution costs, which
varied slightly in the seven scenarios. The distribution EPA estimated that, in order to meet the requirements of
cost analysis for 15 ppm highway diesel fuel was extrap- the ULSD Rule, the industry would invest a total of S5.3
olated from TMC (early) estimates for distributing billion. In comparison, DOE (by ANL) estimated
5 ppm and 50 ppm diesel. 143 The costs included capital between $8.1 and 513.2 billion of investment for ULSD,
investment for the distribution and refueling system and Mathpro estimated a range of S3.0 to 56.0 billion, CRA
for product downgrade. Distribution costs were pro- estimated 57.7 billion, and NPC estimated S4.1 billion to
vided for various levels of phase-in between 5 and 100 meet a 30 ppm standard and substantially higher but
percent of the highway diesel market. The level of undefined amount to provide 15 ppm diesel (Tables 23
phase-in most consistent with the 80 percent required by and 24). Because production of diesel in the appropriate
the ULSD Rule for the initial years of the program was a sulfur range has been very limited, analysis of costs of
supply of 83 percent of highway diesel, which was asso- the ULSD Rule depend heavily on vendor estimates and
ciated with undiscounted distribution costs between 1.5 several critical assumptions, including refinery configu-
and 2.2 cents per gallon. The costs associated with 100 ration, size, and crude oil inputs; the ratio of retrofitted
percent of highway diesel at 15 ppm ranged between 1.2 units to new units; and the relative cost of retrofits ver-
and 2.1 cents per gallon. 144 sus new units.

The ANL analysis concluded that, depending on the The studies discussed above used different methodolo-
case and the stage of phase-in, the total incremental costs gies, economic approaches, levels of regional and
of a phase-in would range from 6.1 to 11.2 cents per gal- annual detail, and assumptions (see Table 20). Many
Ion, compared to a range of 7.1 to 12.7 cents per gallon were completed before the Final Rule was issued and do
for an all-at-once strategy. Estimates of total (un- not reflect the provisions for small refineries or the
discounted) costs to consumers for the various phase-in 80/20 rule. In addition, the studies were based on
scenarios ranged from S15.2 to 525.4 billion (510.1 to different assumptions about investment behavior and
S17.3 billion net present value). Higher expenditures costs and the level of diesel demand. The capital invest-
were estimated for an all-at-once strategy, with expected ment estimates are difficult to compare not only because
costs totaling 530.4 to 552.8 billion (S22.3 to S38.6 billion of their different methodologies and assumptions but
net present value). The relatively lower distribution also because their investment estimates reflect slightly
costs under a phase-in approach were translated into an different things. For instance, the EPA estimated the
estimated savings of S14.2 to 527.4 billion. capital cost for a new distillate hvdrotreater to range

Table 23. Comparison of ULSD Production Cost Estimates: Individual Refinery Representation
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from $1,240 per barrel per day to $1,680 per barrel per unit processing entirely coker distillate. The capital costs
day, whereas those in EIA's refinery-by-refinery analy- for individual refineries in the EPA analysis vary acros
sis ranged from $1,043 to $1,807, and in EIA's NEMS this range, depending on the assumptions about propor-
Regulation case they were $1,331 to $1,849 per barrel per tions of straight-run distillate, coker distillate, and light
day (Table 25). cycle oil processed at each refinery and the size of the

hydrotreater unit. The capital cost range for EIA's refin-
The sets of capital costs used in the EIA and EPA analy- ery-by-refinery analysis also varies for the quality of the
ses are not directly comparable. The lower-bound of feedstock and size of each unit. EIA's short-term analv-
EPA's capital costs represents a 25,000 barrel per day sis reflects actual data about the quality of crude oil and
hydrotreater processing 100 percent straight-run feed streams at individual refineries. In contrast, EIA's
feedstock, and the upper-bound reflects the same unit mid-term NEMS analysis does not use refinery-specific
processing 100 percent light cycle oil. The EPA's upper information about feed steams but aggragates feed and
and lower bound costs; encompass a third estimate for a crude quality information at a regional level.

Table 24. Comparison of ULSD Production Cost Estimates: LP Model or Based on LP Results
Refinery Capital

Sulfur Percent of Cost Change Investment
Level Highway Diesel (1999 Cents per (Billion 1999

Study (ppm) That Is ULSD Gallon of ULSD) Cost Basis Dollars)

Mathpro (August 2000) 8 100 4.5-7.1 a Average U.S. 3.0-6.0 a

NPC (June 2000) 30 100 5.9 Average PADDs I-Ill 4.1

EnSys (August 2000), 10 50 4.4-6.0C Average PADD III
first 50 percent of production at 10 ppm ___

EnSys (August 2000). 1o 75 6.0-7.9c Average incremental
next 25 percent of production at 10 ppm cost of next 25%

PADD III

EnSys (August 2000), 1ob 100 7.6-10.1 Average incremental
final 25 percent of production at 10 ppm cost of final 25%

____________________PADD III

EnSys (August 2000); 10b ' 25-100 6.6-10.70 Marginal PADD Ill
25% to 100% _

ANL (November 2000). 10 50 4.0-6.0d Average PADD III
up to 50% of production at 10 popm

ANL (November 2000). 10 75 4.2-6.6c Average PADD Ill
75% of production at 10 ppm _

ANL (November 2000). 10 100 4.7-7.5' Average PADD III 8.1-13.2 (August
100% of production at 10 ppm 2000 estimate)le

ANL (November 2000). 10 100 6.0-8.1 Average PADD III
100% of production at 10 ppm.
all-at-once ___________

ANL (November 2000). 10 25-100 6.6-9.2d Marginal PADD III
25% to 100%__

EIA (NEMS. 2007-2010) 7 76' 4.7-7.3 9 Marginal, 4.2-5.9
U.S. average through 2007

EIA (NEMS. 2011) 7 100 6.5-9.2 9 Marginal, 6.3-9.3
U.S. average through 2011

'Non-road 3500 ppm.
bReflects assumption of 360 ppm non-road diesel but the cost impact is negated because it is compared with a reference case with non-road diesel

at the same sulfur level.
CThe higher end of the cost range reflects base technology while the lower end reflects more optimistic technology.
cMarginal costs at 25 percent and 100 percent 10 ppm production with base technology and all new units.
eU.S. Department of Energy, "Comments of the Department of Energy on the Environmental Protection Agency's May 16, 2000 Notice of Pro-

posed Rulemaking on Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Emission Standards and Highway Diesel Fuel Sultur Control' (Washington. DC, September
2000). Enclosure 1.

fSmall refiners accounting for 5 percent of production are eligible for the small refinery provision, but only 4 percent of production is assumed to be
delayed.

GAverage refinery gate price for individual years.
Sources: Mathpro: Mathpro, Inc., Refining Economics of Diesel Fuel Sulfur Standards: Supplemental Analysis of 15ppm Sulfur Cap (Bethesda.

MD: August 2000). NPC: National Petroleum Council. U.S. Petroleum Refning: Assuring the Adequacy and Affordability of Cleaner Fuels (June
?000). EnSys: EnSys Energy & Systems, Inc, Modeling Impacts of Reformulated Diesel Fuel(Flemington, NJ. August 2000). ANL: M.K. Singh. Anal-
ysis of the Cost ola Phase-in of 15 ppm Sulfur Cap on Diesel Fuel. Revised (Argonne. IL: Center for Transportation Research, Argonne National Lab-
oratory. November 2000). EIA: National Energy Modeling System, runs 'DSUREF.D043001B. DSU7PPM.D043001A. DSU7HC.D043001A,
DSU7INV.D043001A, DSU7,G10.D043001A, DSU7TRN.D043001A, DSU7BTU.D043001A. DSU7ALL.D050101A, DSU71MPO.D043001A.
DSUREF.1.0.D043001A, and USU7PPM10.D043001A.
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The lower end cost in EIA's NEMS analysis reflects a to a little more than 4 cents per gallon of highway diesel
notional unit that.processes low-sulfur feed with inci- on average.
dental dearomatization, while the higher end cost
reflects a different notional unit that processes higher The NPC analysis did not estimate costs for producing
sulfur feed with greater aromatics improvement. EIA diesel with less than 10 ppm sulfur but indicated that
also provided sensitivity analysis using higher capital even a 30 ppm sulfur standard would require reactor
cost assumptions for both the refinery-by-refinery and pressures in the range of 1,100 to 1,200 psi, which is well
NEMS analyses. The Higher Capital Cost sensitivity above the vendor estimates used by the EPA. 14 The
case for EIA's refinery-by-refinery analysis is based on NPC characterized vendor estimates as inherently
capital costs that are about 40 percent higher than those over-optimistic;1 7 however, several new technologies
in the initial analysis. Both sets of capital costs were are under development that may reduce costs (see
developed bv the National Energy Technology Labora- Chapter 3).
tory, in conjunction with Mr. John Hackworth, energy
consultant. The capital costs used in the NEMS Higher The ANL estimates blended the EnSys 100 percent new
Capital Cost case were provided by recent work from and 100 percent revamp refinery analysis, based on the
EnSys and are 24 percent higher for the first noional assumption that 60 percent of ULSD would be produced
unit and 33 percent higher for the second notional it, from revamped units that cost an average of 540 million
relative to the Regulation case. per unit, and the other 40 percent would come from new

units at an average cost of $80 million per unit. Instead
The EPA analysis was based on estimates from two tech- of making an assumption about the split between
nology vendors, providing costs based on retrofits and revamped and new units, Mathpro developed scenarios
new units. ' EPA assumed that 80 percent of ULSD will for different types of choices. Assuming no change in the
be produced from diesel hydrotreaters that are non-road diesel standards, Mathpro estimated that the
revamped at a cost of 540 million each. These estimates total investment cost would range from 56.0 billion if
reflected an assumption that new units would cost twice refineries required all new units with minimum operat-
as much as revamps. The net result was an estimated ing flexibility to 53.0 billion if all refineries were retrofit-
average cost of S50 million per refinery, which equates ted and economies of scale from trading were realized.

Table 25. Comparison of Key Hydrotreator Investment Assumptions for Various Refinery Models
Capital Cost Percent of ULSE

of New Hydrotreater Revamp Cost as Production from
(1999 Dollars per a Percentage of Unit Size Revamped Units

Model Barrel per Day. ISBL) New Unit Cost (Barrels per Day) Versus New Units
Refinerv-Dy-Refinery Models
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The EIA NEMS analysis produced estimates for the from downgraded product. The EPA estimated that dis-
refinery capital investment required to comply with the tribution costs would increase by 1.1 cents per gallor
ULSD Rule for 2007 and 2010. The cumulative refinery during the temporary compliance period, with 0.4 cents
capital investment estimated through 2007 ranged of the cost associated with the distribution and energy
between $4.2 billion and $5.9 billion. The NEMS analysis loss of the ULSD relative to 500 ppm diesel and 0.7 cents
produced an estimate of refinery capital investment associated with capital expenses for handling two
between S6.3 billion and $9.3 billion through 2011. grades of highway diesel. EPA assumed that the capital

costs would be fully amortized during the transition
period (by 2010), and that revenue losses from product

Distribution Cost Analyses downgrade and other operating costs would increase
distribution costs by 0.5 cents per gallon.

EPA, ANL, and TMC have published estimates of distri-
bution costs given different assumptions about the EIA's NEMS analysis assumed ine EPA'.- est: .+ed cap-
phase-in requirements for highway diesel. In general, ital costs of 0.7 cents per gallon ean portions of EPA's
the cost estimates for distributing a smaller percentage other distribution costs, including operatirng, transmix,
of 15 ppm fuel were higher than estimates assuming that and testing costs, which totaled 0.2 cents per gallon. EIA
100 percent of the highway diesel market would be at 15 estimated the cost associated with the revenue los3-of the
ppm, because a phase-in approach requires the distribu- downgraded product at 03 cents per gallon through
tion system to handle an extra product (Table 26). 2010 and 0.2 cents per gallon after 2010 (see Chapter 6).

The EIA revenue loss estimates were based on model
Distribution cost estimates from the EPA, ANL, and results. A higher revenue loss estimate of 0.7 cents per
TMC analyses included the capital incurred in the distri- gallon for all years was associated with EIA's 10%
bution and refueling system, as well as costs resulting Downgrade sensitivity case, because more of the UISD

Table 26. Comparison of ULSD Distribution Cost Estimates and Assumptions
Sulfur Level Distribution Cost Change Investment Downgrade

Study (ppm) Year (1999 Cents per Gallon) (Billion 1999 Dollars) Estimates

TMC 5 7 at 5%0 0.215 10.0%
_ - ~ 4.1 at 20%, 1.05 12.0%

1.5 at 100% 1.08 19.5%

TMC 15 6.9 at 5% 0.215 9.5%
4.1 at 20% 1.05 11.0%

1.4 at 100% 1.08 17.5%

TMC 50 Costs 15% to 35% less than 8.0%
5 ppm costs .10.0%

____________._ _______________________________ __13.5%O

ANL 15 6.2 at 5% 50% of terminals Same as TMC 5 ppm
1.6-2.2 at 74%-100% reconfigure split between and 50 ppm
1.2-2.1 all-at-once new tankage at S1 million
Costs are undiscounted and per terminal and modified
include refueling costs tankage at $100.000 per

_____________ _ terminal

EPA (temporary compliance) 15 2006-2010 1.1 0.5 4.4%

EPA (full compliance) 15 Post-2010 0.5 0.3 4.4%

CRA/BOB 5 1 0.0% above current

EIA Regulation Case 15 2007-2010 1.2 4.4%
(temporary compliance)

EIA Regulation Case 15 Post- 2010 0.4 4.4%
(100% ULSD)

EIA 10% Downgrade Case 15 2007-2010 1.6 10%
(temporary compliance)

EIA 10% Downgrade Case 15 Post- 2010 0.9 10
(100% ULSD) __

Sources: Sources: EPA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Regulatory Impact Analysis: Heavy-Duty Engine and Vehicle Standards and
Highway Diesel Fuel Sulfur Requirements, EPA420-R-00-026 (Washington. DC. December 2000), Chapter V, web site www.epa.gov/otaq/regs/
hd2007/frm/ria-v.pdf. CRA/BOB: Charles River Associates, Inc.. and Baker and O'Brien, Inc., An assessment of the Potential Impacts of Proposed
Environmental Regulations on U.S. Refinery Supply of Diesel Fuel, CRA.No. D02316-00 (August 2000). ANL: M.K. Singh. Analysis of the Cost of a
Phase-in of 15 ppm Sulfur Cap on Diesel Fuel. Revised (Argonne. IL: Center for Transportation Research, Argonne National Laboratory. November
2000). TMC: Turner, Mason & Company, Costs/lmpacts of Distributing Potential Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (Dallas, TX. February 2000). EIA: National
Energy Modeling System, runs DSUREF.D043001B, DSU7PPM.D043001A, DSU7HC.D043001A, DSU71NV.D043001A, DSU7DG10.D043001A.
DSU7TRN.D043001A, DSU7BTU.D043001A, DSU7ALL.D050101A. DSU71MPO.D043001A. DSUREF10.D043001A, and DSU7PPM10.
D043001A.
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produced was projected to be downgraded to a lower. approximately 40 percent of U.S. highway diesel ship-
value product. ping capacity), and 11 terminal operators (representing

25 percent of U.S. petroleum product storage capacity).
The ANL estimates, which were extrapolated from pre- A wide range of responses was noted in the responses of
vious TMC estimates for delivering 5 ppm and 50 ppm pipeline operators. In the survey, some terminal opera-
diesel,)4 ranged from 6.2 cents to 1.2 cents per gallon for tors indicated that they would not handle ULSD. Termi-
delivery of 5 percent and 100 percent, respectively.' 14 In nal operators generally anticipated a higher rate of
August 2000, TMC provided supplemental estimates downgrade than did pipeline operators. Terminal oper-
reflecting downgrade costs associated with distributing ators indicated that, to handle ULSD, dedicated trans-
15 ppm diesel fuel. l' ) Presumably, the capital costs port trucks or compartments in transport trucks would
would remain the same as for the 5 ppm case in the pre- be required to avoid sulfur contamination. 152

vious TMC analysis. When the original TMC 5 ppm esti-
mates are adjusted to reflect 15 ppm diesel, the total The TMC analysis projected 17.5 percent downgrade
distribution cost estimates are 6.9 cents per gallon to when 100 percent of the highway diesel market was
supply 5 percent of the market; 4.1 cents per gallon to assumed to require the 15 ppm diesel, and slightly lower
supply 20 percent of the market; and 1.4 cents per gallon levels of downgrade were expected when smaller seg-
to supply the entire highway diesel market. 151 ments of the market were required. Althoughthe ANL

analysis did not provide the downgrade assumptions
The extent to which product contamination will occur in used, was based on the TMC assumptions for down-
the distribution system (and how much product must be grade of ppm and 50 ppm diesel and tracked closely
downgraded as a result) is very uncertain. The analyses with the TMC assumptions. Different downgrade
included strikingly different estimates of how much assumptions resulted in different cost estimates associ-
of the 15 ppm product would be downgraded in the dis- ated with downgrade. The EPA estimated a total down-
tribution svstem. EIA's NEMS analysis assumed 4.4 per-tibution system. ElA's NEMS analysis assumed 4.4 per- grade cost of 0.2 cents per gallon for all highway diesel in

cent downgrade or consstenc with the EPA the initial years and 0.3 cents per gallon after full imple-
assumptions but also provided a sensitivity case assum- mentation. 5 3 In contrast, the ANL analysis (based on
ing 10 percent downgrade. Downgrade estimates the TMC assumptions of higher downgrade volumes)
ranged from 4.4 percent of production (EPA) to 17.5 per- estimated a total downgrade cost of about ] cent per gal-
cent (TMC). Part of the uncertainty stems from notre than half of the market as required toIon when more than half of the market was required to
knowing the present level of downgrade occurring in meet the 15 ppm standard.
the distribution system, because there is no current
reporting requirement. The EPA assumed a doubling of The TMC, EPA, and ANL analyses also used different
product downgrade from current downgrade levels, sets of assumptions about capital investment require-
which were estimated at 2.2 percent. The methodology ments. During the initial years of the program, when the
used by the EPA to estimate current downgrade levels distribution system must handle two highway diesel
was highly speculative and was not based on a scientific fuels, the EPA estimated tankage costs at refineries. ter-
survev. The EPA's estimation methodology was loosely minals. pipelines, and bulk plants at 50.81 billion In
based on a survey of the Association of Oil Pipelines, in addition, investments at truck stops to handle the extra
wNhich six respondents provided estimates of the current product were estimated at 50.24 billion. These costs were
diesel tuel downgrade ranging from 0.2 percent to 10.2 amortized over total highway diesel volumes (both 500
percent (see Chapter 4). In the same survey some ppm and 15 ppm) during the initial 4 years at 7 percent
respondents expressed an expectation that the down- per year, resulting in a cost of 0.7 cents per gallon. EIA
grade amount might be expected to double under the used EPA's capital cost estimate of 0.7 cents per gallon in
LULSD Rule. all NEMS analysis-scenarios.

The TMC analysis was based on a survey of 14 refin- The ANL analysis assumed that, given a phase-in, 50
ers (representing 38 percent of U.S. petroleum percent of terminals would add tanks or recontigure Of
refining capacity), 3 pipeline operators (representing those terminals that were modified, it was assumed that

14'TTurner, Mason & Company, Costs/lmpacls ofDistrnbiutlm, Potential Ultra Low Sulfir Dies'l (Dallas, TX, Februanr 2000)
' 1M .K. Singh, An.ahlis of tl' CIost f f PlhaIz-in of 75 ppm Sulthr Cap on Diesel Fuel, Revised (Argolnne. IL: Center lor Transportation

Research,. Aronne .ational Laboratory. November 2000), Appendix C.

1'TTurnrer, Mason & Company!. Costs/Impacts Of Dlstribhutl n Pot'lttlll Ultra Lioe Sulbhr Diesel (Dallas. TX, Februar 2000). Ri':'i,-cl . q,ii-.
nril (A tlgust 2000).

' Total dlstribution and retail cost estimates lor 5 ppm from Costs/lmpacrt of DistrrbftilS Poiiltrlall Ullra L. ;r .iltiiT Dir'I were adinsterd
based on update ot downgrade costs for 15 ppm diesel provided in the Rei'sed Siippinl'mct

-. ':leprhone conversaion with BobCuilningham of Turnmer Mason March 1., 2001
! L S Envi ronmental Protection Agency. Rv'Rulatorlli Imriirl A naltswi 'Hlni ,-Dirtz/, Eui r,' E ,i it i 'f Iinl-e .'wh li,ilr, l< ,ll Hi;ltvaI- l I'i .,'/ ['Il, i

?llinr Rrcqirrrn'ntrir-. EPA120-R-00-02ti (Washington, DC, December 2000). Cha;,ter V. p V-124,
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half would add tankage at $1 million per terminal and The analysis used historical industry-level distillate
the other half would reconfigure at a cost of $100,000 per demands for each PADD from EIA's Fuel Oil and Kero
terminal. Bulk terminals were not assumed to make con- sene Sales as a starting point. 15 6 These industry leve,
versions for a second highway diesel fuel, because they demands were projected out to 2007, using national
were assumed to enter into exchange agreements with annual growth rates from the Annual Energy Outlook
marketers during a phase-in period, rather than invest- 2000. 157 PADD-level supply balances for distillate fuel
ing in tankage. In addition, all truck stops were assumed were projected for 2007, starting with historical data
to be modified to provide two fuels during the phase-in, from the Petroleum Supply Annual 1999158 and applying
at a cost of $75,000 per truck stop. growth rates from the Annual Energy Outlook 2000.

Import and export levels were held constant in PADDs II
The original TMC report provided investment estimates and V. In PADD V, inter-PADD transfers were held to
for distributing 5 ppm fuel to supply, 5,20, and 100 per- historical levels and imports and exports were used as a
cent of the highway diesel market. Investments at termi- balancing item. The study concluded that there was little
nals and pipelines were estimated at $295 million when potential to divert highway diesel to non-road distillate
supplying 20 percent of the highway mrarket and $325 markets, and that the potential for severe market dislo-
million for 100 percent of the market. Retail investments cations and /or price depression in the non-road markets
were estimated at $755 million for both 20 percent and was greatest in PADD IV and least in PADD I.
100 percent of supply. Unlike the other two analyses,
which reflected the cost of conversion to truck stops The price consequences of diverting product from the
only, TMC assumed that some gasoline stations would highway diesel market to non-road markets were
invest to carry a second diesel fuel.' 54 assessed using estimated price relationships for these

products derived from historical price data from various
industry pricing agencies (e.g., Platts), combined with

Downgrade Analysis relevant transportation costs.159 The price implications
of downgrading 5 percent, 10 percent, and 15 percent of

The MSC study, Altenuative Markets for Highway Diesel the current highway diesel supply were estimated for
Fuel Components, conducted at the request of the EPA, each PADD (Table 27). The price impact of diverting 5
provided an analysis of the potential for diverting percent of the highway diesel supply to other uses
sub-specification highway diesel to ion-road or foreign ranged from -3.0 cents per gallon in PADD I to -6.0 cents
markets. 155 The study compared 2007 projections for per gallon in PADD IV. The range widened to -3.5 to
supply and demand of distillate products to assess the -20.0 cents per gallon in PADDs I and IV, respectively,
outlook for non-road distillate market growth and used for 10 percent of diverted product and to -3.5 to -22.0
relative relationships of highway diesel to non-road dis- cents per gallon for 15 percent of diverted product. The
tiiate prices to estimate the economic consequences of study concluded that except in PADD IV, a 5-percent
diverting to other products. diversion of product would have modest market impact.

In addition, a 10- to 15-percent diversion would have a
significant market impact in all areas except PADD I.

Table 27. Projected Relative Price Decrease by PADD and Percentage of Diverted Diesel
(1999 Cents per Gallon)

Diversion Level
(Percent) PADD I PADD II PADD III PADD IV PADD V

5 ............... 3.0 2.5 4.0 6.0 5.0
10 .............. 3.5 14.0 4.5 - 20.0 5.0
15 .............. 3.5 16.0 4.5 22.0 6.0
Source: Muse, Stancil & Co., Alternative Markets for Highway Diesel Fuel Components (September 2000). p. 4.

54 Turner, Mason & Company, Costs/Impacts of Distributing Potential Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (Dallas, TX, February 2000), p. 6.
j5M use, Stancil & Co., Alternative Marketsfor Highway Diesel Fuel Components (September 2000).

156 Energy Information Administration, Fuel Oil and Kerosene Sales, DOE/EIA-0535 (Washington, DC, 1995-1998).
15 Energy Information Administration,Annual Energy Outlook 2000, DOE/EIA-0383(2000) (Washinton, DC, December 1999).
15 Energy Information Administration, Petrole.,m Supply Annual 1999, Volume 1, DOE/EIA-0340(99/1) (Washington, DC, June 2000).
159 Muse, Stanci I & Co., Alternative Marketsfor I lighway Diesel Fuel Components (September 2000), pp. 19-32.
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Appendix B

Differences From the AE02001 Reference Case

The reference case for this study was established to pro- is downgraded in the distribution system. The EPA esti-
vide a baseline scenario representing the nominal fore- mates that currently about 2.2 percent of highway diesel
cast for petroleum refining and marketing without the is downgraded. Second, some highway-grade diesel has
new requirement for ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel been used for non-road or other uses, because the price
(ULSD). The reference case reflects the mid-term refer- differential between low-sulfur and high-sulfur diesel
ence case forecast published by the Energy Information has not been large enough to make separate distribution
Administration (EIA) in its Annual Energy Outlook 2001 infrastructures economical. As a result, it has been noted
(AE02001).16t Both the reference case for this study and that some customers purchase low-sulfur diesel for
the AE02001 reference case were prepared using EIA's non-road uses. In California, the State requires the same
National Energy Modeling System (NEMS). 161 Both low sulfur standard for both highway and non-road die-
cases reflect the "Tier 2" Motor Vehicle Emission Stan- sel (except for railroad and maritime uses).
dards and Gasoline Sulfur Control Requirements final-

Import Supply Curves
ized by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) in February 2000. Both cases also incorporate bans The NEMS Petroleum Market Module (PMM) uses
or reductions for the gasoline additive methyl tertiary import supply curves developed from an international
butvl ether (MTBE) in the States where such legislation refinery model external to NEMS to represent the sup-
has been passed. They do not include a waiver of the ply of available imports. In preparation for this study,
Federal oxygen requirement for reformulated gasoline. new sets of crude and product import supply curves

were estimated, adding supply curves for ULSD. The
Updates in databases and assumptions that were incor- new import curves were used in the reference case for
porated into NEMS after the publication of AE02001, this study, but ULSD imports were not allowed.
however, resulted in minor differences in the reference
case forecasts. Differences between the two forecasts rel- Refining Technolog! Database
evant to the ULSD study are discussed in this appendix. The PMM represents petroleum refining and marketing.

-Rf~'tulrn ~O~n Invstment ,The refining portion is a linear programming represen-RletLIrn on Investment
tation incorporating a detailed refining technology data-

The AE02001 forecast assumed a 15-percent hurdle rate base that includes process options, product blending to
in the decision to invest and a 15-percent return on specification, and investment costs. This database is
investment (ROI) over the 15-year life of a refinery pro- updated annually to produce the AEO forecasts. There
cessing unit. To be consistent with the EPA analysis, the have been some minor changes since AE02001, mostly
reference case for this study used a 10-percent hurdle associated with product blending. Although four new
rate and a 5.2-percent ROI over a 15-year financial life- distillate desulfurization units were added as part of the
span. The revised rates do not have a significant impact refining technology database update, those four units
on the marginal costs for producing current 500 ppm were not allowed in the reference case. Therefore, the
high way diesel fuel in the reference case forecast. updates had minimal impact on the reference case for

l)ieel Fuel Consumption this study as compared with the AEO2001 reference

The AE02001 reference case assumed that 85 percent of case.
the demand for diesel fuel in the transportation sector NEMS Operation Nlode
was for highway use. More recently, however, EIA has For the AE02001 reference case, all modules of the
determined that refinery production of highway diesel NEMS were executed to solve for supply and demand
approximates the total demand for diesel fuel in the balance in the U.S. domestic energ market through

transportation sector Therefore, the reference case fo balance in the U.S. domestic energy market through
transportation sector. Therefore, the reference case for 2020: For this study onlh the relevant modules were
this study assumes that the production of 500 ppm high- executed, including the international Ener Module
way diesel fuel is equal to the total demand in the trans- Transportation Demand Module, industrial DemandTransportation Demand Module, Industrial Demand
portation sector. Module, and the Petroleum Market Module. This mode
Two major factors account for the revised assumption. of NEMS operation greatly reduced the model run time
First, some of the highway diesel produced at refineries without significantly affecting the results.

1''Energy Information Administration. Annual Ewnerg Outlook 2001] DOE/EIA-0383(2001 ) (Washington, DC, December 2000). we site
www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/aeo/ See also web sites www.eia.doe.gov/olaf/assumptionipdf/O54l(2001).pdf and www eia d(.go,'ol oi.
supplement/ index.hml.

16" Model documentation reports for NEMS and its modules as well as a summary report. NEA/S: Aln Overvnwm re arvalaae a at wteb site
ww w.eia.doe.gov/bookshelf/docs.html.
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Appendix C

Pipeline Regions and Operations

U.S. Regions for Distribution of Petroleum The Gulf Coast (PADD III) is the Nation's main oil supply
and Their Key Pipelines region. It is the largest refining area, with facility design

and sophistication unrivaled in the world. It is a major
The supply and demand characteristics for refined crude oil producing area, with output greater than all
petroleum products across the United States vary across but two members of the Organization of Petroleum
regions (Petroleum Administration for Defense Dis- Exporting Countries. It also has a low regional demand
tricts, or PADDs). The reasons are historical, demo- for finished petroleum products. Thus, its shipments of
graphic, geological, and topographical. products to other regions are a central facet of supply

The East Coast (PADD I), the most heavily populated east of the Rocky Mountains. The Gulf Coast is the origin
PADD, has the highest petroleum consumption. It has of trunk carriers such as Explorer, TEPPCO (to the Mid-
virtually no indigenous crude oil production and only west), Colonial, and Plantation (to the Southeast and
limited refining capacity. The Northeast is unique in itst Coast). These pipelines also deliver to points within
dependence on heating oil: 70 percent of all sin- PADD
gle-family homes in the Northeast are heated with oil. The Rocky Mountain States (PADD IV) are thinly popu-
Hence, the Northeast has the largest market for the lated; with a low volume of oil shipped across long
transportation of high-sulfur distillate, as opposed to transport distances. Its consumption of diesel fuel for
low-sulfur diesel oil. The region covers its deficit in transportation on a per capita basis is about 60 percent
refined product supply with shipments from the Gulf greater than the average in the lower 48 States, but its
Coast by pipeline and with imports of refined products consumption per square mile is less than 30 percent of
by tanker. Colonial Pipeline (Gulf Coast to the New York the lower 48 average. The region's highway consump-
area) and Plantation Pipe Line (Gulf Coast to the Wash- tion of diesel-a proxy for the low-sulfur diesel
ington, DC, area) are trunk lines that transport a wide required-is about 60 percent of its total distillate mar-
product slate to the area, including distillate fuel oils. ket, but low-sulfur diesel accounts for more than 80 per-
Delivering lines, such as Buckeye Pipe Line Company, cent of the total distillate supplied in the region. The
distribute products within the New York Harbor and market is so thin that many companies have opted to
from the New York Harbor area to Pennsylvania and market (and hence require transport and storage for)
upstate New York. Buckeye also serves Connecticut and only low-sulfur diesel fuel instead of both low- and
Massachusetts from an origin in New Haven. high-sulfur fuel. The pipelines serving the region dis-
ExxonMobil and Sun also operate delivering product tribute products from refineries in the Denver area and
pipelines in the region. from refineries in Billings, MT; and Casper, WY, as well

The Midwest) is ls h l p d tn as product received from terminals in PADD II. Pipe-The Miduwest (PADD II) is less heavily populated than lines such as Yellowstone and Cenex distribute acrosslines such as Yellowstone and Cenex distribute across
PADD I and hasagreater balanceof supply and demand the Northern Tier States. Chevron moves products out
for both crude oil and refined products. It receives pipe- through daho and to western ash-
lint supplies of distillate fuel oil from both the Gulf o S Lak C t I a t wt WlinC supplies of distillate fuel oil from both the Gulf ington, and a variety of pipelines go into and out of the
Coast and the East Coast. The main trunk carriers of Denver area (Phillips from PADD 111; Chase from PADD
refined petroleum products in the Midwest are TE Prod- I; and Conoco, WYCO, Sinclair, and others within the
uct Pipeline and Explorer Pipeline. The role of deliver- Rockies)
ing carriers in the Midwest is a key to product
distribution. The region's refining hubs depend on pipe- The West Coast (PADD V) is a singular oil market,. sepa-
lines to deliver their output. As logistics hubs, as well as rated from the rest of the country. From the earliest days.
refining hubs, areas such as Chicago ship product out- the Rockies prevented the easy transfer of oil in and cut
put from refineries and also re-ship product received of the region. More recently, Califomia's adoption of
from refineries on the Gulf Coast or in Oklahoma. Pipe- uniquely stringent oil product specifications has exacer-
lines serving the Chicago hub include Williams, bated the region's supply isolation. The region is popu-
Equilon, and Phillips (in addition to Explorer and TE lous as a whole because California is populous;
Products), Citgo, Marathon Ashland, Buckeye, and Wol- consumption is high, but not on a per capita basis. In
verine. Other refining centers or single refineries also California, the Kinder Morgan pipeline system (for-
depend on pipeline transport of their products. Kaneb merly Santa Fe Pacific Pipeline) is the most important. It
and Conoco are two of the pipelines serving the western redistributes product from area refineries and, in south-
part of PADD I1, the plains States, where distances are em California, receives product from its system in
long and consumption volumes low. Arizona. The system in Arizona. in turn, connects with
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PADD III and receives supplies from El Paso, TX. The Both trunk line and delivering pipeline carriers are nec-
Calnev Pipeline connects southern California with Las essary for meeting the Nation's demand for refined
Vegas, NV. There are also pipelines transporting prod- petroleum products, and each type of pipeline carrier is
uct in western Washington and Oregon from refineries economically sound in performing its type of service.
in the northwest comer of Washington (Kinder Morgan Many pipeline companies provide both types of service.
and Olympic). As noted previously, Chevron supplies It is clear, however, that trunk and delivering pipeline
the eastern part of those States via pipeline-from Salt carriers encounter different operating environments
Lake City, and Yellowstone delivers across Montana and different economics. Trunk lines tend to have lower
and Idaho into eastern Washington as well. costs and revenues per barrel mile than delivering carri-

ers. Trunk line carriers also tend to be more capital inten-
The East Coast is the only region where all pipelines con- sive than delivering carriers. Costs and revenues per
sistently carry both diesel fuel (currently 500 ppm) and unit of throughput are higher for delivering carriers
high-sulfur distillate fuel oil (heating oil). In other than for trunk lines, and delivering carriers tend to be
regions, some demand for non-road fuel is met by more labor intensive than trunk carriers. Delivering car-
500 ppm product. This is important to the demands of a riers also tend to operate physically smaller pipelines
phase-in. and to use more and smaller storage tanks than do trunk

carriers.

Key Pipeline Operations
The fundamental difference between trunk line and

Oil pipelines operate under a range of corporate struc- delivering pipeline carriers is scale. For pipelines closer
tures and face a range of operational and financial chal- to ultimate demand locations, the magnitude of opera-
lenges. Some are independent and face capital markets tions tends to be smaller and the number of operating
on their own. Others are subsidiaries of integrated oil tasks performed tends to be larger. The trunk carriers
companies. Oil pipelines also serve their markets in dif- that serve as the central arteries have flexibility to redi-
ferent ways, and their divergent operations patterns dic- rect product, for instance. As the system reaches its fur-
tate that the impact of the rule will vary across pipelines thest capillaries, the inflexibilities imposed by the
and thus across regions. The options for minimizing smaller scale become more apparent. The chances for
contamination may be different for a trunk line than for "operating lockouts" increase. A lockout might occur if a
a delivering pipeline carrier, or for a pipeline in batch terminal does not have room to accept a scheduled ship-
service versus one in fungible service. In addition, the ment and there are no other terminals at hand to accept
opportunities for offsetting a supply interruption the product. The pipeline is thus stalled until the prod-
caused by a quality problem are fewer for the delivering uct can be delivered.
carrier in batch service. The sequencing of product flow
is central to maintaining product integrity and, possibly, Batch and Fungible Pipeline Service
reducing system flexibility. by requiring changes in Peleum products pipelines also differ bv whether
batch sizes or product scheduling.batch sizes or product schedulitthey operate on a batch or fungible basis. In batch opera-

Trunk Line and Delivering Pipeline Carriers tions, a specific volume of refined petroleum products is
accepted for shipment. The identity of the material

Refined petroleum products pipelines in the United shipped is maintained throughout the transportation
States fall into two fundamental service categories. process, and the same material that was accepted for
Trunk lines serve high-volume, long-haul transporta- shipment at the origin is delivered at the destination. In
tion requirements; delivering pipelines transport fungible operations, the carrier does not deliver the
smaller volumes over shorter distances to final market same batch of material that is presented at the origin
areas. Trunk pipelines provide transportation between location for shipment. Rather, the pipeline carrier deliv-
major source points, such as the Gulf Coast, and major ers material that has the same product specifications but
consumption locations, such as the EastCoast. An exam- is not the original material.
pie of a trunk pipeline is Colonial Pipeline Company,
which operates from Houston to New York City. A pipeline carrier operates in a batch or fungible mode
Delivering pipelines provide transportation from source based on its circumstances. Unless there is a more corn-
points to multiple, but relatively nearby, market areas. pelling reason, a pipeline operator's selection of its
An example of a delivering pipeline is Buckeye Pipe - mode of service is based on maximizing operating and
Line Company, which operates in the middle Atlantic economic efficiency. In general, fungible product opera-
and upper Midwest regions of the country from various tion is the more efficient mode of operation. Fungible
source points, such as New York and Chicago, to mar- operation tends to minimize the generation of interface
kets such as Pittsburgh and Detroit. While the average material (see below). Another efficiency of fungible
haul length on Colonial Pipeline is over 1,000 miles, the operation is that it permits split-stream operations. In a
average haul length on Bucke, e is 125 miles. split-stream operation, material originating at Point A
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and destined for Points B and C can be delivered at both same petroleum products in the same pipeline. For
distant points simultaneously; part of the stream can example, it is common for a single refined products
continue on to Point C while delivery is still underway at pipeline to transport various grades of motor gasoline,
Point B. In a batch mode, a delivery operation to Point B diesel fuel, and aircraft turbine fuel in the same physical
means that all pipeline movements beyond Point B cease pipeline. (For the most part, oil pipelines do not trans-
while the delivery to Point B is completed. port both crude oil and refined petroleum products in

the same pipeline.)
Fungible operations also support more efficient utiliza-
tion of storage tanks. In fungible operations, large stor- To carrm multiple products or grades in the same pipe-
age tanks are used to accumulate or deliver multiple line, different petroleum products or grades are held in
consignments of identical refined products. In batch separate storage facilities at the origin of a pipeline and
operations, only one consignment of material is typi- are delivered into separate storage facilities at the desti-
callv held in each tank. Accordingly, storage tanks used nation. The different types or grades of petroleum prod-
in batch pipeline operations tend to be smaller (and, pos- ucts are transported sequentially through the pipeline.
sibly, more numerous) and are not utilized as inten- While traversing the pipeline, a given refined product
sively as storage tanks used in fungible service. occupies the pipeline as a single batch of material.At the

end of a given batch, another batch of material, a differ-
Among the pipeline characteristics that determine ent petroleum product, follows. A 25,000-barrel batch of
whether a refined petroleum products pipeline operates products occupies nearly 50 miles of a 10-inch-diameter
in a batch or fungible mode, customer requirements for pipeline.
segregation are an important factor. (Many pipelines
operating on a fungible product basis can make provi- Generally, product batches are butted directly against
sion to accept a distinct batch from a shipper. In doing so each other, without any means or devices to separate
the carrier might impose a higher minimum volume them. At the interface of two batches in a pipeline, some.
requirement or charge a higher tariff rate to cover the but relatively little, mixing occurs. The actual volume of
higher operating cost of providing the special service.) mixed material generated depends on a number of phys-
Nonetheless, many pipelines or pipeline segments serve ical parameters, including pipeline diameter, distance.
areas where the structure of the market does not support topography, and type of material. As a guide to under-
t*he "one size fits all" character of fungible service. standing the volume of interface generated, it would be

typical for 150 barrels of mixed material to be generated
Another important factor in determining a pipeline's in a 10-inch pipeline over a shipment distance of 100
type of service offering is the possible availability of miles. The hydraulic flow in a pipeline is also a crucial
multiple pipelines in the same service corridor. If exist- determinant of the amount of mixing that occurs. "Tur-
ing practice and customer service arrangements initially bulent flow," as occurs in most pipelines, minimizes the
mandate batch pipeline service, it is difficult for a generation of interface, while operations that require the
refined petroleum products pipeline carrier to change to flow to stop and start will generate the most interface
fungible service subsequently. On the other hand, if a material.
pipeline carrier serves a transportation corridor using
multiple pipelines, it has more flexibility to adopt fungi- Mlonthlv Batch Scheduling
bie sen ice. As a part of their strategy to minimize the generation of

Thus, while an oil pipeline is likely to prefer fungible interface material, pipeline operators sequence batches
service, batch service is often the only feasible choice. on thebasis of the total number of products routiel
Like the difference between trunk and delivering carri- shipped and the number and capaci of storage tanks
ers, the difference between fungible and batch service is available at the origin, destination, and intermediate
one of scale for manv operating parameters. An oil pipe- breakout locations. Most often, pipeline operators use a

line in batch service has considerably less flexibility to recurring monthly schedule of "cvcles." shipping all the
available petroleum products of the same type inoffset operating "hiccups" (such as product contamina- avalable petroleum products of the same type in

tion at a shipper's terminal tank) than does an oil pipe- sequence. For example, only gasoline grades would be
line operating in fungible service. .shipped during the days that constitute the gasoline

. o cycle, and only distillates would be shipped during the
days that constitute the distillate cycle. The actual dura-

Seauencing Product Flow tion of the cycles might vaary from 6 to 10 days, depend-
Refined products pipelines carry more than 60 percent ing on the volume of each material to be shipped during
of all petroleum products transported in the United a particular month. Operators accommodate increased
States.1 ' 2 Products pipelines are routinely capable of seasonal demand and stock builds, for instance, by
transporting various types of products or grades of the adjusting the cycle schedule. The schedule is published

162 Based on ton-miles. See Association of Oil Pipe Lines. Shifts ti Petroleum Trainsportation-1999 (2001
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far in advance, however, leaving little opportunity for Making the Cut: The Mechanics of the Interface
last-minute flexibility.

Each petroleum product-in fact, each batch of prod-
Batch sizes are determined by the availability of storage ucts-has a distinct and identifiable specific gravity.
tankage (not only to pipeline operator directly, but also Different products have widely different specific
to originating shippers and receiving terminal opera- gravities. Different grades or batches of the same
tors), the batch sizes consigned by shippers,-shippers' product have slight but measurable differences in
time requirements, and whether the pipeline is operated specific gravity.
on a batch or fungible basis.

Pipeline operators monitor the specific gravity of a
Interfaces and Transmix pipeline stream as it approaches a station or terminal.

The composition of the mixed (or interface) material A change from one specific gravity to another idi-
reflects the two materials from which it is derived. While cates the end of the leading batch and the beginning
it does not conform to any standard petroleum product of the following batch. Based on this signal of the
specification or composition, it is not lost or wasted. For interface location, the pipeline operator "swings"
interface material resulting from adjacent batches of dif- batches from one pipeline to another or from main-
ferent grades of the same product, such as mid-grade line transit into segregated tanks. The shift in specific
and regular gasoline, the mixture is typically blended gravity may be too gross an indicator, however, when
into the lower grade. This "downgrading" reduces the dealing with ULSD. By the time the shift in specific
volume of the higher quality product and increases the gravity is discernible, the ULSD may have been con-
volume of the lower quality product. taminated by the sulfur in its neighboring product.

The interface between two different products-gasoline pipeline operation are filled and drained up to four or
and a distillate, for instance-produces a hybrid called more times per month. Operators usually are able to
"transmix." Transmix cannot be blended back into place the same type of petroleum fuel in a given tank on
either of its components, as gasoline's flash point will each drain and fill cycle, and the tank is not purged and
contaminate the distillate, and distillate's higher boiling cleaned between the routine drain and fill cycles. When
point will contaminate the gasoline. Transmix, there- a tank is filled and drained with a given material, small
fore, is segregated and then reprocessed in a full-scale to substantial quantities of the former material remain in
refinery or a purpose-built facility. When it has been sep- the tank. To the extent that the previous material was
arated again into its component products (gasoline and different from new material being placed in the tank,
distillate, for instance), the distinct products are reintro- contamination can occur. Generally, such contamination
duced into the appropriate segregated transportation is inconsequential because the new material is substan-
and storage system. (If an operator utilizes two physical tially the same as the old material or its volume is small.
pipelines in the same corridor, it may minimize the gen-
eration of transmix by carrying only gasoline in one line In addition to tanks at the origin and destination termi-
and only distillates in the other. The problem of down- nals, "working" or "breakout" tanks are used in the nor-
grade within a family of products, however, still exists.) n al course of pipeline operation. Over a pipeline route,

there may be various needs to interrupt the flow of pipe-
As shown in Figure C1, a refined products pipeline typi- line material in transit, including branching of the pipe-
cally "wraps" the current highway diesel (at 500 ppm) line, change in size or capacity, mainline pumping
with kerosene and/or jet fuel (2,000 ppm or so), and operations, change from fungible to batch operation,
non-road diesel (up to 5,000 ppm). The chance that the and others. In each case, breakout tanks provide the flex-
500 ppm material will be forced off-specification by sul- ibility to temporarily stop or buffer different flow rates
fur contamination is low. The product tendered is of pipeline segments.
around 300 ppm, leaving leeway for any minor contami-
nation from the neighboring product. The maintenance of material in continuous pipeline

transit without need for diversion into breakout tankage
Typically, refined oil products are transported from a is known as "tightlining." A pipeline operator's ability
source location, such as a refinery or bulk terminal, to a to tightline material will prove to be a slight advantage
distribution terminal near a market area. Large above- in protecting the integrity of ULSD. Overall, however,
ground storage tanks at an origin location accumulate tightlining is not an easy option to engage if facilities and
and hold a given petroleum product pending its entry operating requirements do not already permit it.
into the pipeline for transport. Petroleum products are
also stored temporarily in aboveground storage tanks at In addition to the minor creation of interface materia
destination terminals. that occurs in pipeline transit, creation of interface mate-

rial also occurs in the local piping facilities (station pip-
Storage tanks usually are dedicated to holding a single ing) that direct petroleum products from and to
petroleum product or grade. Most storage tanks used in respective origin and destination storage tanks and in
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Figure C1. Typical Product Sequence and Interfaces in a Refined Products Pipeline

Transmix Interface Transmix
(reprocessed) (downgraded in direction of arrow) (reprocessed)
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Distillate Cycle Gasoline Cycle
Sojrce: Energy Iniormation AdministraIlon. Office ofl Inegraled Analysis and Forecasting

the tanks themselves. Essentially, station piping repre- In fact, the interface .generation in station piping and
sents the connection between a main pipeline segment breakout tanks may be even more important than dur-
and its requisite operating tanks. The concept is simple ing pipeline transit. The volume of interface material
in theory,but in practice the configuration of station pip- thus generated is due to the physical attributes of the
ing is not. Station piping layouts become more complex system. It has fewer variables but approaches being a
as the tanks at a pipeline terminal facility become more fixed value on a barrel-per-batch, not a percentage,
numerous. basis. For instance, one pipeline operator may create

25,000 barrels of high-sulfur/low-sulfur distillate inter-
Configurations of station piping necessary to accommo- face per batch whether the batch is 250,000 barrels'or
date a given number of tanks and to provide flexibility in 1,000,000 barrels. In addition, a given batch of product
routing multiple products in and out of those tanks pro- might be transported in multiple pipelines between its
vide many possibilities for the creation of pipeline inter- origin and its final destination and even within the same
face material. Each pipeline facility is different, not only system might require a stop in breakout tanks, as noted
among pipeline companies but within pipeline compa- above. Each segment of the journey generates additional
nies. There is no wav to predict how easy or hard it will interface.
be to minimize possible sulfur contamination of ULSD
in station piping, except to examine the risks on a
case-by-case basis.
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